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Abstract 

Comparative genomics is a technique whereby whole genomes are compared allowing the use 

of species with well-characterised genomes to understand the genomes of species with larger, 

more complex genomes.  The development of new varieties of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) 

to meet the future challenge of feeding a growing population in a time of environmental change 

is hampered by difficulties sequencing the large, complex wheat genome.  The material 

presented in this thesis describes the development of genomic resources for Brachypodium 

distachyon, a new experimental grass system which due to its close evolutionary relationship to 

wheat and compact genome provides a template for comparative structural genomic studies in 

larger crop genomes.  

This thesis describes my contributions to the development of a genetic linkage map, an 

integrated physical map and an annotated genome sequence for B. distachyon, the first pooid 

grass to be sequenced.  Evolutionary relationships between representatives from three major 

grass subfamilies are assessed and a proposed mechanism for chromosome reduction in the 

grasses is confirmed.  More than 15,000 putative regulatory regions within the B. distachyon 

genome were identified using phylogenetic footprinting of which a subset was shown to contain 

functional motifs.  Analysis of T-DNA insertions in 741 mutagenised B. distachyon lines identified 

364 genes containing an insertion providing a resource for functional annotation of novel grass 

genes. 

Chromosome-based physical mapping is one approach towards sequencing the wheat genome 

and the novel method of anchoring physical map contigs from a single wheat chromosome arm 

using synteny to B. distachyon is described.  One-third of physical map contigs were anchored 

and additional markers identified to anchor further contigs.  The transcriptome of wheat was 

sampled using Illumina and 454 platforms resulting in the identification of new transcripts.  B. 

distachyon gene models were used to accurately define wheat gene models from this transcript 

sequence.     
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Genomics is the study of the structure, content and evolution of genomes.  The development 

and refinement of sequencing chemistry, based on the Sanger method using fluorescently 

labelled dideoxy terminators (Sanger et al. 1977), and the development of novel high 

throughput cloning systems, led to a continued increase in the scale of genome sequencing 

projects between 1980 and 1990. The advent of whole genome shotgun sequencing 

revolutionised genomics (Fleischmann et al. 1995) as it provided a direct and cost-effective 

means of sequencing simpler genomes without the expense and time-consuming stage of 

cloning. The first complete genomic sequence of a eukaryotic organism, Saccharomyces 

cereviseae was published in 1996 (Goffeau et al. 1996) and was followed by the genomes of 

other eukaryotes, sequenced using a variety of methods including whole-genome shotgun 

sequencing.  In 2000, the sequencing of the Drosophila melanogaster genome was completed 

(Adams et al. 2000) validating the controversial whole-genome shotgun approach and was the 

largest genome sequenced at that time.  Later that year the genome sequence of Arabidopsis 

thaliana was published (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), the first plant to have its 

genome sequenced.  February 2001 saw the completion of the first draft of the human genome 

sequence (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001) by two rival groups.  The availability of many 

genome sequences spawned major fields of functional and comparative genomics to establish 

the function of genes and proteins in a genomic context and to determine the evolutionary 

processes that act upon them.  Computational approaches have been developed to manage 

data, perform analyses, display and disseminate genomic data.  

The field of genomics is currently undergoing another revolution with the advent of massively 

parallel sequencing technologies which have significantly reduced the cost of genome 

sequencing.  These new technologies have ushered in the era of personal genomics, where an 

individual’s genome can be sequenced for a fraction of the cost and time of the Human Genome 

Project (Bentley et al. 2008; Wheeler et al. 2008) with the eventual goal being a human genome 

sequence for less than $1000.  Genome projects are becoming more wide-ranging, for example, 

the 1000 genomes project (www.1000genomes.org) aims to sequence the genomes of more 

than 1000 people from a number of different ethnic groups to provide a detailed catalogue of 

human genetic variation.  More recently, an extensive project was announced to assemble a 

collection of DNA sequences representing the genomes of 10,000 vertebrate species in an 

attempt to capture the genetic diversity across the vertebrate genera (www.genome10k.org).  

These new technologies provide additional challenges both in terms of storing and analysing the 

http://www.1000genomes.org/
http://www.genome10k.org/
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vast amounts of genomic data currently being produced as well as learning how to apply these 

technologies to tackle genomes previously considered impossible to sequence, such as the large 

crop genomes.   

This thesis applies a combination of software and visualisation tools to map and understand the 

genome of the wild grass Brachypodium distachyon and to evaluate its use for comparative 

structural genomic studies in Triticum aestivum using novel genomics approaches.  Chapter 2 

describes my contributions towards the development of B. distachyon as a model grass genome 

focussing on the genome sequencing project, the construction of a genetic and physical map 

and comparison of the genome with other grasses.  Chapter 3 details the use of phylogenetic 

shadowing using B. distachyon and the genomes of two more distantly related grasses to 

identify potential functional regions within the B. distachyon genome.  Chapter 4 describes my 

contribution to early functional genomics studies in B. distachyon by bioinformatic analysis of T-

DNA insertion lines.  In Chapter 5, physical mapping of a single chromosome arm of T. aestivum 

is undertaken using the B. distachyon genome to anchor physical map contigs.  In addition, 

different methods for anchoring physical map contigs are evaluated.  Chapter 6 evaluates the 

use of new sequencing technologies to sample the transcribed portion of hexaploid wheat and 

B. distachyon gene models are used to more precisely define gene models in wheat.  The 

conclusions from this thesis are drawn together in Chapter 7.  To put the following chapters into 

context, this introduction reviews the current state of genomics and comparative genomics, and 

then details the genomic approaches to date that have been applied to the grasses. 

1.2 Genomics 

The primary goal of a genome sequencing project is to establish a complete, accurate and 

durable record of the sequence of genomic DNA.  Several other types of data are required to 

assemble genome sequences into their correct chromosomal context.  Among these are 

physical and genetic maps of the genome.  A physical map displays the location of genes or 

markers in a genome according to their physical distance, as measured by the size of large insert 

clones such as Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes or BACs (Shizuya et al. 1992). Genetic maps 

identify the relative position of markers determined by meiotic recombination events and are 

essential for mapping important loci within the genome and for comparison with other 

genomes.  Genome projects can also generate expressed sequence tag (EST) data to facilitate 

the analysis of the gene-coding regions of the genome.  EST sequences are obtained by 

sequencing libraries of clones containing reverse transcribed copies of mRNA sequences 

extracted from a variety of tissues.  After determination of the complete genome sequence, 

annotation of the genome is performed using gene finding programs that use a variety of 
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methods to define the protein-coding regions and other functional areas of the genome.  Using 

similarities between the predicted sequence of proteins in the genome of interest and related 

proteins with known functions in other organisms, the functions of genes can be inferred and 

related to other data sets, such as gene expression data. 

In addition to sequencing the genome of a single individual, the reduction in cost and increase 

in sequencing throughput have facilitated resequencing projects where whole genomes or 

selected genomic regions of interest from many individuals in a population can be sequenced.  

Detecting and understanding sequence differences or polymorphisms between individuals in a 

population is important to explicate the biological consequences of genetic variation. 

A single genome project generates a vast amount of diverse data that needs to be provided to 

the global research community in user-friendly formats.  In the past 20 years the field of 

bioinformatics has emerged and has developed a plethora of software tools, data repositories 

and visualisation interfaces that provide an essential bridge between biologists and these large 

scale data sets.  Many software tools and repositories are available to display and store 

genomics data for the huge variety of genomic projects either completed or ongoing.   

1.2.1 Genetic mapping of genomes 

Mapping is central to genomic studies.  For many years genetic linkage maps have provided 

researchers with the tools to navigate genomes with very high precision without knowing the 

underlying sequences.  Linkage maps represent the relative position of genetic elements within 

linkage groups and if the marker density is sufficiently high, the order and grouping of markers 

into linkage groups directly corresponds to the organisation of chromosomes.  Inherited 

morphological features were first used for linkage mapping but have largely been superseded 

by DNA-based molecular markers.  These markers have facilitated the development of 

comprehensive genetic linkage maps for many species.  A molecular marker is a unique DNA 

sequence that can be easily identified by a specific molecular technique.  Types of commonly 

used molecular markers include Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs), Random 

Amplified Polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs), Sequence Tagged Sites (STS), Amplified Fragment Length 

Polymorphisms (AFLPs), Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) and Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

(SNPs).  

Linkage maps are constructed from observations of the frequencies of recombination between 

markers during crossing over of homologous chromosomes.  Crossing over is the process that 

occurs at meiosis when genetic material is exchanged between paired homologous 

chromosomes.  The observation that if a crossover occurs between markers, they will not be 
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inherited together led to the hypothesis that the probability of a crossover occurring between 

two markers would increase as the distance between the markers increases (Morgan 1911).  

Based on these ideas, the first genetic map was developed in D. melanogaster (Sturtevant 1913) 

using the centiMorgan (cM) as a measure of genetic distance.  This unit was defined as ‘a 

portion of the chromosome of such length that, on the average, one crossover will occur in it 

out of every 100 gametes formed’.  Mapping functions such as the Kosambi map function 

(Kosambi 1944) are used to infer the genetic distance between two loci from the observable 

recombination rate between them.   

In modern genetic studies involving large numbers of markers, computer software such as 

MapMaker (Lander et al. 1987) or JoinMap (Stam 1993) is used to construct genetic maps.  

Various algorithmic approaches are used to calculate the most likely genetic map from the 

frequency of recombination between each marker.  Genetic maps are widely used in eukaryotic 

organisms to determine the location of a gene controlling a particular trait and the inheritance 

pattern can be determined using markers linked to the trait. 

1.2.2 Physical mapping of genomes 

A physical map consists of a set of ordered clones of large DNA fragments, whose relative 

positions in the genome are known.  Physical maps describe the location of chromosomal 

features according to relative positions on genomic DNA and the distance between features is 

measured as a physical distance in kilobases (kb) or megabases (Mb).  Construction of a physical 

map is commonly the first stage in genome sequencing projects aimed at tackling large and 

complex genomes as it provides multiple anchor points for aligning and assembling sequences 

and breaks down the genome into smaller (generally 100-200 kb fragments in BAC cloning 

vectors) units for sequencing and assembly.  

Physical maps are constructed by partially digesting genomic DNA into segments of 50-200 kb 

using restriction enzymes, then cloning these segments into large insert vectors such those 

based on the Escherichia coli F factor, a low-copy plasmid.  A library of these vectors or BACs, is 

created such that any region of the genome will be represented 5 to 10 times in the clone 

library.  Clones are selected and analysed to determine regions of overlap which are then 

aligned to form larger contiguous segments or contigs.  Contigs are extended to cover large 

tracts of DNA, ultimately producing a series of contigs that correspond to the chromosome 

structure of the organism.  Once optimal coverage has been achieved, a set of clones is selected 

from the library called the minimal tiling path (MTP) which gives the most complete coverage of 

the genome with a minimal number of overlapping clones.   
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Three methodologies have been developed to determine overlaps between clones; restriction 

enzyme fingerprinting, end-sequencing of clone inserts and hybridisation assays.  Restriction 

enzyme fingerprinting was originally developed for Caenorhabditis elegans (Coulson et al. 1986) 

and S. cerevisiae (Olson et al. 1986).  Each clone in a genomic library is digested with restriction 

enzymes, the resulting fragments separated on a high resolution gel and detected by 

autoradiography.  A fingerprint is produced for each clone which is used to align clones based 

on overlap of fingerprints.  Sets of clones with overlapping fingerprints are assembled into 

contiguous structures or contigs.   

A rapid and more accurate method called high-information content fingerprinting or HICF 

(Marra et al. 1997) is now more commonly used.  This method uses large-insert clones (P1 or 

Bacteria Artificial Chromosomes – abbreviated to PACs or BACs) which yield more fragments 

when digested with restriction enzymes.  In addition, the different sized fragments can be 

resolved accurately on capillary arrays using fluorescent dyes and sensitive fluorescent imagers 

rather than by radioactive methods.  At the same time as the advent of HICF, a software called 

FingerPrinted Contigs or FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997) was developed to compare the fragment 

profiles to determine whether clones overlap.  The underlying algorithm calculates a probability 

that the number of shared bands between two clones could occur by chance and uses this to 

cluster the clones into contigs.  FPC also has editing facilities to modify alignments and to 

remove poorly fingerprinted clones.   

Additional information on potential overlap of clones can be gathered by end-sequencing the 

insert of each clone.  This essentially gives a ~500 bp read from each end of the genomic 

sequence contained within the clone and is called a BAC-end sequence or BES.  Overlapping 

clones can then be identified by overlapping sequence regions.  This method was originally 

proposed  to assist in the sequencing of the human genome (Venter et al. 1996) and is used in 

conjunction with restriction enzyme fingerprinting.   

A hybridisation assay uses short, radioactively labelled probes called overgos created from 

overlapping oligonucleotides in the end sequences of BACs in contigs.  These probes are used to 

select BACs from the library that match the ends of contigs.  If the probe sequence is present in 

low copy number within the genome, only a few clones are selected from the library 

representing potential overlapping clones.  A probe is selected from the end of the new clone 

and used to select another BAC from the library.  This allows contigs to be extended forming 

larger assemblies, a technique known as chromosome walking (Bender et al. 1983). 

Physical and genetic maps can be aligned by use of common markers.  Although both types of 

maps show the order of features along the genome, the distances between features may vary in 
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each map.  This is due to variation in recombination rates over different parts of the 

chromosome, for example, at the centromeres and telomeres of the chromosomes which 

usually show less recombination than the gene-rich euchromatin.  In chromosomal regions 

showing low recombination one cM will represent a much larger physical distance than in 

regions showing high recombination.  The advantage of a physical map is that regions of the 

genome are mapped independently of recombination frequencies, therefore most areas of the 

genome that can be cloned can be placed in physical maps. In contrast, large tracts of genomes 

such as pericentromeric heterochromatin and other repetitive regions have suppressed 

recombination and cannot be accurately genetically mapped.  

1.2.3 Genome sequencing strategies 

Traditional genome sequencing utilises the chain terminator DNA sequencing technique 

developed by Frederick Sanger (Sanger et al. 1977) which uses dideoxynucleotide triphosphates 

as DNA chain terminators.  A single-stranded DNA template is incubated with a DNA primer, a 

DNA polymerase, a mixture of the four deoxynucleotides (dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and dTTP) one or 

more of which is radioactively labelled, and a dideoxy terminator (either ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP 

or ddTTP).  This reaction results in a mixture of DNA fragments of differing lengths 

complementary to the template with labelled nucleotides incorporated into the chain and each 

fragment terminated by a dideoxy terminator.  The dideoxynucleotides are added at a lower 

concentration than the standard deoxynucleotides such that only partial incorporation of the 

terminator occurs.  Analogous reactions are performed using the other three dideoxy 

terminators and the four samples are fractionated in parallel using electrophoresis on a 

denaturing acrylamide gel which separates the fragments by size.  This results in a pattern of 

bands on the gel which are visualised by autoradiography and from which the DNA sequence 

can be read directly.  Early DNA sequencing was a manual, labour intensive process requiring 

four reactions for each sequence - one for each dideoxy terminator.  The four reactions were 

run on a gel for a specified time, then stopped so that the results could be visualised by 

exposing the gel to X-ray film, which was read manually.  Modern genome sequencing 

operations are based on this technique but are heavily automated and can accurately read 

sequences of up to 1000 bases.  Improvements to the original technique include the use of 

fluorescent dyes to label the four dideoxy terminators.  This means that only one reaction is 

needed as the four terminators can be distinguished by colour and the sequencing reaction no 

longer needs to be stopped as the products are scanned for laser–induced fluorescence as they 

run through the electrophoresis medium.  The base sequence is collected as a set of trace files 

which indicates the intensity of each of the four colours as a set of peaks which are read 

automatically by base-calling software.  Programs such as phred (Ewing and Green 1998; Ewing 
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et al. 1998) enable sequence reads to be taken directly from an automated sequencer and 

converted into data files along with quality scores assigned to each base-call.  Complementary 

software tools phrap and consed (Gordon et al. 1998) allow the alignment and editing of the 

final DNA sequence.  These tools use similarity matching algorithms that also take into account 

the quality scores assigned in the first step.  Any ambiguities in the sequence or regions of poor 

coverage are highlighted at this stage and can be targeted individually.  Multiple high-quality 

reads per base means that the final consensus sequence has high accuracy. 

Traditional strategies for genome sequencing are based on physical maps where a minimum 

tiling path of clones has already been identified.  To determine the genome sequence, the 

clones from the MTP (usually 100-200 kb in size) are randomly fragmented into fractions of 3-5 

kb and 10 kb and cloned into plasmid vectors for sequencing.  The sequence of each BAC clone 

is reconstructed from the plasmid clone sequences and the genomic sequence determined from 

the known order of the BAC clones in the physical map.  A finishing step is normally required to 

check for errors in the sequence and to identify physical and sequence gaps.  The hierarchical 

clone-based approach was used in early sequencing projects including E. coli (Blattner et al. 

1997) and C. elegans (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998).  

A more recent approach to genome sequencing is the whole-genome shotgun (WGS) method 

originally proposed in 1992 by Eugene Myers (Kececioglu and Myers 1992).  This approach takes 

DNA from a whole genome and shears it randomly into separate preparations containing 

fragments of different sizes (usually 2 kb, 15-20 kb, 50 kb and 150 kb) which are ligated into 

cloning vectors of the appropriate size.  The vector inserts are sequenced from both ends 

yielding two reads for each clone called mate-pairs.  The orientation of each read in the mate-

pair and their approximate distance apart is known and this information can be used when 

reconstructing the original sequence.  Overlapping reads are first used to assemble regions of 

contiguous sequence (contigs), then mate-pair information is used to link contigs together to 

produce longer scaffolds.  In this way the longer sequences provide a larger-scale framework for 

assembly of the smaller stretches of DNA.  A useful statistic to compare the quality of genome 

assemblies is the N50 length.  An assembly described as having an N50 length of 100 kb means 

that 50% of the bases within that assembly reside in contigs longer than 100 kb.  More complete 

assemblies will have a higher N50 length.  Assembly of WGS sequence is computationally 

expensive requiring specialist assembly software such as ARACHNE (Batzoglou et al. 2002).  

Myers suggested using the WGS approach in the Human Genome Project (Weber and Myers 

1997) as a low cost alternative to the hierarchical clone-based approach chosen by the public 

consortium (Lander et al. 2001).  WGS was criticised at the time (Green 1997) for downplaying 

the expense of the finishing stage and producing sequences of low quality, but a private 
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company Celera opted to use this method (Venter et al. 2001).  Both groups published draft 

sequences in 2001, instigating arguments as to which sequence was more accurate.  The first 

organism to have its genome sequenced by the whole-genome shotgun method was D. 

melanogaster (Adams et al. 2000), and several others such as mouse (Waterston et al. 2002) 

and chimpanzee (Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005) have followed.  The 

hierarchical approach has the advantage of an easy to assemble final sequence, as the position 

of each BAC clone in the genome is known.  However, it is more expensive and time consuming 

to perform the extra cloning step.  The WGS approach is faster and less expensive but more 

prone to errors due to the complexity of the assembly process.   

Over the last few years, new techniques for high-throughput genome sequencing have 

emerged, driven by the need to reduce the cost of the process.  These next-generation 

sequencing (NGS) technologies have lessened the reliance on traditional Sanger sequencing and 

competition between different companies has reduced the cost still further.  The main 

differences between these technologies and traditional sequencing is the length of the 

sequence reads and the amount of data produced.  In general, the new methods produce much 

shorter reads although this field is advancing at a remarkable rate generating increases in read 

length and reductions in cost.  The first NGS method to become commercially available was 

from 454 Life Sciences (now owned by Roche) and makes use of a technology called 

‘pyrosequencing’ (Margulies et al. 2005).  Genomic DNA is fragmented into small sections of a 

few hundred base pairs.  Short adapters are added to each fragment and the single-stranded 

DNA is ligated onto a bead.  Each bead is captured in a droplet of an emulsion mixture creating a 

microreactor where emulsion PCR amplification takes place.  The fragments on each bead are 

amplified in parallel resulting in several million copies per bead.  Each bead is deposited into a 

well on a specially designed plate containing hundreds of thousands of wells, and then 

individual nucleotides in a fixed order are flowed over the wells.  When a nucleotide 

complementary to the template strand is incorporated, a chemiluminescent signal is emitted 

and recorded by a camera.  Images containing signals from all the wells on the plate are 

processed to determine the sequence of the fragments from each well in parallel.  This 

technology can produce more than one million reads per run with each read around 400 bp in 

length.  Run time is around 10 hours.  The limitation of this technology is that it is difficult to 

accurately determine the length of stretches of sequence where a single base is repeated, called 

homopolymeric runs.  This is due to problems in determining the intensity of the signal when 

multiple nucleotides are incorporated.  

The second NGS technology to appear on the market was developed by Solexa and is now 

owned by Illumina.  This technique uses a reversible terminator-based method called 
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‘sequencing-by-synthesis’ (Bennett et al. 2005) where genomic DNA is randomly fragmented 

and adapters are ligated to each end of the fragments.  These adapters allow single-stranded 

fragments to be attached to the planar, optically transparent surface of a flow cell.  Each 

fragment is subjected to a solid-phase bridge amplification reaction that creates hundreds of 

millions of dense clusters, each consisting of about 1000 copies of the original fragment.  The 

sequencing cycle proceeds by flowing a mixture of four labelled reversible terminators, primers 

and polymerase over the flow cell so each cluster will have a base incorporated that is 

complementary to the first base of the fragment.  After washing, a laser is used to excite the 

labelled terminators and the emitted fluorescence from each cluster is captured as an image.  

The fluorophore is removed and a 3’ hydroxyl group is regenerated on the terminator ready for 

the next cycle of terminator addition.  Subsequent cycles identify the sequence of bases in each 

fragment and as before, all the clusters are sequenced in parallel. The read length obtained 

using this technology is currently around 100 bp with 150-200 Gb of sequence being produced 

in a single 8 day run.   

The ‘Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection’ (or SOLiD) system from Life 

Technologies (formerly called Applied Biosystems) was the third NGS technology to become 

available (Valouev et al. 2008).  The first stages of this method are similar to the pyrosequencing 

method where genomic DNA is fragmented and each fragment ligated onto a bead.  Each bead 

is placed in a microreactor where amplification occurs such that each bead contains many 

copies of the fragment.  The 3' ends of the fragments are modified so the beads can be attached 

to a glass slide. Sequencing by ligation proceeds by hybridising a primer of length n to the 

adapter sequence that attaches the fragment to the bead, then a set of labelled di-base probes 

compete for ligation to the primer.  In total, sixteen di-base probes are used corresponding to 

every combination of the four nucleotides.  Each probe consists of a di-base followed by three 

degenerate bases and a fluorophore.  Once a probe is hybridised, it is interrogated to determine 

which di-base probe is attached before removal of the labelling fluorophore.  This leaves the di-

base and three degenerate bases attached to the template sequence.  The identities of the two 

bases immediately following the primer sequence have been determined.  Another round of 

ligation is initiated and a second probe attaches to the template sequence adjacent to the 

degenerate bases of the previous round.  Multiple cycles of ligation, detection and cleavage 

proceed until the end of the fragment is reached.  The next stage is a primer reset where the 

original primer and extended sequence is melted off and a primer of length n-1 is annealed.  

Again, multiple rounds of ligation, detection and cleavage proceed until the end of the fragment 

is reached.  After this round, half of the bases interrogated in the previous round will have been 

interrogated again.  Once again, a primer reset is performed and the whole cycle is executed 
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three more times with primers of length n-2, n-3 and n-4.  Upon completion, each base in the 

fragment will have been interrogated twice meaning that sequencing errors are reduced.  The 

output of the sequencing reaction is a sequence of fluorophores corresponding to the positions 

of the di-base probes on the sequence.  This is referred to as ‘colour space’ and is translated 

into ‘sequence space’ using a conversion table.  As only four fluorophores are used to label 

sixteen di-base probes, translating a specific colour into sequence is dependant on the colour 

both before and after the position being translated.  The SOLiD system can currently produce 

read lengths of 50 bp and up to 100 Gb of sequence in one 12 day run. 

In order to increase the usefulness of the short reads produced by NGS technologies, the ability 

to produce reads separated by a known distance was quickly introduced into all of the methods 

described above.  This addition goes some way to ameliorating the disadvantages of short reads 

by providing additional long range positional information which can be used for subsequent 

alignment or assembly of reads.  The reads are called ‘mate-pairs’ or ‘paired-end reads’ and 

although these terms are sometimes used interchangeably, the difference between them refers 

to the protocol used in the library preparation and thus the distance between the reads.  Mate-

pair reads are separated by 2-5 kb whereas paired-end reads are rarely more than 500 bp apart 

and can even be overlapping if the insert size is small. 

A less popular sequencing platform, called the Polonator, has been developed as an open 

source solution with software and protocols freely available in contrast to the other commercial 

options.  This technology is also based on sequencing-by-ligation and was originally proven by 

sequencing the E. coli MG1655 genome (Shendure et al. 2005).  The first stage of the process 

requires the construction of a mate-pair library from size-selected genomic fragments.  The 

fragments are attached to beads and amplified using emulsion PCR before being attached to a 

flow cell.  The sequencing reaction proceeds using one of four anchor primers (named A1 to A4).  

The primers are designed to hybridise to each side of the two mate-pair reads contained within 

each fragment, called the proximal and the distal tag.  Fluorescently labelled probes are used to 

interrogate the sequence in each primer cycle; seven probes are used with primers A1 and A3 

and six probes with primers A2 to A4.  The probes are degenerate in all positions except the 

query position.  After hybridisation of the first primer (A1) followed by seven rounds of 

interrogation, a 7-base sequence has been read from one side of the proximal tag.  This is 

removed, then the second primer (A2) is hybridised to the other end of the proximal tag and the 

sequence is interrogated by six probes.  This process continues using the other two primers 

resulting in one six and one seven base sequence from each tag.  This platform produces 26 

base pair reads, with 4-5 Gb of sequence per run.  
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The NGS platforms discussed so far involve an amplification step, either bridge amplification or 

clonal amplification using emulsion PCR.  Direct sequencing of a single DNA molecule that 

doesn’t require a cloning step does not produce PCR artefacts, and is therefore potentially more 

accurate.  Helicos Biosciences was the first company to offer this service in their HeliScope 

Single Molecule Sequencer.  Genomic DNA fragments (200-250 bp) are modified by the addition 

of a common adapter allowing them to be directly bound to a solid support (Harris et al. 2008).  

A sequencing-by-synthesis method similar to that used by Illumina is used to interrogate the 

fragment.  As a labelled reversible terminator is incorporated into the synthesised strand 

complementary to the template, a fluorescent signal is recorded.  The terminator is unblocked 

and the reaction proceeds in a cycle manner until the read length is reached.  This method 

produces reads of 25 to 35 nucleotides per template and 21-35 Gb of sequence per run. 

Another generation of sequencing technologies are already becoming available, called third 

generation technologies, these methods are based around the ability to directly sequence long 

single-stranded DNA molecules in real-time.  Leading the way with this approach is Pacific 

BioSciences who have developed a Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) sequencing technology to 

capture the incorporation of labelled nucleotides during DNA synthesis (Eid et al. 2009).  A DNA 

polymerase molecule is attached to the bottom of a nano-scale chamber.  Single stranded DNA 

is pulled through the polymerase and sequence information is captured as phospholinked 

nucleotides are incorporated into the strand.  The nucleotides have a fluorescent label attached 

to the terminal phosphate rather than the base meaning that as a nucleotide is incorporated, 

the fluorescent label can be detected.  The nano-scale chamber is called a zero-mode 

waveguide and is designed to provide a minimal observation volume, thus reducing the 

background fluorescence and allowing the fluorescent label of the incorporated nucleotide to 

be detected before it is released and diffuses away (Levene et al. 2003).  The polymerase 

incorporates bases at a rate of around 10 per second and this data is captured in real time.  In 

addition, thousands of detection chambers can be imaged in parallel giving an exceptionally 

high throughput.  This sequencing platform was unveiled at the Advances in Genome Biology 

and Technology conference held in Marco Island, Florida in February 2010 (Munroe and Harris 

2010) and was reported to have produced reads of up to 10 kb.  Furthermore, a ‘strobe 

sequencing’ method was discussed where images are taken for short time periods resulting in 

blocks of sequence separated by unknown regions distributed over very long insert lengths 

which should provide useful scaffolds for de novo assembly of complex genomes (Pacific 

Biosciences 2009).   

At the same conference, Life Technologies outlined their third-generation approach which uses 

a quantum dot (Qdot) nanocrystal attached to a DNA polymerase.  The Qdot absorbs laser light 
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and as labelled nucleotides get incorporated into the DNA strand by the polymerase, light is 

transferred from the Qdot to the labelled nucleotide by a process called fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer, or FRET.  This light is emitted by the fluorescent dye and detected.  FRET only 

happens in close proximity to the Qdot so the emitted signal is spatially confined and additional 

labelled nucleotides in solution are not detected.  The advantage of this method is that the 

excitation laser requires less energy than other methods which reduces damage to the 

polymerase and therefore should allow longer read lengths. 

The third main competitor in real-time single molecule DNA sequencing is Oxford Nanopore 

whose technology combines nanopores and electrical detection.  A DNA strand is guided 

towards a pore in a membrane surrounded by exonuclease enzymes which sequentially cleave 

each base from the strand and direct them through the nanopore.  A cyclodextrin molecule 

within the nanopore transiently binds each base as it passes through and the disturbance in 

electrical current is measured to determine the identity of the base (Astier et al. 2006).  The 

advantage of this method is potentially reduced running costs compared to other methods as it 

is not dependant on fluorescent labelling and advanced optimal imaging. 

These new sequencing technologies promise to vastly reduce the cost of DNA sequencing and 

push the frontiers of what is currently possible in genomic and genetic research.  Shorter run-

times and less complex assembly will allow a multitude of genomes (or genomic regions) to be 

sequenced.  One of the challenges for the future is to develop new methods of data storage and 

analysis to deal with this deluge of genomic data. 

1.2.4 Alignment and assembly of NGS sequence data 

NGS sequencing technologies have spawned a multitude of computational tools to deal with the 

huge amount of sequence data being produced.  These tools fall into two classes, those 

designed to align short reads to reference genomes and those designed to assemble short reads 

de novo, required when no reference genome is available.  When used for resequencing 

projects, short genomic reads from the species of interest are aligned to a reference genome to 

determine differences between the genomes, for example, to identify SNPs and 

insertions/deletions (called indels).  In general, the first stage in aligning short reads is to use a 

heuristic algorithm to identify a small subset of positions in a genome where a read might align, 

before applying more sensitive alignment algorithms to this smaller dataset.  Two approaches 

have been used in the heuristic stage of the alignment; hash-based alignment and Burrow-

Wheeler transform methods.  Hash-based methods use a hash table data structure to index 

either the set of input reads or the reference genome.  The hash table index allows for rapid 

searching of large datasets.  This method was implemented in the first generation of short read 
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alignment software including MAQ (Li et al. 2008a) and SOAP (Li et al. 2008b).  Alignment 

methods based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform or BWT (Burrows and Wheeler 1994) first 

apply the BWT to the genome sequence which involves transforming the sequence such that 

repeated characters are grouped together to allow more efficient compression.  An index is 

created from the transformed sequence which is used to place short reads onto the genome.  

Using the BWT on a genome before the creation of an index often produces a much smaller 

index than that produced from a non-transformed genome.  This approach is implemented in 

BWA (Li and Durbin 2009), BOWTIE (Langmead et al. 2009) and SOAP2 (Li et al. 2009b) which 

generally run much faster than hash-based algorithms.  Standard file formats are beginning to 

emerge for storing aligned reads produced by the different tools which simplifies the 

downstream analysis of datasets (Li et al. 2009a). 

Traditional assembly algorithms such as those used for WGS assembly, are based on identifying 

overlapping reads to assemble into contigs but this approach is not feasible for the huge 

numbers of short reads produced by NGS platforms.  Assembly algorithms for NGS data are 

based on de Bruijn graph data structures containing nodes joined with edges, an approach first 

applied to sequence assembly in 1995 (Idury and Waterman 1995).  Each node represents a 

short fixed-length subsequence, called a k-mer, where k is the length of the subsequence.  A set 

of k-mers is constructed from the sequence reads with one node for each k-mer found in the 

reads and an edge between nodes if the k-mers they represent are found together in a read.  In 

addition, the coverage of each k-mer is recorded.  In the graph, continuous stretches of nodes 

joined with edges represent error-free sequence and sequencing errors appear as bubbles or 

tips that end abruptly.  At this point the graph is simplified by amalgamating the continuous 

stretches and correcting errors by bubble removal and tip clipping.  Repetitive regions in the 

sequence will be represented as different paths through the graph, called cycles.  Similar to 

traditional assemblers based on sequence overlap, paired-end reads are essential for traversing 

repeats in a genome and most NGS assembly algorithms incorporate paired-end read 

information when building assemblies.  The first commercial NGS assembler to be released was 

Newbler, designed to deal with sequence reads produced by pyrosequencing and supplied with 

every 454 sequencing machine.  Subsequently, assembly algorithms such as Velvet (Zerbino and 

Birney 2008) and EULER-SR (Chaisson and Pevzner 2008) were released, designed for Illumina 

reads and used to assemble small bacterial genomes.  Most recently, assemblers such as ABySS 

(Simpson et al. 2009), AllPaths (Maccallum et al. 2009), and SOAPdenovo (Li et al. 2009c) have 

been released, implementing algorithms with reduced memory requirements to allow the 

assembly of larger genomes.  For example, SOAPdenovo was used to assemble a draft sequence 

of the 2.4 Gb genome of the giant panda (Li et al. 2010).   
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1.2.5 Genome annotation 

Knowledge of the physical DNA sequence of a genome does not provide much useful 

information.  Identification of the gene-rich regions in each chromosome, characterisation of 

the intron-exon structure of the genes within these regions and determination of the protein 

products derived from these genes provide the basis for functional genomics and proteomic 

studies.  This helps to define the components of the system and determine how they work 

together.  A gene comprises one or more exons, possibly separated by introns, transcribed to 

form an RNA transcript in the first stage of protein production.  A single gene can give rise to 

multiple transcripts, and thus multiple distinct proteins with multiple functions, by alternative 

splicing and alternative transcription initiation and termination sites.  Identification of the DNA 

sequences where transcription is initiated and regions that determine how exons are spliced 

together helps to describe the structure of each gene and transcriptional unit and is the first 

step in characterising the genome.  

Gene annotation by experimental means is a costly and time consuming process.  Therefore, 

driven by the large number of completed and ongoing sequencing projects, automated 

computational or ab initio gene prediction has become the norm.  The software recognises 

structural features of the genome common to genes such as initiation sites and splicing signals 

at intron-exon boundaries.  This method of gene identification is used as a ‘first pass’ annotation 

and any predictions need to be verified by additional evidence before being accepted as likely to 

be an actual gene.  In order to identify genes, algorithms must identify all the exons within a 

gene by detection of promoter regions, 3’ polyadenylation sites and sequences that control the 

excision of introns.  In small bacterial genomes this is a relatively simple task due to the lack of 

introns but in the larger genomes of higher eukaryotes it is more difficult due to complex gene 

structures and processes such as alternative splicing.  The first algorithms to attempt this used 

positional weight matrices to search DNA sequences for defined motifs.   

A more rigorous approach makes use of Markov models which allow the local characteristics of 

sequence motifs to be modelled within a statistical framework as well as information from 

previous studies to be incorporated into the analysis.  A model is defined as a series of ‘states’ 

and the transition between each state is assigned a probability score.  Probability scores are 

obtained by training the model using a dataset of DNA sequences that contain experimentally 

confirmed gene structures, usually from a related species.  A model will have a number of paths 

though it and each path will have an associated probability score.  Each path gives a different 

combination of sub-sequences and the path with the highest probability score is the one that 

fits the model most closely and thus is the most probable prediction.  The first Hidden Markov 
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Model (HMM) for gene prediction was published in the mid-1990s (Stormo and Haussler 1994) 

and was followed by software implementations such as Genie (Kulp et al. 1996) and GENSCAN 

(Burge and Karlin 1997).  An alternative approach used linear discriminant analysis to identify 

splice sites, exons and polyadenylation sites (Solovyev et al. 1994).  A variant of this algorithm 

called FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev 2000) is based on a HMM and is used in a variety of 

genome sequencing projects today.  Ab initio gene prediction methods make predictions from 

the information present in the DNA sequence only.  These algorithms give high sensitivity but 

low specificity, meaning that a high proportion of actual coding regions are identified correctly 

but many of the predictions are incorrect.  Gene boundaries, small exons and large introns are 

not predicted consistently and the accuracy of these methods is largely dependant on the 

quality and scope of the training dataset.  In addition, regulatory elements are difficult to 

identify using sequence information alone. 

More recent improvements in computational gene-prediction software have been made by 

programs that use comparisons between two genomes as an indicator of which regions are 

conserved between species and therefore may be functional.  These comparative methods 

supplement traditional methods to give improved specificity and sensitivity.  Examples include 

SLAM (Alexandersson et al. 2003) and DoubleScan (Meyer and Durbin 2002), which use a 

variation of HMM called pair-HMM.  Other methods are comparative extensions of previous 

gene-prediction algorithms such as TwinScan (Korf et al. 2001), SGP-2 (Parra et al. 2003) and 

GenomeScan (Yeh et al. 2001).  Exofish is an approach developed for cross-species gene 

prediction which compares exon structures to identify conserved regions (Roest Crollius et al. 

2000).  TwinScan has been used to identify conserved genomic regions between A. thaliana and 

Brassica oleracea (Ayele et al. 2005; Katari et al. 2005) and Exofish has been optimised for Oryza 

sativa and A. thaliana comparisons (Castelli et al. 2004).  Both studies resulted in many new 

gene predictions. 

An efficient method used to identify genes is to study the transcribed part of the genome, the 

transcriptome, by sequencing reverse transcribed copies of mRNA sequences, called 

complementary DNA (cDNA).  A partial sequence from a cDNA forms an expressed sequence tag 

(EST).  A cDNA library is built up by sampling a wide array of tissues from the organism under a 

variety of conditions.  EST sequences obtained from the library are aligned to genomic DNA to 

identify the positions of the open reading frames (ORFs) which code for the proteins.  This 

requires ‘spliced alignment’ where the transcript sequence is aligned to genomic DNA allowing 

for large gaps within the alignment representing the introns.  Many alignment tools have been 

developed to perform this type of alignment such as BLAT (Kent 2002), GMAP (Wu and 

Watanabe 2005), Spidey (Wheelan et al. 2001), and GenomeThreader (Gremme et al. 2005).  
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BLAT and GMAP have been incorporated into a comprehensive genome annotation pipeline 

called the Program to Assemble Spliced Alignments or PASA (Haas et al. 2003).  PASA takes a 

collection of transcript sequences, quality checks them and cleans them for vector 

contamination, aligns them to the genome sequence, clusters high quality alignments into gene 

structures, separates alternatively spliced isoforms, then uses the resulting gene models to 

annotate the genome.  PASA was developed to improve the A. thaliana genome annotation and 

resulted in the modelling of several novel genes, more than 1,000 alternative splicing variations 

and updates to just under half the annotated protein coding genes. 

Genome annotation using transcript data relies on the availability of an extensive collection of 

EST sequences, which are both time consuming and expensive to collect, especially for more 

complex organisms.  In addition, the identification of sequences with low-abundance transcripts 

is sometimes problematic.  In cases where little or no transcriptome data is available for the 

species being studied, existing EST sequence from closely related organisms can also be used.  

Transcript sequences from many different organisms are available in NCBI’s RefSeq database 

(Pruitt et al. 2007).  Novel transcribed sequences in A. thaliana have been identified using a 

combination of full-length cDNA data from A. thaliana and additional EST data from Brassica, 

rice and wheat, many of these falling in hitherto unannotated regions (Yamada et al. 2003).   

In practice, genome annotation projects use a combination of ab initio and experimental 

methods to accurately identify protein-coding genes.  An automated pipeline using ab initio 

predictions and alignment of transcript assemblies provides a first pass annotation.  In addition, 

a training set of accurately curated genes is constructed by manual annotation.  This training set 

is used with a statistical combiner such as JIGSAW (Allen and Salzberg 2005) to assess the 

accuracy of each line of evidence for the predicted genes.  Consensus gene models are 

constructed from statistically accurate predictions derived from the training set. 

Genes producing functional RNA rather than proteins are difficult to identify because the 

transcripts are not polyadenylated and therefore do not exist in cDNA libraries.  In addition, 

orthologous regions display little similarity as the function of these sequences relies on the 

conservation of secondary structure rather than coding sequence.  Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) fold 

into a cloverleaf structure by base pairing between short sequences where local 

complementarily is preserved rather than more long range sequence conservation.  Software 

such as tRNAscan-SE (Lowe and Eddy 1997) has been developed to identify such structures 

using an advanced search grammar based on sequence similarity and base-pairing potential. 

In addition to the identification of protein-coding genes, comparative methods are used to 

identify potential regulatory regions in genomic sequences.  It is assumed that functional 
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regions will be under selective pressure and therefore will remain more conserved between 

species than the surrounding non-functional regions.  This technique is called ‘phylogenetic 

footprinting’ and has been used to identify conserved sequences from multiple alignments of 

orthologous regulatory regions from several species (Blanchette and Tompa 2002; Lenhard et al. 

2003).  Regulatory regions are usually located upstream of the transcription start site but can 

also be within introns and downstream of protein-coding genes.  A variant of this technique 

called ‘phylogenetic shadowing’ compares sequences from closely related species and takes into 

account the phylogenetic relationship of the species being compared (Boffelli et al. 2003).  

Phylogenetic shadowing is implemented in a program called eShadow, developed for the 

identification of elements under selective pressure by the alignment of multiple sequences from 

closely related genomes (Ovcharenko et al. 2004).  Comparative methods are also used to 

identify sequences that code for micro-RNAs (miRNAs), a type of functional RNA that plays an 

important role in the regulation of gene expression.  A study exploited conservation between 

the genomes of A. thaliana and O. sativa to identify miRNA encoding genes in the Arabidopsis 

genome (Bonnet et al. 2004). 

Repetitive elements are generally annotated by similarity-based detection as implemented in 

RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 1999) which uses a database of known repetitive elements.  For 

genomes whose repeat content is not known, de novo detection methods are used.  The RECON 

tool (Bao and Eddy 2002) uses pairwise similarity, clustering and boundary calling to build a set 

of repeat families and more recent tools like RepeatScout (Price et al. 2005) employ k-mer 

frequency analysis to identify high copy reads to use as seeds for finding repeats.  A genome 

sequence is represented as a set of unique k-mers alongside a count of the number of times 

each k-mer occurs within the genome.  K-mers occurring at high frequency are likely to 

represent repetitive sequence. 

A simple method of annotating an uncharacterised genome is to transfer the annotation from a 

well characterised model genome to the new genome based on sequence similarity.  Software 

such as Projector (Meyer and Durbin 2004), GeneMapper (Chatterji and Pachter 2006) and 

GeneWise (Birney et al. 2004) have been developed for this purpose and use a variety of gene 

mapping methods. 

Once a gene has been identified, its function needs to be determined.  Genome projects 

generally ascribe functions to genes using sequence similarity (with varying levels of similarity 

between projects) to relate genes to those with known function from other organisms. Whilst 

efficient and useful at a general level, inferring gene function between very different organisms 

such as plants and animals can sometimes be misleading. This method also means that existing 
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annotation errors can be propagated onto new annotations.  Even in well characterised 

genomes, many genes still fall into the category of ‘unknown function’.  As the functions of 

many genes have not been experimentally determined (only ca. 20% of Arabidopsis genes have 

been subject to experimentation), more robust yet high-throughput informatics methods have 

been developed that aim to classify a gene through a Gene Ontology (GO).  The Gene Ontology 

consortium (Gene Ontology Consortium 2006) has established a standard vocabulary for the 

classification of genes that can be used across species and databases.  The consortium also 

coordinates an ongoing effort to completely annotate a set of twelve reference genomes for 

eventual use in the annotation of other genomes (Reference Genome Group of the Gene 

Ontology Consortium 2009).  This ontology is now widely used and a variety of software tools 

incorporate GO classifications.  Other ontologies have been produced such as MapMan (Thimm 

et al. 2004; Usadel et al. 2005) and the MIPS Functional Catalogue (Ruepp et al. 2004). 

1.2.6 Genomic repositories and visualisation of genomics data 

One of the main challenges in genomics is the storage and visualisation of data.  A wealth of 

genomics information is being generated by groups across the world from a variety of 

organisms.  This information needs to be available in standard data formats and easily 

accessible to be of use.  A number of data repositories exist including EMBL (Kulikova et al. 

2004), Genbank (Benson et al. 2007), UniProt (Wu et al. 2006) and DDBJ (Miyazaki et al. 2004) 

which in addition to storing and providing raw biological data also provide a wealth of analytical 

tools.  Genomic data is provided in a variety of formats, depending on the source of the data 

with common data formats including EMBL, Genbank and FASTA.  Many specialised resources 

also exist such as Gramene (Jaiswal et al. 2006) which provides tools for comparative genome 

analysis in the grasses. 

Tools to visualise genomics data can be divided into two main areas; visualising sequence data, 

and browsing genome annotations.  Automated Sanger sequencing produces trace files which 

are converted into base calls and assembled using programs such as phred and phrap (Ewing 

and Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998).  Viewers such as consed are used to inspect and edit the 

final assembly and allow the trace files upon which the consensus sequence is based to be 

viewed (Gordon et al. 1998).  Over the last few years, a new generation of visualisation tools 

have been developed to deal with the large amounts of data produced by high-throughput 

sequencing projects.  These tools are generally designed to visualise the alignment of short 

reads to a reference genome.  Maqview is an example of such a tool, designed specifically to 

view the output from MAQ (Li et al. 2008a).  More generic tools also exist including Tablet 
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(Milne et al. 2010) and Eagleview (Huang and Marth 2008) which are designed to display data 

from different analysis pipelines.   

Once a genome has been assembled and annotated the data is usually made available to the 

scientific community via web-based genome browsers.  Several implementations of this concept 

exist including the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser (Kuhn et al. 

2007), the ENSEMBL genome browser (Hubbard et al. 2007) and the NCBI MapViewer (Wheeler 

et al. 2007).  These browsers allow the user to navigate through the genomes of multiple 

species at varying levels of detail.  Gene annotations and other data (including additional 

genomes to allow the comparison of multiple genomes) are displayed as tracks aligned to the 

reference genome and can be customised depending on the data required.  GBrowse, the 

Generic Genome Browser (Stein et al. 2002) has been developed by the Generic Model 

Organism System Database (GMOD) Project and is used for a wide range of organism specific 

sites including The Arabidopsis Information Resource (Swarbreck et al. 2008), WormBase (Harris 

et al. 2010) and FlyBase (Tweedie et al. 2009).   

Following developments in web technologies such as Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) 

which allow asynchronous loading of content (as opposed to traditional synchronous page 

loading), more interactive genome browsers have been developed. A JavaScript version of 

GBrowse called JBrowse is available which allows smoother scrolling and a more intuitive 

selection of genomic features to display (Skinner et al. 2009).  An unpublished browser called 

Anno-J (Tonti-Filippini 2010) utilises these new technologies to the full providing an interactive 

browser interface with the ability integrate data from multiple web services as different tracks.  

It is used to display maps of the epigenome of Arabidopsis (Lister et al. 2008). 

1.2.7 Interoperability and analysis workflows 

A key requirement of all the tools used in genome informatics is interoperability.  Genome 

annotation and sequence analysis is often performed in stages by different components 

integrated into workflows.  Components can be locally installed software tools or services on 

other internet servers that allow remote access to web services.   Each component performs a 

specific analysis and passes data to the next stage of the workflow using standard data formats.  

The FASTA format is used for DNA and protein sequences and the General Feature Format or 

GFF (Durbin and Haussler 2010) is used for features associated with biological sequences such 

as genes.  The Perl programming language is often used to link the components of a workflow 

together and this has led to the development of BioPerl, a suite of open source software 

libraries to facilitate the creation of customised pipelines to perform a wide range of 

bioinformatics tasks (Stajich et al. 2002).  These libraries include modules for common DNA and 
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protein sequence manipulation and the import and export of data between different file 

formats or data sources.  In addition, BioPerl also enables various molecular biology programs 

to be integrated into a single workflow.  Many of these libraries are also available in the Java, 

Ruby and Python programming languages. 

Graphical tools have also been developed to enable the development of workflows without 

requiring any programming knowledge.  The Taverna tool allows different web services to be 

integrated into bioinformatic workflows using a graphical interface which can be run, saved, 

modified and reused for subsequent analysis (Hull et al. 2006).  This approach is taken a stage 

further with the development of myExperiment, a web-based ‘Virtual Research Environment’ for 

the discussion and sharing of workflows (De Roure et al. 2007).  

The completion and publication of genome sequences from multiple species allows researchers 

to compare genomes to understand how evolutionary processes have shaped them.  This field is 

called comparative genomics. 

1.3 Comparative genomics  

Biological investigations often involve comparisons, from Darwin’s observations of beak shape 

in the Galapagos Archipelago finch population to comparison of phenotypic markers in fruitfly.  

Comparative genetics focussed on investigations into the similarities and differences between 

genes of related organisms and comparative genomics takes this a step further to compare the 

whole genomes of related organisms.  The development of genetic and physical maps for a 

range of species coupled with the elucidation of genome sequences for many model organisms 

has provided the data for these studies. Comparative genomics provides a foundation for 

understanding evolutionary relationships between organisms, for understanding the processes 

of domestication, and for exploiting natural variation in genes to understand complex genetic 

traits. 

A genome sequence captures a complete, accurate and durable record of the changes 

experienced by an organism over evolutionary timescales. Therefore comparing genomes can 

help us understand changes that have occurred within each genome since divergence from a 

common ancestor.  Genomes of closely related species exhibit conservation of gene position 

and order which is gradually eroded as evolutionary distance increases due to the many 

processes contributing to genome change.  At very large phylogenetic distances (>1 billion 

years, such as that separating the last common ancestor of plants and animals) the order of 

genes and other regulatory regions are not generally conserved but comparisons at this 

distance are used to make general observations about the encoded protein sets of different 
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eukaryotes (Rubin et al. 2000).  Comparison of genomes separated by intermediate 

phylogenetic distances (70-100 million years) can be used to identify conserved regions that 

contain functional and non-functional DNA.  The assumption when making these type of 

comparisons is that the evolution of functional areas of the genome (coding exons, noncoding 

RNAs and regulatory regions) will be constrained by negative selection and these regions will 

have changed less than non-functional regions (Jukes and Kimura 1984).  Comparison of 

genomic sequences from closely related species such as human and chimpanzee uncovers the 

sequence differences that may account for differences between the species.  These sequences 

will be under positive selection, i.e. nucleotide substitutions that impart something of benefit to 

the organism and will thus be retained.  

The concept of homology is central to comparative genomics.  Two genes are homologous if 

they are related through descent from a common ancestor and are distinct from analogous 

genes which are unrelated genes that have evolved similar functions due to selective pressures.  

Homologues can be further classified by their biological relationship as orthologues or 

paralogues.  Orthologues are true homologues; they have diverged from a common ancestor via 

a speciation event.  Paralogues are genes that have arisen by gene duplication since the 

speciation event that separates the two species being compared.  The terms orthologue and 

paralogue first appeared in the literature in a discussion by Fitch on the importance of 

distinguishing between homologous and analogous proteins (Fitch 1970).   

The analysis of orthologous and paralogous gene-pairs can suggest a hypothetical evolutionary 

tree or phylogeny that explains the hierarchical ancestral relationship of the genes (Bowers et 

al. 2003b).  It can also enable a gene to be classified into an appropriate subfamily.  

Phylogenetic analysis involves constructing a multiple alignment, determining the substitution 

model, building the tree and evaluating the result.   

1.3.1 Model species 

Model species are a selected set of organisms chosen to represent a wider group of organisms.  

Models tend to be the primary focus of basic research due to relative ease of experimental 

manipulation, with the assumption and expectation that information gained in the model can 

be transferred to other closely related organisms.  Nearly all model organisms have a 

completely sequenced genome that is highly accurate and fully annotated.  The usual approach 

is to define a model species, fully characterise its genome and use it to investigate species with 

more complex genomes that are less well defined.  This approach relies on the high degree of 

conservation observed between related genomes.  Using a model, one can infer structure and 

function to a more complex or intractable genome, investigate genomic rearrangements that 
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have taken place and define evolutionary events and relationships between the species.  If the 

evolutionary distance between the model and the genome of interest is relatively small the 

model can be used to define functional coding regions within the genome, aid in defining 

protein-coding genes, in recognising conserved non-coding regions, and in finding regulatory 

sequences and other functional elements of that genome.  An important model in the Human 

Genome Project was the mouse, whose genome was sequenced in order to assist the 

annotation of the human genome (Waterston et al. 2002).  Additional model organisms such as 

E. coli, S. cerevisiae, C. elegans and D. melanogaster were used in this annotation.  On a genetic 

level, mice and humans are very similar.  Mice also have the advantages of rapid reproduction, 

short life spans and can be genetically manipulated by the insertion of foreign genetic material 

into mouse DNA to assess the function of genes.   

The original plant model system, A. thaliana was widely adopted in the 1980s initially due to its 

small size, short generation time, fecundity and small genome and later due to experimentally 

derived properties such as ease of mutagenesis and transformation.  The widespread use of 

Arabidopsis as a plant genetic model lead to its genome being sequencing at the turn of the 

century (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). 

1.3.2 Comparative mapping and synteny 

Comparative mapping refers to the alignment of chromosomes of related species based on 

genetic mapping of common DNA markers or genes.  These aligned maps enable comparisons to 

be made between the positions and order of the markers or genes.  The precise genetic 

definition of synteny is the property of being on the same chromosome but in comparative 

genomics this term has been somewhat generalised to refer to the degree of similarity in the 

order of markers on genetic, physical or sequence-based maps.  A conservation of synteny is 

observed between closely related species and this conservation becomes less evident as the 

evolutionary distance between the species increases.  A more accurate term to describe the 

similarity of gene order between chromosomal segments is collinearity.  Collinear is derived 

from the root collimate meaning aligned, in contrast to co-linear meaning in the same straight 

line.  If genes or markers are found in the same order on two chromosome segments they are 

said to be collinear, or described as showing a high level of synteny.  These definitions are also 

applied to comparisons at the DNA sequence level and referred to as microsynteny or 

microcollinearity as opposed to macrosynteny or macrocollinearity which is used at the gene or 

marker level. 
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1.3.3 Identification of functional regions 

The Neutral Theory of molecular evolution is the theory on which the categorisation of 

functional and non-functional regions of DNA is based.  This theory was postulated before the 

advent of DNA sequencing methods (Kimura 1969) and recognised that negative (or purifying) 

selection is a potent force in the evolution of genes (Kimura 1983).  Negative selection is the 

removal of deleterious mutations from a population and the theory states that this type of 

selection is more common than positive selection, in which mutations are retained (Kimura and 

Ota 1974).  It predicted that the rate of nonsynonymous substitution (where a nucleotide 

substitution would alter the resulting amino acid) would be lower than the rate of synonymous 

substitution (where a substitution would not affect the amino acid).  This is interpreted to mean 

that synonymous mutations are effectively neutral because they do not change the resulting 

amino acid and that most nonsynonymous mutations are eliminated over time by natural 

selection.  The Neutral Theory also predicted that functionally important gene regions should 

evolve more slowly than non-functional regions and that duplicated genes should differ in their 

evolutionary rate. 

The ratio of nonsynonymous (kA) to synonymous (kS) substitutions provides a measure of a 

region of the genome being under selection.  Pairwise comparisons between most homologous 

protein coding sequences give kA/kS of less than 1.  This is explained in Neutral Theory by the 

fact that most nonsynonymous substitutions are deleterious so are not often retained relative 

to synonymous substitutions and indicates that these sequences are functional.  If kA/kS = 1 then 

replacement of an amino acid has no effect on the protein and both types of substitution are 

neutral.  If nonsynonymous substitutions are retained, it must be evolutionarily advantageous 

for the gene to do so, meaning the protein is under diversifying selection (kA/kS > 1).  A 

comparative study of the closely related soil nermatodes C. briggsae and C. elegans used this 

technique to explore the extent of conservation existing between these two species (Stein et al. 

2003).  Differing rates of synonymous substitution are often observed between different 

lineages such the twofold increase in mouse compared to human (Waterston et al. 2002).  It is 

postulated that this could be due to the shorter life span of mice resulting in many more 

generations along that lineage.   

Neutral Theory also introduced the idea of using amino acid replacements as a ‘molecular clock’ 

to estimate divergence times between different taxa.  This idea assumes that as synonymous 

substitutions are largely free from selection they will accumulate changes in a neutral manner.  

Therefore, the number of synonymous substitutions (kS) between two homologous sequences 

will increase linearly with divergence time and can be used to temporally order the sequences.  
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The timings of duplications within the Arabidopsis genome have been characterised by the 

molecular clock technique (Blanc et al. 2003) indicating that duplicated blocks could be grouped 

into two main families, one arising from an ancient duplication event and one that occurred 

more recently. 

1.3.4 Understanding genome evolution 

Comparing genomes by nucleotide similarity results in a description of matching regions and 

areas of mismatch.  Comparative studies between the mouse and the human genome have 

shown that a large proportion of the gene order has been conserved in the 75-80 million years 

since divergence (Waterston et al. 2002).  It is estimated that about 5% of the mammalian 

genome is under negative selection, which is about three times larger than the protein-coding 

portion of the genome.  These additional regions include noncoding RNA genes, regulatory 

sequences and other functional regions which are not protein-coding.  In addition, extensive 

conservation of protein-coding regions is observed including conservation of intron-exon 

structures, with nearly all the genes in the human genome aligning with homologues in mouse.  

This conservation extends to the nucleotide level where about 40% of the human genome aligns 

with the mouse genome.  The remainder is composed of insertions, deletions and other 

genomic rearrangements that have occurred in both lineages since divergence of the two 

species.  Many of the orthologous regions that do not align may have diversified from the 

ancestral sequence to such an extent that similarity is no longer detectable.  As more genome 

sequences become available from species at differing phylogenetic distances, lineage-specific 

changes can be characterised across a wide taxonomic spectrum and alignment methods 

improved for more accurate detection of homologues.   

Plant genome evolution is a vibrant field of research.  The diverse group of plants classified as 

angiosperms or flowering plants are divided into monocotyledons and dicotyledons (Cronquist 

1988) which are distinguished by various morphological differences.  Monocots and dicots are 

estimated to have diverged approximately 150 million years ago (Chaw et al. 2004).  

Comparative studies of the genomes of A. thaliana (the dicot model) and rice (the monocot 

model) have revealed variable conservation of collinearity (Devos et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2001; 

Mayer et al. 2001).  A possible explanation for this is the occurrence of genome duplication 

events in Arabidopsis (Vision et al. 2000) and the subsequent loss of many duplicated genes 

(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), complicating patterns of conservation.  Genome 

duplication events are a major force in the evolution of plant genomes providing redundant 

gene copies free from selective constraints that can undergo mutation, resulting either in loss of 

function or the evolution of new and diverse functions.  Plant genomes display high levels of 
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collinearity between closely related taxa (Moore et al. 1995).  Rice is a member of the grass 

family and has been used to investigate closely related species such as maize and wheat 

(Chantret et al. 2004; La Rota and Sorrells 2004; Lai et al. 2004a).  The conservation of gene 

order between grass species has lead to its adoption as a key system for plant comparative 

genomics studies. 

1.3.5 Sequence alignment 

The application of computational techniques to align nucleotide and protein sequences is at the 

core of comparative genomics.  The basis of most comparative genomic studies is pairwise 

alignment, mapping of the nucleotides in one sequence onto the nucleotides in another 

sequence with gaps introduced into one or other of the sequences to increase the number of 

matches.  The global pairwise alignment algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch 1970) takes two 

sequences and aligns them optimally over their entire length using a dynamic programming 

algorithm.  This method is effective if the two sequences are closely related and of similar 

length.  Local pairwise alignment (Smith and Waterman 1981) aligns similar regions of two 

sequences which is often more useful than the global approach since areas of local similarity 

may have biological significance.  Both these methods are guaranteed to find the optimum 

alignment between two sequences and are useful when relatively short sequences are being 

compared. 

The alignment of long DNA sequences using the optimal global and local alignment algorithms is 

computationally intensive.  Heuristic algorithms, i.e. algorithms that use trial and error to 

approximate a solution for computationally difficult problems, have been developed to improve 

the speed of similarity matching.  These algorithms do not compromise the sensitivity of the 

matching, although the optimal solution is not guaranteed.  The most popular of these is the 

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool or BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) which detects all possible 

regions of local alignment between two sequences and scores each of the matches for biological 

significance.  The BLAST algorithm is available on many web servers and is used to search DNA 

and protein sequence repositories for sequences that have significant matches to a query 

sequence.  Different versions of BLAST are available depending on the type of search required; 

BLASTN to search a nucleotide database with a nucleotide query sequence and BLASTP to 

search a protein database using a protein query sequence.  The FASTA algorithm (Lipman and 

Pearson 1985) was the first heuristic method designed to perform database similarity searching 

in addition to assessing the significance of each alignment.  In order to score similarity matches 

for statistical significance, both BLAST and FASTA use scoring matrices.  These matrices give 

scores for residue matches and are constructed in such a way as to reflect actual biological 
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observations of conservation of residues, frequency of occurrence and evolutionary patterns.  

Modification of parameters such as gap and gap extension penalties can also be used to fine-

tune these alignment algorithms.     

For aligning long genomic sequences, faster and more efficient methods of alignment have been 

developed.  A product of the human genome project, BLASTZ (Schwartz et al. 2003b) is an 

algorithm that is particularly useful for aligning similar regions of two genomic sequences and 

was used to find homology between portions of the human and mouse genomes.  This 

algorithm uses a 19 position match-mismatch pattern to assess similarity and performs local 

alignments.  Other genomic-scale global alignment algorithms include LAGAN (Brudno et al. 

2003) and AVID (Bray et al. 2003).  These methods define anchors of best alignment within the 

sequences before performing a more detailed alignment on small regions.  A key stage in many 

of these algorithms is the conversion of sequence data into a data structure that can be 

efficiently searched.  MUMmer (Kurtz et al. 2004) uses a suffix tree to achieve high-speed 

alignment and SSAHA (Ning et al. 2001) uses a hash table data structure.  Bounded sparse 

dynamic programming has also been applied to the sequence alignment problem to further 

increase speed and accuracy of alignments and is implemented in Exonerate (Slater and Birney 

2005). 

In additional to pairwise alignments, many comparative genomic studies require alignment of 

multiple sequences in order to determine features that are common to distantly related species.  

A software package called ClustalW allows this by first computing a guide tree for the sequences 

by comparing each of them with the other sequences  (Thompson et al. 1994).  The guide tree 

groups similar sequences together and this grouping is used to build up the alignment starting 

with the pair of sequences that are most similar.  This algorithm also allows sequences that 

were used early on in the alignment process to be realigned against the multiple alignments in 

an iterative fashion.  The T-Coffee algorithm builds a library of pairwise alignments between all 

the sequences then uses the library to find a multiple alignment that tries to preserve the 

pairwise alignments (Notredame et al. 2000).  T-Coffee produces very good alignments but is 

only suitable for short sequences as it is much slower than other methods.  A similarly accurate 

but much faster algorithm for multiple sequence alignment is implemented in MUSCLE (Edgar 

2004).  In addition to tools designed specifically for multiple sequence alignment, many of the 

pairwise genomic alignment algorithms described previously have been extended to align 

multiple sequences, for example Multi-LAGAN (Brudno et al. 2003) and M-AVID (Bray and 

Pachter 2004). 
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1.3.6 Visualisation in comparative genomics 

The ability to visualise aligned genomes is a key requirement in many aspects of comparative 

genomics and many tools are available which provide global and local views of genomic 

alignments.  The dot-plot is a powerful way to visualise pairwise whole-genome alignments 

using tools such as DAGChainer (Haas et al. 2004) and MUMmer (Kurtz et al. 2004).  The two 

genomes being compared are arranged on each axis of a rectangular array and a dot is placed in 

the grid at all the points where the sequences are identical.  A more sophisticated approach 

uses a sliding window of a particular size where a number of bases in each sequence are 

compared to generate one dot.  A ‘mismatch limit’ defines how many mismatches are allowed 

before the sequences within the window are not considered similar.   Using a dot-plot, areas of 

local alignment, repeats, inversions and deletions can be easily identified.  An alternative 

representation of a whole-genome comparison consists of one genome shown as an ideogram, 

with blocks of colour defining synteny with another genome (Figure 1.1).  This is the approach 

used by software such as Cinteny (Sinha and Meller 2007).  

 

Figure 1.1: Whole genome comparison between human and mouse.  

Generated by the Cinteny software and obtained from http://cinteny.cchmc.org 

 

http://cinteny.cchmc.org/
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A recent alternative to the dot-plot and ideogram views are the highly customisable images 

produced by the Circos package (Krzywinski et al. 2009).  Chromosomes from single or multiple 

genomes are represented as arcs forming a circle.  These arcs can be coloured to indicate 

properties of each chromosome and annotation tracks added within or without the circle.  

Syntenic regions between chromosomes are represented by lines that cross the centre of the 

circle thus reducing the clutter usually seen when representing synteny between multiple 

genomes as lines joining a stack of linear representations.  

In order to compare aligned genomic regions in more detail, different visualisation tools are 

required.  Most genome browsers allow the representation of sequence conservation between 

a reference genome and a related genome as an annotation track in the form of a histogram.  

An example is the Java-based VISTA browser which displays pre-computed alignments between 

the genomes of many species (Frazer et al. 2004).  These histograms are used to identify 

functionally conserved regions between the genomes.  Where no pre-computed alignments are 

available to assess conservation between genomic sequences, tools such as PipMaker (Elnitski 

et al., 2002) or mVISTA (Dubchak and Ryaboy 2006) are used.  These tools use the genomic 

alignment algorithms BLASTZ and AVID respectively to produce graphical representations of 

percent identity throughout the sequences being compared.  mVISTA allows multiple sequences 

to be aligned as does a variant of PipMaker, called MultiPipMaker (Schwartz et al. 2003a).   

To visualise the alignment of multiple pairwise comparisons, tools such as Artemis Comparison 

Tool or ACT (Carver et al. 2005) and CMap (Youens-Clark et al. 2009) are available.  On the 

simplest level, ACT takes as input two sequence files and a comparison file obtained from 

BLAST.  The software displays the high-scoring pairs (HSPs) identified between the sequences as 

a series of lines linking the two sequences and the user can move over the length of the 

sequences and alter the level of detail being displayed.  Additional sequences and comparison 

files can be loaded with annotations displayed alongside the comparisons if required.  CMap is 

used to display genomic maps (either genetic, physical or sequence-based) as a linear array of 

annotated features and multiple maps can be added to the display with common features in 

each pairwise comparison linked by lines.   

1.4 Composition and dynamics of plant genomes 

1.4.1 Introduction 

Plant genomes are among the largest and most complex of the eukaryotes.  Even within quite 

closely related groups, a huge variability in DNA content is observed (Bennett and Leitch 1995).  

The amount of DNA contained within a nucleus of a gamete is called the c-value, measured in 
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picograms (pg) or megabase pairs (Mbp).  DNA content is estimated using the Feulgen 

densitometry technique (Rasch 1985) which involves staining tissue preparations with a dye 

that specifically binds DNA.  The amount of stain bound to the nucleus is proportional to the 

amount of DNA present and this is determined by the amount of light absorbed, measured 

using computer-based image analysis software (Vilhar et al. 2001).  The absolute genome size is 

calculated by comparison with species of known DNA content, for example sequenced 

genomes.  These sequence-based values may not be entirely accurate in plant studies because a 

fully sequenced genome usually does not contain sequence data for the highly repetitive 

regions.  C-values within the plant kingdom range from 10 Mbp for the algae Ostreococcus tauri 

to 124,852 Mbp for the fritillary Fritillaria assyriaca (Bennett and Leitch 2005).  The observation 

that the amount of DNA contained within a cell nucleus seems to bear no correlation to the 

complexity of the organism was termed the c-value paradox (Thomas 1971).  For example, many 

plant species contain more DNA per cell nucleus than is found in human cells.  It is now known 

that that the complexity of an organism is not dependent on the size of its genome but on the 

number of genes that are encoded by the genome as well as the regulatory pathways that 

control the expression of these genes.  In addition to genes, a high percentage of eukaryotic 

DNA is non-coding and the amount of coding to non-coding DNA varies greatly between species, 

accounting for the genomic size difference.  The chromosome complement of species within the 

Planteae kingdom is also highly variable as well as the size of chromosomes.  Furthermore, 

many plants exhibit polyploidy where the cell nucleus contains more than two paired sets of 

chromosomes.  Polyploidy and the subsequent genome dynamics bought about by this change 

contributes to the tremendous heterogeneity in the size and complexity of plant genomes 

(Feldman and Levy 2009).   

The different regions of plant genomic DNA can be classified by their frequency of occurrence 

within the genome, as determined by reassociation kinetics (Britten et al. 1974).  This technique 

involves shearing genomic DNA into short lengths followed by heating to denature the double-

stranded DNA.  As the solution cools, the DNA renatures and the amount of double stranded 

DNA is measured.  Three components are observed that reassociate at different speeds: these 

are highly repetitive, intermediately repetitive and low-copy regions.  Regions that are unique 

or that exist in low-copy numbers are the actively transcribed genic regions called euchromatin.  

Intermediately repetitive DNA is found throughout the genome and can represent tandemly 

repeated genes such as ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA) genes or genes present 

in multiple copies, such as those that encode the storage protein zein in maize (Song et al. 

2001).  Highly repetitive regions are low in gene content and called heterochromatin.  Highly 

repetitive DNA is found in intergenic regions, at the termini of chromosomes (the telomeres), 
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and at the central pairing site involved in mitosis and meiosis (the centromere).  Centromeric 

and telomeric chromosomal regions are not generally sequenced thoroughly due to their highly 

repetitive nature although these regions are beginning to be characterised in plants (Wu et al. 

2009). 

The GC-content of a DNA sequence is the amount of guanine-cytosine base pairs in the 

sequence and a wide variation of GC content is observed in different regions of genomic DNA.  

This pairing forms an extra hydrogen bond compared to the two that are observed between 

adenine-thymine pairs and provides a measure of the stability of the double-stranded DNA.  In 

general, plant genomes exhibit a higher GC-content in gene-rich regions than gene-poor areas, 

with exons having a particularly high GC-content compared to introns (Montero et al. 1990). 

1.4.2 Transposable elements 

The complete genome sequence of the model dicot Arabidopsis thaliana (The Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative 2000) provided the first opportunity to characterise the repetitive sequence 

component of a complete plant genome (Le et al. 2000); however the repetitive content of this 

small genome is relatively low.  Historically, repetitive regions have been studied more 

extensively in larger cereal genomes such as maize (SanMiguel et al. 1998; Meyers et al. 2001; 

Messing et al. 2004), wheat (Wicker et al. 2003a; Li et al. 2004; Sabot and Schulman 2006) and 

barley (Kalendar et al. 2004; Schulman and Kalendar 2005; Wicker et al. 2005) where repetitive 

regions account for a much larger percentage of the genome.  Plants with small genomes such 

as Arabidopsis contain about 20 % repetitive DNA, found mainly in heterochromatic regions and 

plants with larger genomes such as maize and wheat contain much greater proportions. 

The majority of repetitive regions in plant genomes are due to transposable elements first 

identified in maize in the 1940s and since found throughout the genomes of all prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes.  Transposable elements, or transposons, are able to move from one location to 

another in a genome and are classified depending on their mode of transmission (Finnegan 

1989; Flavell et al. 1994).  Class I transposons (retrotransposons) replicate throughout the 

genome by means of an mRNA intermediate and therefore increase their copy number after 

each replication.  Retrotransposons are further classified into those that contain long terminal 

repeats (LTRs) such as Ty1-copia and Ty3-gypsy and non-LTR retrotransposons such as long 

interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs).  LTR-

retrotransposons encode a reverse transcriptase to convert the mRNA intermediate to DNA, 

and an integrase to incorporate the DNA into the chromosome.  The sub-classes copia and 

gypsy differ in the order of these elements within the encoded protein.  LINEs are several 

kilobases long and encode proteins for retrotransposition without using an integrase.  SINEs are 
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shorter structures and do not encode their own reverse transcriptase, instead relying on 

proteins encoded by other transposable elements for transposition.  LTR-retrotransposons are 

the single largest component of most plant genomes and are located largely in intergenic 

regions (Kumar and Bennetzen 1999).       

Class II transposons (DNA transposons) consist of a simple DNA sequence which transposes 

throughout the genome without increasing in number using a mechanism by which the 

transposon is excised from one place in the genome and inserted elsewhere.  An abundant 

repeat of this type found in plants is the miniature inverted-repeat transposable element (MITE) 

which comprises of almost identical sequences of about 400 base pairs flanked by characteristic 

inverted repeats of around 15 base pairs.  MITEs were first discovered in non-coding regions of 

grass genes (Bureau and Wessler 1992) and have since been found in the gene-rich regions of 

sequenced plant genomes (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000; International Rice Genome 

Sequencing Project 2005).  MITEs are classified as Tourist-like MITEs or Stowaway-like MITEs by 

the similarity of their inverted repeats.  Two particularly important DNA transposon families in 

maize are the Activator (Ac) and Mutator (Mu) elements and these are utilised in large-scale 

mutagenesis experiments.  The Activator element and its deletion derivative Dissociation (Ds) 

are used to isolate genes in plants, by a technique known as transposon tagging (Fedoroff et al. 

1984).  The first step in this procedure is to identify a mutant for a specific trait which is caused 

by the insertion of a transposable element into a gene and its subsequent inactivation.  A 

genomic library of this mutant is created and screened for the transposable element, resulting 

in a number of clones that contain the element.  The sequences flanking the inserted element 

will be from the gene of interest and probes made from these sequences are then used to 

screen a genomic library containing DNA from a normal plant.  The clones selected from this 

library will contain a normal copy of the gene.  The Mutator element is the most active plant 

transposon discovered to date and has been used in cloning, sequencing and mutating many 

genes in maize (Walbot 2000).  Similarly useful transposons have been found in the sorghum 

genome (Chopra et al. 1999). 

In recent years, a new type of class II transposon has been described and computationally 

identified in A. thaliana, O. sativa and C. elegans (Kapitonov and Jurka 2001).  Called a helitron, 

they are believed to transpose via rolling circle replication, similar to some known prokaryotic 

rolling circle transposons.  Helitrons are able to acquire fragments of genes from different 

locations in the genome and these fragments are moved around the genome within the 

transposon.  Helitrons carrying gene fragments have been described in the maize genome and 

investigations have revealed that some of these gene fragments are transcribed, generating 

transcripts containing portions of different genes (Brunner et al. 2005; Lai et al. 2005; Morgante 
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et al. 2005).  Other types of DNA transposon have been shown to acquire multiple fragments of 

genes, for example mutator-like transposable elements (MULEs) called Pack-MULEs have been 

described in rice (Jiang et al. 2004; Juretic et al. 2005) and a small proportion of those identified 

appear to be transcribed.  In addition, a member of the CACTA superfamily that carries multiple 

gene fragments has been identified in soybean (Zabala and Vodkin 2005).  In these cases, the 

mechanism of duplication preserves the intron-exon structure of the gene fragments.  A unified 

classification system for eukaryotic transposable elements has recently been proposed (Wicker 

et al. 2007).   

1.4.3 Gene content  

The genome of A. thaliana was initially annotated with 25,498 genes (The Arabidopsis Genome 

Initiative 2000) and predictions of gene function suggested these genes were grouped into 

11,601 gene families with differing numbers of gene copies in each family.  Initial annotations of 

the draft rice genome predicted 40,000 to 60,000 genes (Feng et al. 2002; Goff et al. 2002; 

Sasaki et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002; Rice Chromosome 10 Sequencing Consortium 2003).  These 

early studies also indicated that half the genes in rice had no homologues in Arabidopsis (Goff et 

al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002) and that gene content varied even between subspecies (Feng et al. 

2002).  It is now known that the predictions in rice were excessive due to the misidentification 

of genes and a failure to account for gene duplication.  Annotation of the finished rice genome 

indicated the presence of approximately 37,000 genes but only 61% of these predictions were 

supported by EST or cDNA data (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005).  Of the 

supported predictions, 88% have homologues in Arabidopsis. 

Misidentification of genes in DNA sequences has been ascribed to the presence of gene 

fragments and pseudogenes.  Gene fragments are carried around the genome by transposable 

elements such as Helitrons, Pack-MULEs and CACTA elements, as previously described.  In 2004, 

Bennetzen and colleagues reassessed the estimate of gene content in rice and suggested the 

figure was less than 40,000 (Bennetzen et al. 2004).  The authors identified what they termed 

“the five fantasies of gene prediction” in an attempt to characterise the problems associated 

with gene discovery and to outline ways in which these problems could be minimised.  

Pseudogenes were originally identified in Xenopus laevis (Jacq et al. 1977) and have since been 

identified in plants (Loguercio and Wilkins 1998).  Pseudogenes were believed to be non-

functional sequences of genomic DNA originally derived from functional genes where an 

accumulation of mutations such as premature stop codons and frameshift mutations prevents 

their expression.  They can arise either from reverse transcription of mRNA and reintegration 

into the genomic DNA (Vanin 1985) or by gene duplication.  Once present in genomic DNA the 
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pseudogene accumulates mutations causing loss of function (Mighell et al. 2000).  Further 

investigation into pseudogenes has shown that the boundary between actual genes and 

pseudogenes is less well defined.  In eukaryotes, the observation that pseudogenes exhibit a 

higher degree of conservation to related functional genes than would be expected by a non-

functional region indicates a possible functional role for these sequences (Harrison and Gerstein 

2002).  More recent evidence indicates that some pseudogenes identified in the genomes of 

Arabidopsis and rice are expressed at low levels (Thibaud-Nissen et al. 2009; Zou et al. 2009). 

Since the initial analysis of the Arabidopsis and rice genomes, the genomes of many more plants 

have been sequenced and annotated (Table 1.1) indicating a plant gene complement of 

between 20,000 and 60,000 genes.   

Name Common name Number 
of genes 

Release information 

Arabidopsis 
thaliana 

Mustard cress 33,410 TAIR 9 

Populus trichocarpa Black 
cottonwood 

41,377 JGI v2.0 annotation of assembly v2 

Vitis vinifera Wine grape 30,434 September 2007 release 

Carica papaya Papaya 28,629 Ming et al (2008)  

Cucumis sativus Cucumber 21,491 v1.0 

Medicago 
truncatula 

Barrel medic 50,962 Mt3.0 

Sorghum bicolor Sorghum 34,496 v1.0 

Zea mays Maize 32,540 Filtered gene set from annotation of the 
4a.53 assembly  

Oryza sativa Rice 31,232 RAP-DB v5 
Table 1.1: Predicted gene complements of sequenced plant genomes. 

 

Early genetic studies of wheat suggested that genes are clustered into islands and interspersed 

with long sequences of repeated regions (Gill et al. 1996) with larger genomes having longer 

repeated regions (Chen et al. 1997).  Similar observations were made in maize (SanMiguel et al. 

1996).  More detailed studies have since been conducted on sequenced genomic data.  A semi-

automated annotation of 100 random maize BAC clones representing 0.6% of the maize 

genome, identified 330 genes with an average length of 4 kb (Haberer et al. 2005) compared to 

2.6 kb and 2 kb in rice and Arabidopsis respectively (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000; 

International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005).  The average exon lengths are similar in 

rice and maize, both slightly longer than experimentally confirmed exons in Arabidopsis.  

However, the introns in maize are longer compared to rice which accounts for the larger gene 

length in maize.  This study also found that genes in the maize BAC clones were not grouped in 

islands but that single genes are interspersed with repetitive elements.  Gene density in the 
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maize BAC clones is calculated to be one gene in 43.5 kb, compared to one gene in 9.9 kb and 

one gene in 4 kb for rice and Arabidopsis respectively which correlates with the increasing 

genome size between these species.   

BAC sequencing in wheat initially concentrated on gene-rich regions (Wicker et al. 2001; Brooks 

et al. 2002; SanMiguel et al. 2002; Faris et al. 2003; Yan et al. 2003; Gu et al. 2004).  These 

studies produced gene density estimates of one gene per 5-20 kb but a small investigation of 

four random BAC clones produced an estimation of one gene per 75 kb which suggested genes 

were much more widely distributed in wheat (Devos et al. 2005).  Fluctuations in gene density 

over different regions of plant chromosomes are also observed, for example in rice, gene-rich 

regions are found near the telomeres with the centromeres consisting of gene-poor, repeat-rich 

regions (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005).     

1.4.4 Organelle genomes 

Plant cells contain mitochondria, nearly ubiquitous in eukaryotes, and chloroplasts (or plastids), 

unique to plants.  Both these organelles are endosymbionts descended from prokaryotic origins 

and both contain genomes separate from the nuclear genome of the plant.  Chloroplast 

genomes consist of a circular, double-stranded chromosome and due to their small size they 

have been characterised in many plant species.  Chloroplast genomes are densely packed and 

contain approximately 110 genes which are highly conserved in sequence and organisation 

across all plant species (Sugiura 1995).  Mitochondrial genomes are also circular but unlike 

chloroplast genomes vary greatly in size between plant species (Levings and Brown 1989).  The 

mitochondrial genomes of plants are generally much larger than other eukaryotes and the 

presence of large repeated sequences makes these genomes very dynamic and difficult to 

analyse (Palmer and Shields 1984).  In Arabidopsis, 57 genes were identified in the 366,924 

nucleotides of the mitochondrial genome covering only 10% of the genome (Unseld et al. 1997).   

Genetic material is often transferred from the organelles to the nucleus resulting in plastid and 

mitochondrial DNA insertions into nuclear DNA and a corresponding reduction in the size of the 

organellar genome (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005).  Nuclear DNA 

insertions originating from the plastid genome are called NUPTs (nuclear ptDNA) and insertions 

originating from the mitochondrial genome are called NUMTs (nuclear mtDNA), both types 

being common in flowering plants (Richly and Leister 2004b; Richly and Leister 2004a).  NUMTs 

and NUPTs are found in clusters which retain their homology to the original sequence to varying 

degrees indicating that initial insertions can be large but decay over time by processes such as 

transposon insertion (Noutsos et al. 2005).  These initial insertions are thought to arise by the 

incorporation of DNA fragments that have “escaped” from the mitochondria or plastid by 
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processes such as nonhomologous recombination or the repair of double stranded breaks in 

nuclear DNA (Timmis et al. 2004).  Investigations into tobacco plants have also shown that 

genetic transfer from the organelles to the nuclear genome is an ongoing process (Huang et al. 

2003).  In Arabidopsis and rice, 25% of NUPT and NUMT insertions occur preferentially in gene-

poor regions (Richly and Leister 2004b). 

1.4.5 Genome dynamics  

The smallest modification a genome can be subjected to is a point-mutation of a single 

nucleotide, a transition (where a purine is changed to a different purine or a pyrimidine is 

changed to a different pyrimidine) or less commonly, a transversion (where a purine is 

substituted for a pyrimidine or a pyrimidine is substituted for a purine).  In addition, 

modification can occur by the insertion or deletion of a single nucleotide or longer sequence 

into a genome (an indel).  Larger mutational events where chromosomal rearrangement is 

observed can be divided into those which modify the size of the genome and those that move 

genetic material around the genome with no overall change in size.  Examples of the latter type 

of rearrangement are transposition, translocation and inversion.  Transposition occurs when a 

segment of a chromosome moves to another location in the genome, called a shift when the 

segment is inserted into the same chromosome and an insertion when incorporated into a 

different chromosome.  Translocation is the swapping over of two segments of different 

chromosomes and inversion is when a segment of a chromosome is removed, inverted and 

reinserted into the same place.  

Genetic recombination is a general term which refers to a DNA molecule being broken and 

joined to a different one.  Genetic recombination can occur between similar molecules 

(homologous recombination) or dissimilar molecules (nonhomologous recombination).  

Homologous recombination occurs during the first phase of meiosis where homologous 

chromosomes pair to form bivalents by a process called synapsis.  Each bivalent consists of four 

chromatids; two sister chromatids from each chromosome.  The close proximity of homologous 

chromosomes allows genetic material to be exchanged between the chromatids.  Homologous 

recombination, or crossing over, was first postulated by Morgan (Morgan 1911) and provided 

the basis for constructing the first genetic linkage map, but it was not until 1931 that crossing 

over was experimentally demonstrated in maize (Creighton and McClintock 1931).  In 1964, a 

model was proposed to explain homologous recombination initiated by a single-strand break in 

the DNA followed by the formation and cleavage of Holliday junctions (Holliday 1964).  More 

recent models have been proposed to explain observations not accounted for by the Holliday 

model such as the double-strand break repair model (Szostak et al. 1983).   In most cases, 
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homologous recombination involves the reciprocal exchange of near-identical chromatid 

segments and after meiosis is complete, four haploid gametes are produced containing 

chromosomes that contain a combination of alleles from the parental cells.  Homologous 

recombination can also involve non-reciprocal exchange where homologous regions misalign by 

virtue of multiple regions of high sequence identity, for example in tandem arrays.  In these 

cases, paired chromosomes break at slightly different loci during crossing over resulting in a 

duplication of genes on one chromosome and a deletion of genes on the other.  Homologous 

recombination can also give rise to gene conversion where a homologous region is used to 

repair a double stranded break in DNA.  If the homologous region and the region being repaired 

contain a base mismatch, the repair mechanism may convert one of the two mismatched bases.  

If gene conversion occurs the resulting haploid cells will contain alleles in non-mendelian ratios.  

Both recombination and gene conversion contribute to an increase in genetic diversity by giving 

rise to offspring with a different combination of alleles to its parents.   

There are three distinct mechanisms of genome amplification; polyploidy, tandem amplification 

and segmental duplication.  Polyploidy arises by the doubling of the chromosome set of a single 

individual (autopolyploidy) or the combination of the genomes from two closely related species 

(allopolyploidy) and results in multiple sets of chromosomes in a cell nucleus.  Bread wheat is an 

example of an allopolyploid, being formed by the hybridisation of three diploid progenitors.  

Polyploidy is a prominent force in the evolution of plants (Soltis et al. 2004) and it is estimated 

that most plants have undergone multiple polyploidisation events, even those with relatively 

small genomes such as Arabidopsis (Blanc et al. 2003).  A change in ploidy level initiates a range 

of transformations within the genome including gene silencing, gene loss (Kashkush et al. 2002), 

and diploidisation (Tian et al. 2005). 

Tandem amplification is the repeated duplication of a portion of the genome, generally a single 

gene, which results in long stretches of repeating sequences called tandem arrays.  In 

Arabidopsis, around 17% of genes are arranged in tandem arrays (The Arabidopsis Genome 

Initiative 2000) and analysis of the rice genome provided a similar estimate (International Rice 

Genome Sequencing Project 2005).  Ribosomal RNA genes are found in long tandem repeats 

with copy numbers that are highly polymorphic between species. 

Segmental duplication is a process causing a large portion of one chromosome to be duplicated 

and moved to a new area in the genome, either on the same or on a different chromosome.  

These duplicated regions can arise as a result of whole genome duplication events followed by 

subsequent gene loss as well as many cycles of chromosome breakage and fusion 

rearrangements (Simillion et al. 2002; Blanc et al. 2003; Bowers et al. 2003b; Ermolaeva et al. 
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2003).  The complete genome sequence of Arabidopsis indicated that tandem gene duplication 

and segmental duplication is much more prevalent in plants than in other model organisms, 

possibly indicating more relaxed constraints on genome size in plants (The Arabidopsis Genome 

Initiative 2000).  A phylogenetic analysis of 50 large Arabidopsis gene families enabled the 

segmental and tandem duplication history of the genome to be characterised (Cannon et al. 

2004).   

Processes such as polyploidy, tandem amplification and segmental duplication increase the size 

of the genome.  These expansion processes are counteracted by deletion mechanisms that can 

remove large parts of a chromosome and it is the dynamic balance between these two forces 

over evolutionary time that determines the size of the genome.  Similar mechanisms of 

expansion and contraction act on the genomes of different lineages and the observed 

differences in size and structure are a result of differing levels of action of each process (Vitte 

and Bennetzen 2006).  Polyploidy is by far the biggest factor in the expansion of genome size 

but the amplification of LTR-retrotransposons also causes genome expansion.  A study of the 

rice lineages indica and japonica indicated an increase in the genome size of both species since 

their divergence from a common ancestor, largely due to LTR-retrotransposon amplification 

(Ma et al. 2004).  Moreover, the japonica lineage had undergone a greater expansion than its 

sister lineage.  A more extensive study of the ten genome types within the genus Oryza also 

found that the number of LTR-retrotransposons increased linearly with genome size (Ammiraju 

et al. 2006).  This supported previous observations from the comparison of an orthologous 

region in maize and sorghum which showed that a large percentage of the maize region 

consisted of retrotransposons that were not present in sorghum (Tikhonov et al. 1999).  

Characterisation of retrotransposon structures in maize and wheat (SanMiguel et al. 1996; 

Wicker et al. 2001) have found multiple levels of nested elements corresponding to different 

waves of invasion.   

Reductions in genome size are predominantly due to deletion of large segments of DNA by 

unequal homologous recombination involving LTR-retrotransposon sequences.  An excess of LTR 

flanking regions has been observed in wheat and barley relative to internal retrotransposon 

sequences suggesting that recombination can occur between the LTRs resulting in loss of the 

internal region (Shirasu et al. 2000; Wicker et al. 2001).  An Arabidopsis study showed that this 

mechanism can occur within the same retroelement resulting in loss of the element, or between 

two elements resulting in the loss of the DNA sequence between the elements (Devos et al. 

2002).  Illegitimate or non-homologous recombination is also an important mechanism for 

removal of DNA from plant genomes (Devos et al. 2002; Wicker et al. 2003b) which is thought 

to arise during the repair of double-stranded breaks in genomic DNA (Puchta 2005).  Studies on 
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insect species have found that illegitimate recombination seems to remove DNA faster from 

species with small genomes compared to the rate of removal from larger genomes (Petrov et al. 

2000), an observation that seems to extend to plants (Kirik et al. 2000). 

Many of the processes of genome expansion create duplicate genes and this duplication is an 

important evolutionary mechanism in plants.  The redundancy of duplicated genes is thought to 

be important for the development of new functions and processes and has been proposed to be 

a major contributor to the divergence of species (Ohno 1970).  Once duplicated, paralogous 

gene copies are commonly silenced or deleted but occasionally, once freed from selective 

constraints, some of these genes may undergo a mutation causing them to diverge from their 

sister paralogue and develop new function (called neofunctionalisation) or further functional 

specificity (called subfunctionalisation).  Functional divergence of duplicated genes in 

Arabidopsis has been studied in depth (Blanc and Wolfe 2004a), providing evidence that a high 

proportion of duplicated genes have undergone functional diversification after polyploidy and 

that some duplicated gene pairs have diverged in parallel, forming two new networks that are 

expressed in different cell types or under different environmental conditions.   

1.5 The Grass family 

1.5.1 Introduction 

The family Poaceae is also known as Gramineae and comprises approximately 10,000 species 

classified into 600 to 700 genera (Clayton and Renvoize 1986; Watson and Dallwitz 1992).  

These species form part of the monocotyledonous group which includes all flowering plants 

presenting one cotyledon (or seed leaf) as seedlings.  Species within the Poaceae are commonly 

referred to as grasses and are believed to have descended from a common ancestor that lived 

between 50 and 80 million years ago based on phylogenetic and fossil evidence (Crepet and 

Feldman 1991; Paterson et al. 2004b; Prasad et al. 2005).  The family is broadly divided into two 

clades, named using acronyms of the subfamilies they contain.  The BEP clade contains the 

subfamilies Bambusoideae, Ehrhartoideae and Pooideae and the PACCMAD clade contains the 

subfamilies Panicoideae, Arundinoideae, Chloridoideae, Centothecoideae, Micrairoideae, 

Aristidoideae, and Danthonioideae.  The major genera in each clade are shown in Figure 1.2.   

The grass family contains many important species.  Agriculturally important crop species such as 

rice (Oryza sativa), wheat (Triticum aestivum), barley (Hordeum vulgare), maize (Zea mays) and 

sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) are members of this family and together, these crops provide a 

substantial proportion of calories consumed globally by humans.  Forage grasses such as Lolium 

and Festuca are a major source of nutrition to grazing animals, including domesticated species, 
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meaning that much of humankind’s animal protein diet is also directly dependent on grasses.  In 

addition, an emerging novel application of some grass species is that of feedstock for biomass 

energy production (DOE 2006), an example being switchgrass (Panicum virgatum); a large, fast 

growing species native to North America.  Species within the grass family are ecologically 

dominant and are estimated to cover 20 % of the earth’s land surface (Shantz 1954). 

 

Figure 1.2: Cladogram showing the major genera in the grass family.   

Genera in the BEP clade are shaded green, PACCMAD clade genera are shaded blue.  Subfamilies are indicated on 

the right. 

 

The crop species within the grass family have been the subject of much biological study, driven 

by the need to feed a global population that has more than doubled in size in the last fifty years 

and is predicted to grow to over 9 billion people by 2050 (Royal Society of London 2009).  A 

major improvement in crop yields occurred in the years following the “green revolution” of the 

1960s, when the development of high-yielding varieties of wheat, rice and maize, coupled to the 

use of fertilizers, resulted in a large increase in cereal production across the world.  The 

population growth predicted to occur over the next thirty years will require an estimated 50-

100 % increase in food production from todays levels (Royal Society of London 2009).  Thus, 

research into the biological mechanisms underlying important agronomic traits such as disease 

and pest resistance, drought tolerance, and grain size, is more relevant than ever.  

1.5.2 Grass genomics 

Despite the relatively recent origins of the Poaceae, member species exhibit a huge diversity in 

chromosome number and genome size as well as a range of ploidy levels (Kellogg and 
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Bennetzen 2004).  Rice is a diploid species with a relatively small genome of 466 Mbp and a 

haploid chromosome complement of 12.  This is usually expressed as 2n = 2x = 24 where n is the 

haploid number (the number of chromosomes in a gamete) and x is the monoploid number (the 

number of chromosomes in a single set).  Bread wheat is hexaploid and has twenty-one 

chromosomes in each gamete, three sets of seven (2n = 6x = 42).  This genome is estimated to 

be 17,000 Mbp in size (Bennett and Leitch 1995). 

Its small genome size and agronomic importance prompted rice to be the first member of the 

grass family to have its genome sequenced.  Cultivars of the two major subspecies japonica and 

indica were sequenced by separate research groups using different approaches.  The 

International Rice Genome Sequencing Project (IRGSP) used a hierarchical clone-by-clone 

approach to produce a high-quality draft sequence of the Nipponbare cultivar of japonica in 

2002 (Feng et al. 2002; Sasaki et al. 2002; Rice Chromosome 10 Sequencing Consortium 2003).  

The same cultivar was also sequenced using a whole-genome shotgun approach by the private 

company Syngenta resulting in a draft sequence (Goff et al. 2002).  In 2005, the IRGSP published 

a finished map-based sequence of the Nipponbare cultivar (International Rice Genome 

Sequencing Project 2005).  This finished sequence was derived from 3,401 BAC and PAC clones 

and was based on a genetic linkage map, EST sequences, two physical maps, BAC-end sequence 

data and incorporated the Syngenta WGS sequence as well as a draft sequence from Monsanto, 

another private company.  The finished assembly contained 370.7 Mbp in 12 pseudo-molecules 

with an accuracy of one error per 10 kb.  An initial draft of the indica cultivar was obtained using 

a whole-genome shotgun approach (Yu et al. 2002) and an improved sequence was published in 

2005 alongside a reassembly of the WGS japonica sequence from Syngenta (Yu et al. 2005).   

Initial analysis of the rice genome produced varying estimates of gene content, due to the 

different gene prediction methods used, although analyses of specific chromosomes had 

already revealed a proportion of these predictions were transposable elements (Sasaki et al. 

2002; Rice Chromosome 10 Sequencing Consortium 2003).  Assembly and annotation of the 

WGS japonica and indica sequences using the same method revealed a difference in the gene 

content between the subspecies and massive intergenic differences (Yu et al. 2005).  A recent 

hand-curated annotation of the japonica sequence estimated a gene number of approximately 

32,000 (Itoh et al. 2007).  The two leading rice genome annotation projects, the Rice Annotation 

Project Database (RAP-DB) and the Michigan State University Rice Genome Annotation (MSU) 

estimate vastly different numbers of protein coding loci (31,439 compared to 56,797) but this is 

due to differing annotation methods.  The RAP-DB annotation is largely manually curated and 

the automated annotation performed by MSU probably identifies many transposable elements 

or pseudogenes as real genes.   
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The annotated sequence of the rice genome provides a detailed view of gene content and 

distribution, areas of repetitive sequences, transposable elements and gene transfer from 

organelles (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005).  In addition, the rice genome 

has been used to develop markers for investigations into quantative trait loci (QTLs) underlying 

important agronomic traits such as disease resistance, plant architecture and flowering time 

(Yamamoto et al. 2009).  Other genomic resources for rice include 1,249,110 rice ESTs in public 

databases (dbEST release 050710) and a collection of full-length rice cDNA sequences (Kikuchi et 

al. 2003).  Responsibility for the functional characterisation of the genome using EST and cDNA 

libraries lies with the International Rice Functional Genomics Consortium (Hirochika et al. 2004).  

Efforts have also been made to categorise the SNPs that underlie genetic variation in both sub-

species of rice (Feltus et al. 2004; Katagiri et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2004) although different 

methods have generated differing estimates.     

The last two years have seen the sequencing and publication of two additional grass genomes, 

those of sorghum and maize (Paterson et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2009).  Sorghum is an 

important grain crop in Africa, Central America and South Asia due to its tolerance of arid 

conditions. It is a tropical grass with a genome size of approximately 736 Mbp and a haploid 

chromosome number of 10.  Sorghum was the first genome to be analysed using C0t-based 

techniques to filter the genome into highly repetitive, moderately repetitive, and low-copy 

components (Peterson et al. 2002).  Methylation filtration has also been used to capture the 

functional parts of the genome (Bedell et al. 2005).  Both C0t filtration (CF) and methylation 

filtration (MF) allow the selective characterisation of different parts of the genome and were 

proposed as methods to investigate plant species with more complex genomes (Rabinowicz and 

Bennetzen 2006).  CF exploits the reassociation kinetics of DNA to separate repetitive sequences 

from low-copy DNA using single-stranded DNA affinity column chromatography (Peterson et al. 

2002).  MF utilises bacterial strains that destroy methylated DNA inserts in clone libraries to 

preferentially clone hypomethylated (gene-rich) regions (Rabinowicz 2003).  Alternatively, 

hypomethylated DNA can be been cloned by partial restriction with methylation-sensitive 

enzymes (Emberton et al. 2005). 

Sorghum is closely related to grasses in the Saccharum genus (sugarcane) and more distantly 

related to maize.  The sorghum and maize lineages diverged around 12 million years ago (mya) 

(Swigonova et al. 2004) before the maize genome underwent a whole-genome duplication and 

numerous retrotransposon expansions.  Since the divergence of sorghum and sugarcane ~5 

mya, sugarcane has undergone two whole-genome duplications (Ming et al. 1998) therefore 

sorghum is an important intermediate species which can be used to identify the mechanisms 

and processes of genomic evolution in maize and sugarcane.  The sorghum genome was 
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sequenced by the United States Department of Energy’s Joint Genome Initiative Community 

Sequencing Program using a whole-genome shotgun approach (Paterson et al. 2009).  More 

than 60% of the sorghum genome was estimated to be repetitive and this was the first time a 

WGS strategy had been used to sequence such a complex grass genome.  In order to deal with 

repeats, the sequencing strategy incorporated 8.5x coverage of paired-end reads from genomic 

libraries with insert sizes ranging from 2 kb to 108 kb.  The read length obtained was of 

particularly high quality (average 723 bp) which aided the assembly.  The assembly was 

validated by comparison to 27 finished BACs and was estimated to be 98.46 % complete with 

less than 1 error per 10 kb.  The assembly was also improved by comparison to a high-density 

genetic map (Bowers et al. 2003a), a physical map and the completed rice genome sequence.  

The final assembly (v1) is 697.6 Mbp in size comprising 10 pseudo-molecules. 

Maize is a domesticated crop descended from wild teosinte (Doebley et al. 2006) with a haploid 

chromosome number of 10 and an estimated genome size of 2300-2500 Mbp (Rayburn et al. 

1993).  This large size is due to a proliferation of LTR-retrotransposons occurring in the last 3 

million years (SanMiguel et al. 1998) which constitute a large portion of the genome.  The 

genome has also undergone whole-genome duplication (WGD) between 5 and 12 mya (Blanc 

and Wolfe 2004b; Swigonova et al. 2004) but has since lost most of its duplicated centromeric 

regions and paired gene sets resulting in a near-diploid genome with extensive fragmentation of 

ancestral gene orders (Ilic et al. 2003; Lai et al. 2004b).  The maize genome was also shown to 

be particularly dynamic with the discovery of differences in gene content between inbred lines 

(Fu and Dooner 2002).  The size, complexity and high-repeat content of the maize genome 

presented a challenge for traditional genome sequencing strategies.  Initially, the maize genome 

was tackled using C0t-based (Yuan et al. 2003) and methylation filtration techniques to remove 

methylated and highly repetitive regions before shotgun sequencing (Whitelaw et al. 2003).  

Analysis of 100 random BACs representing 0.6 % of the genome indicated a repetitive element 

content of 66% and between 42,000 and 56,000 genes were estimated to be present in the 

genome (Haberer et al. 2005).   

Despite the potential difficulties, a project to sequence the whole maize genome was initiated 

in 2005 using a minimum tiling path (MTP) of clones from an integrated physical and genetic 

map (Schnable et al. 2009).  A key resource was the creation of an optical map to span 

repetitive regions and to serve as independent verification of the sequence assembly (Zhou et 

al. 2009).  Optical mapping involves shearing genomic DNA into fragments and imaging each 

DNA molecule whilst it is digested by restriction enzymes (Samad et al. 1995).  This produces a 

restriction map for each molecule which are combined and assembled iteratively using 

computer software to form larger optical contigs in a largely automated process (Zhou et al. 
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2007b).  The contigs from the physical map are then anchored to the optical map contigs in 

silico.  The MTP clones were shotgun sequenced to 4-6x coverage, assembled, and the unique 

regions finished by automated and manual methods.  The final release contains 2,048 Mbp of 

sequence in 61,161 super-contigs and is estimated to contain 89.2% of the genome.  The 

remaining sequence is either not present in the physical map or contains tandem repeats that 

cannot be assembled. 

Although the maize genome is more representative of the larger crop genomes, it is diminutive 

in comparison to the genomes of some wheat species, for example, the genome of Triticum 

aestivum (bread wheat or common wheat) has an estimated size of 17,000 Mbp (Bennett and 

Leitch 1995).  This species is an allohexaploid, containing three homoeologous nuclear genomes 

from related progenitor species.  The three constituent genomes are very similar in gene 

content and order, each consisting of seven chromosome pairs.  Wheat forms part of the 

Triticeae tribe alongside barley and rye (Secale cereale) which are crops more suited to 

temperate climates.  The Triticeae tribe also contains a number of wild grasses.  The 

evolutionary history of wheat is complex and has been shaped by both domestication and 

hybridisation events between species in the Triticum and Aegilops genera.  Extant wheat species 

are found in diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid accessions; diploid and tetraploid accessions are 

found both in the wild and as domesticated crops and hexaploid species only exist as 

domesticated crops.  The earliest cultivated wheat species were Triticum monococcum (einkorn 

wheat) and T. turgidum subspecies (ssp.) dicoccum (emmer wheat), domesticated from wild 

grasses in south-eastern Turkey approximately 10,000 years ago (Heun et al. 1997).  Einkorn 

wheat is a diploid species and emmer wheat is a subspecies of the main tetraploid wheat 

species T. turgidum, which also contains the subspecies durum (durum wheat).  T. turgidum was 

formed by the hybridisation of the wild diploid grass T. urartu and an unknown diploid species 

within the Sitopsis section of the Aegilops genera closely related to Ae. speltoides less than half 

a million years ago but long before domestication (Dvorak et al. 1993; Huang et al. 2002; Salse 

et al. 2008b).  The genome of tetraploid wheat contains two diploid genomes, A and B, with the 

A genome contributed by T. urartu and the B genome contributed by the unknown diploid 

species.  Soon after the domestication of T. turgidum, spontaneous hybridisation occurred 

between tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii (Huang et al. 2002).  This gave rise to hexaploid 

wheat T. aestivum containing three constituent genomes, A, B and D.  At meiosis, pairing is only 

observed between homologous chromosomes as the Ph1 locus (a region on chromosome 5B) 

prevents the pairing of homoeologous chromosomes (Sears 1976).   

In general, polyploid plant species are more aggressive, competitive and adaptable to different 

environments than their diploid progenitors and this is the case with wheat species.  Species 
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such as emmer and einkorn are not widely grown in the modern world and hexaploid wheat 

accounts for the majority of wheat produced globally (FAOStat 2010).  Compared to diploid or 

tetraploid wheat, hexaploid wheat is adaptable to a wider range of environmental conditions 

due to the genetic diversity captured within its constituent genomes (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 

2007).  In addition, the duplicated genetic material in the genome is tolerant to genomic 

changes that would be fatal in a diploid species but which contribute to accelerated evolution in 

the polyploid species by neo- and subfunctionalisation (Feldman and Levy 2009). 

The huge size and the polyploid nature of the wheat genome mean that the application of 

traditional genome sequences strategies, such as the hierarchical or WGS approaches, is 

challenging.  An additional complication is the high repeat content of the genome, estimated to 

be more than 80 % (Smith and Flavell 1975).  However, several approaches have been used to 

gain insight into the structure and content of this large genome.  In order to reveal information 

about gene content, a large EST collection has been generated for wheat.  There are currently 

1,071,050 ESTs sequences available (dbEST release 051410) which have been used to predict 

around 30,000 unique genes (Ogihara et al. 2003; Lazo et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2004).  

Transcript assemblies built from existing wheat sequence data are available from the J. Craig 

Venter Institute (formally The Institute of Genomic Research, TIGR), the Gene Index Project at 

Harvard School of Public Health, and NCBI UniGene.  These groups use different assembly 

methods which produce different datasets but currently 40,870 unique genes (UniGene Build 

#56) and 221,925 unique transcript assemblies (TaGI release 12.0) are predicted. 

An important resource to identify the approximate location of genes in the wheat genome is the 

wheat deletion bin map (Qi et al. 2004).  This map was constructed by the U.S. National Science 

Foundation-funded wheat EST project and uses wheat deletion stocks where a known portion of 

a single wheat chromosome has been removed (Endo and Gill 1996).  In wheat, the deletion of a 

whole chromosome, a chromosome-arm or a large segment of a chromosome can be tolerated 

due to the redundancy provided by the polyploid genome.  ESTs are used as probes against each 

stock until the absence of a signal allows the allocation of the EST into a deletion bin.  Each 

chromosome arm in the wheat genome contains 3 or 4 deletion bins and a total of 7,107 ESTs 

have been cytogenetically mapped, defining 16,099 loci. 

The availability of the rice genome sequence (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 

2005) has facilitated gene isolation in wheat producing a collection of BAC clones covering many 

agronomically important genes (Chantret et al. 2005; Isidore et al. 2005; Griffiths et al. 2006; Gu 

et al. 2006).  In some cases, BAC clones have been fully sequenced revealing groups of genes 

extending over 10-30 kb interspersed by long stretches (> 100 kb) of repetitive DNA (Wicker et 
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al. 2001; SanMiguel et al. 2002).  Repetitive elements have also been characterised and are 

available in the Triticeae Repeat Database (Wicker et al. 2002).  In some cases, the same locus 

has been sequenced from different species (Chantret et al. 2005; Isidore et al. 2005) revealing 

major differences in the intergenic repetitive DNA between these species.  From an analysis of 4 

BAC clones, gene density in wheat was estimated to be one gene every 75 kb, lower than 

previous estimates (Devos et al. 2005).  CF has been used in wheat resulting in over 13-fold 

enrichment of genic sequences and a 3-fold reduction in repetitive DNA suggesting that CF 

could be used to sample the gene-space of wheat (Lamoureux et al. 2005).  Analysis of BAC-end 

sequence data representing approximately 1% of wheat chromosome 3B predicted a gene 

content for the B-genome of wheat of ~36,000, comparable to that of rice and slightly lower 

than maize (Paux et al. 2006).  The authors suggest that the size difference between the wheat 

and rice genomes is not due to gene amplification but to the amplification of transposable 

elements.  A more recent analysis of 18.2 Mb of sequence from wheat chromosome 3B 

confirmed that genes are clustered into small islands containing an average of 3 genes 

separated by up to 800 kb of intergenic sequence (Choulet et al. 2010).  Gene density was 

higher towards the distal ends of chromosomes compared to pericentromeric regions and it was 

estimated that between 36,000 to 50,000 genes are present on the seven chromosomes of the 

B genome.  Around 800 new transposable element families were also identified in this analysis. 

Much of the complexity within the wheat genome arises from its hexaploid nature with each 

gene being present as three homoeologous copies.  Useful knowledge can be gleaned from 

analysis of other species within the Triticeae with less complex genomes such as barley and Ae. 

tauschii, the D-genome donor of hexaploid wheat.  Barley is genetically very similar to wheat 

having diverged between 10 and 14 MYA (Wolfe et al. 1989) but is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 

14).  Barley has an estimated genome size of 5,100 Mb (Dolezel et al. 1998).  The International 

Barley Sequencing Consortium was set up in 2006 with the aim of constructing a physical map of 

the barley genome using fingerprinted BAC clones representing 14 genome equivalents (Schulte 

et al. 2009).  This map will be anchored to a high-density barley genetic map (Close et al. 2009) 

to facilitate the eventual goal of whole-genome sequencing.  A genetic map was recently 

constructed for the seven chromosomes of Ae. tauschii and compared to the sequenced 

genomes of rice and sorghum (Luo et al. 2009).  These comparisons identified the genome 

rearrangements that have taken place within the three lineages and postulated a mechanism of 

chromosome reduction in the Triticeae whereby an entire chromosome is inserted into the 

centromere of another chromosome.  Physical mapping in Ae. tauschii is also underway and a 

physical map covering a large portion of the short arm of chromosome 3 has been constructed 

(Fleury et al. 2010).  Although genomic studies in these larger genomes will help to pave the 
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way for sequencing the wheat genome, they are still large and complex and bring with them 

many of the problems associated with wheat genomics. 

1.5.3 Composition of grass genomes 

Investigations into the genomes of grass species have revealed high levels of repetitive DNA, 

with larger repetitive proportions within larger genomes.  For example, over 80 % of the wheat 

genome is repetitive, estimated using reassociation kinetics (Smith and Flavell 1975), compared 

to 50 % in rice (Deshpande and Ranjekar 1980).  Further characterisation of genome sequences 

has shown that the majority of repetitive sequences are due to transposable elements.  Thirty-

five percent of the rice genome comprises transposable elements; 19 % retrotransposons and 

13 % DNA transposons (Table 1.2).  However, the smaller size of DNA transposons means that 

the actual number of these elements is more than double the number of retrotransposons in 

the genome.  The larger genomes of sorghum and maize contain much larger proportions of 

retrotransposons but similar proportions of DNA transposons suggesting that expansion of 

retrotransposons accounts for much of the size differences observed between grass genomes.   

Species Genome size (Mb) Retrotransposon content (%) DNA transposon content (%) 

Rice 400 19.4 13.0 

Sorghum 800 54.5 7.5 

Maize 2500 75.9 8.6 

Table 1.2: Genome size and repeat content of three sequenced grass genomes.   

(Data obtained from International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005; Paterson et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 

2009) 

 

The latest version of the Rice Annotation Project Database predicts 31,439 genes in rice and 

very similar gene complements are predicted for sorghum and maize of 27,640 and 32,540 

respectively, suggesting a relatively consistent haploid gene content within the genomes of 

different grass species (Tanaka et al. 2008; Paterson et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2009).  These 

genes are not distributed evenly over chromosomes as observed in the genome of Arabidopsis 

but tend to be found in gene-rich euchromatic regions towards the distal ends of chromosomes 

with retrotransposon density highest in pericentromeric regions.  In contrast, most DNA 

transposons tend to be found in gene-rich regions.  In the larger genome of maize, individual 

genes or islands of up to four genes are separated by long stretches of repetitive sequence and 

also show differential gene distribution along chromosomes (Liu et al. 2007; Schnable et al. 

2009).  
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1.5.4 Comparative genomics in the grasses 

Comparative genomics in the grasses relies on the remarkable levels of conservation that exist 

between members of the grass family and this has been used to facilitate gene discovery and to 

characterise the evolutionary mechanisms that determine the structure and organisation of 

grass genomes.  The conservation of both marker position and order (macrocollinearity) 

between chromosomes of different members of the grass family was revealed by early 

comparative mapping studies (Ahn and Tanksley 1993; Devos et al. 1994; Grivet et al. 1994; 

Kurata et al. 1994; Van Deynze et al. 1995; Kuhn et al. 2007) and the first consensus map to 

align the genetic maps of six grass species to the genetic reference map of rice was published in 

1995 (Moore et al. 1995).  In this study it was shown that the rice chromosomes could be 

dissected into linkage blocks and that it was possible to describe the genomes of wheat, maize, 

foxtail millet, sugar cane and sorghum by rearranging these blocks.  The consensus map 

consisted of aligned linkage segments from the various genomes displayed in concentric circles 

and was called the ‘crop circle’.  This map has been updated since its initial publication to 

include other important members of the grass family (Devos and Gale 1997; Gale and Devos 

1998; Devos 2005). 

Comparative mapping at the marker level provided an initial evaluation of macrocollinearity 

between genomes.  These observations led to more detailed investigations focusing on whether 

this conservation was also reflected at the DNA sequence level (microcollinearity).  

Microcollinearity is important for the isolation of genes from a genomic library as conservation 

must exist at the level of the large-insert clones that comprise the library.  A comparison of gene 

organisation at the maize locus sh2/a1 and the homologous regions in rice and sorghum 

revealed a conservation of gene order and composition (Chen et al. 1997).  Another study 

revealed collinearity between orthologous loci in wheat and barley (Feuillet and Keller 1999).  

However, investigations also revealed that significant gene rearrangements had occurred in 

otherwise collinear regions of related grasses (Tikhonov et al. 1999; Tarchini et al. 2000).  In 

contrast to the large scale rearrangements detailed in early mapping studies, these were small 

rearrangements that had occurred at the DNA sequence level and had not been detected at the 

genetic map level.  Comparisons between several grass species (Bennetzen and Ma 2003) 

revealed many small rearrangements such as gene duplications and deletions, inversions and 

translocations in genic regions, together with high variability in intergenic regions that consisted 

mostly of transposable elements.   

The sequencing of Arabidopsis thaliana provided the first analysis of a complete plant genome 

(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), however this dicot species has limited use as a model 
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for the monocot grasses as these two groups diverged approximately 150 MYA (Chaw et al. 

2004).  Comparative mapping between Arabidopsis and rice concluded that although some 

conservation exists, the level of conservation between the genomes is not great enough to 

facilitate the isolation of important genes (Devos et al. 1999).  As a result of earlier comparative 

studies, rice was chosen as the “Rosetta Stone” of the grass genomes due to its relatively small 

genome compared with many other grass species (Messing and Llaca 1998).  The genome 

sequences of rice subspecies japonica and indica (Yu et al. 2002; International Rice Genome 

Sequencing Project 2005; Yu et al. 2005) allowed detailed comparison between the genome of 

rice and the genetic and physical maps of other grasses increasing the resolution of previous 

studies.  The first genome-scale comparison between rice and wheat utilised ESTs mapped into 

wheat deletion bins to align the wheat genome to that of rice (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and 

Sorrells 2004).  These alignments revealed an overall conservation of collinearity with numerous 

rearrangements, insertions, deletions and duplications that have eroded the synteny between 

the species. 

Early studies using molecular markers observed duplicated loci in many cereal genomes 

indicating genome duplications and polyploidisation events within seemingly diploid genomes.  

Indications of duplicated segments within the chromosomes of maize were observed using 

molecular markers (Ahn and Tanksley 1993).  These duplications were subsequently identified 

as arising from a WGD by allotetraploidisation from analysis of duplicated genes and 

comparison of orthologous loci in rice, maize and sorghum (Gaut and Doebley 1997; Swigonova 

et al. 2004).  Duplications have also been identified in the rice genome (Yu et al. 2005), 

providing evidence of a WGD that occurred before the divergence of the cereal genomes 55-70 

Mya (Kellogg 2001), and thus predicted to be shared by all the grasses.  A segmental duplication 

between chromosomes 11 and 12 was also identified as well as many other gene duplications.  

One of the difficulties in performing this type of analysis is distinguishing paralogous and 

orthologous relationships between genes.  To overcome this, Jerome Salse and colleagues 

applied modified alignment criteria to identify inter- and intra-specific duplications in the grass 

genomes and performed statistical validation on the results to determine whether the same 

gene order within two chromosomal segments truly reflects collinearity between the genomes 

or simply occurs by chance (Salse et al. 2008a).  This method confirmed previously identified 

duplications in the rice genome as well as three new duplications.  In addition, 12 duplicated 

regions in the wheat genome were identified using bin-mapped ESTs.  A similar analysis 

identified orthologous regions between the two genomes which allowed the duplications 

shared between rice and wheat to be determined.  Combining this analysis with previous 

comparative analyses between rice and maize (Salse et al. 2004; Wei et al. 2007) and rice and 
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sorghum (Paterson et al. 2004a) allowed the authors to propose a common cereal ancestor 

containing five chromosomes (2n=10).  Subsequently, this ancestor underwent a whole genome 

duplication to give 10 chromosomes (2n=4x=20) followed by further rearrangements and 

diploidisation to give an ancestral intermediate with 12 chromosomes (2n=2x=12).  The authors 

suggest evolutionary mechanisms for the formation of the genomes of rice, wheat, sorghum 

and maize from this intermediate.  The recent comparison of an Ae. tauschii genetic map to the 

pseudo-molecules of rice and sorghum supported the hypothesis that the common ancestor of 

Triticeae, rice and sorghum had 12 chromosomes (Luo et al. 2009).  An alternate evolutionary 

model has recently been proposed by Katrien Devos (Devos 2010) whereby the ancestral 

genome consisted of 7 chromosomes that underwent allotetraploidisation to 14 chromosomes 

(2n=4x=28) before reduction by chromosomal rearrangements and diploidisation to a 12 

chromosome intermediate (2n=2x=24).  She argued that evolutionary processes tend to lead to 

a reduction in chromosome number rather than an increase and that the scenario of two 

chromosomes breaking and recombining to form three (as proposed in the Salse et al. model) is 

less likely than the insertion of a chromosome into the centromere of another chromosome 

forming a single chromosome.  

Comparative investigations into grass genomes using the complete rice genome sequence as a 

reference have relied on the high degree of collinearity between grass genomes.  Although rice 

has been an exceptionally useful model, in some cases, especially for investigations into wheat, 

its use as a model has been questioned due to the many rearrangements that have occurred 

since the two species diverged.  An attempt to use the collinearity between rice and wheat to 

characterise the Ph1 pairing locus in wheat used markers from rice to locate the orthologous 

region in wheat (Griffiths et al. 2006).  The authors found that many of the markers failed to 

hybridise, indicating significant differences between these regions.  An investigation into the 

evolutionary events observed at the hardness locus in wheat also uncovered a breakdown in 

rice-wheat collinearity, with genes missing from the orthologous region in rice (Chantret et al. 

2005).  Investigations such as these have revealed that synteny between wheat and rice is 

complex with many rearrangements disrupting the collinearity between important loci.  In 

addition, the use of rice as a model for wheat elicits other problems in that rice is a specialised, 

semi-aquatic tropical grass that does not exhibit many of the important traits that exist in the 

temperate grasses such as resistance to specific pathogens, vernalisation and freezing 

tolerance.  In practical terms, rice is a large plant with a long life cycle and is not particularly 

easy to cultivate in Europe, which has limited its uptake by the non-specialist research 

community.  It is for these reasons that attention has turned to the identification of a new 

model grass with a closer relationship to wheat.  
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2 Brachypodium genomics 

2.1 Relevant publications 

International Brachypodium Initiative (2010). "Genome sequencing and analysis of the model 

grass Brachypodium distachyon." Nature 463(7282): 763-768. 

David F. Garvin, Neil McKenzie, John P. Vogel, Todd C. Mockler, Zachary J. Blankenheim, 

Jonathan Wright, Jitender J.S. Cheema, Jo Dicks, Naxin Huo, Daniel M. Hayden, Yong Gu, 

Christian Tobias, Jeff H. Chang, Ashley Chu, Martin Trick, Todd P. Michael, Michael W. Bevan, 

and John W. Snape (2010). "An SSR-based genetic linkage map of the model grass 

Brachypodium distachyon." Genome 53(1): 1-13. 

Melanie Febrer, Jose Luis Goicoechea, Jonathan Wright, Neil McKenzie, Xiang Song, Jinke Lin, 

Kristi Collura, Marina Wissotski, Yeisoo Yu, Jetty S.S. Ammiraju, Elzbieta Wolny, Dominika 

Idziak, Alexander Betekhtin, Dave Kudrna, Robert Hasterok, Rod A. Wing, Michael W. Bevan 

(2010). “An integrated physical, genetic and cytogenetic map of Brachypodium distachyon, a 

model system for grass research." PLoS ONE 5(10): e13461 

2.2 Introduction 

The tribe Brachypodieae consists of a single genus that contains several temperate wild grass 

species grouped under the common name of False Bromes.  This tribe is a member of the sub-

family Pooideae within the BEP clade of grasses which diverged from the rice lineage around 50 

million years ago (Catalan et al. 1995; Kellogg 2001; Paterson et al. 2004a).  Pooid grasses are 

classified as temperate grasses in contrast to the tropical grasses found in the Panicoid and 

Ehrhartoid sub-families such as maize, sorghum and rice (Figure 2.1).  In addition to the 

Brachypodieae tribe, the Pooideae sub-family contains the tribes Triticeae, Aveneae and Poeae 

which include temperate grasses of major economic importance (Kellogg 2001).  The Triticeae 

tribe contains the genera Triticum and Hordeum which include wheat and barley, as well as the 

Aegilops genus which contains species that have been involved in the evolution of polyploid 

wheat (Dvorak et al. 1993; Huang et al. 2002).  The Aveneae tribe contains oat species, used for 

animal feedstock and the Poeae tribe contains the genera Lolium and Festuca which contain 

important forage grass species (Clayton et al. 2006 onwards).   
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Figure 2.1: Cladogram showing the subfamilies, tribes and genera within the grass family.   

The tropical cereals such as rice and maize are found in the Ehrhartoideae and Panicoideae subfamilies and the 

temperate cereals and forage grasses are found in the Pooideae.  The Brachypodieae tribe is positioned within the 

Pooideae alongside the Aveneae, Poeae and Triticeae tribes.  Genera within the Poeae tribe are shaded green and 

genera within the Triticeae tribe are shaded blue (adapted from Draper et al. 2001).  

 

Many species within the temperate grasses have large genomes but the genomes of several 

species within the Brachypodieae tribe are relatively small (Bennett and Leitch 1995).  This, 

coupled with the close evolutionary relationship between the Brachypodieae and the Triticeae, 

prompted the suggestion by Moore and colleagues that the small genome of Brachypodium 

sylvaticum could be used for gene isolation and comparative analysis in the larger genomes of 

wheat and barley (Moore et al. 1993b).  In the same year, Moore had used a methylation-

sensitive restriction enzyme to assess the distribution of genes over wheat, barley, rice and B. 

sylvaticum chromosomes and identified that gene density appeared to be higher in the 

distal/subtelomeric regions than in the pericentromeric regions (Moore et al. 1993a).  Two 

years later the important ‘crop circle’ publication emerged from the same group showing that 

the genomes of six major grass species could be aligned by dissecting individual linkage groups 

into blocks and arranging these blocks into different configurations, thus indicating a general 

conservation of gene order between the grasses (Moore et al. 1995).  B. sylvaticum was also 

used to identify archetypal centromere sequences in the grasses (Aragon-Alcaide et al. 1996).   

In 2004, a BAC library was constructed from B. sylvaticum consisting of 320,228 clones providing 

6.6x genome coverage (Foote et al. 2004).  This library was screened with probes from rice, 

barley and wheat to ascertain the level of synteny between B. sylvaticum and the other grass 
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genomes.  The study concluded that synteny between these species was largely maintained in 

the region studied.  The same BAC library was used to identify and characterise the Ph1 

chromosome pairing locus in wheat (Griffiths et al. 2006).  Initially, rice markers were used to 

screen wheat lines containing deletions within the Ph1 locus but many failed to give a clear 

signal, so the same markers were used to screen the B. sylvaticum BAC library to identify 

homologous markers.  In addition, new markers were identified from B. sylvaticum as a result of 

the screening.  All the markers derived from B. sylvaticum gave a greater level of specific 

hybridisation than was obtained by the original rice markers, indicating a greater degree of 

useful similarity between wheat and B. sylvaticum than wheat and rice.  This investigation also 

showed the potential of Brachypodium species to facilitate gene discovery in the large genomes 

of the temperate grasses.  The B. sylvaticum  BAC library was also screened using wheat ESTs to 

identify three BACs that were subsequently sequenced (Bossolini et al. 2007).  The resulting 371 

kb of sequence was compared with orthologous regions in rice and wheat to assess collinearity 

between the species and a general conservation of gene order and content between wheat and 

B. sylvaticum was observed.  This study also estimated that the divergence of B. sylvaticum from 

the temperate grass lineage occurred between 35 and 40 MYA, significantly more recently than 

the divergence of rice and wheat (Paterson et al. 2004a).   

B. distachyon was proposed as a model system for functional genomics in temperate grasses in 

2001 (Draper et al. 2001).  B. distachyon is an annual species with an estimated genome size of 

355 Mb (Bennett and Leitch 1995).  It is the preferred choice of Brachypodieae as B. sylvaticum 

is a perennial species with a larger tetraploid genome of 470 Mb.  In their 2001 publication, 

Draper and colleagues made a compelling case for the adoption of B. distachyon (hereafter 

referred to as Brachypodium) as a model experimental system based on its physical properties, 

its genomic properties and its phylogenetic position in the grasses.  Brachypodium is short in 

stature, self fertile, inbreeding, has a life cycle of about four months and undemanding growth 

requirements (Draper et al. 2001; Garvin et al. 2008).  The small genome of Brachypodium was 

estimated to contain less than 15 % highly repeated DNA (Shi et al. 1993; Catalan et al. 1995; 

Catalan and Olmstead 2000).  Draper and colleagues also reported the results of preliminary 

cytogenetic investigations to characterise the karyotype of Brachypodium showing that diploid 

ecotypes contained five chromosomes with chromosome 1 being much larger than the other 

chromosomes (Figure 2.2).  Chromosomes 3 and 4 were very similar in size and chromosome 5 

was much smaller.  The locations of the 5S and 45S rDNA loci were identified as chromosomes 4 

and 5 respectively (Draper et al. 2001).  Using a combination of morphology, relative size and 

rDNA loci, all five pairs of chromosomes in the Brachypodium karyotype were distinguishable.  
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Figure 2.2: Ideogram showing the haploid set of five Brachypodium chromosomes. 

Each chromosome has a distinctive and diagnostic shape and length.  The 5S and 45S rDNA loci are indicated on 

chromosomes 4 and 5 (obtained from Draper et al. 2001). 

 

The karyotype of Brachypodium was characterised in more detail using fluorescence in situ 

hybridisation or FISH (Hasterok et al. 2006).  FISH is a technique whereby BACs are labelled with 

fluorophores and used as probes to decorate chromosome substrates (Pinkel et al. 1986).  The 

location on the chromosome where the probe is bound is determined by epifluorescence 

microscopy.  Usually two different fluorophores are used in a single experiment (called dual-

colour FISH) allowing the location of two BACs to be determined simultaneously.  In the 

resulting images the probes appear as red or green spots on a blue chromosome which is 

stained with DAPI, a fluorescent stain that binds strongly to DNA (Figure 2.3).  Multi-coloured 

FISH utilises more than two different fluorophores.  In order to determine which chromosome 

each BAC hybridises to, labelled BACs of known location are generally used in combination with 

probe BACs.  In the Brachypodium study, two BAC libraries were prepared from Brachypodium 

diploid ecotypes and screened with 13 primer pairs designed to amplify genic sequences from a 

locus on rice chromosome 6 as well as 9 markers that had been genetically mapped in Lolium 

perenne (a forage grass), Triticeae species and rice.  This screen identified 15 BACs and an 

additional 24 were selected randomly from the library.  In total, 39 BAC clones were used as 

probes to interrogate the chromosomes.  In addition, a clone containing the 25S rDNA region 

from A. thaliana and a wheat clone containing the 5S rDNA region were used to detect rDNA 

loci.  Of the 39 clones, 32 hybridised to single locus and could be assigned to individual 

chromosome arms of the karyotype (designated p for short arm and q for long arm). 
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Figure 2.3: Identification of Brachypodium accession ABR1 chromosomes by FISH using BAC clones.   

Panels A-D use dual-colour FISH to identify the chromosome arms of chromosomes 1 to 4.  The chromosomes 

appear as blue shapes due to DAPI staining and BAC clones as red and green spots.  The chromosomal location is 

shown in the same colour as the corresponding BAC probe.  Panels E and F use multi-colour FISH and show (E) the 

location of the 25S rDNA region in yellow and (F) the location of the 5S rDNA region in green and the 25S rDNA 

region in yellow.  The bar indicates a distance of 5 µm.  (Images obtained from Hasterok et al. 2006)   

 

The high level of single-locus hybridisation by BAC clones, especially randomly selected ones, 

indicated that the Brachypodium genome is compact with low levels of repetitive DNA.  In 

addition, BACs selected on the basis of synteny with other grasses mostly hybridised to 

chromosomal positions predicted by their marker locations in the original species.  For example, 

all but one BAC identified by markers that mapped to different chromosomes in L. perenne also 

hybridised to different chromosomes in Brachypodium and all BACs identified by markers 

mapping to the same chromosome in L. perenne hybridised to the same chromosome in 

Brachypodium.  The markers from the rice chromosome 6 loci also indicated conserved gene 

order between rice and the orthologous loci in Brachypodium with many markers being 

physically associated by anchoring to the same BAC. 

In order to focus research efforts in Brachypodium, the International Brachypodium Initiative 

(IBI) was formed in 2005 and the first meeting was held at the 2006 Plant and Animal Genome 

conference in San Diego with the aim of establishing resources to promote Brachypodium as an 
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experimental system for temperate grass research.  The five objectives agreed during this 

meeting were; 

1. Develop a set of community standard lines that are genetically well-defined and 

distribute these to all researchers free of encumbrances. 

2. Promote the development and distribution of genomic and genetic resources such as 

BAC libraries, genetic markers and mapping populations. 

3. Initiate a genome sequencing programme. 

4. Establish collaborative links with other researchers e.g. in comparative genomics of 

crops. 

5. Develop a web portal and genome database to link the research community, promote 

discussion and provide access to data, lines and other information.   

Later the same year, a press release by the US Department of Energy’s Joint Genome Institute 

(DOE-JGI) indicated its intention to sequence Brachypodium stating “This choice responds to the 

urgent need for developing grasses into superior energy crops and improving grain crops and 

forage grasses for food production” (DOE-JGI 2006).  The JGI runs a community sequencing 

program which provides the scientific community access to high-throughput sequencing 

facilities.  Projects are chosen by scientific merit and judged by peer-review and relevance to the 

aims of the DOE.  In addition to its relevance to improve grain crops and forage grasses by 

providing a template genome, the potential of using Brachypodium to develop prospective 

biofuel grasses such as Miscanthus giganteus and switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) was a key 

factor in this decision (DOE 2006).  Furthermore, a Brachypodium genome sequence would 

provide the first representative genome from the Pooideae, the third major grass sub-family 

alongside the sequenced genomes of rice (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005) 

and sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009) providing representatives from the Ehrhartoid and the 

Panicoid respectively.  This would afford the opportunity to examine genome evolution in all the 

major grass lineages to generate a complete picture of grass chromosome evolution and to 

validate the hypothesised evolutionary model of the grasses from a common ancestor 

containing five chromosomes (Salse et al. 2008a). 

When defining a potential model experimental system, care should be taken to define the 

genetic stock on which to base the research.  This stock should be genetically and 

phenotypically well characterised with a clear provenance and widely available to the research 

community.  Two main collections of Brachypodium ecotypes were available: one at the United 

States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Plant Germplasm System (USDA ARS 2010) 

and one at Brachyomics, a company set up by the University of Aberystwyth in Wales to 
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promote and distribute Brachypodium Germplasm (Draper et al. 2001).  USDA lines were 

designated with the prefix ‘PI’ and Brachyomics lines with the prefix ‘ABR’.  Twenty-eight inbred 

lines were developed from the USDA collection by single-seed descent and assigned the ‘Bd’ 

prefix (Vogel et al. 2006a; Garvin 2007).  As Brachypodium ecotypes exist in different ploidy 

levels, the Bd accessions were assessed by flow cytometry and five were identified as diploid 

(Vogel et al. 2006a).  The diploid inbred line designated Bd21 was eventually chosen and 

distributed widely to the research community (Garvin et al. 2008).  One of the factors for 

choosing this line was the lack of vernalisation required for flower development (Vogel et al. 

2006a).  If plants are grown under conditions simulating 20 hour day lengths, seed-to-seed 

development can be as little as two months meaning that high-throughput genetics is possible.     

Much of the previous cytogenetic investigations of the Brachypodium karyotype used diploid 

ecotypes (ABR1 and ABR5) from the Brachyomics collection (Draper et al. 2001; Hasterok et al. 

2006).  However, investigations into the karyotype of Bd21 showed that it was identical to the 

ABR accessions and that information gleaned in these studies could readily be transferred to 

Bd21 (Garvin et al. 2008).  For example, marker BACs used to label specific chromosome arms in 

previous experiments (Hasterok et al. 2006) could be used in new FISH experiments. 

Bd21 was used to develop BAC libraries (Huo et al. 2006; Febrer et al. 2010) and an EST 

collection from sequencing cDNA (Vogel et al. 2006b).  The BAC library produced by Huo and 

colleagues was end-sequenced generating 1.3 Mb of random sequence from the Brachypodium 

nuclear genome (Huo et al. 2006).  Only 4 % of BES showed similarity to repetitive sequences 

compared to 40.0 % showing similarity to ESTs indicating that a large proportion of the genome 

was likely to be transcribed and supporting previous evidence for low repetitive content in the 

genome (Catalan et al. 1995).  In addition, when compared to species-specific EST collections 

the BES showed more similarity to wheat ESTs than to maize or rice, reflecting the close 

evolutionary relationship between Brachypodium and wheat.  A subset of the 20,440 ESTs 

generated from five cDNA libraries made from leaves, stems plus leaf sheaths, roots, callus and 

developing seed heads was used to construct a phylogenetic tree that supported the close 

evolutionary relationship between Brachypodium and the temperate grasses (Vogel et al. 

2006b).  These ESTs were deposited in Genbank which substantially increased the publically 

available Brachypodium ESTs from 9 to 20,449. 

This chapter describes my contributions to the development of Brachypodium genomics 

resources which involved a number of international collaborations.  A Brachypodium genetic 

linkage map was constructed in collaboration with David Garvin at USDA.  I contributed 

molecular markers and comparative genomics expertise to this project.  Melanie Febrer (MF) 
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from the John Innes Centre (JIC) and I constructed a BAC-based physical map of the 

Brachypodium genome using two BAC libraries which we anchored to the genetic map.  I 

annotated the initial Brachypodium genome assembly and provided this information to the 

wider research community via a genome browser at the website I developed for the 

dissemination of Brachypodium genomics resources (www.modelcrop.org).  This web resource 

was also used to display the genetic and physical maps.  As part of the assembly process I 

provided data and analysed results from fluorescence in situ hybridisation experiments 

performed by Robert Hasterok (RH) at the University of Silesia in Poland.  These were designed 

to validate the sequence contigs emerging from the assembly process.  I also compared 

sequence contigs from the Brachypodium genome to genomic data from rice, wheat and 

sorghum to understand how Brachypodium relates to these other important grasses.  This 

chapter concludes with a discussion of the results and conclusions from the Brachypodium 

genomics activities. 

2.3 Overview of sequencing, assembly and annotation 

Nuclear DNA from the diploid single seed descent line Bd21 (Garvin et al. 2008) was used to 

prepare clone libraries of varying insert size (Table 2.1).     

Library  Insert size (bases)  Reads  Coverage  

3kb (1)  3,215  277,248  0.65  

3kb (2)  3,237  1,519,924  3.17  

8kb (1)  6,381  855,422  2.04  

8kb (2)  6,392  1,448,347  2.46  

fosmid (1)  32,823  60,767  0.06  

fosmid (2)  35,691  325,536  0.52  

BAC BRA (BAC DH) 94,073 110,592 0.22 

BAC BRB (BAC DB)  101,562  36,864  0.08 

BAC DH (HindIII)1 103,216  30,704  0.05  

BAC DB (BamHI)1 108,177  36,388  0.04  

BAC BD_CBa (EcoRI)2 124,935  25,948  0.05  

BAC BD_ABa (HindIII)2 149,112 34,177  0.07  

TOTAL  4,761,917  9.43  

Table 2.1: Clone libraries end-sequenced in the Brachypodium genome sequencing project.   

Libraries of varying sizes were prepared and end-sequenced.  The total number of reads and final genome coverage 

is shown.  
1
 BAC libraries described in Huo et al., 2006, 

2
 BAC libraries described in Febrer et al. 2010. 

 
 

 

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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Cosmid libraries contained an insert size of 3 to 6 kb, fosmid libraries 30 to 40 kb and BAC 

libraries 100 to 150 kb.  The clones were end-sequenced in a whole-genome shotgun approach 

using standard Sanger protocols on ABI 3730 instruments.  A total of 4,761,917 reads were 

obtained providing an estimated genome coverage of 9.4x.  These reads were assembled at the 

JGI using the ARACHNE assembler (Batzoglou et al. 2002).  ARACHNE first constructs contigs 

based on overlapping reads then uses mate-pair reads from the larger clones to join contigs 

together into larger super-contigs. 

The timeline of the sequencing programme is shown in Figure 2.4.  BAC-end sequencing began 

in April 2007 and the initial output to the IBI was a mid-point assembly in August 2007, resulting 

from sequencing the genome to 4x coverage and assembling the reads.  The mid-point assembly 

consisted of 281.2 Mb of sequence in 1,015 super-contigs, including 21.4 Mb of sequence gaps.  

17 super-contigs (super_0 to super_16) were larger than 1 Mb and contained 97.8% of all 

sequenced nucleotides.  

 

Figure 2.4: Timeline of the Brachypodium sequencing program at the JGI.   

BAC-end sequencing started in 2007 and continued into 2008.  Three assemblies were released, the mid-point 

assembly, the pre-release assembly and the final assembly.  Towards the end of the sequencing, cDNA libraries 

were sequenced to generate ESTs for genome annotation.  

 

Once sequencing was completed, all the reads were assembled which resulted in set of 216 

super-contigs consisting of 273.4 Mb of sequence, including 1.1 Mb of sequence gaps.  10 super-

contigs (super_0 to super_9) were larger than 1 Mb and these contained 99.3% of the 

sequenced nucleotides.  This assembly was called the pre-release assembly and was released to 

the research community in August 2007. 

The final assembly resulted from the alignment of the 10 largest super-contigs from the pre-

release assembly (super_0 to super_9) to a high-density genetic map constructed from 562 SNP 

markers (Figure 2.5).  This alignment indicated two false joins within super-contigs 2 and 4 

which were also identified by cytogenetically anchoring the super-contigs.  These super-contigs 
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were broken before all super-contigs were joined as indicated by alignment to the genetic map 

(Figure 2.6).  This produced an assembly consisting of five pseudo-molecules totalling 271.9 Mb 

of sequence.  An additional 774 kb of sequence was left unassembled in additional scaffolds.  

The final assembly was provided by the JGI to the research community for analysis and 

annotation in September 2008.  

 

Figure 2.5: Identification of false joins in the pre-release assembly. 

The 10 largest super-contigs from the pre-release assembly (numbered 0 to 9) were compared to a high-density 

genetic map constructed from 562 SNP markers.  Blue lines indicate the positions of genetic markers on the super-

contigs.  Two false joins were detected in super-contigs 2 and 4 (shown by red arrows) which were broken in the 

final assembly.  The length of each super-contig is shown at the top of the figure.  

 

Figure 2.6: Building the pseudo-molecules of the final assembly. 

Assignment of the pre-release super-contigs (labelled sc0 to sc9) to the five Brachypodium pseudo-molecules 

(labelled 1 to 5).  Super-contigs 2 and 4 have been broken after false joins were indicated by comparison to the 

genetic map.  The length of each pseudo-molecule is shown below each one. 

 

In order to obtain experimental evidence for gene expression for the annotation phase of the 

genome project, the JGI also sequenced a number of cDNA libraries.  Four normalised cDNA 
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libraries were Sanger sequenced as well as 11 cDNA libraries that were sequenced using the 454 

platform (Table 2.2).  The cDNA libraries were made from a diverse collection of tissues, 

different environmental conditions and different developmental stages including diurnal 

sampling and other treatments designed to maximise transcript diversity.   

Library Number 
of ESTs 

Platform Sequenced 
by 

Tissue/Stage /Treatment Normalisation 

CCXF 25494 Sanger JGI abiotic and biotic stress DSN 

CCXG 28229 Sanger JGI superpool DSN 

CCYO 26237 Sanger JGI flower, flower drought DSN 

CCYP 27821 Sanger JGI leaf, leaf drought DSN 

CCXU 49540 454 JGI callus N/A 

CFAA 948 454 JGI roots DSN 

CFAB 234 454 JGI developing seeds DSN 

CFAC 1851 454 JGI diurnally sampled seedlings DSN 

CFCF 405974 454 JGI diurnally sampled roots DSN 

CFCG 317095 454 JGI diurnally sampled leaves, 
stems 

DSN 

CFCH 362432 454 JGI diurnally sampled flowers DSN 

CFCI 253491 454 JGI callus DSN 

CFFH 129769 454 JGI diurnally sampled leaves, 
stems, callus 

DSN 

CFFI 139968 454 JGI diurnally sampled leaves, 
stems, callus 

DSN 

CFFN 93222 454 JGI diurnally sampled leaves, 
stems, callus 

DSN 

AC60 170521 454 Schnable root tips N/A 

AC61 89277 454 Schnable root tips N/A 

AC63 157349 454 Schnable root tips N/A 

AC64 122320 454 Schnable root tips N/A 

callus 4196 Sanger Vogel callus N/A 

leaf 3780 Sanger Vogel leaf N/A 

root 3869 Sanger Vogel root N/A 

seed 4688 Sanger Vogel seed N/A 

stem 3907 Sanger Vogel Stem N/A 
 Table 2.2: ESTs generated and used in the Brachypodium genome annotation.   

JGI sequenced 4 cDNA libraries using traditional Sanger-sequencing and 11 libraries using 454.  These were 

combined with ESTs from the Vogel group and ESTs generated from 4 cDNA libraries from the Schnable group.  All 

libraries were made from Bd21 except for the 4 libraries generated by the Schnable group which were made from 

different USDA Brachypodium accessions. DSN = Double-strand nuclease, N/A = none  

 

All of these cDNA libraries were enriched for full length transcripts and all but one were 

normalised to remove abundant transcripts using a duplex-specific nuclease (DSN) from the 

Kamchatka crab (Zhulidov et al. 2004).  This normalisation method proceeds by heating double 
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stranded cDNA to denature it, then slowly cooling it to allow the strands to anneal.  At this stage 

the more abundant transcripts will anneal faster than the less abundant transcripts as they will 

more quickly find their complementary strand.  The sample is then treated with the DSN which 

degrades the double stranded molecules representing the more abundant transcripts and 

leaving the single stranded rare transcripts unaffected. 

For genome annotation, these ESTs were combined with existing ESTs from the Vogel group 

(Vogel et al. 2006b) and 454 ESTs generated from 4 additional cDNA libraries made from 

different USDA Brachypodium accessions.  A total of 128,221 Sanger ESTs and 2,293,991 454 

ESTs were used in the genome annotation and 126,072 Sanger ESTs (98.3 %) aligned to the 

genome sequence.  This indicates a near complete assembly with the remaining ESTs probably 

originating from unassembled regions. 

A superpool of cDNA was sequenced using the Illumina platform by the Mockler group and 280 

million 32-base reads were generated.  These reads were aligned to the annotated genome to 

assess the accuracy of the assembly and 92.7 % of predicted coding sequences were supported 

by these reads. 

2.4 Annotation of the mid-point assembly 

In August 2007, the mid-point assembly was released and consisted of 1015 super-contigs 

totalling more than 280 Mb of sequence, the largest genome-wide sequence sample from 

Brachypodium to date.  Analysis and annotation of these super-contigs was crucial to more fully 

understand the structure of the Brachypodium genome including the number of genes it 

contains and its repetitive DNA content.  I implemented an annotation pipeline to perform this 

task and loaded the assembly and annotation into a genome browser. 

2.4.1 Methods 

To annotate the super-contigs I adopted and modified an annotation pipeline originally 

developed by Martin Trick from the JIC for annotating Brassica BACs 

(http://brassica.bbsrc.ac.uk/annotate.html).  The pipeline is written in Perl and utilises various 

BioPerl libraries to perform the annotation (Stajich et al. 2002).  A FASTA file containing one or 

more genomic sequences is required as input and various analyses are performed producing 

output files in GFF (Durbin and Haussler 2010).   

The script is provided as Supplementary information 5 and the annotation steps are as follows; 

 Create a reference file to define the length of each of the super-contigs. 

 Identify any gaps within the super-contigs. 

http://brassica.bbsrc.ac.uk/annotate.html
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 Annotate SSRs and identify primers for each SSR using Msatfinder (Thurston and Field 

2005).  

 Annotate repetitive sequence using RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 1999) with the built-in O. 

sativa library of repetitive elements. 

 Identify gene models using FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev 2000) using the monocot 

parameters file on the assembly after it had been masked for repeats.  BLASTX (Gish 

1996-2006) was used to identify the best hit from the rice genome annotation (TIGR 

version 5) for each predicted exon to give some indication of the function of predicted 

genes. 

 Convert the BAC assembly coordinates file to GFF. 

 Align ESTs and transcript assemblies using BLASTN (Gish 1996-2006) to find initial 

homologies, followed by BLAT (Kent 2002) to perform more accurate alignments.  A 

threshold score (E-value for BLAST, percent identity for BLAT) is used to restrict 

alignments depending on the evolutionary distance of the species providing the ESTs.  

Brachypodium ESTs, deletion bin-mapped wheat ESTs, TIGR wheat transcript 

assemblies, TIGR barley transcript assemblies and barley transcript assemblies 

(harvest35 from http://harvest.ucr.edu/) were aligned to the assembly. 

The annotated genomic sequence assemblies were displayed at www.modelcrop.org (Figure 

2.7) using the genome browser GBrowse (Stein et al. 2002).  GBrowse uses a MySQL relational 

database to store the genomic data displayed in the browser and the BioPerl module 

Bio::DB::GFF was used to query and analyse the genomic data programmatically using Perl 

scripts.  The website also provides a BLAST server implementing WU-BLAST (Gish 1996-2006) to 

allow users to search the sequence assemblies, predicted genes and proteins.  In addition, I 

provided Perl scripts to allow users to download Brachypodium sequence to enable them to 

perform their own analyses on the data.  The site runs on a Dell Dual Core Xeon 3070 running 

the Linux-based operating system Fedora 6 and uses Apache HTTP Server v.2.2.3 as the web 

server.     

http://harvest.ucr.edu/
http://www.modelcrop.org/
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot from the Brachypodium genome browser at www.modelcrop.org.   

The region displayed shows a predicted gene on the reverse strand of super-contig 0 consisting of 12 exons (shown 

as white boxes).  The alignments of Brachypodium, wheat and barley ESTs (shown in blue) support 9 of the 

predicted exons. 

2.4.2 Results 

The gene prediction algorithm FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev 2000) predicted 39,228 genes in 

the 281.2 Mb repeat-masked mid-point assembly.  This gives a gene density of 13.9 genes per 

100 kb.  Approximately 34 % of the predicted genes were supported by aligned wheat ESTs, 28 

% were supported by barley ESTs and only 15 % were supported by Brachypodium ESTs.  At this 

stage, only 20,449 Brachypodium ESTs where available, hence the low percentage of predicted 

genes supported by Brachypodium ESTs. 

EST dataset Total # ESTs # genes supported % genes supported 

Wheat 319,949 13,420 34 

Barley  50,938 11,065 28 

Brachypodium  20,449 6,084 15 
Table 2.3: Support for predicted genes in the preliminary Brachypodium assembly 

Brachypodium, barley and wheat ESTs were used to support gene predictions. 

 

The average GC content in genic regions is 57.1 %, higher than the background GC content of 

the assembly as a whole (46.2 %).  The annotation pipeline also identified 21,026 simple 

sequence repeats in the assembly.  RepeatMasker identified that 20.1 Mb (7.2 %) of the 

assembly consisted of repetitive elements (Table 2.4), 17.6 Mb (6.3 %) of these are classified as 

retrotransposons (class I) and 2.4 Mb (0.1 %) are classified as DNA transposons (class II).  

Retrotransposons from the Gypsy superfamily are the predominant LTR retrotransposons 

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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comprising 3.44 % of the assembly and 55.0 % of the total retrotransposon complement in the 

super-contigs. 

 Number Length (bp) Percentage of 
assembly 

Retroelements       

SINEs 1,610 261,496 0.09 

LINEs 3,274 2,225,494 0.79 

Ty1/copia 7,712 5,222,336 1.87 

Ty3/gypsy 16,085 9,663,425 3.44 

Other LTR elements 3,118 225,837 0.06 

Total class I 31,799 17,598,588 6.25 

    

DNA transposons    

hobo-Activator 854 231,314 0.08 

Tc1/Mariner 3,242 511,120 0.18 

En-Spm 1,535 892,479 0.32 

Mutator 1,867 623,679 0.22 

Tourist/Harbinger 1,268 178,934 0.06 

Total class II 8,766 2,437,526 0.86 

    

Unclassified 165 62,924 0.02 

    

Total 40,730 20,099,038 7.13 
Table 2.4: Categorisation of transposable elements in the mid-point assembly. 

Obtained using Repeatmasker with the Oryza sativa library of repeats. 

2.5 Genetic linkage mapping 

2.5.1 Introduction 

To fulfil one of the initial objectives of the IBI a Brachypodium genetic linkage map was 

constructed in a collaboration between groups at the JIC, the United States Department of 

Agriculture – Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS), Oregon State University, Rutgers 

University and University of California, Davis, under the leadership of David Garvin at USDA-ARS.  

This was the first genetic linkage map developed for Brachypodium and was seen as an essential 

resource to assess the quality of WGS sequence assemblies emerging from the JGI, to relate 

physical and genetic map distance in the Brachypodium genome and to evaluate collinearity to 

other grass genomes.  A mapping population of 183 F2 plants derived from a cross between 

inbred diploid Brachypodium lines Bd21 and Bd3-1 was used (Vogel et al. 2006a; Garvin et al. 

2008).  The linkage map used simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers designed from 

Brachypodium EST and BAC sequences, conserved orthologous sequence (COS) markers from 

other grasses and additional Brachypodium-derived molecular markers.  During its construction 

the map went through three iterations.  Builds 1 and 2 were performed by Neil McKenzie at the 

JIC using Joinmap (Stam 1993) and Build 3 by David Garvin at USDA-ARS using Map Manager 
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QTX (Manly et al. 2001) which is the published version of the genetic map (Garvin et al. 2010).  

Build 1 contained 151 markers distributed over 16 linkage groups with a total length of 1010 

cM.  Build 2 of the map contained 165 markers distributed over 13 linkage groups with a total 

length of 1007 cM.  Build 3 contains 139 markers distributed over 20 linkage groups (a-t) with a 

total length of 1386 cM.       

I contributed thirty-two markers to the genetic map, six of which were included in the final map.  

I also performed in silico alignments between the linkage groups and Brachypodium super-

contigs as well as rice chromosomes.  In addition, a number of linkage groups were anchored to 

the Brachypodium karyotype using FISH.  

2.5.2 Methods 

2.5.2.1 Analysis of Build 1 linkage groups using the mid-point assembly 

I aligned the 16 linkage groups from Build 1 of the genetic map to the super-contigs in the mid-

point assembly in order to assess their quality and to determine if any joins between linkage 

groups could be made.  These alignments were performed by either locating the BAC or EST 

from which the marker was derived onto the Brachypodium super-contigs using BLAT, or 

identifying the position of the primer pairs in the Brachypodium assembly using Primersearch 

from the EMBOSS package (Rice et al. 2000).  This data was used to build a formatted text file 

containing the position of each marker on the linkage groups as well as a file containing the 

identified positions of the markers on the super-contigs.  These files were loaded into CMap 

(Youens-Clark et al. 2009) to visualise and compare the marker positions on the linkage groups 

and super-contigs. 

Ideally, a genetic map will have a single linkage group representing each physical chromosome 

in the genome.  Brachypodium has five chromosomes so in order to coalesce linkage groups I 

designed more markers, targeting specific regions on the mid-point assembly super-contigs 

where alignments indicated that additional markers would be useful.  For this purpose, SSR 

markers were extracted from the GBrowse GFF database having been annotated by the 

annotation script described in Section 2.4.  These additional markers were genetically mapped.   

2.5.2.2 Analysis of Build 2 linkage groups using the mid-point assembly and FISH 

Aligning the linkage groups from Build 2 of the genetic map to the super-contigs allowed me to 

again assess the quality of the linkage groups and, in addition, to predict possible joins between 

linkage groups based on linking super-contigs.  In order to test one of these predicted joins I 

selected 10 BACs from a super-contig that defined the region of alignment.  These BACs were 

sent to Poland for FISH to determine whether the linkage groups that were predicted to be 
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joined could be anchored to the same physical Brachypodium chromosome.  The BACs are 

labelled with fluorophores and used as probes against chromosome spreads made from root tip 

meristematic cells of Brachypodium.  Epifluorescence microscopy was used to identify where 

each probe hybridises to the chromosome.  In this case, two-colour FISH was used where two 

BACs are labelled with different coloured fluorophores (red or green) and applied to the 

chromosome spreads simultaneously.  Subsequent FISH analyses were performed to attempt to 

locate all linkage groups onto Brachypodium chromosomes. 

2.5.2.3 Comparison of Build 3 linkage groups with Brachypodium and rice 

The 20 linkage groups in Build 3 were first aligned to the five Brachypodium pseudo-molecules 

by aligning the BAC and EST sequences from which the markers were derived to the sequence 

assembly using BLAST.  The BLAST hit with the lowest E-value was used as the most likely 

position of the marker on the pseudo-molecules.  The comparisons were visualised in CMap. 

To assess collinearity between the Brachypodium and rice genomes, the linkage groups were 

compared to the rice genome.  The BAC and EST sequences from which the markers were 

derived were aligned to the TIGR rice pseudo-molecules (release 5) using BLASTN with an E-

value cut-off of 1 e-15.  For the sequences that returned hits less than the cut-off value, those 

with the lowest E-value were considered to be rice orthologues for purposes of collinearity 

comparisons.  An exception was marker INTR5-11, where a secondary BLASTN hit with a very 

low E-value was used since the position of this secondary hit was in a collinear block of genes 

defined by other Brachypodium markers aligned to rice.  Once again, these alignments were 

visualised using CMap. 

2.5.3 Results 

2.5.3.1 Analysis of Build 1 linkage groups using the mid-point assembly 

Aligning the 16 linkage groups in Build 1 of the genetic map to super-contigs showed that all but 

four linkage groups showed good synteny with super-contigs indicating robust linkage groups 

had been constructed that reflect the assembled genome sequence.  An example of a syntenic 

alignment is shown in Figure 2.8 where linkage group 1 is aligned to super-contigs 3, 5 and 8 by 

multiple anchor-points and shows three distinct blocks of collinearity within the linkage group. 
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Figure 2.8: Alignment of linkage group 1 to super-contigs. 

Linkage group 1 from Build 1 of the genetic map (on the left) is aligned to super-contigs 3, 5 and 8 from the mid-

point assembly (on the right) by genetic markers anchored to the super-contigs (shown as blue lines). 

Marker names are indicated on the linkage group and the super-contigs.   

 

Alignments between super-contigs and linkage groups indicated eight regions on the super-

contigs where additional markers may help to join smaller linkage groups (Table 2.5).   

Super-contig Start position (Mb) End position (Mb) To join linkage groups 

0 15.8 26.8 2, 7 

0 34.6 36.9 7, 8 

1 24.6 35.6 2, 4 

1 6.6 9.0 6, 2 

2 16.0 23.8 11, 13 

3 17.3 23.1 1, 5 

5 2.3 5.9 1, 15 

7 1.9 5.9 12, 5, 6 
Table 2.5: Regions on the super-contigs to target for new markers. 

Regions were identified based on alignments between mid-point super-contigs and Build 1 linkage groups. 

 

An example of such a region is shown in Figure 2.9.  Simple sequence repeats were identified 

from these regions and flanking primer pairs designed resulting in 34 additional markers 

(Supplementary information 6).  Six of these markers proved to be polymorphic between the 
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two parental lines and were included in the next build of the genetic map.  It is difficult to assess 

whether these markers alone allowed the joining of linkage groups, as additional markers from 

other sources were included in the next map build. 

  

Figure 2.9: Alignment of super-contig 0 to linkage groups.   

Super-contig 0 (shown on the left) aligned to linkage groups 2 and 7.The green area highlighted in the super-contig 

is an example of a region where additional markers may help to join these two linkage groups. 

2.5.3.2 Analysis of Build 2 linkage groups using the mid-point assembly 

Four of the thirteen linkage groups in Build 2 of the genetic map comprised merged linkage 

groups from Build 1 and one of these merges was predicted from the Build 1 alignments to 

super-contigs.  The Build 2 linkage groups were aligned to the super-contigs and all but one 

linkage group (Lg9) showed good synteny with one or more super-contigs indicating robust 

linkage between markers was being achieved (Table 2.6).  Some larger linkage groups (1, 2, 4 

and 5) showed alignments to multiple super-contigs indicating possible false linkage within 

these groups but this could equally be due to false joins in the super-contigs at this early stage 

of the genome assembly. 
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Linkage group Length (cM) Aligns to super-contig 

1 237 0, 1, 5, 3 

2 96 7, 10, 9 

3 89 0 

4 174 7, 1, 12 

5 158 4, 2 

6 40 1 

7 80 6 

8 42 13 

9 11 - 

10 21 7 

11 22 5 

12 35 2 

13 16 1 
Table 2.6: Aligning the Build 2 linkage groups to mid-point super-contigs. 

Each linkage group is shown alongside the length of the linkage group and the aligning super-contigs. 

 

Some linkage groups align to the same super-contig, for example, linkage groups 1 and 3 both 

align to super-contig 0 (Table 2.6).  These alignments were visualised to determine if the 

alignment indicated that linkage groups could be joined.  To indicate a potential join, a super-

contig should align to one end of two linkage groups.  These alignments predicted possible joins 

between linkage groups 1 and 3, 4 and 10, and 5 and 12 to form three larger linkage groups 

(Figure 2.10). 

 

Figure 2.10: Three possible linkage group joins predicted by alignment to super-contigs.   

Linkage groups are labelled as Lg1, Lg3 etc. (shown in grey) and super-contigs are labelled sc0, sc7 (shown in blue).  

The length of the combined linkage group is shown to the left in centiMorgans (cM). 
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2.5.3.3 Validation of predicted join between linkage groups 1 and 3 of Build 2 using FISH 

To validate the predicted join between linkage groups 1 and 3 using FISH, ten BACs were 

identified from super-contig 0 at evenly spaced intervals in aligning regions (Figure 2.11).  

Linkage group 1 aligns to super-contig 0 between approximately 5 and 18 Mb and linkage group 

3 aligns to a region between 27 and 35 Mb.  These BACs were used as probes for FISH. 

      

Figure 2.11: BAC clones selected for FISH from super-contig 0. 

BACs were selected from super-contig 0 to validate the predicted join between linkage groups 1 and 3.  The two 

tables on the left show the BAC clones selected from evenly spaced intervals from super-contig 0 (shown on the 

left of the comparison).  Linkage groups 1 and 3 (shown on the right of the comparison) are aligned to super-contig 

0 by genetic markers (shown as blue lines). 

 

The images obtained (Figure 2.12 & Figure 2.13) show the location of each BAC probe as a red 

or green spot on the chromosomes that are stained light blue with DAPI.  BAC probes that 
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hybridise in close proximity to one another appear as yellow spots in the images.  Figure 2.12 

shows BAC probes taken from the region that aligns to linkage group 1 (image A) and BAC 

probes taken from the region that aligns with linkage group 3 (image B).  Image A indicates that 

both probes hybridise to a single centromeric locus as the probes are displayed as 

red/green/yellow spots.  Image B indicates that both probes hybridise to a single locus on the 

distal end of a chromosome.  

  

Figure 2.12: Locating linkage groups 1 and 3 onto chromosomes. 

Epifluorescence microscopy images (A and B) showing the locations of labelled BAC probes on Brachypodium 

chromosome (light blue).  The BAC probes are taken from super-contig 0 where linkage groups 1 and 3 align and 

are labelled with red and green fluorophores.  The BAC names are shown on each image in the colour of the probe.  

The diagram on the right shows the relative locations of the probes on super-contig 0 as green and red blocks 

coloured relative to the fluorophore colour. (scale bar = 5µm) 

 

Figure 2.13 shows two BAC probes, one from each aligned region.  Each probe hybridises to 

distinct loci within a single chromosome arm indicating that the nucleotide sequence in super-

contig 0 represents a large portion of a single Brachypodium chromosome arm and that this arm 

is represented genetically, at least in part, by linkage groups 1 and 3.   
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Figure 2.13: Locating linkage groups 1 and 3 onto chromosomes. 

Epifluorescence microscopy image showing the locations of two labelled BAC probes on Brachypodium 

chromosomes (blue).  One BAC probe is taken from super-contig 0 where linkage group 1 aligns and one from 

where linkage group 3 aligns.  The probes are labelled with red and green fluorophores and the BAC names are 

shown on the image in the colour of the probe.  The diagram on the right shows the relative location of each probe 

on super-contig 0 as a green or red block coloured relative to the fluorophore colour. (scale bar = 5µm) 

2.5.3.4 Additional anchoring of Build 2 linkage groups to chromosomes using FISH 

In order to cytogenetically anchor additional linkage groups from Build 2, I selected a further 16 

BACs from regions within the mid-point super-contigs where linkage groups aligned (Table 2.7).   

Linkage 
group 

Super-
contig start (bp) end (bp) start BAC end BAC 

Brachypodium 
chromosome 

1 0 18,562,705 4,844,784 DB096E17 DB156I06 1S 

1 1 24,612,535 10,759,094 DB091E04 DB086H24 1L 

1 5 9,545,763 20,161,615 DB041E07 DB019K13 3L 

1 3 17,287,869 2,259,858 DB060H11 DB024K15 3S 

2 7 7,092,044 13,115,900 DB087J23 DB006P15 4L 

2 9 4,408,046 4,971,939 DH009L18 DH040M22 5S/5L 

3 0 26,156,786 36,924,347 DH033N14 DB069C07 1S 

4 7 5,908,251 17,257,560 DH002F14 DH009H14 4L 
Table 2.7: Aligning further linkage groups to chromosomes. 

BAC clones selected for FISH based on alignments between the Build 2 linkage groups and mid-point super-contigs.  

A BAC was selected from the start and end of each alignment.  The last column shows the resulting Brachypodium 

chromosome assignment for the BACs (S=Short arm, L=Long arm) 
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In regions where a linkage group aligned to a super-contig, a BAC was selected from each end of 

the aligning region to delineate it resulting in a two BACs per alignment.  These BAC probes 

were sent for FISH, alongside anchor clones of known location (Hasterok et al. 2006) so that the 

chromosome to which the BAC probe hybridised could be identified. 

The results from this experiment (Table 2.7) indicate that unique chromosomal locations can be 

assigned to super-contigs 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 (1S, 1L, 3S, 3L, 4L, and 5 respectively).  Super-contigs 

0 and 1 represent different arms of chromosome 1 and super-contigs 3 and 5 represent 

different arms of chromosome 3.  However, assigning chromosomal locations to linkage groups 

is not so straightforward.  Linkage group 1 appears to align to chromosomes 1 and 3 indicating 

false linkage within this group.  A similar observation can be made for linkage group 2 which 

appears to align to chromosomes 4 and 5.  Linkage groups 3 and 4 can be assigned to unique 

chromosome arms (1S and 4L). 

2.5.3.5 Comparison of Build 3 linkage groups to the pseudo-molecules of the final assembly 

Ninety-five of the 139 genetic markers showed good BLAST hits to the Brachypodium pseudo-

molecules (E-value < 1e-50).  Fourteen out of the 20 linkage groups can be anchored by multiple 

markers and all but one linkage group (r) can be anchored by a single marker (Figure 2.14).  

 

Figure 2.14: Genetic linkage groups from Build 3 (a-t) aligned to the psuedo-molecules of the final assembly. 

Linkage groups are labelled a-t and psuedo-molecules are shown in blue (Bd1-5).  Linkage groups anchored by 

multiple markers are shown as red lines indicating the region of alignment.  Linkage groups labelled with an 

asterisk show some small local rearrangement in the order of the markers between the maps.  Linkage group 

positions shown as black lines indicate the linkage group is anchored by a single marker.     
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Linkage groups anchored with multiple markers show a high level of synteny to the sequence 

assemblies with a few small rearrangements in marker order.  Markers on the upper portion of 

linkage group ‘c’ show synteny to Bd1 and markers on the lower portion show synteny to Bd4 

indicating that this linkage group probably contains a false linkage.  In addition, the presence of 

single markers from linkage groups that are anchored elsewhere by multiple markers (for 

example linkage group ‘a’ is anchored to Bd3 by multiple markers but a single marker is located 

on Bd1) indicates other possible discontinuities in the linkage groups.  

2.5.3.6 Comparison of Build 3 linkage groups to rice chromosomes 

Seventy out of 139 markers showed significant (<1e-15) hits to the rice genome and were used to 

assess macrosynteny between the rice genome and the Brachypodium linkage groups (Figure 

2.15).  Eight of the 20 linkage groups show synteny to a single rice chromosome (b, e, i, j, k, l, n 

and p) whilst others have more complex relationships where markers from a single linkage 

group hit multiple rice chromosomes, for example, linkage group ‘a’.  Linkage group b shows the 

largest region of collinearity to a single rice chromosome with 9 markers collinear to rice 

chromosome 1.  Markers TR024 and Wheat1S at the bottom of this linkage group also have 

putative orthologues on rice chromosome 1 but an apparent rearrangement has disrupted the 

order of these markers relative to the others.  Many local rearrangements in overall syntenic 

regions are also observed which may indicate inversions that have occurred between the 

species (on linkage groups b, d, f, I, j, k and I).  In addition, four cases are found where adjacent 

loci on the linkage groups hit the same rice gene (on linkage groups b, c, g and n).    
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Figure 2.15: Inferred macrosynteny between Brachypodium linkage groups and the rice genome. 

Linkage groups are labelled a-t.  The open and shaded boxes to the left of each linkage group identify the 

chromosome locations of the best BLASTN hits in rice for the listed Brachypodium molecular markers (R1 = rice 

chromosome 1; R2 = rice chromosome 2, etc.)  The open boxes next to linkage groups f and g identify the rice 

chromosome for individual loci associated with different rice chromosomes.  Curly brackets indicate local 

rearrangement of markers relative to rice and square brackets identify marker pairs that BLASTN analysis revealed 

had highest hits to the same rice gene.  Only Brachypodium markers with BLASTN hits giving E-values of less than 

1e
-15

 against the rice genome sequence are displayed. 

 

2.6 Physical mapping and validation of WGS sequence assemblies 

2.6.1 Introduction 

A physical map consists of a linear array of genome fragments that have been cloned into 

vectors.  The order of cloned fragments is determined by detecting overlaps between the 

fragments.  Restriction enzyme fingerprinting was developed to construct physical maps in C. 
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elegans and S. cerevisiae (Coulson et al. 1986; Olson et al. 1986).  In this technique each clone is 

digested with restriction enzymes to yield a number of size fragments which are detected by 

autoradiography producing a ‘fingerprint’.  Overlapping fingerprints are used to cluster the 

clones and build up contigs.  Modern physical mapping methods use the high-information 

content fingerprinting (HICF) method developed for the human genome sequencing project 

(Marra et al. 1997).  HICF uses large-insert clones (PACs or BACs) which when digested, yield 

more fragments compared to the smaller cosmid libraries used in previous physical mapping 

projects.  In addition, fluorescent dyes are used to resolve the different sized fragments using an 

automated DNA analyser rather than the radioactive labelling and polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis previously used (Gregory et al. 1997).  The FingerPrinted Contigs software (FPC) 

is used in conjunction with HICF to compare clone fingerprints and assemble clones into contigs 

based on a probability of coincidence calculated from clones containing similar fragment sizes 

(Soderlund et al. 1997). 

In order to increase the accuracy of BAC fingerprinting, a multiplexing strategy was developed 

where each BAC clone in a library is digested by three pairs of restriction enzymes and visualised 

by three fluorescent dyes (Ding et al. 1999).  The rational behind this method is that the 

probability of two clones overlapping is increased if shared fragment sizes are identified by all 

three restriction enzymes.  This led to the development of a multiplexing technique where each 

BAC is simultaneously digested with five restriction endonucleases, one that cuts at a 4 bp site 

and four that cut at a 6 bp site.  The restriction sites cut by the 6 bp endonucleases are labelled 

using four different fluorescent dyes and the fragments are sized by capillary electrophoresis 

(Luo et al. 2003).  This technique is marketed by Applied Biosystems and called the SNaPshot 

Multiplex System.  Subsequently, the GeneMapper software is used to size the fragments.  As 

FPC was originally developed to assemble contigs from fingerprints on polyacrylamide gel the 

output file from GeneMapper containing the fluorescently labelled and sized peaks from 

SNaPshot fingerprinted data  is converted to one that resembles a gel file using GenoProfiler 

(You et al. 2007).   

Genome-wide physical maps provide a foundation for gene isolation by positional cloning and 

are the basis for a hierarchical genome sequencing strategy as the minimum tiling path of 

clones provides the template for genome sequencing and subsequent reassembly.  A WGS 

approach to genome sequencing can also benefit from a physical map, especially for complex 

genomes as the map can be used to assess the consistency of the sequence contigs emerging 

from the assembly process and to align and orientate them (Meyers et al. 2004).  Physical maps 

can also be used to facilitate the analysis of genome structure and to compare the genome to 

other genomes.  Physical maps have been developed for many plant species including 
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Arabidopsis, the original model plant (Mozo et al. 1999), and rice, the model grass (Chen et al. 

2002) as well as other grass genomes, for example, sorghum (Klein et al. 2000) and maize (Wei 

et al. 2007).   

A genome-wide physical map of Brachypodium is a key genomic resource to study the structure 

of the genome and to enable comparison with other grass genomes and is the first pooid grass 

to be physically mapped.  A Brachypodium BAC-based physical map containing 671 contigs 

covering 410 Mb was recently published (Gu et al. 2009).  The BACs from this physical map were 

end-sequenced and aligned to the rice genome and to wheat deletion bins using gene tags 

identified from the BES.   

A second Brachypodium physical map was constructed by MF and myself using two BAC 

libraries made from the Brachypodium community standard line Bd21 (Garvin et al. 2008).  

Physical map contigs were built using FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997) and aligned to the super-

contigs of the mid-point assembly to assess the emerging WGS sequence assemblies.  Although 

the two BAC libraries used to construct the physical map were also used in the WGS sequencing 

of the Brachypodium genome, no physical mapping data was included in the WGS assembly so 

these comparisons provided an independent method to assess the sequence assemblies.   Upon 

release of the final genome assembly, the physical map contigs were aligned to the pseudo-

molecules to assess the final assembly.  The contigs of our physical map were integrated to the 

genetic map to assess the consistency between these two genomic resources (Garvin et al. 

2010).  

Anchoring the physical map contigs to Brachypodium genome sequence also facilitated the 

development of a novel in silico BAC selection and screening process used to identify BACs 

containing low proportions of repetitive DNA for FISH experiments.  At each stage of the 

sequencing project, the sequence assemblies released by the JGI were validated by anchoring 

them to the Brachypodium cytogenetic map.  This anchoring provided a method to determine 

whether the sequence assemblies constructed in silico accurately reflected the underlying 

structure of the Brachypodium chromosomes.  The integrated physical and genetic map was 

anchored to the Brachypodium cytogenetic map by FISH experiments that were performed in 

collaboration with RH.  The integrated physical, genetic and cytogenetic map has been 

published (Febrer et al. 2010). 
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2.6.2 Methods 

2.6.2.1 BAC library construction, fingerprinting and end-sequencing 

Two BAC libraries were produced by MF from the Brachypodium community standard line Bd21 

(Garvin et al. 2008).  These libraries were also sequenced by the JGI as part of the genome 

sequencing project.  Nuclear DNA was partially digested with restriction enzymes HindII and 

EcoRI and ligated into cloning vectors pAGIBAC1 and pIndigoBAC536 SwaI respectively.  Each 

library consisted of 36,864 clones, the average insert size of the HindIII library (BD_ABa) was 128 

kb and the average insert size of the EcoRI library (BD_CBa) was 124 Kb (Table 2.8).  In total, the 

libraries represented 9.7x genome coverage based on a genome size of 272 Mb (International 

Brachypodium Initiative 2010). 

Library 
name 

Restriction 
enzyme 

Average 
insert 
size 

Number 
of BACs 

Number of 
BACs 
fingerprinted 

Number 
of BES 

Genome 
coverage 

BD_ABa HindIII 128 kb 36,864 15,565 34,001 4.5X 

BD_CBa EcoRI 124 kb 36,864 14,947 24,893 4.5X 

Total  126 kb 73,728 30,512 58,894 9.7X 
Table 2.8: Details of the two BAC libraries used to construct the Brachypodium physical map. 

 

Half of the BACs in each library (a total of 36,864 clones) were fingerprinted at the Arizona 

Genome Institute using the High-Information Content Fingerprinting (HICF) method followed by 

SNaPshot reagent labelling (Luo et al. 2003).  This resulted in 30,512 (82.7 %) clones with 

fingerprints suitable for contig assembly.  The BACs in each library were also end-sequenced to 

allow anchoring of the contigs to Brachypodium genomic sequence assemblies using SyMAP 

(Soderlund et al. 2006).  This resulted in 58,894 BAC-end sequences with a combined length of 

41.1 Mb.  

2.6.2.2 Initial build of the physical map 

Fingerprinted BACs were assembled into contigs using the FingerPrinted Contigs (FPC) software 

version 8.9 (Soderlund et al. 1997).  These contigs were merged manually by identifying 

fingerprint overlaps at a lower stringency than was initially used to build contigs.  The initial 

build was created by aligning these contigs to the largest 17 super-contigs of the mid-point 

assembly in SyMAP using the BAC end-sequences (BES) to validate the assembled physical map 

contigs and to orient them according to the mid-point assembly.  At this point, any contigs that 

did not align to the mid-point assembly super-contigs were broken and reassembled.  
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2.6.2.3 Final build of the physical map 

Upon release of the final Brachypodium assembly the FPC-derived contigs were aligned to the 

five pseudo-molecules using SyMAP.  The BioPerl FPC module was used to export the physical 

mapping data from the FPC database to GFF files which were then loaded into the genome 

browser GBrowse for display on www.modelcrop.org (Pampanwar et al. 2005).  GBrowse 

provides a more user-friendly interface for browsing physical mapping data and in addition 

allows this data to be made available to the wider community via a website.   

2.6.2.4 Anchoring the physical map to the genetic map 

Two complimentary approaches were used to anchor the physical map contigs to the genetic 

map (Garvin et al. 2010); first I used BLASTN to locate marker sequences from the genetic map 

within the BES of the BACs used in the physical map.  An E-value cut-off of 1e-50 was used to 

select good hits.  Identified BES were located on a BAC clone which was either assembled into a 

contig by FPC or was not assembled into a contig but could be located on the Brachypodium 

sequence assembly via BES BLAST hit from SyMAP.  I also designed additional molecular markers 

by identifying simple sequence repeats or SSRs (Thurston and Field 2005) from the BES.  

Markers were selected from the beginning, middle and end of each physical map contig and 

tested for amplification by PCR in the mapping parents used to generate the original map (Bd21 

and Bd3-1).  The PCR products from markers that amplified in the mapping parents were tested 

for polymorphism by direct sequencing before screening against a subset of the original 

mapping population.  MF performed this phase of the anchoring. 

2.6.2.5 Validation of pre-release super-contigs using FISH 

Once the physical map contigs were aligned to sequence assemblies, BACs could be selected 

from specific positions in the sequence contigs and used as FISH probes to identify the likely 

position of the super-contig on the physical Brachypodium chromosomes (Figure 2.16).  This 

also provided an additional method to validate the sequence assemblies emerging from the JGI.  

BACs were selected from each end of the super-contigs and from positions along their lengths 

where joins between mid-point super-contigs had been made.  These BACs were sent for FISH 

and, in most cases, reference BACs of known location (Hasterok et al. 2006) were used 

alongside the probes to facilitate the chromosomal assignment of each super-contig. 

 

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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Figure 2.16: Locating sequence contigs onto chromosomes using FISH. 

The principle of using the alignment between a WGS sequence contig (black line) and a physical map contig (blue 

line) to select BACs (green and red arrows) from the physical map to be used as FISH probes.  The resulting 

epifluorescence images indicate the position of the physical map contig (and hence the sequence contig) on the 

chromosome and indicate whether the sequence contig has been robustly constructed. 

 

2.6.2.6 Screening BACs for Repetitive DNA 

It was observed that a small number of BACs selected as probes for FISH gave multi-locus 

signals.  This occurs when a BAC contains a high proportion of repetitive DNA such as 

centromeric sequence or transposable elements as the BAC will hybridise to multiple places on 

the chromosomes.  Hybridisation to a single locus is critical if one is to determine the position of 

the BAC on a single chromosome and due to time and financial constraints we needed to 

maximize the probability of selecting good BAC probes.  Having the physical map contigs 

anchored to the genome sequence assembly facilitated the development of a Perl script to 

assess the repeat content of a BAC based on its predicted location in the assembly 

(Supplementary information 7).  My script first extracts the genomic coordinates of the BAC-end 

reads for the BAC from the SyMAP MySQL database using the Perl DBI library.  These 

coordinates are used to retrieve the predicted sequence of the BAC from a FASTA sequence file 

of the assembly, then RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 1999) is run on this sequence using a Pooideae-

specific repeat element database provided by Klaus Mayer at the Munich Information Centre for 

Protein Sequence (MIPS).  RepeatMasker masks any repetitive elements in the sequence with 

Ns so by counting the number of Ns and comparing this to the total length of the sequence, the 

percentage of masked bases can be calculated and used to estimate the repeat content of the 

BAC.  The script was tested using BACs previously used as probes for FISH.  

2.6.2.7 Validation of the final assembly using FISH 

Three methods were used to validate the final assembly.  Firstly, the FISH hybridisation results 

from previous experiments were applied to the pseudo-molecules and more BACs identified 
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from physical map contigs aligned to pseudo-molecules that had not yet been anchored to 

provide a complete picture of alignments between the physical map contigs, the final sequence 

assembly and the Brachypodium cytogenetic map.  Secondly, BACs with a low repetitive DNA 

content were identified from physical map contigs aligning to each pseudo-molecule and 

combined to create five chromosome-specific pools.  Each pool of BACs was hybridised 

simultaneously, alongside reference BACs (Hasterok et al. 2006), to confirm that each group of 

physical map contigs, and hence each pseudo-molecule, aligned to its respective chromosome.  

Finally, in order to give a higher resolution picture of continuity between the physical map 

contigs, the sequence assemblies and Brachypodium chromosomes, larger pools of BACs were 

selected from physical map contigs aligning to each arm of the pseudo-molecules and applied to 

meiotic chromosome spreads (Jenkins and Hasterok 2007) to highlight or ‘paint’ large 

chromosomal regions.  Plant genomes exhibit an abundance of highly dispersed DNA repeats 

which normally precludes this type of experiment but this technique has been used successfully 

to paint chromosome 4 of Arabidopsis (Lysak et al. 2001).  For accurate hybridisations it is 

essential to select probe BACs containing low proportions of repetitive DNA.  Therefore, BACs 

were selected to provide even coverage along chromosome arms and BACs estimated to consist 

of more than 33% repetitive DNA were excluded from the pools using the repeat estimator 

script.  This stringent criterion allowed for the selection of pools large enough to highlight large 

regions whilst at the same time excluding BACs that may hybridise to multiple loci when applied 

to the chromosomes.  The clones were applied to chromosome spreads either as whole pools to 

paint the entire chromosome arm, or as sub-pools to highlight small areas within a single 

chromosome arm. 

2.6.3 Results 

2.6.3.1 Initial build of the physical map 

Assembling the fingerprinted clones using FPC produced 208 contigs assembled using 30,195 

(99%) clones, with 317 (1%) clones remaining as singletons (Table 2.9). 
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 Initial build Final build 

 Automatic 
contig 
assembly 

After manual 
editing using 
the mid-point 
assembly 

After manual  
editing using 
the final 
assembly 

Number of clones fingerprinted 30,512 30,512 30,512 

Number of clones used for map 
assembly 

30,195 26,800 26,800 

Number of singletons 317 472 475 

Number of contigs 208 35 26 

Contigs containing    

   > 1000 clones 1 9 9 

   999-800 clones 1 6 7 

   799-600 clones 5 6 3 

   599-400 clones 9 2 2 

   399-200clones 24 6 1 

   199-100 clones 45 4 3 

   < 99 clones 123 2 1 

Unique bands of the contigs 270,216 253,114 252,810 

Physical length of the contigs (Mb) 324.26 303.74 303.37 
Table 2.9: Features of the Brachypodium physical map. 

Details are shown at the three stages of assembly, the automatic contig assembly stage, the comparison with the 

mid-point assembly and the comparison with the final assembly.  

 

Aligning the physical map contigs from the automated build to the 17 largest super-contigs of 

the mid-point assembly using BES indicated good congruence between the assemblies.  An 

example of such an alignment is shown in Figure 2.17 where BACs in physical map contig 9 are 

aligned to a region of super-contig 1 (called chrB in the SyMAP software).  A high level of 

synteny is shown between the two contigs indicating a high level of accuracy in both the 

assembly of the physical map and the sequence assembly.  FPC constructs contigs in a random 

manner so alignment to the sequence assemblies enabled the physical map contigs to be 

oriented and ordered.  Figure 2.18 shows a high-level view where six physical map contigs (6-11) 

are aligned end-to-end with super-contig 1 of the mid-point assembly.   
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Figure 2.17: Alignment between physical map contig 9 and super-contig 1 using SyMAP. 

The physical map contig is comprised of BACs shown as blue lines with BES shown as purple circles, super-contig 1 

(chrB) of the mid-point assembly is shown as a beige rectangle.  Grey lines indicate BLAST hits between the BES in 

the physical map contig and the super-contig.  The physical map contig aligns to the central region of the super-

contig. 
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Figure 2.18:  Alignment of six FPC-derived contigs to super-contig 1 using SyMAP. 

 The FPC-derived contigs are shown as pink and blue boxes, to super-contig 1 (chrB) of the mid-point assembly is 

shown as a beige rectangle.  The grey area shows the high concentration of individual BLAST hits between the BES 

in the FPC contigs and the super-contig from the mid-point assembly. 

 

Aligning the physical map contigs to the sequence assemblies also suggested joins between the 

super-contigs of the mid-point assembly where a physical map contig aligned to two sequence 

contigs.  Three cases were identified where the clones from one end of a physical map contig 

had strong sequence alignments with one super-contig and clones from the opposite end of the 

same contig showed good alignments with another super-contig.  Figure 2.19A shows contigs 

18, 19 and the top portion of contig 20 aligning to super-contig 4 (SC4) and the bottom half of 

contig 20 aligning to super-contig 13 (SC13).  This indicates that super-contigs 4 and 13 can be 

merged.  A similar situation is shown in Figure 2.19B where contig 30 aligns to both super-contig 

10 and super-contig 9.  Figure 2.19C indicates that super-contig 11 can be merged with super-

contig 14 by virtue of good alignments to physical map contig 34.  In this way, constructing the 

physical map helped to improve the existing sequence assembly by creating larger super-

contigs. 
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At the end of this process, the physical map comprised 35 contigs assembled from 26,800 (87.8 

%) clones with 472 (1.5 %) clones remaining as singletons (Table 2.9).  These contigs were 

aligned to 11 original super-contigs from the mid-point assembly as well as three larger super-

contigs created by merging super-contigs. 

 

Figure 2.19: Merging super-contigs of the mid-point assembly. 

The super-contigs are merged by alignment to physical map contigs using BAC end sequences.  Physical map 

contigs are shown as blue and pink boxes to the left of each panel, and sequence contigs are shown as beige boxes. 

The grey lines show individual BES hits to the sequence assemblies. Panel A shows BACs from the upper portion of 

physical map contig 20 align to super-contig 4 (SC4) and BACs from the lower portion of the contig align to super-

contig 13 (SC13) and indicates that these two contigs can be merged.  Panel B shows BACs from physical map 

contig 30 aligning to super-contigs 10 and 9 (SC10 and SC9) indicating these super-contigs can be merged.  Panel C 

shows BACs from physical map contig 34 aligning to super-contigs 11 and 14 (SC11 and SC14) indicating these 

super-contigs can be merged. 

2.6.3.2 Final build of the physical map 

Aligning the FPC-derived contigs to the pseudo-molecules of the final WGS assembly again 

showed good congruence between the physical map and the sequence assemblies and also 

SC4 SC10 SC11 

SC13 SC14 SC9 

A B C 
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provided independent validation of all the WGS sequence assemblies.  These alignments 

resulted in 26 physical map contigs anchored and oriented according to the five pseudo-

molecules of the final assembly (Figure 2.20).  The contigs contained 26,800 (87.8%) clones, 

with 475 (1.55%) remaining as singletons (Table 2.9). The final size of the physical map of BACs 

was 303.4 Mb based on an approximation of the band size of fingerprints.  

  

Figure 2.20: Physical map contigs aligned to the final assembly. 

Physical map contigs are shown in light and dark pink and are aligned and oriented to the pseudo-molecules of the 

final assembly (Bd1-5), shown as beige rectangles.  The contigs are grouped together to form five assemblies of 

physical map contigs (A-E). 

2.6.3.3 Anchoring the physical map to the genetic map 

BLASTN identified 29 markers from the genetic map that could be located on the BES from the 

physical map BAC clones (E-value < 1e-50) and 23 of these where from clones assembled into 

physical map contigs so could be located onto the sequence assembly (Table 2.10).  SyMAP 

alignment of the BES to the sequence assembly was used to place the remaining 6 BACs.   

Fourteen linkage groups could be anchored to 12 unique physical map contigs using this 

method.  All but two linkage groups are anchored to physical map contigs aligning to the same 

pseudo-molecule.  Linkage group ‘a’ is anchored to physical map contigs 21 and 22 (aligned to 

Bd3) as well as contig 31 (aligned to Bd1).  Linkage group ‘c’ is anchored to physical map contig 

4 (aligned to Bd1) as well as contigs 23 and 24 (aligned to Bd4). 
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    Predicted chromosome 

Marker Linkage 
group 

BES hit Contig from contig 
alignment 

from BES blast 

ALB329 a a0017B20.r 31 Bd1 Bd1:46674554..46832512  

ALB346 a a0004A14.r 21 Bd3 Bd3:39998994..40158254  

ALB502 a a0003B19.r 22 Bd3 Bd3:14467921..14508862  

ALB112 b a0028A07.r   Bd2:52341444..52542965  

ALB376 b a0047D21.f   Bd2:34360649..34544003  

INTR1-12 b a0002F05.f 18 Bd2 Bd2:47264595..47444884  

INTR1-5 b a0002F05.f 18 Bd2 Bd2:47264595..47444884  

INTR1-10 b a0044K02.f 16 Bd2 Bd2:44170168..44300832  

BdSSR330 b a0011E13.r 18 Bd2 Bd2:52343100..52542965  

ALB181 b a0047D21.f   Bd2:34360649..34544003  

ALB087 c a0033O05.r 4 Bd1 Bd1:9863517..10021969  

ALB143 c a0010G09.r 23 Bd4 Bd4:15503867..15684692  

ALB266 c a0029E21.r 24 Bd4 Bd4:9176853..9359162  

INTR6-10 d a0004B16.r 2 Bd1 Bd1:33880013..34040483  

BdSSR142 d b0011N13.f 31 Bd1 Bd1:46605642..46750089 

ALB184 e a0013J03.f   Bd4:36679202..36865740  

Wheat5H f a0007O24.f 24 Bd4 Bd4:5235135..5299208  

ALB349 g a0021G20.f   Bd1:62436810..62593244  

ALB311 h a0015J02.r 1 Bd5 Bd5:18580275..18736126  

ALB006 i b0016N17.f 27 Bd4 Bd4:46592449..46762416  

ALB307 i a0045G06.r 27 Bd4 Bd4:46843082..46994022  

ALB477 i a0045G06.r 27 Bd4 Bd4:46843082..46994022  

ALB486 i a0022E14.f 27 Bd4 Bd4:46773621..46913354  

ALB160 k a0028F07.r   Bd2:8154796..8305485  

ALB071 l b0039I21.f 18 Bd2 Bd2:57118446..57289793  

BdSSR46 l b0015G03.r 19 Bd2 Bd2:58185841..58333092  

ALB257 m a0040G20.r 4 Bd1 Bd1:4839832..4990165  

ALB163 s a0017N13.r 14 Bd3 Bd3:3383484..3526031  

INTR4-6 t a0021B08.r 1 Bd5 Bd5:27958933..28153690  
Table 2.10: Anchoring the genetic map to the physical map using genetic marker sequences. 

Marker sequences that give good BLAST hits to BES are used.  The marker name is shown alongside the linkage 

group it comes from, the BES it hits and the chromosome location either predicted by the contig containing the BES 

or the BES hit to the assembly from SyMAP. 

 

In order to increase the number of potential anchor points, an additional 29 SSR markers were 

identified from the beginning, middle and end of each physical map contig (Supplementary 

information 8).  Twenty-four of these were successfully genetically mapped (Table 2.11). 
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Marker name BAC Contig Linkage group Pseudo-molecule 

BDBES_SSR0108_1378 b0047H14_f 21 a 3 

BDBES_SSR0108_1031 a0019A19_r 16 b 2 

BDBES_SSR0108_1048 b0041L12_f 17 b 2 

BDBES_SSR0108_0223 a0029E10_f 4 c 1 

BDBES_SSR0108_0332 a0018K11_r 6 c 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_1970 b0040E12_f 24 c 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_1917 a0003G24_f 31 d 1 

BDBES_SSR0108_0371 a0036L13_f 7 e 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_1673 a0037L08_f 27 e 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_1455 a0002I07_f 24 f 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_2004 b0033O01_f 24 f 4 

BDBES_SSR0108_1819 b0003P21_f 1 g 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_0014 b0033D02_f 1 h 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_0034 a0002N04_f 1 h 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_0570 b0003N09_f 1 h 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_0934 a0013L16_r 15 h 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_1786 b0029E05_r 1 h 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_1779 b0041P08_r 1 j 5 

BDBES_SSR0108_0712 a0044B16_r 13 k 2 

BDBES_SSR0108_0719 b0005P05_r 13 k 2 

BDBES_SSR0108_1164 a0039D05_f 19 l 2 

BDBES_SSR0108_1169 a0039O07_f 20 n 3 

BDBES_SSR0108_1189 a0010O04_f 20 n 3 

BDBES_SSR0108_0523 b0003G22_r 10 q 1 
Table 2.11: Anchoring the genetic map to the physical map using SSR markers.   

Table shows markers successfully genetically mapped, the clone each was identified from, the contig where the 

BAC is found and the linkage group in which the marker resides.  From the contig position we can predict the 

pseudo-molecule to which this linkage group aligns. 

 

These markers anchored 15 unique physical map contigs to 13 linkage groups.  Six linkage 

groups (a, d, g, j, l and k) were anchored to a physical map contig by a single anchor-point and 

the remaining seven were anchored by multiple anchor-points.  Three linkage groups (f, k and n) 

are anchored by multiple anchor-points to the same contig and three (b, e and h) are anchored 

by multiple anchor-points to different physical map contigs that align to the same pseudo-

molecule indicating good congruence between the physical and genetic maps.  A single linkage 

group (c) was ambiguously anchored to physical map contigs 6 and 24 (aligned to Bd4) as well as 

contig 4 (aligned to Bd1).   

Combining the results from the two anchoring methods allows 17 linkage groups to be 

anchored to physical map contigs (Table 2.12).  Seven linkage groups (a, b, c, d, f, h and l) are 

anchored to physical map contigs by both methods and in all but two cases (linkage groups ‘a’ 
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and ‘c’) contigs aligning to the same pseudo-molecule are anchored to.  Linkage group ‘a’ 

cannot be unambiguously anchored although it is more likely to be anchored to contigs aligning 

to Bd3 than Bd1 as both methods support this anchoring.  In addition, the anchoring of linkage 

groups to pseudo-molecules by aligning the marker sequences directly (Figure 2.14) places 

linkage group ‘a’ on Bd3.  Both anchoring methods indicate that linkage group ‘c’ is anchored to 

physical map contigs aligning to Bd1 and Bd4 so this linkage group cannot be unambiguously 

anchored.  Two linkage groups (e and k) are anchored to BACs not assembled into contigs but 

their BES aligns them to pseudo-molecules.  Both of these of these linkage groups are also 

genetically anchored to contigs aligning to the same pseudo-molecules.  Linkage group ‘g’ is 

anchored to Bd1 by virtue of a BES BLAST hit and to Bd5 by a single genetic marker so it cannot 

be uniquely anchored.  The seven remaining linkage groups are anchored either in silico or 

genetically to a physical map contig.  

 In silico anchoring  Genetic anchoring 

Linkage group Contigs Pseudo-molecules Contigs Pseudo-molecules 

a 31, 21, 22 1 or 3 21 3 

b 16, 18 2 16,17 2 

c 4, 23, 24 1 or 4 4, 6, 24 1 or 4 

d 2, 31 1 31 1 

e  4 7, 27 4 

f 24 4 24 4 

g  1 1 5 

h 1 5 1, 15 5 

i 27 4   

j   1 5 

k  2 13 2 

l 18, 19 2 19 2 

m 4 1   

n   20 3 

s 14 3   

t 1 5   

q   10 1 
Table 2.12: Comparison between in silico and genetic methods of anchoring linkage groups. 

Seventeen linkage groups were anchored to physical map contigs and pseudo-molecules.  Seven linkage groups are 

anchored by both methods and all but two cases (linkage groups ‘a’ and ‘c’) contigs aligning to the same pseudo-

molecule are anchored to. 

2.6.3.4 Validation of the pre-release super-contigs using FISH 

Seventeen BAC clones were selected to be used as FISH probes (Table 2.13).  These BACs were 

taken either from the ends of the pre-release super-contigs or from points along their length 

where joins were predicted between mid-point super-contigs (Figure 2.21).  For example, super-

contig 0 from the pre-release assembly comprises super-contigs 0 and 16 from the previous 
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mid-point assembly so probes were chosen from each end of the 38 Mb super-contig as well as 

a single probe from the locus at 2 Mb where the join between the mid-point super-contigs 

occurs. 

    

Figure 2.21: Position of BAC clones selected as FISH probes on the pre-release super-contigs. 

The 7 largest super-contigs are shown as black lines (labelled 0-6) with BAC clones as yellow arrows.  Probes were 

selected from the ends of super-contigs and from positions within them next to joins between mid-point super-

contigs (shown as red and blue lines; labelled s0-s14). 

 

Twelve probes could be assigned unambiguously to a Brachypodium chromosome arm (Table 

2.13).  One probe (a0015M04) was assigned to the short arm of either chromosome 3 or 

chromosome 5 and two probes (a0039J03 and b0001B16) hybridised to multiple loci and could 

not be assigned.  One FISH experiment was performed without a reference probe so a 

chromosome location cannot be assigned to probe a0039L14 and a0017C21 but the results 

indicate that they hybridise to the same chromosome meaning that the super-contig 6 appears 

to be assembled correctly. 

The largest super-contigs (0, 1) can be assigned to each arm of the largest Brachypodium 

chromosome.  In addition, super-contig 3 can be assigned to chromosome 2S and super-contig 5 

can be assigned to chromosome 5 in its entirety.  Possible mis-assemblies are indicated in 
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super-contig 2 where the clone from one end of the super-contig hybridises to chromosome 2L 

and two probes from the other end hybridise to chromosome 3S.  Similarity, probes from each 

end of super-contig 4 hybridise to three different chromosomes (3S, 4S and 5S). 

BAC clone Super-
contig 

Approximate 
position (Mb) 

Chromosome assignment from 
FISH 

Est. repetitive 
content (%) 

a0044D23 0  0 1S 59.4 

a0039J03 0  2 Multi-locus hybridisation 86.4 

b0010E24 0  38 1S 7.4 

a0019H09 1  0 1L 41.6 

b0033J12  1  37 1L 58.3 

b0016C15 2  0 2L 12.9 

a0044P16 2  27 3S 19.6 

b0019G01 2  32 3S 16.8 

b0023M21 3  0 2S 14.6 

b0017M03  3  5 2S 24.3 

b0001B16  3  30 Multi-locus hybridisation 76.4 

a0015M04 4  0 3S, 5S 41.2 

b0016F18  4  30 4S 7.4 

a0040K04 5  0 5S 18.2 

b0038G13 5  28 5L 10.0 

a0039L14 6  0 Same chromosome as a0017C21* 38.2 

a0017C21  6  27 Same chromosome as a0039L14* 27.6 
Table 2.13: BAC clones from pre-release super-contigs used as probes in FISH.   

BAC name, approximate position on the pre-release super-contigs and chromosome assignment from FISH 

hybridisation is shown. (S=short arm, L=Long arm), * indicates that no reference BAC was used so chromosomal 

location could not be determined.  The repetitive content for each BAC is estimated using the Perl script described 

in the methods section. 

 

2.6.3.5 Screening BACs for repetitive DNA 

The BACs used as probes in the previous section were retrospectively screened for repetitive 

DNA using my Perl script described in the Methods section of this chapter to determine whether 

the BAC selection procedure could be optimised.  The two BACs that hybridised to multiple 

locations on the chromosomes (a0039J03 and b0001B16) were estimated to contain particularly 

high proportions of repetitive DNA (86.4% and 76.4% respectively).  The probes hybridising to a 

single locus had a mean estimated repetitive content of 26.5% (σ = 17.4). 

To increase the productivity of our FISH experiments, the Perl script was used to estimate 

repetitive content in all BACs before using them as FISH probes.  BACs were selected with the 

lowest possible repetitive content to maximize the chances that they would hybridise to a single 

locus on the Brachypodium chromosomes.  
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2.6.3.6 Validation of the final assembly using two-colour FISH  

An additional 10 BACs with low repetitive DNA content were identified from the final assembly, 

targeting regions that had not yet been anchored and regions that contained predicted joins 

between pre-release super-contigs (Figure 2.22).  

  

Figure 2.22: Positions of additional BAC probes on the pseudo-molecules of the final assembly.   

The pseudo-molecules are shown as grey blocks with centromeres in green.  Red arrows indicate the positions of 

BAC probes identified from previous experiments, yellow arrows indicate new BAC probes identified in this 

experiment.  New probes were chosen to anchor the unanchored ends of pre-release super-contigs (shown as blue 

lines aligned to the pseudo-molecules and labelled sc0-sc8).  Approximate lengths (in Mb) of super-contigs are 

indicated to the left of each super-contig and approximate lengths of pseudo-molecules are shown on the right. 

 

Table 2.14 shows the positions of these probes on the pre-release super-contigs and pseudo-

molecules alongside the results from FISH.  With the exception of a0043I11 and a0021O21, the 

BAC probes hybridise to the expected chromosome.  For example, Bd4 comprises of super-

contigs 7, 9 and 8 according to the alignment of the super-contigs to the high-density genetic 

map.  These results indicate that probes a0021B17, a0011N01 and b0026I15 identified from 

these super-contigs all hybridise to chromosome 4.  In addition, the chromosome assignments 

of super-contigs from previous FISH experiments are confirmed.  Pseudo-molecule Bd5 

comprises super-contig 5 from the pre-release assembly which has previously been anchored to 

chromosome 5.  BAC probes a0043I11 and a0021O21 do not hybridise to the expected 

chromosomes (Bd2 and Bd4 respectively) but to other chromosomes highlighting anomalies in 

the 0 to 12 Mb region of Bd2 and the 0 to 20 Mb region of Bd4.  To investigate these anomalies, 
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two BAC pools were identified using clones taken from evenly spaced intervals spanning these 

regions.  The probe BACs used and the chromosomal locations from FISH are shown in Table 

2.15. 

BAC clone Super-contig / 
position (Mb) 

Pseudo-molecule / 
position (Mb) 

Chromosome 
assignment 
from FISH 

Est. repetitive 
content 

a0029E05 1: 33 1: 41 1S 18.9 

a0043I11 4: 21 2: 1 Not 2L 13.5 

a0001I12 4: 15 2: 15 2L 8.1 

a0031O03 2: 10 2: 26 2L 21.5 

a0040A20 3: 28 2: 32 2L 20.0 

b0002A16 2: 14 3: 17 3L 13.2 

a0021O21 7: 0 4: 1 Not 4L 16.0 

a0021B17 7: 18 4: 17 4L 28.2 

a0011N01 9: 3 4: 26 4L 20.2 

b0026I15 8: 0 4: 32 4L 4.7 
Table 2.14: BACs probes chosen for the second phase of FISH experiments.  

The approximate position of each BAC on the pre-release super-contigs and the pseudo-molecules of the final 

assembly are shown alongside the chromosomal location obtained from FISH.  The repetitive content for each BAC 

is estimated using the Perl script described in the Methods section.  

 

BAC clone Pseudo-
molecule 

Distance from end of 
pseudo-molecule (Mb) 

FISH position 

a0036M12 2 0 2L sub-terminal 

b0003O11 2 3 2L sub-terminal 

b0015L19 2 6 2L sub-terminal 

b0027B07 2 9 2L interstitial 

a0017F11 2 12 2L interstitial 

b0022C23 4 0 4S sub-terminal 

b0035I12 4 4 4S sub-terminal 

a0035E03 4 12 4S interstitial 

b0006E18 4 16 2 

a0036J07 4 20 1-5 centromeric 
Table 2.15: BAC probes used to investigate the anomalies in Bd2 and Bd4.   

Chromosomal positions from FISH hybridisation are also shown. 

 

As all the probes identified from Bd2L hybridise to chromosome 2L we can conclude that the 

anomaly previously highlighted in Bd2 was probably due to a single BAC probe (a0043I11) from 

the previous experiment mapping incorrectly, as in this more detailed experiment all probes 

from Bd2L landed on the long arm of chromosome 2.  However, one of the BAC probes from 

Bd4S region (b0006E18) still indicates an anomaly approximately 16 Mb from the end of the 

pseudo-molecule.  This probe hybridizes to chromosome 2 whereas all other probes (except the 

centromeric probe a0036J07) hybridise to chromosome 4 as expected. 
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To investigate this further, a more detailed FISH experiment was performed using 4 BAC probes 

spanning the 6 Mb region surrounding the predicted breakpoint on Bd4 at evenly spaced 

intervals.  BAC probe details are shown in Table 2.16. 

BAC clone Pseudo-
molecule 

Distance from end of 
pseudo-molecule (Mb) 

FISH position 

a0002I10  4 13.2 4S pericentromeric 

a0003P20 4 15.2 4S interstitial 

a0002J19 4 17.3 2L interstitial 

a0009D02 4 17.7 4S sub-terminal 
Table 2.16: BAC probes used to investigate in more detail the anomaly in Bd4.   

Chromosomal positions from FISH hybridisation are also shown. 

 

Once again, a single probe BAC (a0002J19) landed on Bd2, confirming the presence of an 

anomaly between 16 and 17.5 Mb from the distal end of Bd4S.  This could be due to a mis-

assembly in the pseudo-molecule, a problem with the physical map or could be due to the 

incorrect BAC being selected for FISH hybridisation.  In the physical map, this region is in the 

centre of contig 23 which has been assembled from overlapping clone fingerprints.  Both probe 

BACs (b0006E18 and a0002J19) are assembled into this contig and the BES from these BACs all 

align to Bd4.    The alignment between contig 23 and the 12 to 23 Mb region of Bd4 indicates 

that this contig has been correctly constructed and that it accurately reflects the sequence in 

the pseudo-molecule.  Conversely, the fact that one BAC from two separate experiments 

hybridises to Bd2 indicates that this result is probably not due to the wrong BAC being selected 

for FISH hybridisation.  Further hybridisation experiments are required to accurately define this 

potentially problematic region and to identify the cause of the incorrectly mapping BACs, 

something that should be elucidated when Bd4S is ‘painted’ using a larger BAC pool (described 

in section 2.6.3.8).  

A summary of the FISH chromosome assignments from multiple BAC landing experiments is 

shown in Figure 2.23 and shows that each pseudo-molecule can be assigned to an individual 

chromosome in the Brachypodium karyotype using reference BACs.  In addition, BAC probes 

taken at intervals along the length of each pseudo-molecule hybridise to relative positions on 

the chromosome as is expected by their position on the pseudo-molecule.  For example, Bd1 is 

assigned to chromosome 1 by virtue of the reference BAC ABR1-26H1 which is known to 

hybridise to the distal end of the long arm of chromosome 1.  From the epifluorescence images, 

it is evident that probe BACs b0010E24, a0029E05 and a0019H09 all hybridise to this 

chromosome with probe b0010E24 hybridising to the opposite end of the chromosome to the 
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reference BAC, probe a0029E05 hybridising in a centromeric position and probe a0019H09 

hybridising in close proximity to the reference BAC. 

   
Figure 2.23: Brachypodium pseudo-molecules aligned to the karyotype using fluorescently labelled BACs.   

The pre-release super-contigs comprising each pseudo-molecule are shown below each pseudo-molecule.  Super- 

contigs are labelled SC0-9 and pseudo-molecules labelled Bd1-5.Reference BACs (ABR1 clones, 5S rDNA and 25S 

rDNA) are used to identify the target chromosome.  On the right hand side of the images, each pseudo-molecule is 

shown as a heat map indicating gene density.  The position of BAC probes (both physical map BACs and reference 

BACs) are shown on the on the right.  Each pseudo-molecule has three related epifluorescence images obtained 

from FISH showing the relative position of hybridisation for each BAC probe on the Brachypodium karyotype.  

Probe BACs are labelled on each image and on the pseudo-molecules in the in the same colour as their fluorescent 

label (scale bar = 1µm). 

2.6.3.7 Validation of the final assembly using chromosome-specific BAC pools 

The five chromosome-specific BACs pools are shown in Table 2.17 alongside the predicted 

positions of each BAC from alignment of the physical map contigs to the sequence assembly.  

Each pool contained between 4 and 8 BACs and was hybridised alongside chromosome-specific 

markers.  The epifluorescence images obtained from FISH are shown in Figure 2.24. 
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Pool BAC name Pseudo-molecule Position (Mb) 

1 a0040G20 Bd1 48.4 

 a0029E10 Bd1 9.7 

 a0030F11 Bd1 28.0 

 b0003G22 Bd1 68.5 

2 a0044B16 Bd2 8.2 

 b0005P05 Bd2 7.7 

 a0044B16 Bd2 8.3 

 b0023P23 Bd2 13.3 

 a0019A19 Bd2 42.1 

 a0039D05 Bd2 59.1 

3 a0004A14 Bd3 40.0 

 a0010O04 Bd3 57.0 

 a0041J04 Bd3 57.5 

 a0039O07 Bd3 59.5 

4 b0033O01 Bd4 5.4 

 a0002I07 Bd4 10.8 

 a0018K11 Bd4 25.4 

 a0036L13 Bd4 30.0 

 a0037L08 Bd4 31.8 

 a0045G06 Bd4 46.8 

 b0016N17 Bd4 46.6 

 a0022E14 Bd4 46.8 

5 a0013L16 Bd5 0.7 

 b0033D02 Bd5 28.0 

 b0003N09 Bd5 9.8 

 a0015J02 Bd5 18.6 

 b0013P03 Bd5 28.0 

 a0002N04 Bd5 26.8 

 b0029E05 Bd5 19.8 

 b0041P08 Bd5 18.7 
Table 2.17: BACs comprising the five chromosome-specific BAC pools. 

These BACs were used as probes to validate the final sequence assembly and physical map contigs by hybridisation 

to Brachypodium chromosomes. 

 

BACs from pools 2, 3, 4 and 5 hybridise to a single chromosome which is the expected 

chromosome as defined by the reference anchor probes (Panels B, C, D and E: Figure 2.24).  

Three of the four BACs identified from physical map contigs aligning to Bd1 (shown in Panel A) 

hybridise to chromosome 1, but one probe BAC hybridises to the distal end of another 

chromosome.  The most likely explanation for this is that an error occurred when selecting the 

BACs for the pool but the experiment would need to be repeated to ascertain whether this was 

the case.  Internal duplications have since been identified between Brachypodium 

chromosomes 1 and 3 which may be the cause of this anomaly.   With the exception of one BAC, 
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these results indicate that the WGS sequence assemblies and the physical map contigs aligned 

to them are accurate representations of the underlying chromosomes. 

 

Figure 2.24: Epifluorescence images from hybridisation of chromosome specific BAC pools. 

A. BAC pool of Bd1 (green) with ABR1-26-H1 – anchor for 1L (red). B. BAC pool of Bd2 (green) with ABR1-41-E10 – 

anchor for 2S (red). C. BAC pool of Bd3 (green) with ABR5-33-F12– anchor for 3S (red). D. BAC pool of Bd4 (green) 

with ABR5-33-F2 – anchor for 4S (red). E. BAC pool of Bd5 (green) with 25S rDNA – anchor for 5S (red), scale bars = 

5 μm.  

 

2.6.3.8 Validation of the final assembly using chromosome painting 

This part of the analysis is ongoing and although BACs have been selected from physical map 

contigs aligning to each chromosome arm and screened for repeats only a small region from 

chromosome 1 and a more extensive region of chromosome 2 has been painted.  Table 2.18 

shows the number of clones selected from each chromosome arm of Brachypodium.  Each 

chromosome arm is evenly covered by clones with an estimated low amount of repetitive DNA 

but only 4 suitable clones were selected from the short arm of Bd5 due to its small size (~7 Mb) 

and high levels of retrotransposons.  This is the region containing the 45S rDNA locus so probes 

specific to this locus can be used in addition to identified clones.  

  

D

A B

EC
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Pool Number of clones 

Bd1S 70 

Bd1L 72 

Bd2S 35 

Bd2L 55 

Bd3S 42 

Bd3L 54 

Bd4S 25 

Bd4L 39 

Bd5S 4 

Bd5L 19 
Table 2.18: Number of BACs in each chromosome arm pool used to ‘paint’ chromosome arms 

 

The BAC clones identified by alignment to Bd1S were applied in smaller sub-pools along each 

chromosome arm.  The epifluorescence microscopy image in Figure 2.25 shows hybridization of 

a clone sub-pool spanning approximately 4 Mb on Bd1S.  All clones appear to hybridise to a 

distinct region on a single chromosome indicating good consistency between the physical map, 

the sequence assembly and the cytogenetic map in this region. 

 

Clone 
name 

Start 
(Mb) 

End 
(Mb) 

Repeat 
content 
(%) 

b0002O16 20.0 20.2 0.00 

a0024N14 20.5 20.6 19.18 

a0027K03 21.2 21.3 0.00 

a0010K04 21.5 21.6 19.83 

a0011I01 21.9 22.0 0.00 

a0018B03 22.4 22.6 32.71 

b0022H13 23.1 23.2 0.00 

a0023E14 23.2 23.4 21.52 

a0043B06 24.0 24.2 22.76 

a0042C21 24.2 24.4 16.48 
Figure 2.25: Chromosome painting using a sub-pool of BACs from Bd1S.   

The clone name, positions on the pseudo-molecules and estimated repeat content are given in the table to the left.  

The ideogram is a representation of the Brachypodium chromosome 1 showing the position of the BACs in the sub-

pool.  The hybridised BACs appear as green spots on the chromosome spreads and all appear to hybridise to a 

distinct region on one chromosome (scale bar = 5µm). 

 

BAC clones from physical map contigs aligning to both arms of Bd2 were hybridised 

simultaneously to Brachypodium chromosome spreads using two-colour FISH to distinguish the 

arms.  The full list of 26 BAC clones from Bd2S and the 29 BAC clones from Bd2L are given in 

Supplementary information 9.  The epifluorescence microscopy image of hybridised probes 

Bd1 (20.0 – 24.4 Mb) 
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from these pools is shown in Figure 2.26 and clearly shows each chromosome arm (Bd2L in red, 

Bd2S in green) with the pericentromeric region shown faintly in blue where no probes hybridise.  

BACs in this region tend to contain a high percentage of repeats so they were excluded from the 

BAC pools.  Due to the orientation of the chromosome in the chromosome preparation, the 

region of Bd2S represented by BAC probes is much larger than the region of Bd2L.  The ability to 

paint an entire chromosome using BAC probes identified from physical map contigs indicates 

that the WGS sequence assemblies and the physical map contigs are accurate representations 

of the underlying chromosomes.     

 

Figure 2.26: Epifluorescence microscopy image from chromosomal FISH. 

A Brachypodium chromosome spread was decorated using a pool of 26 BAC probes from Bd2S (labelled in green) 

and 29 BAC probes from Bd2L (labelled in red).  Each arm of Bd2 is clearly visible with an absense of probes in the 

pericentromeric region. 

2.7 Comparative genomics between Brachypodium and other grasses 

The first grass consensus map was built based upon the observation that the order of markers in 

the genetic maps from multiple grass species was largely conserved (Moore et al. 1995).  This 

consensus map defined 25 rice linkage blocks that could be rearranged to represent the 

genomes of the other grasses.  The genetic maps used in these comparisons provided relatively 

low resolution, thus only large rearrangements could be detected.  Subsequently, the 

availability of genome sequence from various grasses shifted the focus of research to identify 

whether this conservation extended to the DNA sequence level.  Comparative studies of small 

homologous regions revealed a conservation of gene order (Chen et al. 1997; Feuillet and Keller 

1999) but also significant rearrangements that were not detected at the genetic map level 

(Tikhonov et al. 1999; Tarchini et al. 2000).  The availability of the rice genome sequence in 2005 

(International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005) as well as more than 1 million wheat 

ESTs, of which 7,107 have been mapped into deletion bins (Qi et al. 2004) allowed large scale 
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comparisons between rice and wheat (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004; Singh et al. 

2007).  These comparative studies revealed more rearrangements than had previous been 

observed at the genetic map level.  A more statistically rigorous analysis used comparisons 

between rice and wheat combined with the results from previous comparative analysis between 

rice, sorghum and maize, to propose an evolutionary model for the grasses based on a five 

chromosome ancestor common to all the grasses (Salse et al. 2008a).  Rice is a representative of 

the Ehrhartoid grass sub-family and most recently, the completed genome sequences of 

sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009) and maize (Schnable et al. 2009) have provided representative 

genome sequences from the Panicoid sub-family.  The genome sequence of Brachypodium 

provides the first complete genome sequence from a representative of the Pooid grass sub-

family so direct comparisons between this genome sequence and the other grasses will allow 

the relationship between these three grasses to be examined in more detail than was previously 

possible. 

I performed genome-wide comparisons between Brachypodium, rice, wheat, barley and 

sorghum at each stage of the sequencing project to identify syntenic regions.  For sequenced 

grasses such as rice and sorghum, sequence level comparisons were performed.  To compare 

Brachypodium to other Triticeae species for which no sequenced genome exists, deletion bin-

mapped or genetically mapped ESTs were used.  

2.7.1 Methods 

2.7.1.1 Sequence-level comparisons 

For comparisons between genomic DNA, for example, Brachypodium to rice and Brachypodium 

to sorghum, I used the NUCmer alignment script with default settings from the MUMmer 

package (Delcher et al. 2002).  The output of this script is a text file of alignments that is 

converted to a dot-plot using MUMmerplot script.  The dot-plots show a visual representation 

of the chromosome scale sequence similarity between the sequences.  For comparison to rice I 

used the TIGR version 5 sequence assembly and for comparisons to sorghum I used the version 

1.0 genome release. 

I used the Artemis Comparison Tool to obtain more detailed comparisons between genomic 

DNA (Carver et al. 2005).  These comparisons were guided by the dot-plot comparisons and 

used DNA sequences that had been masked for repeats.  BLASTN with the –m8 parameter was 

used to obtain high-scoring pairs (HSPs) in tabular format from the sequences being compared. 
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2.7.1.2 Comparison to wheat and barley 

Where a direct sequence comparison was not possible, ESTs were used to obtain chromosome-

level alignments.  First, ESTs of known position on the wheat or barley genomes were aligned to 

the Brachypodium assembly using the annotation pipeline described in Section 2.4, then loaded 

into the genome browser.  A Perl script was written using the BioPerl Bio::DB::GFF interface to 

extract the location of each EST from the Brachypodium super-contigs.  These coordinates were 

used to create map and correspondence files to load into CMap (Youens-Clark et al. 2009) and 

good alignments were visually identified. 

Wheat ESTs mapped into deletion bins (Qi et al. 2004) were used to compare Brachypodium to 

wheat.  Each wheat chromosome arm has between 3 and 4 deletion bins defined along its 

length.  Although ESTs from deletion bins on all three homoeologous chromosome sets (A, B 

and D) of the wheat genome were aligned to Brachypodium, each group of three homoeologous 

wheat chromosomes were treated as a single entity to create a consensus wheat genome.  This 

approach is justified for initial genome-wide comparisons as the Brachypodium genome is 

estimated to have diverged from the wheat lineage between 35 and 40 MYA (Bossolini et al. 

2007) whereas the diploid Triticum / Aegilops progenitors of the A, B and D genomes diverged 

from a common ancestor much more recently, between 2.5 and 4.5 MYA (Huang et al. 2002).  

Thus the A, B and D genomes of wheat will be more conserved with respect to each other than 

they will to Brachypodium.  For comparisons between Brachypodium and barley, I aligned a set 

of barley transcript sequences from the HarvEST-21 assembly (http://harvest.ucr.edu/) to the 

Brachypodium sequence assemblies.  The HarvEST database provides accurate transcript 

assemblies for various crop plants generated from trimming, cleaning and assembling ESTs using 

CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999).  The HarvEST-21 assembly is assembled using stringent 

parameters to define accurate barley transcripts.  The transcript sequences within this assembly 

had been assigned into bins on a barley genetic map (D. Marshall, pers. comm.).  Each barley 

chromosome was represented by a single linkage group and each contained 40-60 bins which 

allowed fine resolution alignments compared to the lower resolution that was possible using 

the larger bins of the wheat deletion-bin map.  

2.7.2 Results 

2.7.2.1 Comparative genomics using the mid-point assembly 

2.7.2.1.1 Comparison to rice 

The super-contigs from the mid-point assembly were aligned to the rice chromosomes in order 

to assess the coverage of the rice genome by these super-contigs and to assess the collinearity 

between the sequences at this early stage.  The super-contigs were aligned to each rice 

http://harvest.ucr.edu/
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chromosome in turn, resulting in twelve dot-plots each identifying the super-contigs showing 

sequence similarity to that chromosome.  Significant sequence similarity was detected between 

rice chromosomes and the largest 16 super-contigs and is summarized in Figure 2.29.  The 

individual dot-plot for rice chromosome 1 is shown in Figure 2.27 and rice chromosome 3 in 

Figure 2.28.  The dot-plots have the super-contigs (0-15) placed end-to-end on the y-axis and 

the rice chromosome on the x-axis.  Within the plot a red or blue dot is placed where significant 

sequence similarity is seen between the sequences and coloured to indicate the orientation of 

the match.  Long stretches of similar sequence appear as red or blue lines and can be easily 

identified from the background matches using this visualisation technique.  Figure 2.27 shows 

that rice chromosome 1 has significant sequence similarity to super-contigs 2 and 9 on one arm 

and super-contig 4 and 13 on the other arm with super-contig 4 matching in reverse orientation.  

An apparent duplication can also be seen where a region of rice chromosome 1 matches super-

contig 4 as well as exhibiting a weaker match to super-contig 2.   

 

Figure 2.27: MUMmer dot-plot comparison of rice chromosome 1 to the largest 16 super-contigs.   

Super-contigs are placed end-to-end on the y-axis and the rice chromosome on the x-axis.  Within the plot a red or 

blue dot indicates significant sequence similarity between the sequences and coloured to indicate the orientation 

of the match.  Significant sequence similarity is observed between rice chromosome 1 and super-contigs 2, 4, 9 and 

13. 
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A simpler pattern of sequence similarity is observed between rice chromosome 3 and the super-

contigs (Figure 2.28).  One arm of the rice chromosome shows significant sequence similarity to 

super-contig 0 and the other arm of the chromosome matches super-contig 1. 

 

Figure 2.28: MUMmer dot-plot comparison of rice chromosome 3 to the largest 16 super-contigs.   

Significant sequence similarity is observed between rice chromosome 3 and super-contigs 0 and 1. 

 

The alignment of all 16 super-contigs to rice chromosomes (Figure 2.29) shows that most of the 

rice genome is covered by super-contig alignments.  Duplications are also evident where a 

region of weak similarity overlaps with a super-contig alignment, shown as a dotted line on the 

figure.  Previous analysis of duplication within the rice genome has identified duplications that 

exist between chromosomes 1 and 5 (Salse et al. 2004)  and chromosomes 11 and 12 (Yu et al. 

2005).  These duplications are both evident in Figure 2.29 where the same super-contigs align to 

different rice chromosomes.  For example, rice chromosomes 1 and 5 are predominantly 

covered by super-contigs 2 and 4 and the end of chromosomes 11 and 12 show similarity to 

super-contigs 7 and 8.  None of the additional duplications identified by Salse and colleagues 

were reflected in these alignment most probably due to the less rigorous alignment method 

used in this analysis (Salse et al. 2008a).   
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Figure 2.29: Sequence similarity identified between rice chromosomes and Brachypodium super-contigs. 

The rice chromosomes are shown in light grey with centromeres in dark grey and Brachypodium super-contigs 

from the mid-point assembly and shown as blue or red blocks indicating orientation.  Dotted lines show weaker 

areas of sequence similarity. 

 

Guided by the dot-plot comparisons in Figure 2.29 I produced more detailed comparisons using 

the Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT).  Figure 2.29 shows that both rice chromosomes 3 and 7 

align to super-contigs 0 and 1.  If these comparisons are visualised within ACT, the precise 

locations of synteny breakpoints between rice chromosomes and contigs can be identified.  

Figure 2.30 shows a high-level pair-wise comparison between super contigs 0 and 1 and rice 

chromosomes 3 and 7 and shows that different regions of a single super-contig show similarity 

to different rice chromosomes. For example, the top of super-contig 0 shows similarity to the 

top of rice chromosome 3 and the middle of the same super-contig shows similarity to the 

bottom of rice chromosome 7.  The remainder of rice chromosomes 3 and 7 show similarity to 

super-contig 1.  In addition to showing collinearity to rice 3, the lower part of super-contig 1 also 

shows a weaker similarity to rice 7 indicating the presence of a segmental duplication within the 

sequences. 

These alignments show good collinearity between the Brachypodium super-contigs and the rice 

chromosomes suggesting that the WGS super-contigs are being accurately assembled.  Specific 

regions of alignment can be identified between the sequences which are separated by syntenic 

breakpoints where synteny is disrupted.  These breakpoints could reflect chromosomal 

rearrangements that have taken place between Brachypodium and rice but at this stage of the 

genome assembly they could also reflect mis-assemblies in the Brachypodium super-contigs. 
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Figure 2.30: Fine-scale sequence alignment between rice chromosomes 3 and 7 and super-contigs 0 and 1. 

Super-contigs 0 and 1 are labelled sc0 and sc1.  Regions of sequence similarity in each pair-wise comparison are 

joined by red or blue lines to indicate the orientation of the comparison.  Specific regions of collinearity are 

identified separated by syntenic breakpoints.  

2.7.2.1.2 Comparison to wheat  

The alignments between super-contigs and the wheat chromosomes identified via deletion bin-

mapped ESTs are summarised in Figure 2.31.  At this resolution, all of the wheat genome is 

covered by super-contigs with some super contigs aligning to more than one wheat 

chromosome.  Although not shown in the figure, it is interesting to note that the majority of 

ESTs aligning to Brachypodium come from deletion bins on the D-genome of wheat (59.9%).  

This genome is the most recent addition to the hexaploid wheat genome, incorporated within 

the last 10,000 years, and originates from the wild grass species Aegilops tauschii (Huang et al. 

2002).  The fact that the majority of aligned ESTs come from D-genome deletion bins suggests 

that Brachypodium genes are more closely related to wheat genes in the D-genome than the A 

or B genomes as there is no overrepresentation of ESTs from the D-genome in the bin-mapped 

EST dataset.  However, this observation is most likely artifactual as the Brachypodium lineage is 

estimated to have diverged from the Triticeae lineage more than 35 MYA (Bossolini et al. 2007) 

and the diploid Triticum and Aegilops progenitors diverged between 2.5 and 4.5 MYA (Huang et 

al. 2002).  There is no reason to assume that Brachypodium genes are more closely related to 

genes on any one of the homoeologous chromosomes of wheat. 

There is evidence of segmental duplication in these alignments where the same super-contig 

aligns to two wheat chromosomes.  Many of these duplications are the same as those 

previously identified in wheat, for example the duplication between wheat 1 and 3, shown by 

alignment to super-contig 2, and the duplication between wheat 5 and 7, shown by alignment 

to super-contig 0 (Salse et al. 2008a).  
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Figure 2.31: Summary of alignments between wheat and Brachypodium super-contigs. 

Each wheat consensus chromosome group is shown in light grey with approximate centromeres marked in dark 

grey.  Brachypodium super-contigs are shown in blue or red to indicate orientation.  

2.7.2.1.3 Comparison to barley 

The alignment of the super-contigs to barley linkage groups identified via bin-mapped ESTs is 

summarised in Figure 2.32.  The super-contigs aligning to each chromosome are almost identical 

to the alignments between wheat and Brachypodium (Figure 2.31).  These alignments appear to 

be more accurately delineated, reflecting the higher resolution of the barley genetic map 

compared to the wheat deletion-bin map.  The increased resolution provided by the barley 

alignments also indicate new alignments such as a short segment of super-contig 9 aligning to 

the distal end of barley linkage group 3.  This alignment is not identified from the alignments to 

wheat.  In addition, super-contigs 1, 5, 11 and 14 align to the short arm of wheat consensus 

chromosome 7, however the alignment to barley indicates that only super-contigs 1 and 14 are 

aligned.  Some of these differences will be due to the types of map being compared; the wheat 

deletion-bin map is based on physical distances since bins are defined by chromosomal 

deletions whereas the barley map is based on recombination rates.  This means that at the 

distal ends of chromosomes where the rate of recombination is generally higher, one cM may 

correspond to a smaller physical distance than in pericentromeric regions where the rate of 

recombination is lower.  
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Figure 2.32: Summary of alignments between barley and Brachypodium super-contigs. 

Each barley linkage group is shown in light grey and the Brachypodium super-contigs are shown in blue or red to 

indicate orientation.  

2.7.2.1.4 Validation of alignments using existing comparisons between rice and wheat 

Since elucidation of its genome sequence, rice has been used for map-based cloning of genes in 

wheat and as the reference grass genome sequence (International Rice Genome Sequencing 

Project 2005).  Detailed comparisons have been performed between the wheat deletion-bin 

maps and the rice genome (La Rota and Sorrells 2004).  I used these comparisons to validate the 

alignments of the Brachypodium super-contigs to rice, wheat and barley.  For example, it is 

known that the chromosomes of wheat group 6 are predominantly syntenic with rice 

chromosome 2.  The alignments obtained herein show that Brachypodium super-contigs 5 and 6 

align to both wheat chromosome group 6 and rice chromosome 2.  This agreement is observed 

for each syntenic wheat-rice relationship although the Brachypodium-rice alignments provide 

more detail due to the more thorough alignment made possible by comparing complete 

genome sequences (Table 2.19).  These are the first genome-wide alignments between 

Brachypodium, rice, wheat and barley. 

In order to further validate the Brachypodium-rice and Brachypodium-wheat alignments, a set 

of 31 conserved orthologous set (COS) markers were obtained, designed from wheat ESTs 

aligning to rice chromosome 1 and therefore assumed to be from wheat chromosome group 3 

(Simon Griffiths, JIC, pers. comm.).  Twenty-four of these marker sequences could be aligned to 
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the Brachypodium super-contigs and the majority of these (75%) aligned to super-contigs 2, 4 

and 13 which are the super-contigs predicted to align to wheat chromosome group 3 by the 

alignments shown here. 

Barley 
chromosome 

Wheat 
chromosome 

Rice 
chromosomes 

Brachypodium super- 
contigs  

1H 1 5, 10 4, 8, 2, 3 

2H 2 4, 7 0, 1, 9, 10 

3H 3 1 2, 4, 13, 9 

4H 4 3 0, 1 

5H 5 3, 9, 12 12, 7, 0, 1, 6 

6H 6 2 5, 6, 3 

7H 7 6, 8 1, 14, 11, 5, 3, 0, 8 
Table 2.19: Summary of alignments between Brachypodium super-contigs related grasses. 

The super-contigs aligning to each Triticeae chromosome are shown alongside the corresponding rice 

chromosome.  The underlined super-contig numbers indicate alignments only observed in the Brachypodium-rice 

comparisons due to more detailed alignments made possible by genome sequence comparisons. 

 

There is striking similarity between the Brachypodium-wheat alignments and the 

Brachypodium-barley alignments as one would expect given that the barley and wheat lineages 

diverged only 10 to 14 MYA (Wolfe et al. 1989) and that the barley genome is essentially 

equivalent to a diploid wheat genome.  These alignments were obtained by aligning 

Brachypodium super-contigs to two separate species in the Triticeae using two independent 

datasets and indicate that the alignments shown are both accurate and robust. 

2.7.2.2 Comparative genomics using the final assembly 

2.7.2.2.1 Chromosome level alignments between Brachypodium, rice, sorghum and wheat 

Upon release of the Brachypodium pseudo-molecules (Bd1-5) comprising the final assembly I 

again compared each rice chromosome to each of the pseudo-molecules and analysed the 

resulting dot-plots to obtain an overview of synteny between the species.  In addition, I 

compared each Brachypodium pseudo-molecule to the ten sorghum chromosomes to add this 

newly sequenced grass into the comparison (Paterson et al. 2009).  In order to obtain a wheat-

Brachypodium genome comparison, I aligned bin-mapped wheat ESTs (Qi et al. 2004) to the 

Brachypodium pseudo-molecules.  These genome-wide alignments are summarised in Table 

2.20 and are the first between grass species representing the three major grass sub-families, the 

Pooideae, the Ehrhartoideae and the Panicoideae. 
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Brachypodium 
pseudo-molecule  

Rice 
chromosomes  

Sorghum 
chromosomes 

Wheat 
chromosomes 

Bd1 Os3, Os6, Os7 Sb1, Sb2, Sb10 Ta2 ,Ta4, Ta5, Ta7 

Bd2 Os1, Os5 Sb3, Sb9 Ta1, Ta3 

Bd3 Os2, Os8, Os10 Sb1, Sb4, Sb7 Ta1, Ta6, Ta7 

Bd4 Os9, Os11, Os12 Sb2, Sb5, Sb8 Ta4, Ta5 

Bd5 Os4 Sb6 Ta2 
Table 2.20: Synteny between Brachypodium, rice, sorghum and wheat. 

The five Brachypodium pseudo-molecules (Bd1-5) are shown alongside aligning chromosomes from rice, sorghum 

and wheat. 

  

These results are in complete agreement with published work of shared syntenic blocks 

between grass genomes as displayed in the most recent ‘crop circle’ alignment of grass 

genomes (Devos 2005) and allow the  Brachypodium chromosomes to be added to these 

alignments (Figure 2.33).  For example, the alignments reported here show that Bd2 is syntenic 

to Os1 / Os5, Sb3 / Sb9, and Ta1 / Ta3 and the existing circular alignment of grass genomes 

indicates shared synteny between Os1, Sb3 and Ta3, and between Os5, Sb9 and Ta1.  The 

agreement between genomic alignments from multiple species indicates that the syntenic 

relationships indicated are correct.  Only Brachypodium chromosomes 2 and 5 remain unbroken 

in the alignments, the other three chromosomes appear to comprise of syntenic blocks that 

align to individual rice chromosomes.  For example, Bd1 comprises 3 syntenic blocks that align 

to Os3, Os6 and Os7.  This pattern of syntenic blocks arranged in different combinations is 

characteristic of the grass genomes. 
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Figure 2.33: Brachypodium integrated into the crop circle alignment of grass genomes. 

The Brachypodium pseudo-molecules are represented as the outermost circle, shown in green.  Bd1 refers to 

pseudo-molecule 1 and ‘pt’ indicates that only part of the psuedo-molecule aligns to this syntenic block.  (Original 

image obtained from Devos 2005) 

2.7.2.2.2 Detailed sequence comparison between Brachypodium and rice 

The dot-plot comparisons between Brachypodium pseudo-molecule assemblies and rice 

genome sequence were used again to guide more detailed sequence comparisons.  Figure 2.34 

shows a summary of these alignments with each Brachypodium chromosome represented as a 

block and colour-coded by sequence similarity to rice chromosomes.  It is striking that three of 

the five Brachypodium chromosomes consist of bands of homology to rice chromosomes 

centred on the centromere.  For example, Bd1 shows homology to Os6 around the centromere, 

to Os7 in the middle of both the long and short chromosome arms and to Os3 distally in both 

arms.  If the ancestral grass genome was similar in structure to the rice genome (Salse et al. 

2008a), this indicates that Brachypodium chromosomes have been formed by the insertion of 

one rice chromosome into the centromere of another and also provides a possible explanation 

for the reduction in chromosome number from rice (12) to Brachypodium (5).  Ten precise 
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syntenic breakpoints can be identified in the three largest Brachypodium chromosomes defining 

specific regions of homology to rice chromosomes.  In Bd4 and Bd5 the pattern is less clear.  

 

  

Figure 2.34: Brachypodium chromosomes aligned to rice. 

Each Brachypodium chromosome is colour-coded by homology to rice chromosomes.  All chromosomes show a 

pattern of nested chromosome insertion centred on the centromere. 

 

A similar picture of nested homology was obtained for some wheat chromosomes when 

compared to rice using bin-mapped ESTs (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004; Salse et 

al. 2008a).  For example, wheat chromosome 1 shows similarity to rice chromosome 10 in the 

pericentromeric region and rice chromosome 5 at the distal ends of the chromosome.  Wheat 

chromosome 7 shows similarity to rice chromosome 8 in the pericentromeric region and rice 

chromosome 6 at the distal ends of the chromosome.  If this also indicates a mechanism of 

chromosome number reduction from rice (12) to wheat (7) it means that the reduction from 

rice to wheat occurred independently to the reduction from rice to Brachypodium as in 

Brachypodium, no single chromosome shows similarity to rice chromosomes 5 and 10 (as seen 

in wheat chromosome 1) or to rice chromosomes 6 and 8 (as seen in wheat chromosome 7).  

This pattern of nested homology to rice is also observed in Ae. tauschii and similarly, no rice 

chromosome insertions are shared between Brachypodium and Ae. tauschii supporting the 

hypothesis that reduction in chromosome number occurred independently in Brachypodium 

and the Triticeae (Luo et al. 2009).    
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Similar blocks of synteny are seen when comparing Brachypodium and wheat at a chromosome 

level, albeit slightly less clear due to the lower resolution of the comparison provided by the size 

of deletion bins on the wheat chromosomes (Figure 2.35).  Four Brachypodium chromosomes 

(Bd1-4) show homology to a single wheat chromosome at the distal end of each chromosome 

arm.  For example, Bd2 shows homology to Ta1 around the centromere and to Ta3 distally in 

each chromosome arm.   

   

Figure 2.35: Brachypodium chromosomes aligned to wheat. 

Each Brachypodium chromosome is colour-coded by homology to wheat chromosomes. 

 

In addition to regions of strong sequence similarity, the sequence comparisons between 

Brachypodium and rice show regions of weaker similarity between chromosomes in the two 

species.  For example, although the distal ends of Bd2s and Bd2l align to Os1 and the central 

part of each arm aligns to Os5, there is reduced similarity observed between these regions 

(Figure 2.36).  This is evidence of the duplication previously identified between rice 

chromosomes 1 and 5 (Salse et al. 2004) which also exists in the Brachypodium genome.  There 

are many other examples of weak homology in the comparisons between Brachypodium and 

rice and similar regions of duplication can be seen in the comparisons between Brachypodium 

and sorghum.  However the picture is less clear due to the increased evolutionary distance 

between the temperate and the tropical grasses. 
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Figure 2.36: Secondary regions of sequence similarity between Brachpodium and rice. 

Brachypodium chromosome 2 is shown in the center and secondary regions of similarity to rice chromsomes 1 and 

5 are shown on red, in addition to primary regions of similarity shown in blue. 

2.8 Discussion 

The Brachypodium genus in the Brachypodieae tribe contains several wild grasses that are 

phylogenetically well placed in the grass family at the base of the temperate grasses (Catalan et 

al. 1995).  The temperate grasses include several major crop species such as wheat and barley 

as well as important forage grasses (Kellogg 2001).  Brachypodium species are estimated to have 

diverged from the other temperate grasses between 35 to 40 MYA (Bossolini et al. 2007), at 

least 10 MY after the divergence of the temperate grasses from rice (Paterson et al. 2004a).  In 

contrast to the large genomes of many other temperate grasses, species within the 

Brachypodium genus have relatively small genomes (Bennett and Leitch 1995) and it was this 

property combined with its phylogenetic position in the grasses that first prompted the 

suggestion that Brachypodium species could be used for comparative analysis of the larger 

genome of wheat (Moore et al. 1993b).  More recently, the same group used a B. sylvaticum 

BAC library to characterise the Ph1 pairing locus in wheat (Foote et al. 2004; Griffiths et al. 

2006) and found that a greater level of specific hybridisation was obtained using B. sylvaticum 

markers then was obtained using markers derived from rice, indicating that Brachypodium 

species would be more useful than rice for structural genomic studies in the Triticeae.   

Brachypodium distachyon was first proposed as a model system for functional genomics in 

temperate grasses in 2001 (Draper et al. 2001).  Brachypodium is a small grass, easily cultivated 
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and with a short life cycle (Garvin et al. 2008).  It is superior to rice, the existing monocot model, 

as rice is a large semi-aquatic tropical grass which is difficult to cultivate in Europe.  In addition, 

rice does not exhibit many of the traits that exist in the temperate grasses such as resistance to 

specific pathogens, vernalisation and freezing tolerance.  As well as being of use to the crop 

research community, Brachypodium possesses many traits that are relevant to research into 

novel uses of grasses such as that of a feedstock for biofuels (DOE 2006). 

The International Brachypodium Initiative was formed in 2005 to establish resources to 

promote Brachypodium as an experimental system for grass research.  These include a set of 

community standard lines (Vogel et al. 2006a), BAC libraries (Huo et al. 2006; Febrer et al. 

2010), genetic markers and mapping populations (Garvin et al. 2008).  The diploid inbred line 

Bd21 developed from the USDA germplasm collection was chosen as the primary community 

standard line (Garvin et al. 2008).  In addition, a genome sequencing programme was initiated 

to sequence the genome of Bd21 using a WGS approach.  This chapter describes three key 

resources that have been developed from Bd21 for Brachypodium genomics: a genetic linkage 

map, an integrated physical map and an annotated genome sequence.  In addition, comparative 

genomics methods have been used to understand the relationship between Brachypodium and 

other grasses of major economic importance such as rice, sorghum, wheat and barley. 

2.8.1 Genetic linkage mapping 

A genetic linkage map represents the relative positions of genetic markers within linkage groups 

and is constructed from observations of the frequencies of recombination between these 

markers during crossing over of homologous chromosomes during meiosis.  Genetic maps allow 

genomes to be navigated without knowledge of the underlying sequence.  The genetic map 

described herein was the first Brachypodium genetic linkage map and used a mapping 

population of 183 F2 plants derived from a cross between inbred diploid Brachypodium lines 

Bd21 and Bd3-1 (Vogel et al. 2006a; Garvin et al. 2008).  A combination of simple sequence 

repeat (SSR) markers designed from Brachypodium EST and BAC sequences, conserved 

orthologous sequence (COS) markers from other grasses and additional Brachypodium-derived 

molecular markers was used.  Genetic linkage mapping was performed at the same time as WGS 

sequencing meaning that during the construction and analysis of the genetic map we had access 

to a substantial amount of genome sequence.  This allowed me to analyse the three builds of 

the genetic map by aligning the linkage groups of each build to the WGS sequence assemblies.  

In Build 1 of the genetic map, the linkage groups showed good consistency with the super-

contigs of the mid-point assembly although larger linkage groups showed multiple distinct 

regions of synteny indicating possible false linkages.  Based on these alignments, specific areas 
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of the super-contigs were identified to design new markers which were screened against the 

mapping population and included in the next build.  Aligning the Build 2 linkage groups to the 

super-contigs again showed that the larger linkage groups aligned to multiple super-contigs.  

These alignments were also used to determine if linkage groups could be joined and joins were 

predicted between three pairs of linkage groups.  One of the predicted joins was tested by 

selecting BACs from super-contig 0 that defined the regions of alignment with linkage groups 1 

and 3.  Using these BACs as FISH probes indicated that super-contig 0 represented a large 

portion of a single Brachypodium chromosome arm (Figure 2.13) and that based on the 

alignment of this super-contig with linkage groups, linkage groups 1 and 3 genetically 

represented this chromosome arm.  Linkage group 1 also showed good alignment to super-

contigs 1, 3 and 5 (Table 2.6) indicating that these super-contigs also formed part of the same 

chromosome.  This experiment located a portion of assembled genomic sequence into its 

correct chromosomal context although at this point it was not known to which chromosome the 

super-contig was anchored as no reference BAC were used. 

Additional BACs were selected using the linkage group alignments in order to cytogenetically 

anchor all the linkage groups.  These BACs were used as probes alongside reference BACs so 

that the actual chromosome location could be determined.  These alignments supported the 

previous hypothesis that super-contig 0 represented a single chromosome arm by virtue of its 

assignment to 1S, the short arm of the largest Brachypodium chromosome.  In addition, the 

cytogenetic anchoring indicated that super-contig 1 represented the other arm of the same 

chromosome.  My initial alignments obtained by locating marker sequences on the super-

contigs indicated that linkage group 1 showed good alignment to super-contigs 0, 1, 3, and 5 

(Table 2.6) and therefore might represent these super-contigs.  However, the results from the 

cytogenetic anchoring showed that BACs selected from super-contigs 3 and 5 hybridised to both 

arms of chromosome 3 therefore highlighting inconsistencies within this linkage group and 

indicating that it should be broken up into two smaller linkage groups, one representing 

chromosome 1 and another representing chromosome 3.  This was also observed with linkage 

group 2 which showed good alignment to super-contigs 7, 9 and 10 (Table 2.6).  Cytogenetic 

analysis also assigned super-contigs 7 and 9 to different chromosomes (4L and 5 respectively) 

meaning that linkage group 2 also probably contains a false join.   

The conclusion from analysis of Build 2 of the genetic map was that the linkage groups in this 

build appeared to contain many false linkages and for this reason Build 3 was created using 

more stringent criteria for accepting genetic linkage between markers.  Build 3 contained 20 

linkage groups with the 5 largest linkage groups encompassing 64 % of the genetic map distance 

and potentially representing the five chromosomes of Brachypodium.  When aligned to the 
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Brachypodium pseudo-molecules (Figure 2.14), these linkage groups showed good synteny with 

occasional breaks where individual markers landed on different chromosomes.  In addition, one 

linkage group (c) contained a probable false linkage, aligning to both Bd1 and Bd4.  The other 4 

largest linkage groups aligned to individual chromosomes.  In general, the alignments indicated 

that the linkage groups in Build 3 are accurate representations of small portions of the 

underlying chromosomes but the marker density on the map is not sufficiently high to coalesce 

these linkage groups further.  Only 11 % of the SSR markers used in the map identified 

polymorphisms between the mapping parents (Bd21 and Bd3-1) meaning that many potential 

markers could not be genetically mapped.  This success rate indicates a low level of EST-SSR 

marker polymorphism between the mapping parents.  A more recent study used SSR markers to 

evaluate genetic diversity in a large Turkish diploid Brachypodium collection and also included 

the original inbred lines used for genetic mapping (Vogel et al. 2009).  The Brachypodium 

accessions clustered into two major groups and interestingly, Bd21 and Bd3-1 were 

phylogenetically distant within one of the groups, indicating they are genetically quite diverse.  

Aligning the Brachypodium linkage groups to the rice genome sequence showed a complex 

relationship between the genomes with markers from a single linkage group hitting many rice 

chromosomes.  In syntenic regions, many local rearrangements were observed as well as 

adjacent markers hitting the same rice gene.  No real understanding of the relationship between 

Brachypodium and rice could be gained from these comparisons due the fragmentary nature 

and low resolution of this first Brachypodium genetic map.  Increasing the marker density by 

using a wider range of markers should decrease the number of linkage groups to better 

resemble the five Brachypodium chromosomes and will allow a more complete comparison to 

genetic, physical and sequence maps of other grasses. 

The FISH analysis performed on linkage groups from Builds 1 and 2 of the genetic linkage map 

was not performed on the Build 3 linkage groups but the chromosomal assignment of super-

contigs provided a basis for subsequent FISH analysis on the sequence contigs which proved an 

essential method to validate the WGS sequence assembly. 

2.8.2 Validation of the WGS genome assembly 

The diploid inbred line Bd21 (Garvin et al. 2008) was sequenced using a WGS approach by the 

JGI.  Twelve clone libraries were prepared from Bd21 with insert sizes ranging from 3 kb to 150 

kb.  These were end-sequenced and assembled using the ARACHNE assembler (Batzoglou et al. 

2002).  The genome was initially sampled to a depth of 4x at which point a mid-point assembly 

was released consisting of 1,015 super-contigs comprising 281.2 Mb of sequence.  The pre-

release assembly, representing 9.4x genome coverage, was released at the end of the 
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sequencing phase of the project and this consisted of 216 super-contigs comprising 273.4 Mb of 

sequence.  Two of the clone libraries sequenced by the JGI were also fingerprinted and end-

sequenced which allowed a physical map to be constructed using FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997).  

FPC-derived contigs were aligned to the WGS sequence assemblies to assess their accuracy and 

to improve both the physical map and the sequence assembly.  Validation methods such as 

comparison to physical maps are essential to assess sequence assemblies produced by WGS 

sequencing, especially for complex genomes (Meyers et al. 2004).  In addition, aligning the 

physical map contigs to the sequence assemblies allowed extensive validation of both the 

physical map contigs and the sequence assemblies using FISH. 

The two BAC libraries were made from Bd21 nuclear DNA using the restriction enzymes EcoRI 

and HindIII.  An average insert size of 126 kb was used and a total of 36,864 clones were 

fingerprinted generating 58,894 BES comprising 41.1 Mb of sequence.  FPC assembled 208 

contigs from 30,195 fingerprinted clones.  The physical map generated by Gu et al. (2009) was 

made from 67,151 HindIII- and BamHI-derived clones with an average insert size of 100 kb 

which assembled into 671 contigs.  Both maps used a similar Sulston score to assess significant 

fingerprint overlaps to build the contigs.  This suggests that the longer insert size used to 

construct the BAC libraries for this physical map allowed more contiguous regions to be 

assembled.  In addition, the use of the EcoRI restriction enzyme may have allowed cloning of a 

more representative set of genomic regions leading to a more accurate assembly in this physical 

map. 

The 208 FPC-derived contigs were aligned to the 17 largest mid-point sequence assemblies 

using the BES by SyMAP (Soderlund et al. 2006).  A high level of synteny was observed between 

the physical map contigs and the sequence assemblies indicating a high level of accuracy in both 

the sequence assemblies and the FPC contigs.  Aligning FPC contigs to the sequence assemblies 

allowed the FPC contigs to be ordered and oriented according to the WGS sequence assemblies.  

These alignments also indicated joins between physical map contigs where two contigs aligned 

to a single super-contig.  In addition, these alignments indicated possible merges between WGS 

sequence contigs where a FPC contig aligned to the ends of two sequence contigs.  This showed 

the benefit of having two independently constructed representations of the genome, each 

approach has different strengths and combining the approaches improved both the sequence 

assembly and the physical map.  The alignment of FPC contigs to sequence assemblies resulted 

in a physical map consisting of 35 contigs assembled from 26,800 clones aligned to 14 sequence 

contigs (11 original and 3 merged) with an estimated physical length of 303.7 Mb.   
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An important and novel aspect of assessing the WGS sequence contigs was the analysis 

facilitated by the physical map anchored to the sequence assembly.  I developed a Perl script to 

estimate the repeat content of BACs based on the predicted position of the BAC on the 

sequence assembly.  BACs containing low amounts of repetitive DNA were selected from the 

physical map from regions defining the ends of each sequence contig.  These BACs were used as 

FISH probes to determine whether the physical map contigs and WGS sequence contigs 

accurately reflected the underlying chromosomes.  In addition, it enabled me to identify the 

chromosomal locations of super-contigs prior to having access to chromosome-scale pseudo-

molecules.  The FISH analysis of the genetic linkage groups had resulted in the assignment of 6 

super-contigs from the mid-point assembly to chromosomes (Table 2.7).  Additional BAC probes 

were identified from the physical map to define the pre-release assembly super-contigs and 

these were anchored to the Brachypodium cytogenetic map confirming the previous anchoring 

results and indicating that the WGS sequence assemblies were accurate.  This experiment also 

located two additional two super-contigs onto chromosomes.  Mis-assemblies in pre-release 

super-contigs 2 and 4 were indicated by this experiment. 

The five pseudo-molecules of the final Brachypodium genome assembly were constructed by 

aligning the pre-release super-contigs to a high-density genetic map.  These alignments 

highlighted the mis-assembles in super-contigs 2 and 4 previously identified by the cytogenetic 

analysis.  These super-contigs were broken in the final assembly (Figure 2.5).  The final assembly 

consisted of five pseudo-molecules comprising a total of 271.9 Mb. 

The FPC-derived physical map contigs were aligned to the five pseudo-molecules in the final 

sequence assembly by BES using SyMAP and again good congruence was observed between the 

physical map contigs and the pseudo-molecules.  Twenty-six physical map contigs containing 

26,800 clones aligned to the pseudo-molecules.  The total length of the physical map contigs 

was 303.4 Mb based on an approximation of the band size of fingerprints.  This is slightly larger 

than the total length of the pseudo-molecules (272 Mb) but is consistent with a tendency for 

the size of physical map contigs to be overestimated when calculated from the band size of 

fingerprints.  In contrast, the existing Brachypodium physical map comprises contigs totalling 

410 Mb which suggests that many contigs in this map overlap (Gu et al. 2009).  The integration 

of the WGS sequence assembly and the physical map contigs allowed a more accurate physical 

map to be assembled with more contiguous sequences.  

The alignment between physical map contigs and pseudo-molecules was used to select probe 

BACs for FISH to validate joins between pre-release super-contigs and to locate the ends of 

pseudo-molecules that had not already been validated.  This analysis enabled all the pseudo-
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molecules to be validated cytogenetically (Figure 2.23).  A 1.5 Mb region was identified at the 

distal end of Bd4S where two probe BACs hybridised to Bd2L and this could not be fully 

explained, however this issue will be resolved when high-resolution chromosome painting is 

performed on this chromosome.  To provide additional evidence of the agreement between the 

WGS sequence assemblies, the physical map contigs and the cytogenetic map, chromosome-

specific BAC pools were identified and hybridised alongside reference BACs to identify each 

chromosome.  With one exception, BACs from each pool hybridised to the expected 

chromosome and provided further evidence that the pseudo-molecules accurately reflect the 

physical chromosomes of Brachypodium.  The Brachypodium chromosome painting experiment 

is ongoing but my script to screen BACs for repetitive DNA was particularly useful to select BAC 

clones containing low amounts of repetitive DNA as accurate hybridisation is required to obtain 

clear images.  At the present time, BAC pools have been identified for all 10 chromosome arms 

and pools from Bd1 and Bd2 have resulted in high resolution images.  These results not only 

indicate good agreement between the physical map, the sequence assembly and the 

cytogenetic map at a much higher level of resolution than was previously obtained using single 

BACs but also open the door for further chromosome studies in Brachypodium and related 

grasses. 

In order to provide an integrated genomic resource and to assess synteny between the two 

maps, the genetic linkage groups from the recently developed genetic map (Garvin et al. 2010) 

were anchored to the physical map contigs using two complimentary approaches.  Fourteen of 

the 20 linkage groups could be anchored unambiguously, three linkage groups were anchored in 

two possible positions and three small linkage groups could not be anchored.  These alignments 

agreed with previous alignments of linkage groups to pseudo-molecules made by locating the 

marker sequences directly onto the pseudo-molecules (Figure 2.14).  In addition, combining 

these results with the previous alignments allowed ambiguously anchored linkage groups to be 

clarified.  For example, the previous results aligned linkage group ‘g’ to Bd1 whereas this 

anchoring indicated Bd1 or Bd5, so Bd1 is the more likely candidate, being supported by two 

independent methods.  The same is true for linkage group ‘a’ which was previously aligned to 

Bd3 but in this case was anchored to either Bd1 or Bd3.  Bd3 is the more likely candidate as it is 

supported by three independent methods.   Interestingly, aligning linkage group ‘c’ to the 

physical map contigs once again highlighted the false join that was previously identified and 

indicates that this linkage group should be split into two as markers at one end of the linkage 

group align to Bd1 and markers at the other end to Bd4.  The long range collinearity between 

the physical and the genetic map supports the accuracy of the physical map contigs and 

provides a resource for map-based gene isolation.   
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The WGS sequence assemblies produced by the JGI were of high quality and were validated by 

integration with the physical map as well as additional cytogenetic validation.  This high quality 

sequence assembly will provide an important resource for understanding the genomes of other 

pooid grasses with large and complex genomes such as wheat and barley.   

2.8.3 Genome annotation 

The release of the mid-point assembly in August 2007 provided the first genome-scale view of 

Brachypodium and my annotation of the 281 Mb of sequence was essential to gain an 

understanding of the structure and properties of this first pooid grass genome.  The gene 

prediction program FGENESH identified 39,228 genes in the repeat-masked assembly, giving a 

gene density of 13.9 genes per 100 kb which falls between that of the smaller genome of 

Arabidopsis (TAIR8: 22.64 genes per 100 kb) and the larger genome of rice (RAP2: 7.39 genes 

per 100 kb).  However, this estimate is higher than a previous estimate of gene density in 

Brachypodium (7.14 genes per 100 kb) obtained from BES representing 10.9 % of the 

Brachypodium genome (Huo et al. 2008).  Less then 40 % of the gene predictions are supported 

by EST alignments suggesting that this estimate is high.  FGENESH is an ab initio gene prediction 

program which bases predictions purely on DNA sequence.  The incorporation of additional 

evidence for genes such as EST alignments would probably reduce the number of predicted 

genes.  The GC-content of the assembly (46.2 %) is similar that obtained from Brachypodium 

BAC-end sequences (45.2 %) and to other monocot genomes (SanMiguel et al. 2002; Yu et al. 

2002; Huo et al. 2006).  The GC content is higher in genic regions (57.1 %) than in the assembly 

as a whole which is a general trend in plant genomes (Montero et al. 1990).  The simple 

sequence repeats and flanking primer sequences identified in the super-contigs provided a 

source of potential molecular markers for genetic mapping.   

The transposable element content of the mid-point assembly was estimated as 7.1 %, with 

more than 80 % of these classified as class I retrotransposons.  This trend is observed in other 

sequenced grass genomes, for example, around 30 % the rice genome consists of transposable 

elements, two thirds of which are retrotransposons (International Rice Genome Sequencing 

Project 2005).  Analysis of Brachypodium BES estimated that 7.87 % of the genome consisted of 

retrotransposons (mainly LTR-retrotransposons) and 1.28 % was due to DNA transposons (Huo 

et al. 2008).  My estimation of transposable element content within the super-contigs is slightly 

lower than this but the proportions of class I to class II elements is similar.  I did not attempt to 

identify repeats specific to Brachypodium, estimated to comprise 7.4 % of the genome from BES 

analysis (Huo et al. 2008).  A de novo repeat finding strategy would be required to fully annotate 

the repetitive portion of the Brachypodium super-contigs. 
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The five pseudo-molecules of the final assembly were annotated by teams at MIPS and JGI.  In 

total, the pseudo-molecules comprised 272 Mb of sequence and 25,532 protein-coding loci 

were predicted containing 32,532 protein-coding transcripts.  These predictions were 

performed using ab initio methods as well as evidence-based prediction incorporating the ESTs 

generated by the JGI as part of the sequencing project.  This gene complement is within the 

same range as those of rice (Tanaka et al. 2008) and sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009) having 

28,236 and 27,640 genes respectively.  This gives an average gene density in Brachypodium of 

approximately 10 genes per 100 kb.  Annotation of the final genome assembly also quantified 

the fluctuations in gene density over the chromosomes showing that gene density was highest 

at the distal ends of chromosomes with very few genes found near the centromeres (Figure 

2.37).  This distribution of genes is characteristic of other sequenced grass genomes 

(International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005; Paterson et al. 2009; Choulet et al. 2010).   

 

Figure 2.37: Structural characteristics of the Brachypodium genome.   

The five pseudo-molecules (Bd1-5) are shown as three heat maps with the size each pseudo-molecule to the left.  

The heat maps show gene density on the top, LTR-retrotransposon density in the middle and centromeric repeats 

on the bottom with red indicating high density and blue indicating low density.  Gene density is highest at the 

distal end of chromosome arms and LTR-retrotransposon density is highest around the centromere (heat maps 

courtesy of Heidrun Gundlach, MIPS). 

 

The transposable element content of the Brachypodium genome was estimated to be 28.1 %; 

comprising 23.3 % class I retrotransposons and 4.8 % class II DNA transposons.  The majority of 

class I elements were LTR-retrotransposons (21.39 %) and the examples from all the major class 
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II families were found with gypsy elements being the predominant superfamily.  

Representatives from the DNA transposon superfamilies CACTA, hAT, Mutator, Tc1/Mariner and 

Harbinger were identified as well as both stowaway- and tourist-like MITEs and helitrons.  The 

transposable element content of Brachypodium is consistent with that observed for other 

sequenced grasses where a similar proportion of each genome comprises DNA transposons and 

the proportion of retrotransposons increases with genome size (International Rice Genome 

Sequencing Project 2005; Paterson et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2009).  Brachypodium has the 

lowest transposable element content of any grass genome sequenced to date as well as the 

lowest proportion of DNA transposons.  Its retrotransposon content is slightly higher than that 

reported for rice.  A transposable element from the Harbinger superfamily was identified 

containing a portion of a gene belonging to the nucleotide-binding site–leucine-rich repeat 

(NBS-LRR) family which implicates this class of transposable element in gene mobility, a 

phenomenon already associated with Pack-MULEs and helitrons (Kapitonov and Jurka 2001; 

Jiang et al. 2004).  

By determining the number of synonymous substitutions that have occurred in the long 

terminal repeats of inserted retrotransposons, the approximate date of retrotransposon 

insertion can be estimated (SanMiguel et al. 1998).  In the Brachypodium genome, many 

retrotransposons appear to have been inserted within the last 100,000 years which is evidence 

of much more recent activity than has been observed in the rice (Wicker and Keller 2007) and 

wheat genomes (Choulet et al. 2010).  The small size of the Brachypodium genome indicates 

that this retrotransposon activity is somehow mitigated to prevent genome expansion.  An 

estimate of the amount of DNA lost due to LTR : LTR recombination can be calculated from the 

number of solo LTRs identified in a genome as a solo LTR is generally left behind when an LTR-

retrotransposon is excised by unequal homologous recombination (Vicient et al. 1999).  In 

Brachypodium, 1,814 solo LTRs were identified equating to 17.4 Mb of sequence lost due to 

excision of LTR-retrotransposons.  This indicates that in Brachypodium, genome expansion by 

retrotransposons is countered by their removal by recombination.  In the Triticeae lineages, 

retrotransposons are not removed to such an extent leading to genome expansion (Wicker and 

Keller 2007).  

Particularly low gene density was identified on the short arm of chromosome 5 compared to the 

rest of the genome (Figure 2.37).  This chromosome arm also contains a high number of LTR-

retrotransposons, many of them young and few solo LTRs are found.  These observations 

indicate that in this region of the genome, LTR retrotransposons are accumulating and not being 

removed by recombination.  This genomic region is syntenic to the short arms of rice 

chromosome 4 and sorghum chromosome 6 which also show low gene density and high 
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retrotransposon density (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005; Paterson et al. 

2009). 

2.8.4 Comparative genomics 

At each stage of the genome assembly, the Brachypodium WGS sequence assemblies were 

compared with rice, wheat, barley and sorghum to provide the first genome-wide alignments 

between the three major grass sub-families.  At the mid-point stage of genome assembly, I 

compared the super-contigs with rice, wheat and barley.  The super-contigs showed good 

collinearity at the sequence level to rice with small rearrangements breaking the pattern of 

conservation.  The comparison obtained between wheat and Brachypodium was at a lower 

resolution as deletion bin-mapped ESTs (Qi et al. 2004) were used, however good alignments 

were obtained at the chromosome-level that were supported by alignments to barley obtained 

from genetically mapped barley ESTs aligned to Brachypodium.  In addition, the alignments of 

Brachypodium super-contigs to rice and wheat agreed with previous alignments between rice 

and wheat (La Rota and Sorrells 2004).  Wheat ESTs aligning to rice chromosome 1 also aligned 

to super-contigs 2, 4 and 13 which are the super-contigs that align to wheat chromosome group 

3 predicted by my alignments providing an additional method of validation.  Aligning each 

pseudo-molecule of the final assembly to rice, sorghum and wheat allowed the Brachypodium 

chromosomes to be added into the classic crop circle alignment of grass genomes (Devos 2005) 

alongside their syntenic regions in rice, millet, sorghum, maize, festuca, oat and wheat (Figure 

2.33). 

At a more detailed level, comparisons between the Brachypodium pseudo-molecules and rice 

showed a pattern of nested homology to rice chromosomes centred on the centromere (Figure 

2.34).  This indicated a possible method of reduction in chromosome number from rice (12) to 

Brachypodium (5) as the insertion of multiple rice chromosomes into the centromeres of other 

chromosomes.  For example, by this mechanism Bd1 would be formed by Os6 inserting into the 

centromere of Os7, followed by insertion of this new chromosome into Os3 (Figure 2.38).  

Multiple syntenic breakpoints were identified in each Brachypodium chromosome delineating 

blocks of homology to each rice chromosome. 

This pattern of nested chromosome insertion has previously been observed when comparing 

the linkage groups of rice to the panicoid grasses, for example, maize, sorghum and sugarcane 

(Kellogg 2001) and a comparative map of finger millet (a grain crop cultivated in East Africa and 

Southern India) to the rice genome (Srinivasachary et al. 2007).  In addition, comparison of the 

recent Ae. tauschii genetic map to rice and sorghum identified nested chromosome insertions 

as the likely mechanism by which the reduction in chromosome number from rice (x = 12) to 
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Triticeae species (x = 7) and sorghum (x = 10) had occurred (Luo et al. 2009).  The insertion of 

one chromosome into the centromere of another with no overall loss in gene content is thought 

to be the dominant mechanism of chromosome number reduction in grasses and these results 

confirm that this is also the case in Brachypodium (x = 5).  This provides confirmation that the 

nested insertion mechanism is a unifying mechanism that describes the evolution of grass 

chromosomes and chromosome synteny.  In addition, comparing these alignments to previous 

rice-wheat alignments (Salse et al. 2008a) indicated that the reduction in chromosome number 

had occurred independently in the Brachypodium and wheat lineages. 

   

Figure 2.38: Possible mechanism of chromosome reduction from rice (12) to Brachypodium (5). 

This explains the pattern of nested homology observed between Brachypodium and rice.  Multiple rice 

chromosomes are inserted into the centromeres of other chromosomes to form a new chromosome. 

 

The final Brachypodium genome analysis extended the comparisons presented here by using 

the stringent alignment criteria and statistical validation that had already been applied to the 

genomes of rice, wheat, sorghum and maize (Salse et al. 2008a) to identify duplications within 

the Brachypodium genome and duplications shared between Brachypodium and other grasses.  

This more sophisticated analysis distinguishes paralogous and orthologous relationships and 

identified six major chromosomal duplications in the Brachypodium genome.  In addition, 

identification of orthologous genes-pairs between Brachypodium, rice, sorghum and the 

Triticeae defined 21,045 orthologous relationships which were consistent with the current 

evolutionary model of grasses originating from an ancestral grass genome containing five 

chromosomes via a 12 chromosome intermediate (Salse et al. 2008a).  The Brachypodium 

genome sequence provided the first opportunity to add a complete pooid grass genome 

sequence into this model and thus was key to confirm the existing model.  This analysis 

identified the nested insertion of a whole rice chromosome into the centromere of another 

chrosmome as a mechanism of chromosome reduction.  This observation was also extended to 
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sorghum and barley.  Detailed analysis also identified ‘footprints’ of chromosome insertions at 

the syntenic breakpoints where centromeric repeats from the inserted chromosome still existed 

in the target chromosome.  In addition, retrotransposon density was high around these 

insertion sites as would be expected at a centromere and high gene density could still be 

observed at the former distal end of the inserted chromosome.  This more detailed analysis 

confirmed that the reduction in chromosome number had occurred independently in the 

Brachypodium and Triticeae lineages as no chromosome fusions were shared between these 

genomes.  

In the final genome analysis, Brachypodium genes were clustered with sorghum and rice genes 

in addition to wheat ESTs to represent wheat genes.  This identified orthologues between the 

four species and allowed the time of divergence of these four grasses to be estimated by 

measuring the mean synonymous substitutions rates between syntenic gene-pairs.  It was 

estimated that sorghum (representative of the panicoid grasses) diverged from the rice lineage 

45-60 MYA, the pooid grasses (wheat and Brachypodium) diverged from the rice lineage 40-54 

MYA and Brachypodium diverged from wheat 32-39 MYA.  These estimates agree with previous 

results obtained from small gene samples (Gaut 2002; Charles et al. 2009).  In addition, 

ancestral whole-genome duplication was identified in the Brachypodium genome, and 

estimated to have occurred 56-73 MYA, consistent with the ancient whole-genome duplication 

that predated the divergence of the grasses previously identified in rice and sorghum (Yu et al. 

2005; Paterson et al. 2009).   

Brachypodium is the first member of the Pooideae grass subfamily to be sequenced.  Its small 

genome and a phylogenetic position in the grass family make it an ideal model for agriculturally 

important grasses such as wheat and barley as well as potential biofuel crops.  The genome 

resources described in this chapter such as the first genetic map, a physical map, an annotated 

genome sequence and comparison of this genome to other grasses comprise a major 

contribution towards the adoption of Brachypodium as a model organism for a range of 

applications in plant genomics.  In particular, having a well annotated pooid grass genome 

establishes a template for analysis of the large genomes of other pooid grasses such as wheat. 
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3 Identification of conserved non-coding sequences (CNS) in the 

Brachypodium genome 

3.1 Relevant publications 

International Brachypodium Initiative (2010). "Genome sequencing and analysis of the model 

grass Brachypodium distachyon." Nature 463(7282): 763-768. 

3.2 Introduction 

The protein-coding regions and intron-exon structures of genes can generally be accurately 

predicted ab initio from DNA sequence. However, there is a wealth of other information 

encoded by DNA sequences that have thus far proved to be more difficult to analyse. For 

example, the identification of regulatory elements controlling the spatiotemporal expression of 

genes is an essential step towards understanding the complex regulatory networks that operate 

within a cell.  Regulatory elements are short DNA sequences located in noncoding DNA that 

control gene expression by binding transcription factors at specific sites within the DNA 

sequence (Kadonaga 2004).  These sites are called transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) or 

cis-regulatory elements, meaning regulatory elements that are located on the same strand and 

in close proximity as the regulated gene.     

Experimental identification of regulatory elements is time consuming and in most cases can only 

be applied to individual genes.  DNA footprinting was developed to study the interaction of DNA 

binding proteins with their target sites (Galas and Schmitz 1978).  First, PCR is used to amplify 

the DNA region to be studied and the DNA is radioactively or fluorescently labelled.  The sample 

is divided into two, and one sample has the protein of interest added.  A cleavage agent such as 

deoxyribonuclease (or DNase) is added to both samples at a low concentration to ensure that 

each DNA strand will be cut once at a random position along its length.  Both samples are 

separated by electrophoresis and the pattern of fragments compared.  If the protein has 

successfully bound to the DNA it will protect the DNA strand from enzymatic cleavage and thus 

a ‘footprint’ of missing bands will be observed in one sample.  A technique called a mobility shift 

assay also uses electrophoresis to determine whether a protein has bound to a DNA sequence 

(Garner and Revzin 1981).  Again, two samples are required, one containing a labelled DNA 

fragment with no protein present and the other containing the same labelled DNA fragment and 

the protein expected to bind to it.  If the protein binds to the DNA fragment, the resulting 

complex will be larger and will this move more slowly in the polyacrylamide gel and a ‘shift’ in 

the resulting gel band will be observed. 
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In 1988, the chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay was developed to determine whether 

specific proteins such as transcription factors bind to sites within a genomic region in vivo 

(Solomon et al. 1988).  Cells are first treated with formaldehyde to generate stable cross-links 

between bound proteins and DNA sites.  The chromatin is isolated from the cells and the DNA is 

sheared into small fragments.  An antibody specific to the DNA-binding protein being 

investigated is used to isolate the protein-DNA complex by precipitation, then the protein is 

unbound and PCR is used to amplify specific DNA sequences to determine if they were 

precipitated with the protein.  More recently, ChIP has been combined with high-throughput 

sequencing (ChIP-Seq) to provide a genome-wide approach that can be used to identify 

regulatory elements (Johnson et al. 2007).  DNA sites with bound transcription factors are 

isolated in vivo, sequenced and aligned back to the target genome to determine their binding 

locations.   

Phylogenetic footprinting (Tagle et al. 1988) is an in silico technique used to identify regions 

containing regulatory elements and exploits the fact that functional sequences tend to evolve 

more slowly than non-functional sequences as they are subject to selective pressure.  

Comparison of orthologous sequences from different species enables these potentially 

functional regions to be identified within the non-functional surrounding sequence.  The success 

of phylogenetic footprinting was pivotal in the decision to sequence the mouse genome in order 

to identify regulatory regions in the human genome sequence (Hardison et al. 1997).  These 

regions are called conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs).  Phylogenetic footprinting was used 

to identify ninety CNSs from a comparison of 1 Mb orthologous regions in human and mouse 

(Loots et al. 2000).  The largest sequence identified (401 bp) was analysed for function in vitro 

using transgenic mice and appeared to function as a coordinate regulator of three genes, 

interleukin-4, interleukin-13, and interleukin-5 by modification of chromatin structure.  Nobrega 

and colleagues used phylogenetic footprinting between human and mouse to identify 

regulatory regions surrounding the human DACH gene, a gene involved in the development of 

brain, limbs and sensory organs (Nobrega et al. 2003).  A subset of these elements were tested 

in vivo using a reporter assay in transgenic mice and were found to drive expression of the 

reporter gene.  Although phylogenetic footprinting will only identify regulatory regions under 

selective constraint, in silico methods are significantly cheaper and faster than experimental 

methods and can be used to inform experimental methods. 

Following its use in mammalian systems, phylogenetic footprinting was used to identify CNSs in 

plants from comparisons between orthologous regions of rice and maize (Kaplinsky et al. 2002; 

Inada et al. 2003) and a more extensive study using maize, rice, barley, wheat and sorghum 

(Guo and Moose 2003) .  These studies indicated that plant CNSs are characteristically different 
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to mammalian CNSs; plant CNSs are much shorter and plant genes have fewer CNSs within their 

gene-space with no CNSs found around some genes.  In mammals, CNSs are detected 

throughout the genome and can regulate genes several kilobases away (Loots et al. 2000).  

Conversely, plant CNSs tend to be found much closer to the genes they regulate.  In general, 

plant CNSs appear to be less complex than mammalian CNSs possibly indicating less complex 

regulatory mechanisms in the Plantae kingdom (Kaplinsky et al. 2002; Guo and Moose 2003; 

Inada et al. 2003).  It has been hypothesised that due to the increased redundancy of genetic 

material in plants arising from various gene duplication processes, genes do not require such 

complex regulatory mechanisms as a duplicated gene can develop a new or more specialised 

function after duplication (Lockton and Gaut 2005).   

The completion of genome sequencing projects in Arabidopsis (The Arabidopsis Genome 

Initiative 2000) and rice (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005) enabled genome-

wide identification of CNSs from these genomes by comparison of paralogous gene-pairs 

resulting from intra-genomic duplication (Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d).  These were 

called α-CNSs as they are identified from paralogous rather than orthologous comparisons.  In 

Arabidopsis, nearly 15,000 α-CNSs were identified, located upstream, downstream and within 

the introns of protein-coding genes, most commonly in the 5’ promoter region.  This 

investigation also showed that the typical Arabidopsis gene contains approximately 1.7 α-CNSs 

and that genes with a high number of α-CNSs tend to be associated with GO terms relating to 

transcription factor activity and environmental, metabolic or pathogenic stress.  Genes with no 

α-CNSs are associated with GO terms inferring housekeeping and basal metabolic processes 

(Thomas et al. 2007). 

In silico identification of CNSs requires pairwise local alignment of orthologous DNA sequences.  

These sequences should be from species within a “window of useful divergence” (Freeling and 

Subramaniam 2009).  If the evolutionary distance between the DNA sequences being compared 

is too small, mutations will not have had time to accumulate sufficiently to distinguish 

functional from non-functional DNA and if the evolutionary distance is too large, all but the 

most conserved regions will have diverged to such an extent as to not be detectable.  Plant 

CNSs are less conserved than vertebrate CNSs so more sensitive detection methods are 

required.  The method used in the first plant CNS study has been adopted in most subsequent 

studies (Kaplinsky et al. 2002).  Sequences are aligned using BLASTN and syntenic HSPs with E-

values less than the E-value resulting from a 15/15 exact base pair match are considered to be 

CNSs (Thomas et al. 2007).  Local alignment tools such as BLASTN have been shown to perform 

better than global alignment methods for the detection of plant CNSs (Lyons and Freeling 2008). 
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In addition to phylogenetic footprinting, potential regulatory motifs can be identified by 

searching the promoter regions of functionally related genes.  Large databases of gene 

expression data such as Genevestigator (Zimmermann et al. 2004)  are used to identify genes 

that are co-expressed at specific developmental stages or in response to a specific 

environmental condition and this is used to infer related function.  Motifs that are statistically 

overrepresented in the promoter regions of functionally related genes compared to a 

background model may be potential regulatory elements.  Combining evolutionary conservation 

and co-expression analysis to identify potential functional motifs increases the predictive power 

in comparison to relying on a single source of information, as motifs that are present in the 

promoters of functionally related genes and that are conserved between orthologues are likely 

candidates for function.  Software such as PhyloCon is used to detect motifs by comparing the 

promoter sequences of co-regulated genes in one species to the promoter regions of 

orthologous genes in related species (Wang and Stormo 2003).  PhyloCon has been used to 

identify functional motifs in the promoter regions of rice and sorghum genes (Wang et al. 

2009b) but the lack of large gene expression datasets in Brachypodium precludes this type of 

analysis at the present time.   

Very few CNSs in plants have been experimentally validated.  One study investigated a gene 

found in grasses called Knotted1 which has two 5’ CNSs containing regulatory elements that 

control the expression of the gene (Uchida et al. 2007).  Another study showed that insertion of 

a MITE transposable element into a 5’ CNS of a gene involved in flowering time in maize 

lowered the expression levels of the gene, resulting in late flowering (Salvi et al. 2007).   

This chapter describes the in silico identification of conserved noncoding sequences in the 

Brachypodium genome by pairwise alignment of putative orthologues from Brachypodium, rice 

(International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005)  and sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009). 

These grasses represent three major subfamilies of economically important grasses: the 

Pooideae (Brachypodium), the Ehrhartoideae (rice) and Panicoideae (sorghum).  The level of 

evolutionary divergence between these three grasses ensures that non-functional sequence will 

have been randomised by background mutation and will allow the identification of CNSs that 

have been conserved over the 50-70 million years since these grasses diverged from a common 

ancestor (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  Part of this analysis involved the design 

of web pages to visualise the alignments and identified CNSs.  Gene expression data from rice 

was used to identify Brachypodium genes potentially involved in drought response and CNSs 

surrounding these genes were searched for regulatory elements known to be involved in 

drought response.  
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Identification of putative orthologues 

FASTA files containing all predicted protein sequences from Brachypodium (v1.0), sorghum 

(v1.4) and rice (TIGR v5) were used as input into OrthoMCL v1.4 (Li et al. 2003) to determine 

putative rice and sorghum orthologues to each Brachypodium gene.  OrthoMCL uses BLASTp to 

identify reciprocal best hits within a genome as potential paralogues and reciprocal best hits 

across two genomes as potential orthologues.  Related proteins are linked in a graph structure 

which is decomposed into discrete clusters representing orthologous and paralogous groups of 

genes.  The orthologous relationships were loaded into a MySQL database alongside the 

genomic coordinates of genes for later processing.  

3.3.2 Identification of conserved sequences 

Each Brachypodium gene with identified orthologues in rice and sorghum was processed in turn 

using Perl scripts (Supplementary information 10) to extract the genomic sequence containing 

the gene and surrounding region (gene-space) from FASTA files containing the three genome 

assemblies.  The gene-space of each rice and sorghum orthologue was also extracted.  The 

gene-space for a gene was defined to include 10 kb upstream of the first exon and 10 kb 

downstream of the last exon to capture conserved sequences that may occur far from the 

proximal promoter (Freeling et al. 2007).  In cases where a neighbouring gene was found less 

than 20 kb away, the intervening distance was divided equally between the neighbouring genes.   

Once the gene-space for orthologous genes were extracted, the exons of each gene were 

masked and bl2seq v2.2.18 (Tatusova and Madden 1999) was used to run pair-wise 

comparisons between the Brachypodium sequence and each of the rice and sorghum 

orthologues using settings designed to identify short conserved sequences as previously 

described in the literature (Kaplinsky et al. 2002).  A spike sequence of 15 bp was added to the 

end of each sequence prior to the comparison and any high-scoring pairs (HSPs) giving E-values 

greater than the E-value obtained from the HSP between the spike sequences were discarded 

(Lyons and Freeling 2008).   

The resulting HSPs were post-processed to identify regions on the Brachypodium sequence that 

were covered by both a Brachypodium - rice HSP and a Brachypodium - sorghum HSP, i.e. 

regions that are conserved between the three genomes.  Only HSPs having a percentage 

identity of 85% or higher were included in this step and overlapping regions of less than 15 bp 

were excluded as this is the minimum length for consideration as a plant CNS (Lyons and 
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Freeling 2008).  CNSs were classified as class1 where sequence and position in relation to the 

gene was conserved in orthologous gene-space and class2 where sequence only was conserved. 

3.3.3 Analysis of CNS-rich genes using Gene Ontology (GO) terms 

Previous studies have shown that genes with a high number of CNSs are associated with GO 

terms related to transcription factor activity and environmental, metabolic or pathogenic stress 

(Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d).  To test this I extracted GO terms for the 100 most CNS-rich 

genes and compared it to the GO terms for 100 random genes with no defined CNSs. 

3.3.4 Visualisation of a large dataset 

Dealing with such a large dataset required tools to visualise the HSPs and resulting CNSs with 

respect to genes.  In order to do this, the HSPs between all pair-wise comparisons were loaded 

into the MySQL database together with the identified CNS.  Web pages were written to display 

the orthologous relationships between Brachypodium, rice and sorghum genes and the HSPs 

obtained from BLAST for each pair-wise comparison.  In addition, the Bio::Graphics library was 

used to implement web pages to visualise the HSPs resulting from each pair-wise comparison 

and the CNSs surrounding each Brachypodium gene (Supplementary information 11).  Identified 

CNSs were loaded into the Brachypodium genome browser at www.modelcrop.org.  

3.3.5 Identification of CNS regulatory motifs using rice gene expression data 

In order to determine whether particular functional motifs were overrepresented in CNSs 

surrounding functionally related genes, a set of rice genes were obtained that were shown 

experimentally to be up-regulated in drought conditions (Zhou et al. 2007a).  This data was 

provided as a list of oligonucleotides so first the corresponding rice gene for each 

oligonucleotide was identified by comparing each sequence against the TIGR rice v6 pseudo-

molecules using BLASTn.  Then BLASTp was used to find putative Brachypodium orthologues for 

each rice gene using an E-value cut-off of 1e-10.   

The CNSs surrounding these genes were searched for the core motif ([GA]CCGAC) of the 

DRE/CRT (dehydration-responsive element/C-repeat) cis-acting element found in many genes in 

Arabidopsis and rice (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki 1994).  A Pearson chi-square test was 

used to test for the null hypothesis that no overrepresentation of the drought motif was 

observed in the CNSs surrounding the putative drought response genes, compared with the 

occurrence of drought motifs in the CNSs surrounding the genes not involved in drought 

response.   

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Identification of putative orthologues 

The 25,532 predicted protein coding loci in the Brachypodium genome (v1.0 annotation) encode 

32,255 predicted proteins and these were clustered into 22,012 orthologous groups by 

OrthoMCL together with the 66,710 and 36,338 predicted proteins of rice and sorghum 

respectively. 

Eight-hundred and seventy-one clusters (4 %) contained a single gene and the remaining 

clusters contained between 2 and 1,831 genes.  Brachypodium genes were present in 16,892 

clusters (78 %) and 21,480 Brachypodium genes (84 %) were clustered.  In total, 14,635 clusters 

(66 %) contained genes from all three species and could be used to identify putative CNSs. 

3.4.2 Identification of conserved sequences 

After running the CNS detection pipeline, 15,997 putative conserved non-coding sequences 

were identified in the Brachypodium genome with lengths ranging from 15 to 2,255 nucleotides.  

Manual inspection of the longest CNSs revealed that six were clustered around a single gene on 

the distal end of the short arm of Brachypodium chromosome 5 (Figure 3.1).  BLAST analysis 

showed these sequences had significant similarity to 25S ribosomal RNA genes which were not 

included in the Brachypodium v1.0 genome annotation and had been identified as highly 

conserved between the three species.  These CNSs were excluded from further processing. 

 

Figure 3.1: The six longest CNSs clustered around Brachypodium gene Bradi5g00200.   

These CNSs were identified as 25S ribosomal RNA genes and excluded from further processing. 

 

After these exclusions, 15,991 CNSs remained and were classified as 10,194 class 1 and 5,797 

class 2 (Table 3.1).  The complete list of CNSs is presented in Supplementary information 12.  

The lengths of identified CNSs ranged from 15 to 581 bp with a mean length of 30.1 bp.  The 

median length was 23 bp meaning that half the CNSs were longer than 23 bp and half were 

shorter showing that the distribution was skewed towards shorter CNSs within this range.  Only 

30% of CNSs were longer than 40 bp.  In total, 480.7 kb of genomic sequence was represented 

by CNSs. 
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 Number 
identified 

Mean 
length (bp) 

Median 
length (bp) 

Length 
range (bp) 

Class 1 10,194 32.0 24 15 - 476 

Class 2 5,797 26.8 21 15 – 581 

All 15,991 30.1 23 15 – 581 
Table 3.1: Properties of putative CNSs identified in the Brachypodium genome 

 

Low complexity sequence was not masked before identification of putative CNSs as many 

functional motifs contain low complexity sequence, for example the GAGA regulatory element 

which is a di-nucleotide repeat and has been shown to regulate gene expression in plants 

(Sangwan and O'Brian 2002).  Because low complexity sequences were not masked, these 

sequences may be identified as potential CNSs if they occur in the gene-space of orthologous 

genes.  However, they will be classified as class 2 CNSs as they do not satisfy the requirement of 

showing conservation of both sequence and location.  All identified CNSs were searched for low 

complexity sequence using the DUST program (Altschul et al. 1990) to determine if class 2 CNSs 

(which are not conserved in location) were higher in low complexity sequence than class1 CNSs.  

CNSs containing 50 % or more low complexity sequence were identified (321 class1 CNSs and 

1270 class2 CNSs). 

Out of the 21,480 Brachypodium genes clustered, 7,486 (34.9 %) had identified CNSs, leaving 

13,994 genes with no detectable CNSs using this method.  More than half (52.4 %) of genes with 

CNSs had a single CNS with the maximum number of CNSs identified for one gene being 21 

(Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the number of CNSs per gene considering only genes with CNSs.   

Most genes included in have one identifiable CNS and the most CNSs identified for one gene is 21. 

 

The location of CNSs in relation to their corresponding genes is important as, although they are 

usually found in the promoter region of genes, regulatory elements can also be found at the 3’ 

end of genes and within introns (Thomas et al. 2007).  Analysis of the locations of the CNSs 

identified in the Brachypodium genome (Table 3.2) showed that the majority of CNSs (45.2 %) 

occur in the 5’ region of genes including the 5’ untranslated region (UTR).  The regions 

containing the second highest number of CNSs (29.7 %) were 3’ regions and the remaining CNSs 

(25.1 %) were found in intronic regions.  CNSs found in 5’ and 3’ UTR regions were counted 

separately in this analysis but as not all genes in the Brachypodium v1.0 annotation have 

defined UTR regions, these figures could be misleading if used on their own.  For this reason, 

CNSs falling in defined 5’ and 3’ UTRs were counted as occurring within 5’ upstream or 3’ 

downstream regions.  

 All CNSs Class 1 CNSs 

Region Observed 
occurrences 

Percentage 
of total 

Observed 
occurrences 

Percentage 
of total 

Intron 4,020 25.1 2,864 28.1 

5’ UTR 705 4.4 344 3.4 

3’ UTR 2,024 12.7 1,382 13.6 

5’ region 6,525 40.8 4,121 40.4 

3’ region 2,717 17.0 1,483 14.5 

Total 15,991  10,194  
Table 3.2: Locations of identified CNSs considering all CNSs and class 1 CNSs only.   

CNSs are found mainly in the 5’ regions of genes, and also in 3’ and intronic regions, but at a lower frequency. 
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Class 1 CNSs are conserved both in location and sequence and if the same analysis is performed 

on these CNSs only, a similar trend is observed.  The majority of CNSs (42.8 %) occurred 

upstream of genes in the classic promoter region and occurred in 3’ and intronic regions at a 

similar frequency (28.1 %). 

Figure 3.3 shows how far away from genes 5’ and 3’ CNSs were found.  The majority of both 5’ 

and 3’ CNS were close to genes, generally less than 2 kb.  However some CNSs were as far as 10 

kb away from the gene they were associated with.  The mean distance of 5’ and 3’ CNSs from 

genes was 1.2 kb and if one considers the ‘footprint’ of a gene as extending 2 kb upstream from 

the first exon and 2 kb downstream from the last exon then 86% of detected CNSs fell within 

this region. 

 

Figure 3.3: Distributions of the distance from genes where CNSs are found.   

(A) CNSs in the 3’ region (B) CNSs in the 5’ region.  In both cases the x-axis measures the distance from the gene.  

Most 5’ and 3’ CNSs are found close to genes (within 2kb) but some are found up to 10 kb away. 

3.4.3 Analysis of CNS-rich genes using Gene Ontology (GO) terms 

The 100 most CNS-rich genes had CNS numbers ranging from 21 to 6.  The list of GO terms 

extracted from these genes contained 41 terms associated with transcription factor activity, 

either through transcriptional regulation or binding of a transcription factor.  The list of GO 

terms extracted from 100 genes containing no identified CNSs contained only 3 terms 

associated with transcription factor activity.   

3.4.4 Visualisation of a large dataset 

The webpage I designed as the point of entry to the CNS database requires a Brachypodium 

gene name and displays all the orthologues identified for that gene (Figure 3.4).  Clicking on one 

of the orthologue links in the resulting table shows the individual HSPs from each pairwise 

comparison between the Brachypodium gene and the orthologue, displayed as a table (Figure 

3.5).   
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the entry page for the CNS viewer.   

From this page a user can view predicted orthologues, blast results and visualise BLAST results and CNSs with 

respect to genes. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Screenshot showing individual HSPs from a pairwise comparison using BLAST. 

 

In addition to the tabular view, HSPs can be viewed graphically positioned around a gene.  

Figure 3.6 shows a screenshot of the HSPs resulting from two pair-wise comparisons 

(Brachypodium – rice and Brachypodium – sorghum).  From this image it is easy to see that the 

HSPs labelled ‘hsp1’ (linked with green arrows) in both comparisons are located upstream of the 

5’ end of each gene model and identify a CNS.  The resulting CNS can be viewed graphically in 

the CNS viewer or the Brachypodium genome browser. 
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Figure 3.6: Screenshot showing a graphical view of HSPs. 

Two pairwise comparisons of orthologous genes are shown with HSPs shown as small blue blocks labelled ‘hsp’.  

The Brachypodium gene model is shown at the top in orange and the rice and sorghum gene models in blue.  

Directly below the Brachypodium gene model are the HSPs resulting from the comparison with the rice gene and 

below this, the HSPs resulting from the comparison with the sorghum gene.  Each hit in an HSP is labelled the same 

as its matching pair.  For example, hsp1 in the Brachypodium – rice comparison matches hsp1 under rice gene 

model and hsp1 in the Brachypodium – sorghum comparison matches hsp1 under the sorghum model.  These 

matches are indicated by green arrows in the figure. 

3.4.5 Identification of CNS regulatory motifs using rice gene expression data 

The 1,629 Brachypodium genes orthologous to rice genes shown to be involved in drought 

response had 1,567 CNSs associated with them and 23 of these contained DRE/CRT motifs.  The 

19,851 genes not predicted to be involved in drought response had 14,424 CNSs surrounding 

them and 99 of these contained the DRE/CRT motif.  A Pearson chi-square test showed that 

there was a statistically significant difference (χ2 (1, N=15,991) = 11.4, p < 0.001) in enrichment 

of the motif within CNSs surrounding genes predicted to be involved in drought response 

compared to CNSs surrounding genes not predicted to be involved in drought response.  There 

is a less than 0.1 % probability that this difference would occur by chance.  

An example of a CNS containing a DRE/CRT motif is shown in Figure 3.7.  The CNS was located in 

the 5’ promoter region of a gene and was highly conserved between orthologues of 

Brachypodium, rice and sorghum differing in only 4 positions along its 27 bp length.  The gene 

(Bradi1g55560) was identified as being involved in drought response by orthology to a rice gene 

shown to be involved in drought response.  The protein sequence of Bradi1g55560 showed 

sequence similarity to a light inducible protein from barley belonging to the ELIP/psbS family.  

Genes from this family have been shown to increase gene expression in response to a variety of 

stresses, including drought (Zeng et al. 2002). 
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Figure 3.7: A conserved non-coding sequence in Brachypodium, rice and sorghum. 

The CNS is located in the 5’ upstream region of orthologous genes shown to be involved in drought-response.  The 

multiple sequence alignment of the three CNSs shows the core DRE/CRT (dehydration-responsive element/C-

repeat) cis-acting element in bold. 

3.5 Discussion 

Phylogenetic footprinting is a method used to identify regions in genomes containing regulatory 

elements by comparing homologous sequences from related species.  These comparisons 

highlight regions that have been conserved over evolutionary timescales due to selective 

pressure and that may have functional significance, for example as transcription factor binding 

sites.  Non-functional sequence is not evolutionarily constrained and will accumulate mutations.  

Under this premise I compared orthologous sequences from Brachypodium, rice and sorghum 

to identify highly conserved regions in Brachypodium that could be candidate regulatory 

regions.  The genomic regions identified using this method are conserved across three diverse 

grass subfamilies and therefore will probably be conserved in other grasses such as wheat and 

barley for which a complete genome sequence has yet to be obtained.  The method used to 

identify conserved sequences has previously been used to identify conserved sequences in 

plants (Kaplinsky et al. 2002; Inada et al. 2003; Thomas et al. 2007; Lyons and Freeling 2008; Li 

et al. 2009d) which appear to have less complex gene regulatory mechanisms than mammalian 

systems. 

Clustering protein sequences from Brachypodium, rice and sorghum identified 22,012 

orthologous groups; 21,480 Brachypodium genes were clustered and 14,635 clusters contained 

genes from all three species that could be used from CNS detection.  Similar relationships were 

identified in the Brachypodium genome analysis where 20,562 Brachypodium/wheat/barley 

genes were clustered with sorghum and rice genes into 13,580 gene families (International 
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Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  The reason for the difference may be my choice of rice genome 

annotation; I used the TIGR v5 annotation whereas the RAP2 annotation was used in the 

clustering performed for the Brachypodium genome analysis and the number of genes 

predicted by these methods differs significantly (RAP2 - 28,236, TIGRv5 – 56,328).  The 

clustering performed for the Brachypodium genome analysis also collapsed paralogous gene 

sets before running OrthoMCL, something that was not performed in this analysis. 

Previous analyses of regulatory regions in plants identified CNSs clustered around protein-

coding genes, either upstream, downstream or within introns (Freeling et al. 2007; Thomas et 

al. 2007).  In addition, CNSs were identified up to 4 kb away from an exon.  For these reasons I 

chose to define a gene-space for each gene of up to 10 kb, limited by neighbouring genes. 

The orthologous comparisons performed in this analysis identified 15,991 CNSs with lengths 

ranging from 15 to 581 bp with a median length of 23 bp.  Two previous efforts to identify CNSs 

in Arabidopsis and rice using paralogous comparisons identified an average CNS as being of 

similar size (Table 3.3).  According to the figures in Table 3.3, the CNSs identified in 

Brachypodium are most similar to Arabidopsis CNSs, which is surprising if one considers the data 

obtained from previous studies to be generally representative of CNS differences between 

monocots and dicots.  Of the total number of CNSs identified, 63.7 % are classified as ‘true 

CNSs’ where both sequence and location is conserved.  Very little difference is observed in the 

length distributions of class1 and class2 Brachypodium CNSs. 

Species Number 
identified 

Mean 
length (bp) 

Median 
length (bp) 

Length 
range (bp) 

Brachypodium 15,991 30.1 23 15-581 

Arabidopsis 14,944 30.7 24 15-285 

Rice 31,114 29 17 15-1,684 
Table 3.3: Comparison of CNSs identified in Brachypodium, Arabidopsis and rice. 

(Data obtained from Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d) 

 

When identifying CNSs from paralogous comparisons (Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d), one 

is limited by the number of genes contained within intra-genomic duplicated regions so the 

subset of genes used to identify these CNSs is usually small (6,042 in rice and 3,179 in 

Arabidopsis).  In this analysis, nearly 15,000 clusters of orthologous genes were used so in 

theory more CNSs should be identified.  However, in this analysis the CNSs being identified are 

conserved between three species, hence only a small number of CNSs are identified.  CNSs 

conserved between Brachypodium and rice but not sorghum or conserved between 
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Brachypodium and sorghum but not rice were not included in this dataset but may still be 

relevant as potential regulatory regions conserved be more closely related grasses. 

The identification of six ribosomal RNA genes as potential CNSs (Figure 3.1) highlights the fact 

that this method of CNS detection is very dependent upon an accurate genome annotation.  The 

regions selected for comparison are determined by the annotation and coding regions defined 

by the annotation are masked.  This means that any annotation errors will be reflected in the 

CNS dataset, including exons that have not been annotated and incorrect gene models.  The 

CNSs identification performed using version 5 of the Arabidopsis genome annotation 

highlighted many annotation issues (Thomas et al. 2007).  The Brachypodium CNS dataset was 

not explicitly screened to identify annotation errors in this analysis due to time restrictions.   

Very few identified CNSs contained low complexity sequence or simple sequence repeats 

although class 2 CNSs contained higher levels than class 1 CNSs.  Low complexity sequence in 

class 1 CNSs is more likely to be functional than similar sequence in class 2 CNSs as class 1 CNSs 

are conserved in syntenic positions across the three grass genomes.  Low complexity sequence 

in class 2 CNSs probably reflects non-functional repetitive sequence in orthologous gene-space, 

as location is not conserved in class 2 CNSs.  Very few CNSs identified in Arabidopsis were 

simple sequence repeats (Thomas et al. 2007). 

Most Brachypodium genes have no detectable CNSs using BLASTN comparison, in agreement 

with previous studies (Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d).  This is because the detection of 

potential regulatory regions using phylogenetic footprinting only identifies regions under 

selective pressure; it does not identify regulatory regions that are not evolutionarily conserved.  

Genes without CNSs may be regulated by other less conserved DNA elements.  One of the 

findings from the pilot phase of the ENCODE project was that although there is overlap between 

genomic regions identified as functional by experimental means and regions under evolutionary 

constraint, not all experimentally determined functional regions are under evolutionary 

constraint (Birney et al. 2007).   

The CNS-rich genes identified in this study appear to be more associated with transcription 

factor activity compared to genes with no CNSs.  Interestingly, no CNS-rich genes were 

annotated with GO terms associated with environmental, metabolic or pathogenic stress, which 

have been previously demonstrated in Arabidopsis and rice (Thomas et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d).  

This could again be due to the annotation of the Brachypodium genome being at a preliminary 

stage.  A more thorough overrepresentation analysis of GO terms is required before any further 

conclusions can be drawn. 
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In this analysis, CNSs were found in 5’ and 3’ regions of genes as well as introns.  The majority of 

CNSs are found upstream of genes, within the ‘classical’ promoter region.  Although most CNSs 

are found close to genes, some are found much further away indicating that the potential 

regulatory footprint of a gene is much larger than simply the proximal promoter region.  In 

Arabidopsis, genes with CNSs identified more than 4 kb from an exon have been termed bigfoot 

genes (Thomas et al. 2007). 

Visualisation of such a large dataset is difficult and automated processing is no substitute for 

manual inspection in the case of CNSs.  The visualisation methods designed in this analysis were 

essential used to manually inspect HSPs and their locations with respect to genes.  The 

Bio::Graphics library is used to display genes and associated features but is of limited use as the 

library is not designed to display relationships between features, something that is required for 

the identification of syntenic HSPs as potential CNSs.  An excellent visualisation tool for manual 

CNS identification is GEvo (Lyons and Freeling 2008), part of the CoGe comparative genomics 

suite.  GEvo allows pairwise comparison of orthologous genes using a variety of alignment tools 

and matching HSPs can be linked to determine whether they are syntenic in orthologous genes.  

The limitation of GEvo is that batch processing of genes is not possible. 

It is hypothesised that CNSs contain functional motifs which regulate gene expression by 

binding transcription factors, so CNSs should contain functional elements.  To identify functional 

elements in CNSs one can either look for overrepresented motifs in all identified CNSs or 

identify a subset of CNSs surrounding co-expressed genes and search these for specific motifs.  

In this analysis a set of orthologous Brachypodium genes was identified from rice genes that 

have been experimentally identified as being involved in drought response.  The DRE/CRT 

drought response motif was found to be significantly overrepresented in these CNSs compared 

to CNSs surrounding genes not predicted to be involved in drought response.  This indicates that 

the CNSs identified in this analysis are likely to have functional significance and could be used as 

a basis for future experimental work to identify gene regulatory mechanisms in Brachypodium.  

Further analysis is required to identify motifs in CNSs surrounding different groups of co-

regulated genes but as more expression data becomes available in Brachypodium, groups of co-

regulated genes can be directly identified.  An Affymetrix microarray for transcriptome analysis 

has been developed as part of the genome project and this should be useful for determining 

gene expression patterns on a genome scale.  These studies will provide more accurate co-

expression data than inferring co-expression from studies in related grasses.  

In conclusion, the analysis presented in this chapter describes the first attempt to identify 

putative regulatory regions in the Brachypodium genome by phylogenetic footprinting on a 
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genome-wide scale.  I have identified a large dataset of potential regulatory regions that can be 

targeted in future experiments.  In addition, the fact that the identified CNSs are conserved 

between three diverse members of the grass family indicates that these regions should also be 

conserved in other grasses such as wheat and barley and may used to identify regulatory 

mechanisms in these species. 
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4 Analysis of T-DNA insertions in the Brachypodium genome 

4.1 Relevant publications 

Vera Thole, Barbara Worland, Jonathan Wright, Michael W. Bevan and Philippe Vain (2010). 

"Distribution and characterization of more than 1000 T-DNA tags in the genome of 

Brachypodium distachyon community standard line Bd21." Plant Biotechnol J. 8(6): 734-47. 

4.2 Introduction  

After sequencing and annotating the genome of an organism, the focus of research is directed 

towards the high-throughput analysis of gene function.  This field is called functional genomics.  

Comparison of newly identified gene sequences with genes of known function in silico is one 

method used to infer gene function but experimental evidence is also required.  Even in a well-

studied model organism such as Arabidopsis, the majority of genes have not been subject to 

experimental validation and many are annotated as unknown or hypothetical function.  One of 

the most powerful ways to determine the function of a gene is to mutate it and study the 

resulting phenotype.  The traditional approach is called ‘forward genetics’ and involves the 

random mutagenesis of a number of individuals followed by screening to identify mutants with 

a particular phenotype of interest.  The gene responsible for the phenotype is then identified by 

mapping and cloning.  The opposite is a ‘reverse genetics’ approach, first proposed in 1989 

(Ballinger and Benzer 1989) where a gene of unknown function is mutated and its resulting 

phenotype is investigated.  For reverse genetics studies, the ideal resource is a population of 

mutagenised individuals, each having a mutation in a single gene that disrupts the function of 

that gene.  The population should be large enough to ensure that every gene in the organism is 

disrupted.  There are two ways to generate such a population.  The first is to systematically 

mutate each gene in the genome by targeted mutagenesis and the second is to randomly 

mutate genes in the genome.  Targeted mutagenesis is an expensive and time-consuming 

process but does ensure that each gene in the genome is mutated.  Random mutagenesis is fast 

and relatively inexpensive but due to the random nature of the mutations, one cannot ensure 

that every gene in the genome has been mutated.  

Targeted mutagenesis was pioneered in mouse (Capecchi 1989) and requires a vector 

containing a disrupted gene to be incorporated into a culture of embryonic stem cells by 

homologous recombination.  Embryos at an early stage of development are injected with these 

stem cells and if successful, some of the resulting offspring will be heterozygous for the mutated 

gene.  The procedure is complex and dependent on the efficiency of homologous recombination 

which is highly variable between different species.  In bacteria and yeast, homologous 
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recombination is highly efficient and targeted mutagenesis has been used to produce a nearly 

complete set of gene-deletion mutants in S. cerevisiae (Giaever et al. 2002).  It can also be used 

in microbial genomes as these contain relatively few genes.  The efficiency of targeted 

mutagenesis in higher eukaryotes is lower, however gene targeting strategies have been 

developed for some vertebrates including D. melanogaster (Maggert et al. 2008).  Targeted 

mutagenesis strategies have also been developed in plants (Terada et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 

2010) 

Random mutagenesis can be achieved by exposure to radiation, chemical treatment, or the 

insertion of a short piece of DNA into the genome.  Radiation was the first mutagen to be used 

for forward genetic studies as exposure to radiation in the form of X-rays, fast neutrons, or 

gamma rays induces genomic deletions.  The deletions can be small, resulting in the loss of parts 

of single genes or can be much larger, encompassing many genes.  More recently fast neutron 

mutagenesis has been used in reverse genetic studies in Arabidopsis and rice to generate large 

mutagenised populations (Li et al. 2002).  Mutant lines with deletions in a target gene are 

identified by screening DNA pools generated from all the mutant lines using PCR primers 

flanking the target gene.  Alkylating agents such as ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) or N-nitroso-

N-methylurea (NMU) are chemical mutagens that typically induce single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in DNA.  Chemical mutagenesis by EMS is the basis for TILLING or 

Targeting Induced Local Lesions IN Genomes (Colbert et al. 2001).  Treatment with EMS creates 

point mutations in a population of individuals which are detected using a plant endonuclease 

(CEL-I) that cleaves at the mismatched sites in heteroduplexes formed between mutant DNA a 

wild type.  TILLING is a high-throughput reverse-genetics technique originally developed for 

Arabidopsis which has since been applied to other plants and other organisms (Till et al. 2004; 

Gilchrist et al. 2006; Moens et al. 2008). 

The most popular strategy to generate a mutagenised population is by insertional mutagenesis 

where a piece of DNA is inserted randomly into the genome of an organism.  The DNA can be an 

endogenous or heterologous transposon or a foreign DNA sequence.  If the DNA inserts into a 

gene it can cause loss of function of that gene, called a null allele.  The advantage of insertional 

mutagenesis over chemical- or radiation-based approaches is that as well as causing a mutation, 

the junction between the inserted DNA and the genome sequence can be used to identify and 

tag the mutation.  This junction region is called a Flanking Sequence Tag or FST.  Mutagenised 

populations of S. cerevisiae have been generated using the retrotransposon Ty as an insertional 

mutagen (Smith et al. 1996).  Insertions are located by PCR using a primer that anneals to the 

inserted element as well as a gene-specific primer.   
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In plants, transposons such as Activator (Ac), Suppressor-mutator (Spm) and Mutator (Mu) have 

been used to generate large mutagenised populations.  In general, transposons generate single-

copy insertions but tend to insert preferentially into certain regions of the genome meaning 

that it is difficult to achieve whole-genome saturation.  In addition, transposons have the 

intrinsic ability to move by virtue of encoding their own transposase, therefore additional steps 

are usually required to stabilise the inserted transposons by removing the transposase.  The 

Activator transposon is autonomous as it encodes a transposase gene but shorter derivatives 

called Dissociation (Ds) do not encode this gene, therefore can only move if Ac is present in the 

genome.  If Ac is removed by crossing, progeny with stable Ds insertions can be recovered.  The 

Ac/Ds system exhibits a phenomenon called local transposition, meaning it jumps preferentially 

to linked sites.  This is an advantage if mutations are required in a small genomic location (Ito et 

al. 1999) but it can be difficult to achieve genome-wide saturation using this system.  However, 

this problem can be overcome by selecting against closely linked transpositions (Parinov et al. 

1999).  The Spm system from maize is an efficient transposon tagging system and has been used 

to generate mutant Arabidopsis lines (Speulman et al. 1999).  These elements transpose to 

unlinked sites without showing a bias to specific genomic locations.  The Mu transposon exhibits 

preferential insertion into genes (Cresse et al. 1995; Raizada et al. 2001) making it a good tool 

for mutagenesis studies in maize. 

An alternative method of insertional mutagenesis applicable to plants is T-DNA mutagenesis.  

This method exploits the ability of the soil bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens to integrate a 

section of DNA (called the T-DNA) from a freely replicating plasmid within the bacterium to the 

plant genome.  In its native form, the bacterium is responsible for the formation of tumours in 

plants or crown gall (Gelvin 2003) but when used for mutagenesis, the T-DNA is replaced with 

new sequence.  In the plasmid, the T-DNA is flanked by two 25 bp border repeats that allow it to 

integrate into the plant genome.  The advantage of this method over transposon-meditated 

mutagenesis is that T-DNA has no ability to transpose once inserted thus the insertions 

generated are more stable.  However, the integration of T-DNA into the plant genome can 

generate complex insertion patterns and make subsequent analysis difficult.  For example, in 

some cases the border repeats are not recognised correctly resulting in the integration of short 

sequences of plasmid backbone into the genome (Martineau et al. 1994).  In addition, the T-

DNA can integrate at more than one location in the genome (Afolabi et al. 2004).  A detailed 

study of T-DNA insertions in rice showed that only 20 % of plants contained a single T-DNA copy 

at one locus, a further 30 % contained a single copy at multiple loci and 50 % contained multiple 

T-DNA copied at multiple loci (Vain et al. 2003).   
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Using T-DNA, insertion mutants have been produced for Arabidopsis and rice (Alonso et al. 

2003; Krishnan et al. 2009) and plant lines are available to the scientific community for use in 

biological investigations.  In Arabidopsis, over 360,000 insertions have been mapped in the 

genome covering more than 90 % of the genes (Alonso and Ecker 2006).    

Brachypodium is an emerging experimental system for the temperate grasses (Garvin et al. 

2008).  As discussed in Chapter 2, Brachypodium is closely related to important crop species, 

forage grasses of economic importance and has physical properties similar to grasses such as 

Miscanthus, a potential biofuel crop (Gomez et al. 2008).  A key step towards establishing 

Brachypodium as an experimental grass system is the generation of a large mutant collection 

which will provide a resource for gene discovery and analysis of gene function in Brachypodium.  

In addition to the identification of genes controlling traits specific to cereal crops, these studies 

have the potential to elucidate the genetic mechanisms controlling traits relevant to the 

development of grasses as a biofuel feedstock (DOE 2006).  For example, identifying genes that 

control the development and structure of the plant cell wall will facilitate the development of 

efficient methods to extract cellulose from plant cells.   

An efficient transformation system is a key foundation for functional genomics studies.  The first 

report of Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of diploid Brachypodium lines achieved an 

efficiency of 2.5 %, too low for high-throughput applications such as T-DNA tagging (Vogel et al. 

2006a).  However, further research has increased the efficiency of transformation in the 

community standard line Bd21, to more than 40 % (Vain et al. 2008; Alves et al. 2009).  This 

efficiency is similar to that of rice meaning that T-DNA tagging is possible.  Philippe Vain’s (PV) 

group at the JIC are the first to produce and characterise Bd21 T-DNA insertion lines and this 

chapter describes the bioinformatic analysis of these insertions in the Brachypodium genome 

that I have performed as part of this work. 

4.3 Methods 

A collection of 4,117 fertile plant lines containing T-DNA insertions has been developed using an 

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation system (Vain et al. 2008).  A subset of these lines (741) 

was analysed at the molecular level to retrieve the regions flanking the right and left borders of 

the T-DNA insertion.  These regions were sequenced and compared to vector sequence (pVec8-

GFP) to remove vector contamination.  A total of 1,005 FSTs were obtained and compared to 

the Brachypodium genomic sequence to locate the position of insertion on the Brachypodium 

genome.  This manual process of locating T-DNA insertions was performed by PV with 

bioinformatics assistance from myself.   
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To determine locations of insertions with respect to genes, I wrote a Perl script utilising the 

Bio::DB::GFF BioPerl module to query the relational database storing the Brachypodium genome 

assembly and version 1.0 of the annotation (Supplementary information 13).  The script 

searches both strands of the genomic sequence at each T-DNA insertion point to determine 

whether the insertion falls within a defined coding sequence (CDS), then whether it is intronic or 

exonic.  If the insertion falls outside of a coding region, upstream (5’) or downstream (3’) 

regions flanking the CDS are calculated using 1500 bp for the upstream region and 500 bp for 

the downstream region (Figure 4.1, A).  If two genes exist in close proximity, flanking regions are 

calculated by dividing the distance between the genes proportionally (Figure 4.1, B).  This 

ensures that 3’ and 5’ regions do not overlap when calculating the position of insertion.  

However, overlap may occur between genes in close proximity but on opposite strands.  In 

these cases a T-DNA insertion can occur within the upstream (or downstream) region of both 

genes (Figure 4.1, C).  A T-DNA insertion is classified by the region in which it inserts as exonic, 

intronic, 5’ upstream, 3’ downstream or intergenic.  The script was also run with the size of the 

5’ upstream region set at 500 bp to determine whether insertions into this region occurred at 

higher frequency close to the start codon.  

 

Figure 4.1: Defining the position of a T-DNA insertion.   

Genes are shown in green on the genomic sequence (black line), the strand is indicated by the direction of the 

arrow.  Upstream and downstream regions are indicated by blue lines. (A) The normal case where upstream and 

downstream regions for two genes are defined as 1500 bp and 500 bp respectively.  (B)  When the proximity of two 

genes on the same strand would give overlapping upstream/downstream regions the distance between the genes 

is divided proportionally.  (C) Showing a T-DNA insertion (red triangles) potentially affecting genes on both DNA 

strands.  The upstream regions of both strands are overlapping. 
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The distribution of insertions within the exons of genes was also analysed.  The coding region of 

a gene is defined as the distance from the start codon in the first exon to the stop codon in the 

last exon and the position of the insertion between these points is calculated as a percentage 

along the length of the coding region. 

Genes containing a T-DNA insertion were analysed to identify if they were supported by 

evidence of expression in Brachypodium, wheat and barley.  Evidence of expression was defined 

as showing homology to an expressed sequence tag.  The predicted function of disrupted genes 

was extracted from the v1.0 annotation. 

All FST insertion coordinates were converted to GFF, loaded into the Brachypodium genome 

browser at www.modelcrop.org and displayed as an annotation track.  Each FST is linked to a 

page showing the FST sequence and the plant line from which it originates. 

4.4 Results 

A total of 991 T-DNA FSTs were located on Bd21 genomic sequence representing 660 individual 

T-DNA insertions.  Two of these insertions (with 4 corresponding FSTs) were located on 

unanchored scaffolds.  Fourteen FSTs could not be anchored to a unique location on the 

chromosomes.  The distributions of T-DNA insertions along each Brachypodium chromosome 

using a window size of 2 Mb are shown in Figure 4.2.  The distributions along each chromosome 

are non-uniform and in general shown a low frequency of insertion at each centromere with 

more insertions found towards the end of each chromosome arm.  In most cases, this insertion 

pattern correlates with the gene density along each chromosome as shown by the heat maps 

aligned to each chromosome where red indicates a high gene density and blue a low gene 

density (Figure 4.2).  A particularly low frequency of insertion is observed on the short arm of 

chromosome 5.  This is a region containing very few genes and a high number of retroelements 

(International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).      

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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Figure 4.2: Chromosomal distribution of T-DNA insertions in the genome of Brachypodium.  

The number of insertions is represented at 2 Mb intervals. Solid lines indicate unique T-DNA insertion loci and 

dotted lines represent flanking sequence tags (FSTs). The heat maps represent the estimated density of 

Brachypodium coding sequence (CDS) in the annotated v1.0 genome sequence (International Brachypodium 

Initiative, 2010). CDS density ranges from blue (low) to red (high). Mb: megabase.  (Figure from Thole et al. 2010) 

 

The locations of the 660 T-DNA insertions with respect to genes are presented in Table 4.1.  

Insertions are classified as either intergenic or genic, with genic insertions further divided into 

exon, intron, 5’ upstream (first 500 bp), 5’ upstream (500 to 1500 bp), and 3’ downstream 

regions (500 bp).  For the purposes of this analysis a genic region consists of a 1500 bp 5’ region 

upstream of the ATG start codon, the exons and introns of the gene and a 500 bp 3’ region 

downstream of the stop codon.  The expected insertion frequency for each class of insertion is 

calculated assuming random integration of T-DNA across the genome based on published 

Brachypodium genome statistics (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  For example, the 
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Brachypodium genome contains 25,532 protein coding genes with a mean size (not including 

UTRs) of 2,956 bp.  Therefore, an average gene is 4,956 bp in length including 1500 bp for the 5’ 

flanking region and 500 bp for the 3’ flanking region.  The total length of genomic sequence 

estimated to be genic is 126.5 Mb, or 46.7% of the total genome size (271.1 Mb).  

Classification Number of T-
DNA 
insertions 

Observed 
insertion 
frequency 

Expected 
insertion 
frequency 

Total intergenic 311 47.1% 53.3% 

Total genic 349 52.9% 46.7% 

    Exon 66 10.0% 14.0% 

    Intron 93 14.1% 13.9% 

    5’ upstream (-500 bp) 83 12.6% 4.7% 

    5’ upstream (-500 to -1500 bp) 66 10.0% 9.4% 

    3’ downstream (+500 bp) 41 6.2% 4.7% 

Total 660   
Table 4.1: Distribution of T-DNA insertions with respect to predicted genes in the Brachypodium genome. 

The expected insertion frequency assuming random integration of T-DNA across the genome is also shown for 

comparison.  

 

These results show that T-DNA insertion is higher in genic regions (52.9 %) than would be 

expected by random insertion (46.7 %).  This is mainly due to much higher than expected levels 

of insertion into the 500 bp region immediately upstream of the ATG start codon of genes (12.6 

% compared to 4.7 %) but also due to slightly higher than expected insertion into 3’ 

downstream regions (6.2 % compared to 4.7 %).  T-DNA insertions into exons are lower than 

expected (10.0 % compared to 14.0 %) and insertion into introns and 500 bp to 1500 bp 5’ 

upstream regions are close to expected values.   

T-DNA insertions within exons are not uniformly distributed throughout the gene but a strong 

preference for insertion close to the 5’ and 3’ end of the gene, more so in 3’ exons.  Very few 

exonic insertions occur in the central region of a gene (Figure 4.3).  
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of exonic T-DNA insertions within genes.   

The frequency of insertion is highest at the 3’ end of genes and slightly less at the 5’ end of genes.  Very few T-

DNAs appear to insert in the middle of genes in Brachypodium. 

 

Of the 349 insertions occurring within predicted genes, 15 disrupt genes on both strands of the 

genomic sequence therefore 364 genes are potentially disrupted.  Genic insertions occur at 

similar frequencies on each chromosome taking into account the chromosome size; between 

1.2 and 1.5 disrupted genes per Megabase (Table 4.2).  One T-DNA inserts into a predicted gene 

on an unassembled scaffold.  Evidence of expression was observed for more than 60% of tagged 

genes by homology to Brachypodium and wheat/barley ESTs. 

Chromosome 
number 

Predicted genes with 
T-DNA insertions 

Expressed genes 
(Brachypodium) 

Expressed genes 
(wheat/barley) 

1 96 65 56 

2 86 55 57 

3 82 50 51 

4 60 35 33 

5 39 21 27 

Scaffolds 1 1 1 

Total 364 227 225 
Table 4.2: Genes interrupted by a T-DNA insertion on each Brachypodium chromosome.   

If a gene showed homology to an EST it was considered to be expressed.  

 

Predicted functions could be found for 175 of the 364 genes containing a T-DNA insertion and 

these are listed in Supplementary information 14.  Many of these genes have been ascribed 

function using the Blast2Go software (Conesa et al. 2005) and some are from manual 

annotation. 
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4.5 Discussion 

Generating a large population of systematically mutagenised individuals is a key step towards 

understanding the function of genes within the genome of an organism.  Insertional 

mutagenesis using T-DNA is a high-throughput approach to generate this type of population and 

combined with a protocol to identify the potentially mutagenised gene in each individual line 

provides researchers with a functional genomics resource for the analysis of gene function.  

Brachypodium is an emerging experimental system for the temperate grasses (Garvin et al. 

2008).  It is closely related to important crop species, forage grasses of economic importance 

and has physical properties similar to grasses such as Miscanthus, a potential biofuel crop 

(Gomez et al. 2008).  Functional genomics studies in Brachypodium will enable the identification 

of genes controlling traits specific to cereal crops as well as traits relevant to the development 

of grasses as a biofuel feedstock (DOE 2006). 

 A population of Brachypodium Bd21 plant lines containing T-DNA insertions has been 

generated and a subset of these were analysed to locate the position of the T-DNA insertion 

using FSTs.  In total, 1,005 FSTs were obtained corresponding to 660 T-DNA insertions and of 

these 991 could be placed on the Brachypodium pseudo-molecules or unanchored scaffolds.  

The average frequency of T-DNA insertion across the genome was 2.4 insertions per Mb which 

agrees with similar analyses in Arabidopsis and rice (Rosso et al. 2003; Jeong et al. 2006).  The 

distribution of T-DNA insertions over the five chromosomes of Brachypodium is non-uniform 

and appears to be correlated with gene density, with more insertions occurring at the distal 

ends of chromosomes than surrounding the centromere indicating a preference for insertion 

close to genes.  In addition, very few T-DNA insertions occur in the short arm of chromosome 5, 

a region with a low gene-density and a high concentration of retrotransposons.  T-DNA 

insertions in rice occur more frequently within gene-rich regions and at a much lower frequency 

within areas rich in transposon-related sequences (Zhang et al. 2007).   

In general, the distribution of T-DNA insertions over each chromosome of rice and 

Brachypodium was similar and showed a low frequency of insertion at the centromere, 

gradually increasing as the distance from the centromere increases (Zhang et al. 2007).  In 

Arabidopsis, the insertion frequency is also low at the centromere but increases more steeply as 

the distance from the centromere increases before leveling off at the end of the chromosome 

arms (Alonso et al. 2003).  This difference presumably reflects the different genome 

organizations of monocots and dicots; genes in rice and Brachypodium are concentrated into a 

small gene space towards the distal ends of the chromosome arms whereas genes in 

Arabidopsis are distributed more evenly over the chromosomes.  
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A more detailed analysis of the locations of T-DNA insertion with respect to predicted genes 

showed a higher insertion frequency in genic regions than would be expected if T-DNAs inserted 

into the genome at random.  This is mainly due to higher than expected levels of insertion into 

the 500 bp region upstream of an ATG start codon and to a lesser extent the 500 bp region 

downstream of a stop codon.  Preferential T-DNA insertion into upstream and downstream 

regions flanking transcribed genes has previously been reported in rice (An et al. 2003; Zhang et 

al. 2007).  In Arabidopsis, T-DNA insertion has also been shown to occur preferentially in 

promoter regions compared to the transcribed region of genes (Sessions et al. 2002). 

Schneeberger and colleagues showed that the position of T-DNA insertion is positively 

correlated with an overrepresentation of cytosines compared to guanines at around 100 bp 

each side of an ATG start codon (Schneeberger et al. 2005).  They also found that the DNA 

strand at the point of insertion showed a high level of flexibility indicating that both sequence 

composition and flexibility of the DNA strand may influence where a T-DNA will insert.  T-DNA 

insertion may also be influenced by the methylation state of the DNA sequence as regions 

immediately upstream and downstream of transcribed sequences tend to exhibit lower 

methylation levels than the exons and introns of genes (Cokus et al. 2008).  Such analyses were 

not performed for the T-DNA insertions described herein so no definite conclusions can be 

drawn in this regard but the similarity of T-DNA insertion patterns in the genomes of different 

plant species points towards a common mechanism for T-DNA insertion influenced by factors 

such as sequence composition and accessibility of the insertion site to the T-DNA. 

This analysis has also shown that the frequency of T-DNA insertion into Brachypodium genes is 

highest at the initial and terminal exons with a low frequency of insertion within the central 

region of genes.  There may be some bias in these results introduced by the method of 

calculation as there will always be an exon at the start and end of a gene but exon density may 

be lower in the central region due to introns.  The insertion of T-DNA into rice genes also shows 

a preference for the 3’ and 5’ ends of genes (An et al. 2003). 

The T-DNA insertions analysed here disrupt a total of 364 Brachypodium genes and more than 

60 % of these genes show evidence of expression in Brachypodium and wheat/barley.  Overall, 

53 % of predicted genes in Brachypodium are supported by evidence of expression in 

Brachypodium and only 16 % by evidence of expression in wheat and barley.  This indicates that 

T-DNAs insert preferentially into expressed genes, a finding that agrees with previous 

observations in Arabidopsis (Schneeberger et al. 2005). 

The T-DNA insertion lines produced in this project are the first to be analysed in Brachypodium 

and although they comprise a relatively small dataset they provide a useful resource for 
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Brachypodium functional genomics.  For high-throughput functional genomics, automated 

analysis is essential and due to the sometimes complex nature of T-DNA insertion, this analysis 

is non-trivial.  A high-throughput and automated pipeline implementing some of the methods 

manually performed in this analysis is essential in order to scale-up the analysis of mutagenised 

Brachypodium lines.  A number of groups within the IBI are currently producing and analysing 

additional lines as it is estimated that around 100,000 T-DNA lines will be required to tag a large 

proportion of Brachypodium genes (Thole et al. 2010).  These resources will enable further 

biological investigations into this wild grass species and facilitate the elucidation of gene 

function in grasses, particularly in important crop species such as wheat and barley to 

complement the mutagenised populations that have already been developed in these species 

(Caldwell et al. 2004; Slade et al. 2005). 
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5 Physical mapping of wheat chromosome 3DL 

5.1 Introduction 

The importance of wheat to human welfare and civilisation cannot be overstated.  It was one of 

the first grasses to be domesticated and today is the most widely grown crop in the world (Heun 

et al. 1997; USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 2010).  The predicted increase in human 

population over the next 30 years will require a substantial increase in food production and 

increasing wheat yields will play an important part in addressing this need (Royal Society of 

London 2009).  Despite this urgency, genomic resources for wheat are lagging behind those of 

other crops such as rice, sorghum and maize which have been subject of genome sequencing 

projects over the last five years (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005; Paterson 

et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2009).  A sequenced genome provides a complete catalogue of genes 

in the genome and is the basis for understanding phenotypic variation.  This information can be 

used to develop new varieties of crop plants with increased resistance to environmental 

stresses such as drought and salinity and increased resistance to disease.  Bread wheat is an 

allohexaploid, meaning its genome consists of three homoeologous genomes (A, B and D) from 

closely related progenitors.  In addition, the genome is estimated to be 17 Gb in size, over 40 

times larger than the genome of rice (Bennett and Leitch 1995) and contains more than 80 % 

repetitive DNA (Smith and Flavell 1975).  These factors mean that sequencing the genome of 

wheat probably represents one of the most challenging genome sequencing projects 

undertaken to date. 

The various technologies used for DNA sequencing generate read lengths of between 80 bp and 

1,000 bp, depending on the sequencing technology used.  Standard Sanger sequencing, 

although low-throughput, still produces the longest read lengths.  Even the relatively small 

genome of S. cerevisiae is several orders of magnitude larger than the longest reads (Goffeau et 

al. 1996) so the challenge of genome assembly is to reconstruct a genome sequence from these 

short reads.  Genome assembly can be performed in two ways; the slower and more methodical 

method is to break the genome into fragments, order the fragments by physical mapping, then 

sequence each fragment (a hierarchical clone-by-clone approach), the other is to fragment the 

genome, sequence all the fragments, then reconstruct the sequence based on overlaps 

between the sequences (a whole-genome shotgun approach or WGS).  Shorter reads, such as 

those produced using the Illumina platform, are more complex to assemble due to the number 

of reads required to obtain sufficient genomic coverage.  Repeats such as tandem repeats, 

segmental duplications and transposable elements provide additional complexity to the process 

of genome assembly and repetitive regions occur with particularly high frequency in eukaryotic 
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genomes.  Reads obtained from one of these regions will be similar to the reads obtained from 

the duplicated region and the two regions cannot be resolved during the assembly stage.  The 

accurate assembly of repeats requires reads to span the repeat either by virtue of the length of 

the read or by the use of a range of clone insert sizes (mate-pair or paired-end).  Although faster 

due to the lack of an additional cloning step, the WGS method usually requires a more complex 

assembly stage and sequence contigs assembled from WGS reads generally need to be assessed 

by comparison to physical or genetic maps to validate their accuracy.  The clone-by-clone 

approach is less dependant on repeats as genome fragments are ordered by physical mapping 

before sequencing.   

There is no obvious fast, accurate and cost effective strategy to sequence the large, complex 

genome of wheat.  A WGS approach would require deep genome coverage using clones of 

sufficient length to span repeats.  Furthermore, the presence of homoeologous chromosomes 

would mean that assembling these reads using overlapping sequence and long-range scaffold 

information would be a formidable task.  A clone-by-clone approach would first require the 

construction of a physical map from a set of fingerprinted clones.  To achieve 10x coverage of 

the 17 Gb wheat genome would require nearly 1.2 million 150 kb insert clones which would 

need to be fingerprinted and assembled into contigs, a feasible but technically complex 

procedure.  Contig assembly would be complicated by the presence of BACs from the three 

homoeologous chromosome sets as similar fingerprints may be generated from BACs in 

homoeologous regions which would be assembled into common contigs rather than 

homoeolog-specific contigs.  A recent study simulated a physical map build using a merged set 

of fingerprinted BAC libraries made from homoeologous wheat chromosomes and found that 

the vast majority of contigs contained clones from a single library meaning that homoeolog-

specific chromosomes had been constructed (Luo et al. 2010).  More investigation is required to 

determine whether this approach can be scaled up to generate homoeolog-specific contigs from 

a genome-wide BAC library from wheat.   

Physical map construction using HICF fingerprinting followed by SNaPshot fragment labelling 

(Luo et al. 2003) and assembly of contigs using FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997) is explained in 

Chapter 2.  After initial contig assembly, a physical map generally consists of short kilobase-scale 

contigs comprised of overlapping BACs that need to be ordered and oriented according to the 

underlying sequence.  This is done by integrating a physical map with a genetic map or a whole 

genome shotgun sequence assembly.  Integrating a physical map and a genetic map requires 

the placement of genetic markers from the genetic map onto the physical map.  This can be 

performed by hybridisation- or PCR-based approaches.  Hybridisation-based approaches using 

overgo probes are limited, especially in genomes containing duplications or a high proportion of 
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repetitive DNA as probes may hybridise to a number of clones.  In contrast, PCR-based 

screening is more accurate provided that specific primers are designed.  Screening a large 

library of BAC clones is very time-consuming but can be made more efficient by adopting a 

pooling strategy.  The theoretical basis behind N-dimensional pooling was demonstrated in the 

early 1990s (Barillot et al. 1991) and involves arranging a BAC library in such a way as to reduce 

the number of PCR reactions needed to screen the library.  Screening a pooled library results in 

a set of coordinates, one for each dimension of the pool, which are deconvoluted to identify the 

correct BAC clone.  A three-dimensional pooling strategy was adopted to allow screening of a 

BAC library made from DNA extracted from the Chinese Spring wheat cultivar (Febrer et al. 

2009).  The library consisted of 715,776 clones arranged in 1,817 384-plates and represented 5 

haploid genome equivalents.  Pooling the clones meant that 17 PCR reactions using a multi-

channel pipette are required to screen the library compared to 1,817 PCR reactions if the plates 

were not pooled.  I wrote a Perl script to identify plates containing candidate BAC clones from a 

list of coordinates obtained from screening.  The BAC pool and screening script was used to 

identify clones containing the reduced height (Rht-1a) gene from the BAC library.  Thirteen 

clones were identified and sequence analysis of the amplified products showed that all three 

Rht homoeologues were represented. 

In wheat, anchoring physical map contigs to genetic maps is difficult due to the differing rates of 

recombination in different parts of the chromosomes.  Rates of recombination are higher at the 

distal ends of chromosomes compared to the pericentromeric regions (Saintenac et al. 2009).  

This means that in centromeric regions a much larger physical distance is represented by one 

unit of genetic distance than in the distal regions and genetic markers cluster in peri-

centromeric regions.  In addition, the low level of polymorphism exhibited between different 

varieties of wheat means that is it difficult to identify suitable polymorphic markers with which 

to genetically anchor contigs. 

NGS sequencing platforms are able to generate huge quantities of sequence data at reduced 

cost when compared to traditional Sanger sequencing.  Ultimately these platforms or their 

successors will provide the means to sequence and assemble large and complex eukaryotic 

genomes such as wheat.  Recently, a draft sequence of the 2.4 Gb giant panda genome was 

assembled using SOAPdenovo from reads generated using the Illumina platform, proving that 

large genomes can be sequenced in this way (Li et al. 2010).  A group of UK scientists, including 

members from my group, recently announced that 5x coverage of the wheat genome had been 

achieved using the 454 platform (JIC Press Office 2010).  New assembly methods such as Curtain 

(http://code.google.com/p/curtain) and Cortex (M. Caccamo, pers. comm.) are being developed 

to assemble datasets such as this although due to the quantity and complexity of the data, this 

http://code.google.com/p/curtain/
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is a challenging and computationally intensive task.  On the horizon are so-called third-

generation platforms such as the SMRT technology being developed by Pacific Biosciences (Eid 

et al. 2009) and the Nanopore technology being developed by Oxford Nanopore (Astier et al. 

2006).  These technologies will provide the means to sequence single DNA molecules and will 

generate much longer read lengths than is currently possible.  In the case of wheat this should 

overcome the problems associated with assembling sequence reads from highly repetitive 

genomic regions.  The strobe sequencing protocol available with the SMRT technology (Pacific 

Biosciences 2009) will allow short blocks of sequence to be read over very long insert lengths, 

rather than the traditional mate-pair reads from each end of an insert.  For the highly repetitive 

wheat genome, this will produce reads that span repetitive regions and provide long-range 

scaffolds for the assembly of shorter reads that provide deep coverage. 

An approach that has recently been applied to the large genomes of various Triticeae species 

including wheat, is flow cytometry (Dolezel et al. 2007).  This method enables the separation of 

individual chromosomes within a genome and is especially useful for species with large, 

complex genomes.  Once separated, individual chromosomes from these large genomes can be 

tackled as separate genomic entities using a hierarchal clone-by-clone approach, a WGS 

approach or by NGS sequencing methods. 

For flow cytometry, a chromosome suspension is prepared by the mechanical homogenisation 

of formaldehyde-fixed root tips and the suspension is flowed through a light beam.  Each 

chromosome causes the light to be scattered and the amount of light scattered is correlated 

with the size of the chromosome.  The chromosome suspension is usually first stained with a 

DNA-binding fluorochrome which magnifies the scattering effect.  Measuring the scattered light 

generates a series of peaks for each chromosome in the suspension, called a ‘flow karyotype’ 

which is used to differentiate each chromosome.  In reality, the heterogeneity observed in the 

size of chromosomes present in a given species is not large enough to discriminate between all 

chromosomes but combining this technique with the various aneuploid stocks available in the 

Triticeae has enabled the separation of individual chromosomes and chromosome arms in most 

major Triticeae species.   

TriticeaeGenome (www.triticeaegenome.eu) is a collaborative project involving a number of 

European partners and was instigated to coordinate research into wheat genomics.  One of the 

main objectives of this collaboration is to produce physical maps of wheat chromosome groups 

1 and 3 using flow-sorted chromosomes.  From these physical maps, a MTP of clones can be 

selected for sequencing.  The largest chromosome in wheat, 3B (993 Mb), was readily separated 

from the others in the wheat genome by flow cytometry and for this reason chromosome 3B 

http://www.triticeaegenome.eu/
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was the first to be analysed (Paux et al. 2008).  Physical mapping was initiated by producing a 

BAC library from purified 3B DNA and 11 Mb of BAC-end sequence was generated from clones 

within the library providing the most comprehensive picture of randomly generated wheat 

sequence up to that point (Paux et al. 2006).  In total, 67,968 clones were fingerprinted and 

assembled using FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997) resulting in 1036 contigs.  A minimum tiling path of 

7,440 BAC clones was identified.  The contigs were validated using a new type of marker 

designed for use in wheat called insertion site-based polymorphism (ISBP) markers (Paux et al. 

2010).  ISBP markers are based on junctions between transposable elements (TEs) and flanking 

sequence and consist of one primer within the TE and one in the flanking DNA.  In addition to 

ISBP markers, EST and SSR markers were used to anchor contigs to both a genetic and a deletion 

bin map of chromosome 3B.  The genetic map was constructed from a F2 population of 376 

individuals resulting from a cross between Chinese Spring and Renan cultivars and 213 contigs 

were anchored to this map.  Additional anchoring using a deletion bin map was required due to 

the nonhomologous distribution of recombination events along the chromosome and the low 

levels of polymorphism detected between the mapping parents.  The deletion bin map 

consisted of 16 intervals spanning the chromosome and anchored 599 contigs.  Construction of 

this physical map provided a proof of concept for the chromosome-based approach in wheat 

genomics.  Thirteen contigs from the physical map have now been sequenced using a 

combination of Sanger and 454 sequencing methods resulting in 18.2 Mb of sequence taken 

from different regions of chromosome 3B (Choulet et al. 2010).   

I am part of a group at the JIC tasked with creating a physical map of the long arm of wheat 

chromosome 3D (3DL).  Our approach closely follows the approach used to construct the wheat 

3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008).  A BAC library is constructed from flow-sorted 3DL genomic 

DNA, fingerprinted and assembled into contigs using FPC.  These contigs are currently being 

anchored to a deletion bin map and a genetic map.  In addition to this we have applied the 

novel approach of anchoring and ordering the physical map contigs using a region in the 

Brachypodium genome syntenic to 3DL to create a ‘syntenic build’.  Physical map contigs are 

anchored to Brachypodium genes by designing markers from wheat ESTs aligning to the 

Brachypodium genes and in addition, BES from the MTP BACs are used to anchor contigs in 

silico.  Other approaches to increase the number of anchored contigs were evaluated. 

My contributions to this project centred mainly on the construction of the syntenic build.  I 

designed markers from wheat ESTs to anchor physical map contigs to the Brachypodium 

syntenic region.  These markers were complemented by BES anchoring.  I also designed a 

database to record the results from screening markers against the MTP BACs which provided a 
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basis from which to analyse and visualise the anchored contigs.  In addition, I performed in silico 

analysis of BES data and designed ISBP markers to screen the MTP BAC pool.   

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Construction of 3DL BAC library and clone fingerprinting 

Flow-sorting of chromosomes was performed by Jaroslav Dolezel’s group in The Institute of 

Experimental Botany in the Czech Republic.  A BAC library was constructed from purified 3DL 

DNA using the restriction enzyme HindIII.  BAC library fingerprinting was performed at the 

Istituto de Genomica Applicata in Italy.  DNA was extracted from the BACs, purified, then 

digested with multiple restriction endonucleases (EcoRI, XbaI, BamHI, XhoI and HaeIII).  The 

resulting fragments were labelled using fluorescent SNaPshot chemistry and separated by 

electrophoresis (Luo et al. 2003).  Fragment peaks were detected using an ABI3730 automated 

capillary sequencer and sized using GeneMapper.  The GeneMapper output files were 

downloaded and I used GenoProfiler to extract the peak data, remove background 

contamination and vector-related bands and to detect cross contamination of clones in 384- 

and 96- well plates.  The files produced by GenoProfiler were used in the FPC contig assembly. 

5.2.2 Building physical map contigs using FPC 

MF used Fingerprinted Contigs (Soderlund et al. 1997) to build contigs from the fingerprinted 

BACs according to TriticeaeGenome general guidelines (Paux et al. 2009).  The first contig build 

used a stringent Sulston cut-off of 1e-75 designed to avoid the assembly of contigs from 

randomly overlapping clones.  During the automated finishing stage the cut-off was reduced in a 

step-wise fashion to 1e-45.  The contigs were manually finished using a cut-off of 1e-25 and the 

FPC ‘Pick MTP clones’ function was used to identify a minimum tiling path of clones. 

5.2.3 Pooling and screening the MTP BAC library 

The MTP clones were sent to the French Plant Genomic Resource Centre to be arranged into 16 

384-well plates and pooled using a three-dimension pooling strategy to facilitate efficient 

screening.  The library consisted of 24 column pools, 16 row pools and 16 plate pools as well as 

two wells containing superpools of all MTP clones to use as a positive control during screening.  

This pooling design allowed the library to be screened using 58 PCR reactions.  The library was 

screened by MF and Aidong Yang using melting curve analysis on a Roche LightCycler 480 and I 

wrote a Perl script to deconvolute the pool coordinates to identity a specific BAC 

(Supplementary information 15). 
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5.2.4 Analysis of BES and identification of markers 

The 5,826 BACs in the MTP were end-sequenced at the Istituto de Genomica Applicata using the 

vector pIndigoBAC-5 and the restriction enzyme HindIII.  The raw ABI chromatogram and phred 

base call files were downloaded and converted to FASTA files using the phd2fasta script (Ewing 

et al. 1998).  Quality trimming and vector screening was achieved using lucy (Chou and Holmes 

2001).  BES passing the quality requirements were masked for repeats using the TREP database 

(Wicker et al. 2002) and compared to wheat genes (NCBI unigenes build 56) using BLASTn (e-

value < 1e-100).  High and medium confidence insertion site-based polymorphism (ISBP) 

markers were identified from the wheat BES using a Perl script (isbpfinder.pl) provided by 

Etienne Paux.  

5.2.5 Identification and assessment of syntenic 3DL region in Brachypodium 

Identification of orthologous gene-pairs in the genomes of Brachypodium and wheat showed 

that the long arm of Brachypodium chromosome 2 is syntenic to the long arm of wheat group 3 

chromosomes (Figure 3e; International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  To confirm this synteny, 

11,014 bin-mapped wheat ESTs were aligned to the Brachypodium genome using BLASTn and 

the results visualised using CMap (Youens-Clark et al. 2009).  Wheat chromosome 3D was 

compared to each Brachypodium chromosome in turn to determine which had the highest 

number of 3D bin-mapped wheat ESTs aligning to it.  

A high resolution, EST-based genetic map was recently published for Aegilops tauschii, the 

diploid source of the D-genome of wheat (Luo et al. 2009).  In this study a mapping population 

of 572 F2 Ae. tauschii plants were genotyped to produce a genetic map containing 878 loci 

distributed over seven linkage groups.  From this dataset, a set of 101 wheat ESTs was identified 

which had been mapped to loci covering the long arm of chromosome 3, syntenic to the region 

in wheat being physically mapped.  These ESTs were aligned to Brachypodium genes using 

BLASTx (evalue < 1e-10) to assess collinearity between Brachypodium 2L and wheat 3DL to 

determine whether the syntenic approach would be useful. 

5.2.6 Anchoring contigs to the Ae. tauschii genetic map 

I designed markers from the 101 wheat ESTs genetically mapped in Ae. tauschii 3DL using 

Primer3 to identify PCR primer pairs (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000).  These markers were first 

screened against 3DL specific genomic DNA, then screened against the MTP BAC pools to 

identify anchor points between the genetic map and physical map contigs. 
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5.2.7 Anchoring contigs to the syntenic region in Brachypodium  

5.2.7.1 Anchoring contigs using PCR-based markers 

Wheat ESTs were aligned to the 3,061 genes in Brachypodium 2L, the region syntenic to wheat 

3DL, using BLASTn and PCR primer-pairs were designed from these ESTs to be used as markers 

(Rozen and Skaletsky 2000).  The ESTs were aligned in two stages, first ESTs assigned to deletion 

bins on wheat 3DL were used, then all other wheat ESTs.  In addition, 17 PCR-based Landmark 

Unique Gene or PLUG markers (Ishikawa et al. 2007) and 187 Conserved Orthologous Sequence 

(COS) markers (Quraishi et al. 2009) were included in the experiment.  The sequences from 

which the PLUG and COS markers were derived from were anchored to genes in the 

Brachypodium syntenic region using BLASTn.  All markers were first screened against 3DL 

genomic DNA, then screened against the MTP BAC pools if a 3DL-specific product was observed.   

5.2.7.2 Anchoring contigs using BES 

First the BES were masked for repeats using the TREP database of repeats (Wicker et al. 2002).  

Non-repetitive BES were aligned to genes in the Brachypodium syntenic region using BLASTx 

and considered to be anchored if they showed greater than 70 % sequence identity over greater 

than 50 bp in length. 

5.2.7.3 Visualisation of syntenically anchored contigs 

I designed a MySQL database to record the position of each MTP BAC clone in the physical map 

contigs, and to store the results from the marker screening.  Perl scripts were used to query the 

database to link MTP BACs (and therefore physical map contigs) to genes in the Brachypodium 

syntenic region.  In this way, the physical map contigs could be oriented and ordered according 

to the syntenic region in Brachypodium.  CMap was used to visualise the contigs anchored to 

the scaffold. 

5.2.8 Detailed analysis of a small Brachypodium syntenic region 

A small region of Brachypodium chromosome 2 was identified and contigs predicted to be 

anchored in this region were visually examined using CMap to assess anchoring methods.  

Contigs that were not anchored robustly were discarded at this point.  Brachypodium genes and 

anchored contigs in this region were used to assess additional anchoring methods. 

5.2.8.1 Designing markers from Brachypodium genes 

In order to increase the marker density, markers were designed directly from Brachypodium 

genes in the test region which had no aligning wheat EST.  These markers were screened against 

the MTP BACs to determine if they could be used to confirm already anchored contigs, or to 

anchor new contigs to the syntenic region.   
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5.2.8.2 Using ISBP markers identified from anchored contigs 

ISBP markers were identified from the BES of BACs at both ends of each contig anchored within 

the test region.  Ideally, each contig should have four markers, two from each terminal BAC 

(Figure 5.1).  These markers were screened against the MTP BAC pools to test the robustness of 

the contigs constructed by FPC and also to identify BACs in new contigs which may overlap, thus 

extending contigs.  Markers designed from the internal BES on a terminal BAC (ISBP-2 and ISBP-

3 in Figure 5.1) should detect an overlap with the neighbouring BAC in the contig and markers 

designed from terminal BES (ISBP-1 and ISBP-4 in Figure 5.1) may detect an overlap with a new 

contig.  If successful, this approach can be used on all contigs both to validate the contigs and to 

extend them by joining two contigs. 

   

Figure 5.1: Designing ISBP markers from terminal BAC BES from each anchored contig.   

Terminal BACs on a hypothetical contig are shown in red and central BACs in black.  BES are indicated at the end of 

each BAC.  Four ISBP markers should be identified from each contig, two from internal BES (ISBP-2 and ISBP-3) and 

two from terminal BES (ISBP-1 and ISBP-4).  Markers from internal BES should identify an overlap with an adjacent 

BAC in the same contig.  Markers from terminal BES may identify overlaps with new contigs. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Construction of 3DL BAC library and clone fingerprinting 

Based on estimates from flow-sorting the wheat chromosomes, the size of wheat chromosome 

arm 3DL was estimated to be 449 Mb this could be sorted to a purity of 86 % from a 

chromosome preparation of hexaploid wheat (Dolezel 2008).  The BAC library made from 3DL-

specific DNA contained 55,780 clones with an average insert size of 105 kb.  The estimated 

coverage of 3DL was 11.2x.   

5.3.2 Building physical map contigs using FPC 

A total of 5,478 contigs resulted from the initial FPC build which was reduced to 2,848 contigs 

after the automated finishing stage.  The manual finishing stage produced a final set of 1,000 

contigs.  The contigs contained 35,689 clones (64.0 % of total) and 20,091 clones remained as 

singletons.  The average band size was estimated to be 1.1 kb based on 152 sequenced and 

fingerprinted BAC clones and the contigs contained 367,848 bands in total meaning that the 

physical map contigs represented approximately 404.6 Mb of sequence or 90.1 % of the 449 Mb 

chromosome arm.  The distribution of contig lengths is shown in Figure 5.2.  The mean contig 
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length is 404.6 kb and the longest contig is contig 181 which contains 1,859 bands equating to 

an approximate length of 2,044 kb.  A minimum tiling path of 5,826 clones was identified from 

these contigs. 

 

Figure 5.2: Distribution of contig lengths from wheat 3DL BACs after the FPC assembly stage. 

5.3.3 Analysis of BES and identification of markers  

After quality trimming and vector removal, 10,900 BES remained.  This represented 94 % of 

expected sequence considering 5,826 MTP clones were end-sequenced.  The total length of 

sequence reads was 7,062,723 bp, approximately 1.6 % of the estimated length of 3DL.  The 

reads obtained were between 101 and 909 bp in length.  After masking repeats, 3,828 (35.1 %) 

BES remained and 94 (0.86 %) of these showed good homology to wheat unigenes. Using the 

isbpfinder.pl script, 1,083 high and 4,390 medium confidence ISBP markers were designed from 

the MTP BES.  This provided markers for 2,967 (50.9 %) of the MTP clones which have the 

potential to anchor 877 (87.7 %) of the 3DL physical map contigs. 

5.3.4 Identification and assessment of syntenic 3DL region in Brachypodium 

Figure 5.2 shows the comparison between wheat chromosome 3D and each Brachypodium 

chromosome obtained by aligning wheat ESTs assigned to deletion bins to the Brachypodium 

chromosomes.  A higher density of ESTs align to Brachypodium chromosome 2 (Bd2) compared 

to the other chromosomes confirming that the long arm of Bd2 is syntenic to wheat group 3 

chromosomes.   
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Figure 5.3: Brachypodium chromosomes (Bd1-5) aligned to wheat chromosome 3D by deletion bin mapped ESTs. 

In each panel, the deletion bins on the wheat chromosome are shown on the left and the position of the ESTs on 

the Brachypodium chromosomes are shown on the right.  The green lines connect each EST to the deletion bin to 

which they are assigned.  A high density of ESTs from wheat 3D is observed aligning to Bd2 compared to the other 

chromosomes. 

 

The region of Brachypodium chromosome 2 syntenic to wheat 3DL is shown at a larger scale in 

Figure 5.4.  There are three main deletion bins covering this portion of the wheat genome, 

3DL3-0.81-1.00 at the distal end, 3DL2-0.27-081 in the central region and C-3DL2-0.27 near the 

centromere.  ESTs from all three bins align to Bd2.  The long arm of Brachypodium chromosome 

2 is approximately 30 Mb in length and contains 3061 genes.  Synteny to wheat appears to be 

highest in the 40 to 60 Mb region of this chromosome where most of the ESTs align.  From 29 to 

40 Mb there are very few aligning ESTs.  
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between Bd2 and wheat 3DL shown at a larger scale.   

Wheat 3DL deletion bins are shown on the left and the 29-59 Mb region of Bd2 is shown on the right.  The position 

of wheat ESTs is shown on Bd2 and green lines connect each EST to its originating deletion bin.  Synteny appears to 

be highest in the 40 to 60 Mb region of Bd2 where most of the ESTs align.  From 29 to 40 Mb there are very few 

aligning ESTs. 

 

Twenty-eight of the ESTs genetically mapped in Ae. tauschii showed good homology to genes on 

the long arm of Brachypodium chromosome 2, the region syntenic to wheat 3DL, and a 

comparison between the maps is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between Ae. tauschii 3L and Brachypodium 2L. 

The region of the Ae. tauschii genetic map is shown as a black line with distances in centiMorgans and 

Brachypodium chromosome 2L is shown as a green line with distances shown in megabases.  Blue lines link the 

position of each EST on the two maps.  The centromere of each chromosome is shown at the top of each map as an 

oval.  

 

This comparison shows that with the exception of a small inversion between 80 and 90 cM and 

a single EST genetically mapped to 115 cM aligning to a non-collinear gene, there is very good 

collinearity between this region of Ae. tauschii and Brachypodium sequence map.  However, the 

distribution of the ESTs on each map is strikingly different with the ESTs from the genetic map 

covering the whole chromosome arm and the same ESTs in Brachypodium covering the 40 to 60 

Mb region of the chromosome.  No ESTs align to genes found in the 10 Mb region proximal to 

the centromere indicating a break in synteny within the overall alignment.  It should be noted 

that the genetic and physical distances shown in these maps cannot be directly compared and 

the unequal interval sizes between markers on each map is due to differing rates of 

recombination along the chromosome.  On the genetic map, markers appear to cluster in the 

peri-centromeric region but are evenly distributed on the physical map.   
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5.3.5 Anchoring contigs to the Ae. tauschii genetic map 

Screening the 101 markers designed from genetically mapped ESTs against 3DL genomic DNA 

indicated that 71 would potentially be useful for anchoring contigs.  These were screened 

against the MTP BAC pools and 32 could be anchored to BACs.  These anchor points enabled 30 

unique contigs to be anchored to the Ae. tauschii genetic map (Table 5.1).  

EST name Genetic map 
position (cM) 

Marker name BAC name Contig Position 
in contig 

BE446403 73.65 Ta-EST-0026 3DL048_B12 5551 7 

BQ162314 73.72 At-GEN-0010 3DL107_B19 24 9 

   
3DL108_D12 24 5 

BG262775 76.02 Ta-EST-0109 3DL140_G16 5593 1 

BE403201 76.73 Ta-EST-0014 3DL014_A11 461 6 

   
3DL123_O08 461 5 

BG607570 77.76 Ta-EST-0117 3DL058_I07 411 13 

   
3DL136_H24 411 12 

BE500330 77.88 At-GEN-0001 3DL071_I24 4089 2 

   
3DL119_D14 4089 1 

BE585797 77.95 At-GEN-0038 3DL122_F18 5593 5 

BE494888 78.38 Ta-EST-0078 3DL011_H08 916 1 

   
3DL048_K07 916 2 

BG262775 78.38 Ta-EST-0109 3DL140_G16 5593 1 

BE444252 80.22 Ta-EST-0133 3DL071_L22 104 18 

   
3DL082_M04 104 19 

BF429272 80.89 At-GEN-0008 3DL043_F03 202 17 

   
3DL144_J24 202 18 

BE607113 81.28 At-GEN-0007 3DL069_M14 1225 2 

   
3DL165_F03 1225 3 

BE494474 85.76 Ta-EST-0030 3DL150_A14 617 2 

   
3DL153_K23 617 1 

BE490651 86.86 Ta-EST-0073 3DL077_I16 60 21 

BF483884 86.86 At-GEN-0002 3DL102_H20 1057 4 

   
3DL164_L18 1057 3 

BG313636 87.05 Ta-EST-0180 3DL063_N02 2785 3 

   
3DL075_J22 2785 2 

   
3DL151_F21 2785 1 

BF478406 92.91 Ta-EST-0149 3DL061_A23 99 10 

   
3DL095_H05 99 9 

BE443349 97.60 Ta-EST-0130 3DL073_L08 14 5 

   
3DL165_K06 14 4 

Table 5.1: Contigs anchored to the Ae. tauschii genetic map using markers designed from genetically mapped ESTs.   

Each EST is shown with its position on the genetic map, the marker designed from it and the BAC (or BACs) 

identified by screening the MTP pool.  The contig containing the BAC and the position of the BAC within the contig 

is also shown. 
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EST name Genetic map 
position (cM) 

Marker name BAC name Contig Position 
in contig 

BE444392 110.07 At-GEN-0043 3DL131_B12 139 5 

   3DL143_B07 139 6 

BG262785 114.55 At-GEN-0037 3DL058_I07 411 13 

   3DL162_P11 411 15 

BE497664 114.91 Ta-wEST-0049 3DL096_K02 376 2 

   3DL077_K24 376 1 

BF200942 114.91 At-GEN-0046 3DL094_E14 316 8 

   3DL145_P13 316 7 

BF200549 116.51 Ta-EST-0145 3DL095_F05 234 4 

BE444736 117.77 Ta-EST-0134 3DL045_E15 195 4 

BF474720 122.08 At-GEN-0014 3DL132_P02 1698 7 

   3DL153_E16 1698 6 

BE443397 125.18 At-GEN-0034 3DL062_K23 4 3 

   3DL131_E01 4 4 

BF483498 137.13 At-GEN-0019 3DL150_J13 217 12 

BE488620 155.13 At-GEN-0053 3DL023_L18 66 12 

   3DL108_I08 66 11 

BE426763 157.53 Ta-EST-0063 3DL003_O12 38 10 

   3DL079_F01 38 9 

   3DL130_G16 38 6 

BE444864 169.32 At-GEN-0039 3DL086_F20 38 3 

   3DL130_G16 38 6 

   3DL125_B13       3863 4 

   3DL167_G09       3863 3 

   3DL027_H05       4665 1 

   3DL086_K13       4665 2 

BE443092 175.40 At-GEN-0020 3DL007_K23 1185 6 

BM137927 189.32 At-GEN-0042 3DL041_B20 224 2 

   3DL114_J09 224 1 
Table 5.1 (contd.) 

 

It is evident from these results that although some markers anchor single BACs (eg. At-GEN-

0020), many markers anchor more than one BAC.  However, these BACs are usually from the 

same contig indicating that there is some degree of overlap between BACs in a contig.  For 

example, marker At-GEN-0042 gives a positive screening result for two BACs in contig 224 and 

these BACs are located at positions 1 and 2 of this contig.  A single marker (At-GEN-0039) 

anchors 3 different contigs, suggesting a duplicated gene in the BACs that comprise these 

contigs. 

Thirty contigs are anchored in total, 27 of these are anchored to a single position.  Contigs 5593 

and 411 are anchored to multiple distinct positions indicating that BACs within these contigs 

contain a duplicated gene.  The markers that anchor contig 5593 are genetically very close with 

only 2.38 cM separating them so this contig could be anchored uniquely.  Supporting this 
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hypothesis, two of the three markers anchoring this contig anchor different BACs within the 

contig at positions 1 and 5.  Contig 38 is anchored by two markers in adjacent positions on the 

genetic map indicating that this contig may span these two positions.  Additional evidence for 

this is shown by the positions of the anchoring BACs within the contig; the first marker anchors 

at positions 10, 9 and 6 with the second marker anchoring to BACs at positions 6 and 3.  It is 

possible that contig 38 extends from genetic map position 157.53 cM to 169.32 cM. 

The 30 anchored contigs are not distributed evenly over the region of the genetic map with 15 

contigs anchored to the first 20 cM of the genetic map.  The remaining 15 contigs are anchored 

to a region of more than 90 cM.  This reflects the general distribution of the genetic markers in 

the original Ae. tauschii map which are more highly concentrated in the region closest to the 

centromere.  This is likely due to the rate of recombination being lower in this region meaning 

that a larger physical distance is represented by this part of the genetic map and more markers 

are concentrated in this region. 

5.3.6 Anchoring contigs to the syntenic region in Brachypodium 

5.3.6.1 Anchoring contigs using markers 

A total of 1,557 markers (Supplementary information 16) were designed from wheat ESTs 

aligning to genes within the syntenic region of Brachypodium 2L.  These markers included 181 

designed from ESTs assigned to a deletion bin on wheat 3DL.  These markers were screened 

against 3DL genomic DNA and 726 (46.6%) amplified a PCR product.  The markers designed from 

bin-mapped ESTs were more successful than the markers designed from non bin-mapped ESTs 

with 62.4 % amplifying a PCR product from 3DL genomic DNA compared to 44.5 % of non bin-

mapped markers.  The markers amplifying a 3DL-specific product were screened against the 

MTP BAC pools and 547 (35.1%) were anchored to BACs.  Including the PLUG and COS markers, 

this experiment anchored 320 unique contigs (32 %) to the Brachypodium syntenic region 

(Table 5.2). 

Marker type Number of 
markers 

Amplified 
in 3DL 

Anchored to 
MTP BAC 

Anchored vs. 
Amplified 

Number of 
contigs anchored 

Bin-mapped 
EST 

181 113 82 73% 79 

Non bin-
mapped EST 

1376 613 465 76% 283 

PLUG 17 14 10 71% 10 

COS 187 102 62 61% 55 

Total 1761 842 619 70% 320 
Table 5.2: Marker screening results from anchoring contigs using markers.   

The last column shows the number of unique contigs anchored by each group and the total for this column shows 

the number of unique contigs anchored by all markers. 
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The markers designed from bin-mapped ESTs, the PLUG markers and the COS markers were 

generally more successful than the markers designed from non bin-mapped ESTs.  However, the 

percentage of 3DL-specific markers that successfully anchored an MTP BAC was less variable 

between different marker types; between 61 and 76 % of markers were useful. 

Nearly 100 contigs were anchored multiple times to the scaffold region.  This explains why the 

total number of unique contigs anchored (320) is less than the total number of contigs anchored 

by all the markers (427). 

5.3.6.2 Anchoring contigs using BES 

After masking the BES for repeats, BLASTx aligned 46 (0.4%) BES to 57 genes in the 

Brachypodium syntenic region, anchoring 47 unique contigs. 

The 1,000 contigs of the physical map were classified by how they are anchored to the 

Brachypodium scaffold (Table 5.3).  Thirty-five contigs were anchored by both BES and PCR-

based anchoring methods.  The majority of anchored contigs (287) were anchored by PCR-based 

methods only and 8 were anchored by BES only.  As of July 2010, approximately two-thirds of 

contigs (670) were not anchored to the Brachypodium syntenic region.  

 Number of contigs 

Contig anchored by BES AND marker(s) 35 

Contig anchored by marker(s) only 287 

Contig anchored by BES only 8 

Contig not anchored 670 

Total 1000 
Table 5.3: Classification of physical map contigs based on their anchoring to the Brachypodium syntenic region. 

5.3.6.3 Visualisation of syntenically anchored contigs 

Anchor points obtained from both marker anchoring and BES anchoring were loaded into CMap 

for visualisation.  Due to the complexity of the data, visual inspection proved to be the only 

reliable way of determining where a contig was anchored.  Many anchoring scenarios were 

observed including contigs anchored by multiple syntenic anchor points (Figure 5.6), contigs 

anchored by a single anchor point (Figure 5.7) and contigs anchored to multiple positions in the 

scaffold (Figure 5.8).  The various different anchoring scenarios can be used to classify anchored 

contigs, for example a contig anchored by multiple syntenic anchor point is considered to be 

well anchored but further investigation is required to determine the correct position of a contig 

anchored to multiple places in the Brachypodium syntenic region. 
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Figure 5.6: Physical map contig 34 anchored by multiple syntenic anchor points.   

The Brachypodium genes are displayed in the left panel and the 11 MTP BACs comprising the contig are shown in 

the right panel (labelled ctg34-1 to ctg34-11).  Blue lines indicate BACs that are anchored to Brachypodium genes.  

Eight of the BACs in the contigs are anchored to neighbouring genes in Brachypodium (Bradi2g50970 to 

Bradi2g51030) indicating good collinearity between these regions of Brachypodium and wheat. 
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Figure 5.7: Physical map contig 13 anchored by a single anchor point.   

The Brachypodium genes are displayed in the left panel and the 9 MTP BACs comprising the contig are shown in 

the right panel (labelled ctg13-1 to ctg13-9).  The blue line indicates that the fourth BAC in the contig is anchored to 

Brachypodium gene Bradi2g41150. 
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Figure 5.8: Physical map contig 273 anchored to multiple places in the Brachypodium syntenic region.   

A 20 Mb region of Brachypodium is displayed on in the left panel and the 26 MTP BACs comprising the contig are 

shown in the right panel (labelled ctg273-1 to ctg273-26).  The blue lines indicate that BACs from different parts of 

the contig are anchored to different genes within the syntenic region. 

 

A number of well anchored contigs show evidence of synteny breakdown between wheat and 

Brachypodium.  An example is shown in Figure 5.9 where a contig anchored by three anchor 

points suggests that the relative order of two neighbouring genes is different between 

Brachypodium and wheat.  
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Figure 5.9: Physical map contig 89 anchored to the Brachypodium syntenic region.   

The Brachypodium genes are displayed in the left panel and the 25 MTP BACs comprising the contig are shown in 

the right panel (labelled ctg89-1 to ctg89-25).  The blue line indicates that the three BACs are anchored to three 

Brachypodium genes and that the order of two of these genes is different in wheat compared to Brachypodium. 

5.3.6.4 Comparing the genetic anchoring to the syntenic anchoring 

To assess the value of the syntenic build approach I compared the location of each contig 

anchored to the Ae. tauschii genetic map to its location in the syntenic build.  There are 15 

contigs anchored to both maps (Table 5.4).  All but three of these contigs are anchored in the 

same relative order in each map indicated by cM position or incrementing Brachypodium gene 

names.  Contigs 411, 104 and 376 are the exceptions to this pattern and are anchored to non-

syntenic positions.   
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Contig Position on genetic map (cM) Anchored to gene in syntenic build 

5551 73.65 Bradi2g43190 

461 76.73 Bradi2g45580 

411 77.76 Bradi2g48260 

916 78.38 Bradi2g47600 

5593 78.38 Bradi2g47760 

104 80.22 Bradi2g46790 

617 85.76 Bradi2g50290 

60 86.86 Bradi2g51470 

2785 87.05 Bradi2g51660 

99 92.91 Bradi2g53620 

14 97.60 Bradi2g54950 

376 114.91 Bradi2g42360 

234 116.51 Bradi2g58680 

195 117.77 Bradi2g59050 

38 157.53 Bradi2g60870 
Table 5.4: Comparison between physical map contigs that are both genetically and syntenically anchored. 

5.3.7 Detailed analysis of small syntenic region 

A 1.7 Mb region of the Brachypodium chromosome 2 was identified spanning from 48.1 Mb to 

49.8 Mb.  This region contains 204 genes, Bradi2g47730 to Bradi2g49770.  Forty contigs were 

anchored in this region by PCR-based markers or BES (Supplementary information 17). 

5.3.7.1 Designing markers from Brachypodium genes 

Ninety-four markers were designed directly from Brachypodium genes in the test region which 

had no aligning wheat EST (Supplementary information 18).  Eighteen (19.1 %) of these markers 

amplified in 3DL genomic DNA and of these, 9 could be anchored to MTP BACs (Table 5.5).  All 

but one marker anchored BACs from a single contig.  Marker BD-CDS-0076 anchored BACs from 

two contigs (481 and 1072).  In total, 10 contigs could be anchored using this method.  
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Marker Anchored to BAC Contig BAC position in contig 

BD-CDS-0012 3DL148_H24 1044 5 

BD-CDS-0020 3DL006_A07      26 2 

 3DL012_P09 26 1 

BD-CDS-0039 3DL149_E07       154 1 

 3DL159_O03 154 2 

BD-CDS-0045 3DL055_C02 453 6 

BD-CDS-0046 3DL035_C21 14 11 

 3DL087_G20 14 8 

BD-CDS-0064 3DL091_A14 341 2 

 3DL134_D07 341 1 

BD-CDS-0076 3DL052_N13    481 3 

 3DL065_D22 481 4 

 3DL057_A18   1072 8 

 3DL062_A17   1072 7 

 3DL074_M16 1072 6 

BD-CDS-0088 3DL069_M14       1225 2 

 3DL165_F03 1225 3 

BD-CDS-0092 3DL026_E05      427 7 

 3DL095_I24 427 8 
Table 5.5: Physical map contigs anchored by markers designed from Brachypodium genes.   

 

When these 10 contigs were integrated with contigs already anchored in the test region, 7 of 

them were already anchored to neighbouring genes (Table 5.6).  The remaining 3 contigs (14, 

453 and 481) were new contigs, not already anchored in the test region. 
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Gene Anchored contig Position in contig Anchoring method 

Bradi2g47990 1044 9 Marker 

Bradi2g48010 1044 5 Marker 

 4070 3 Marker 

Bradi2g48020 1044 5 Bd marker 

Bradi2g48160 26 4 Marker 

Bradi2g48190 26 1 Bd marker 

Bradi2g48470 154 14 BES 

Bradi2g48480 154 14 BES 

Bradi2g48490 154 14 BES 

Bradi2g48550 154 4 Marker 

Bradi2g48590 154 1 Bd marker 

Bradi2g48690 350 20 Marker 

Bradi2g48710 453 6 Bd marker 

Bradi2g48720 805 6 Marker 

Bradi2g48730 14 11 Bd marker 

Bradi2g49100 341 5 Marker 

Bradi2g49110 341 4 Marker 

 341 1 Bd marker 

Bradi2g49330 481 3 Bd marker 

 1072 6 Bd marker 

Bradi2g49340 1072 7 Marker 

Bradi2g49380 1072 6 Marker 

Bradi2g49530 1225 8 Marker 

Bradi2g49540 1225 8 Marker 

Bradi2g49570 1225 3 Marker 

 1225 2 BES 

Bradi2g49580 1225 2 Bd marker 

Bradi2g49630 427 7 Marker 

Bradi2g49640 427 7 Bd marker 
 Table 5.6: Integration of contigs anchored by Brachypodium markers with previously anchored contigs.  

All 10 contigs anchored by Brachypodium markers (labelled as Bd marker) are shown alongside contigs already 

anchored (labelled as Marker or BES) in the surrounding region.  Seven contigs anchored by Brachypodium markers 

are already anchored by existing methods and three contigs (14, 453 and 481) are new contigs. 

 

An example of agreement between the different anchoring strategies is shown by contig 154 

which consists of 14 BACs (Figure 5.10).  Two BACs are already anchored to Brachypodium 

genes (1 by a marker and 1 by 3 BES hits) and a marker designed from a Brachypodium gene 

provides an additional anchor point.   
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Figure 5.10: Agreement between different anchoring strategies.   

Contig 154 consists of 14 MTP BACs (red lines), one of which is anchored by three BES hits (solid blue lines) and one 

by a marker (dotted blue line).  An additional BAC is anchored by a marker designed from a Brachypodium gene 

(dashed line). 

5.3.7.2 Using ISBP markers identified from anchored contigs 

ISBP markers were identified from 30 of the 40 contigs anchored in the test region but four 

markers could not be identified from each contig.  In total, 42 markers were identified for 

analysis (Supplementary information 19), 13 of these were high confidence markers and 29 

medium confidence.  Twenty-one (50 %) of these markers successfully identified one or more 

MTP BACs (Table 5.7). 
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Marker 
name 

Designed from 
BAC  

Contig Position Hits BAC Contig Position 

TA-ISBP-0001 3DL096_F19 (f) 14 1 3DL168_F05 14 2 

    3DL096_F19 14 1 

TA-ISBP-0003 3DL117_P08 (r) 26 17 3DL015_B06 342 3 

    3DL151_H08 342 4 

TA-ISBP-0007 3DL010_I17 (r) 73 1 3DL161_I16 76 1 

TA-ISBP-0008 3DL161_I16 (f) 76 1 3DL161_I16 76 1 

    3DL093_A08 76 2 

TA-ISBP-0010 3DL057_K09 (r) 76 15 3DL165_L12 5390 2 

    3DL165_H16 5390 1 

TA-ISBP-0011 3DL056_L04 (r) 104 32 3DL056_L04 104 32 

    3DL142_K08 104 31 

TA-ISBP-0013 3DL047_N21 (r) 120 8 3DL047_N21 120 8 

    3DL139_M13 120 7 

TA-ISBP-0020 3DL153_A06 (f) 266 8 3DL136_H14 151 8 

    3DL099_D04 151 9 

TA-ISBP-0021 3DL147_K02 (f) 327 12 3DL128_K19 327 11 

    3DL147_K02 327 12 

TA-ISBP-0022 3DL164_O18 (r) 350 1 3DL062_C08 350 2 

    3DL164_O18 350 1 

TA-ISBP-0023 3DL083_A04 (f) 350 21 3DL083_A04 350 21 

    3DL130_O19 350 20 

TA-ISBP-0024 3DL104_I15 (f) 395 1 3DL073_K06 395 2 

    3DL104_I15 395 1 

TA-ISBP-0028 3DL097_O20 (r) 744 4 3DL097_O20 744 4 

    3DL134_F05 744 3 

TA-ISBP-0029 3DL006_J18 (r) 747 1 3DL006_J18 747 1 

    3DL103_L23 747 2 

TA-ISBP-0030 3DL137_C05 (r) 747 5 3DL023_A21 747 4 

    3DL137_C05 747 5 

TA-ISBP-0032 3DL162_G22 (r) 805 19 3DL162_G22 805 19 

TA-ISBP-0033 3DL167_O05 (f) 1044 1 3DL167_O05 1044 1 

TA-ISBP-0034 3DL010_D14 (f) 1072 1 3DL010_D14 1072 1 

TA-ISBP-0037 3DL157_L19 (f) 1410 1 3DL048_G18 1410 2 

    3DL157_L19 1410 1 

TA-ISBP-0038 3DL007_I21 (f) 4070 3 3DL007_I21 4070 3 

    3DL117_P14 4070 2 

TA-ISBP-0039 3DL007_I21 (r) 4070 3 3DL007_I21 4070 3 

    3DL117_P14 4070 2 
Table 5.7: Contigs identified by screening the ISBP markers against the MTP BAC pool.   

Each marker is shown alongside the BAC it was designed from, the position of the BES (f = forward, r = reverse) and 

the contig and position in the contig of the BAC.  The last three columns show the result of the screening, the 

BAC(s) identified the contig containing the BAC and the position of the BAC in the contig. 

 

Seventeen of the successful markers identified BACs from within the contig they were designed 

from.  For example, TA-ISBP-0037 was designed from a BAC (3DL157_L19) in the first position of 

contig 1410.  Screening this BAC against the MTP BAC pool identified itself and the BAC in the 
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second position of the contig (3DL048_G18).  Four markers (TA-ISBP-0003, TA-ISBP-0007, TA-

ISBP-0010 and TA-ISBP-0020) identify BACs on different contigs indicating several places where 

contigs might be joined.  For example, TA-ISBP-0003 is designed from a BAC at the end of contig 

26 and this marker identified two BACs at the end of contig 342.  Contig 76 is predicted to 

overlap with contig 73 by marker TA-ISBP-0007.  In addition, the other end of contig 76 is 

predicted to overlap with contig 5390 by marker TA-ISBP-0010.  This potentially means that 

contigs 73, 76 and 5390 can all be joined to form a long contig. 

Contigs 76, 350 and 747 have markers identified from both ends but only one marker from 

contig 76 (TA-ISBP-0010) identifies a new contig.  This means that markers designed from the 

ends of contigs 350 and 747 are probably designed from internal BES as they only identify BACs 

in the same contig or that there is no overlap with other contigs.  Although BAC 3DL007_I21 has 

markers designed from both BES (TA-ISBP-0038 and TA-ISBP-0038), both markers identify BACs 

within the same contig indicating that there is a large overlap between these two BAC clones in 

contig 4070. 

5.4 Discussion 

Sequencing the wheat genome is an essential foundation to understand phenotypic variation in 

this important crop species and will provide a basis from which to develop of new varieties of 

wheat with increased resistance to environmental stresses such as drought and salinity and 

increased resistance to disease.  These new varieties will help to address the future demand for 

food from a growing human population (Royal Society of London 2009).  However, sequencing 

the genome of wheat represents one of the most challenging genome sequencing projects to 

date due to its huge size, high repeat content, and hexaploid nature (Smith and Flavell 1975; 

Bennett and Leitch 1995).    

Recently, the technique of chromosome sorting has been applied to wheat aneuploid stocks 

which allows individual chromosomes or chromosome-arms in the genome to be separated by 

flow cytometry (Dolezel et al. 2007).  In this way, each of the 21 chromosomes or 42 

chromosome arms can be tackled as a separate genomic entity.  With a highly-repetitive 

genome such as wheat, a physical map provides a foundation for genome sequencing as a 

minimum tiling path of BAC clones can be identified from such a map and then sequenced.  A 

physical map has recently been constructed for wheat chromosome 3B (Paux et al. 2008) which 

was readily separated from the other chromosomes by flow cytometry.  A similar approach is 

being used for the long arm of chromosome 3D.  As part of the TriticeaeGenome project we 

have built a BAC library of over 55,000 clones from flow-sorted 3DL genomic DNA, fingerprinted 

the clones using HICF, labelled the fragments using SNaPshot technology (Marra et al. 1997; Luo 
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et al. 2003) and used FPC to build contigs based on overlapping clone fingerprints (Soderlund et 

al. 1997).  The final physical map consists of 1,000 contigs with a minimum tiling path (MTP) of 

5,826 clones.  The MTP clones were pooled using a three dimensional pooling strategy to 

facilitate subsequent screening.  The wheat 3B physical map at the same stage consisted of 

1,036 contigs and a minimum tiling path of 7,440 clones (Paux et al. 2008).  Wheat chromosome 

3B has an estimated size of 900 Mb and 3DL is approximately 450 Mb so the clones provide 

roughly the same potential coverage.  The MTP clones were end-sequenced to provide markers 

for anchoring.  In addition, the BES were compared to wheat unigenes and 0.86 % showed good 

homology to unigenes.  This is similar to the previous estimate of 1.2 % from chromosome 3B 

BES (Paux et al. 2006).   

In order to anchor physical map contigs I developed a novel approach of anchoring contigs to 

the syntenic region of Brachypodium, a recently sequenced grass genome closely related to 

wheat (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  The long arm of Brachypodium 

chromosome 2 (~30 Mb) was identified as syntenic to wheat 3DL and further comparisons using 

deletion bin-mapped wheat ESTs confirmed this.  The recently published Ae. tauschii genetic 

map (Luo et al. 2009) was also compared to Bd2L to assess synteny as Ae. tauschii is the donor 

of the D-genome in wheat.  This provided a more detailed comparison and identified a 20 Mb 

region at the distal end of Bd2L as syntenic to wheat 3DL.  Very few 3DL wheat ESTs aligned to 

genes in the 10 Mb proximal to the centromere and markers from the genetic map did not 

cover this region.  Interestingly, this is the position of one of the syntenic breakpoints identified 

in the Brachypodium genome by comparison to rice, sorghum and wheat marked by a high 

density of retroelements and centromeric repeats (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  

In general, these comparisons indicated that the 40 to 60 Mb region of Bd2L shows a high level 

of synteny to the entire wheat 3DL chromosome arm and that the syntenic anchoring strategy 

should provide a reasonable guide to the relative positions of contigs.  These syntenically 

anchored positions can then be validated and refined by additional anchoring methods using a 

genetic map and a deletion-bin map, leading to the creation of a physical map. 

Markers designed from ESTs assigned to genetic loci on the Ae. tauschii map were screened 

against the MTP clones and 30 contigs were anchored.  In most cases, single markers identified 

multiple BACs from the same contig indicated that the contigs built by FPC were robust, insofar 

as they reflect the underlying DNA sequence.  Some evidence of gene duplication was observed 

where single markers anchored BACs on multiple contigs.  This might also reflect contamination 

in the flow-sorted library where BACs have been made from other chromosomes in the wheat 

genome and assembled into small contigs.  The flow-sorted DNA is estimated to be 86 % pure 

meaning 14 % of the DNA used to construct the BAC library is potentially from other wheat 
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chromosomes.  A recent study used three BAC libraries constructed from homoeologous wheat 

chromosomes to build physical map contigs and showed that the resulting contigs mostly 

contained BACs from a single library (Luo et al. 2010).  However, contigs representing non-3DL 

DNA may have been built from contaminant clones in the 3DL BAC library and would provide 

additional primer-pair binding sites for markers.  

A total of 619 markers were used to anchor physical map contigs to Brachypodium genes in the 

Bd2L syntenic region.  The majority of these (75.1 %) were markers designed from non bin-

mapped wheat ESTs aligned to Brachypodium genes.  In total, the markers resulted in 320 

anchored contigs.  The BES were also used to anchor contigs to Brachypodium genes but this 

strategy proved to be less reliable as a large number of BES showed sequence similarity to four 

transposable element-related genes in Brachypodium.  This is to be expected in a repeat-rich 

genome such as wheat and again indicates the necessity of accurate masking of repetitive 

elements when working with wheat genome sequence.  Combining the marker and BES 

anchoring resulted in the physical map ‘syntenic build’ and with nearly one third of contigs 

anchored to Brachypodium.  The anchored contigs were visualised in CMap and many different 

anchoring scenarios were observed.  In addition, evidence of breaks in collinearity between 

wheat 3DL and Brachypodium 2L were evident by BACs in the same physical map contig 

anchoring to multiple places in the Brachypodium syntenic region as well as BACs in the same 

contig showing more localised rearrangements when anchored to Brachypodium 2L.  Due to the 

number of contigs anchored to Brachypodium, the CMap visualisation tool did not provide the 

ideal platform for visualising the anchored contigs, however, nothing more suitable could be 

found.  CMap is a web-based tool requiring a page refresh to update the display and it is 

designed to display comparisons between a small number of maps.  More recent visualisation 

tools such as CMap3D (Duran et al. 2010) may provide the functionality required to fully explore 

the data presented here.  

A comparison between contigs anchored genetically and syntenically showed that in general, 

contigs were anchored in the same relative order by each method.  This indicates that the 

syntenic approach is useful, however this analysis was based on only 15 contigs so the 

resolution of the comparison was not very high.  To more accurately assess the value of the 

syntenic build, contigs anchored in a small region of Bd2L were manually inspected.  In general 

it was found that the results obtained from anchoring contigs using PCR-based markers and in 

silico anchoring using BES agreed. 

Markers designed directly from Brachypodium genes in the test region were screened against 

the MTP BACs to test whether these markers could be used on a larger scale to increase the 
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marker density over the Brachypodium syntenic region.  It was found that although a low 

percentage of the markers designed from Brachypodium genes were useful for anchoring 

contigs (~10 %), the majority of the contigs anchored by these markers showed good agreement 

with contigs anchored by previous methods.  The low success rate of markers designed from 

Brachypodium genes reflects the evolutionary divergence of wheat and Brachypodium as 

although most genes are shared between the pooid grasses, only genes that are sufficiently 

conserved in sequence would be useful in this approach.  

ISBP markers (Paux et al. 2010) were identified from contigs anchored in the test region in order 

to test the robustness of the contigs and to identify new contigs that may overlap with those 

already anchored.  The original strategy was to design four markers from each contig, two from 

BES on each terminal BAC but the density of identified ISBP markers was not high enough to 

achieve this.  Although ISBP markers were obtained from more than half of the MTP clones 

enabling the potential anchoring of more than 87 % of contigs, these markers are from central 

as well as terminal BACs so the probability of obtaining two markers from each terminal BAC is 

low.  ISBP markers are estimated to occur in wheat at a frequency of one every 3.8 kb (Paux et 

al. 2010) so if the average length of a BES is 500 bp, one would expect to find one ISBP marker 

in every eight BES.  This analysis identified an average of one high confidence ISBP marker in 

every 10 BES indicating that all possible ISBP markers are being identified but that shorter 

contigs are less likely to contain a useful ISBP.   

ISBP markers are identified by a Perl script that uses junctions between repeat elements to 

design primer-pairs and allocates a confidence level to the makers depending on how accurately 

the repeat elements are identified.  I did not include low confidence markers when ISBP 

markers were designed from the MTP BES as the isbpfinder documentation indicates that these 

markers may not be particularly accurate when used experimentally.  However, it would be 

useful to experimentally test a number of low confidence markers to determine whether they 

could be used to screen the MTP BAC pools as this would provide greater marker coverage.  

ISBP markers that successfully identified MTP BACs most often identified BACs from the contigs 

from which they were designed, confirming that the majority of contigs tested have been 

robustly constructed by FPC.  Four markers also identified overlaps between contigs and 

interestingly, these markers all identify BACs at the end of the new contig rather than BACs in 

the middle.  This is encouraging if one considers that the ends of contigs would overlap if such 

overlaps occurred.  These results indicate that screening ISBP markers from all contigs against 

the MTP BAC pools would be a useful approach to identify joins between contigs and to reduce 

their number.  One anomaly common to all the markers that identify new contigs is that none of 

them identify the BAC from which they are designed.  One would expect that in addition to 
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identifying new BACs, the BAC from which the marker was designed would also be identified.  

However, this was not the case in the four examples observed in this analysis. 

 Another encouraging result which supports the value of the syntenic build is that ISBP marker 

(TA-ISBP-0007) designed from contig 73, identifies a potential overlap with contig 76.  Contigs 

73 and 76 are anchored in close proximity in the syntenic build which indicates that these 

contigs are indeed found adjacent to each other in wheat 3DL (Figure 5.11).   

 

Figure 5.11: Agreement between syntenic anchoring and anchoring using ISBP markers. 

Contigs 73 and 76 are anchored in close proximity in the syntenic build (indicated by blue lines) and also predicted 

to be linked by an ISBP designed from a BES on the first BAC of contig 73 which identifies the first BAC on contig 76 

from the MTP BAC pool (indicated by a red arrow). 

  

In conclusion, the wheat 3DL physical map is progressing well based on my strategy of 

incorporating syntenic anchoring that provides a long-range initial structure for subsequent 

steps.  Multiple marker types have been designed and tested and the syntenic approach using 

Brachypodium appears to be useful although cannot fully be assessed until additional resources 

are available to anchor contigs.  A deletion-bin map of wheat is being constructed using gamma-

irradiated Chinese Spring seeds and 22 F2 lines have been identified as containing deletions in 

chromosome 3DL (A. Yang, pers. comm.).  Work is ongoing to more accurately define the extent 

of these deletions so that the markers identified in this study can be used to allocate physical 
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map contigs into deletion bins.  In addition, Both COS and ISBP markers have been designed 

from contigs which will be genetically mapped using a mapping population of 200 F2 lines 

derived from Chinese Spring and Renan parental lines (N. McKenzie, pers. comm.).  These 

approaches will complement the syntenic build presented here and allow the 1,000 contigs in 

the wheat 3DL physical map to be anchored.  Once this is achieved, the foundation will be in 

place for sequencing another portion of the huge genome of wheat.  
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6 Sequencing the transcriptome of Triticum aestivum 

6.1 Introduction 

The complete set of RNA molecules produced from the genome of an organism is called the 

transcriptome (Velculescu et al. 1997) and the study of these molecules is called 

transcriptomics.  Understanding the transcriptome of an organism is essential to elucidate the 

functional elements of its genome and to identify the molecular components within cells and 

tissues.  Transcriptomics can be used to determine the structure of genes, for example, the 3’ 

and 5’ ends and the position of introns and exons, as well as the alternative splicing processes 

that occur after transcription giving rise to different mature transcripts from the same gene.  It 

can also be used to measure the relative amounts of each transcript to characterise the 

expression level of genes.  Different genes are expressed at different stages of cell development 

so transcriptomics can be used to identify which genes are expressed in different cell types and 

how gene expression changes as a cell develops.  In addition, the expression of genes can be 

monitored in response to environmental factors such as biotic or abiotic stress.   

As early as the 1970s, techniques were developed to monitor the expression of individual genes 

in different tissues or developmental stages by detecting RNA (Alwine et al. 1977).  These 

techniques use electrophoresis to separate RNA molecules by size which are then immobilised 

on a membrane.  A labelled probe complimentary to the target sequence is used to detect the 

RNA by hybridisation.  In the mid-1990’s DNA microarray technology emerged which allowed 

the expression levels of thousands of genes to be measured simultaneously (Schena et al. 1995).  

DNA microarrays consist of an ordered arrangement of DNA spots (the probes) covalently 

attached to a solid surface by photolithography or electrochemistry, where each spot 

represents a gene.  The array is interrogated using cDNA from mRNA (the target) that has been 

purified from cells of a particular type and labelled with a fluorescent dye.  The amount of cDNA 

hybridised to each site on the array is measured by the levels of fluorescence when the array is 

excited by a laser.  The intensity of fluorescence is captured and analysis software is used to 

determine the gene expression levels.  Hybridisation-based approaches to measure gene 

expression are limited by high background noise levels due to cross-hybridisation (Okoniewski 

and Miller 2006) and limited dynamic range of detection due to background noise and signal 

saturation. 

Sequence-based approaches to transcriptomics have been used for many years to produce 

libraries of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from cDNA clones.  RNA is extracted from a range of 

tissue samples representing cells in different stages of development and cells that have been 

subjected to various biotic and abiotic stresses.  Messenger-RNA is purified from the total RNA 
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and reverse-transcribed into cDNA.  Standard Sanger sequencing techniques are used to 

sequence a portion of each cDNA clone resulting in an EST.  Collections of ESTs representing 

genes from a wide range of organisms are available in public databases (Boguski et al. 1993) and 

can be aligned to newly sequenced genomes to provide a fast and accurate method of gene 

annotation.  Although an EST sequence can provide evidence of gene expression, Sanger 

sequencing of full-length cDNA clones is relatively low-throughput so quantative measurement 

of expression levels using this technology is not feasible.  Approaches such as serial analysis of 

gene expression or SAGE (Velculescu et al. 1997) and massively parallel signature sequencing 

(Brenner et al. 2000) were developed to address this limitation.  SAGE involves capturing a 9 to 

14 nucleotide sequence tag from the 3’ end of each cDNA molecule.  These tags are 

concatenated and sequenced to identify the individual tags.  Because one tag is generated from 

each cDNA molecule, gene expression levels can be determined from the frequency of 

occurrence of unique tags.  Massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) is a procedure that 

produces longer sequence tags and with higher throughput than SAGE.  In MPSS, cDNA 

molecules are attached to microbeads using a method that ensures each cDNA in a sample is 

likely to be represented and attached to a single microbead.  The microbeads are aligned in a 

flow cell and a 17 to 20 nucleotide sequence tag is generated from the 3’ end of each cDNA in 

parallel by successive rounds of cleavage and interrogation using fluorescently labelled probes.  

Multiple copies of the same transcript will result in identical reads from which expression levels 

can be deduced. 

RNA extracted from tissue samples (total RNA) consists of all RNA molecules found in the cells.  

In eukaryotic cells, only 1 to 5 % of total RNA represents messenger RNA and within this portion, 

the quantity of different transcripts ranges from thousands to tens of thousands.  A small 

number of highly expressed genes account for a large proportion of the mRNA and rare 

transcripts will exist at much lower frequencies.  If a quantative measurement of gene 

expression is not required, a more accurate representation of the transcribed portion of the 

genome can be obtained if the prevalence of highly abundant transcripts is reduced, thus 

increasing the representation by rarer transcripts.  This process is called normalisation and is 

commonly applied to cDNA libraries before sequencing.  The method of cDNA normalisation 

using a double-stranded nuclease (DSN) is explained in Chapter 2.   

The advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies (Metzker 2010) has 

revolutionised the field of transcriptomics as cDNA can be directly sequenced in a high-

throughput manner and at reduced cost compared to traditional sequencing technologies.  The 

resulting sequence reads can be aligned to a reference genome or assembled de novo to 

determine both gene structure and gene expression levels.  The application of NGS technologies 
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to transcriptomics is called RNA-Seq.  RNA-Seq has many advantages over previous 

hybridisation-based approaches.  Unlike these approaches, RNA-Seq doesn’t rely on the 

availability of a genome sequence as RNA can be extracted from any organism, sequenced and 

assembled de novo to produce contigs representing transcribed regions of the genome.  Where 

a reference genome is available, sequence reads can be aligned to the genome sequence to 

reveal gene structure to single base resolution and identify junctions between exons.  

Furthermore, these alignments can be used to identify SNPs between different varieties for use 

as molecular markers.  RNA-Seq doesn’t exhibit the background noise levels that are inherent in 

hybridisation-based approaches as reads can be mapped uniquely to the genome and in 

addition, there is no limit to the number of transcripts that can be sequenced, hence the 

dynamic range of the RNA-Seq is much wider.  In S. cerevisiae, RNA-Seq has been used to 

measure the expression levels of genes and identified genes that are expressed at levels more 

than 8,000 times higher than others, something that would have been impossible to measure 

using microarrays (Nagalakshmi et al. 2008).  

RNA-Seq has been used to sequence and characterise the transcriptomes of many species.  In 

2007, Weber and colleagues sequenced mRNA from Arabidopsis seedlings (Weber et al. 2007).  

The resulting ESTs were aligned to the genome and provided evidence of expression for over 

17,000 gene loci, some of which were predicted genes with no supporting experimental 

evidence.  454 sequencing was used to generate more than 600,000 ESTs from two cDNA 

libraries constructed from the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Vera et al. 2008).  These ESTs were 

assembled into contigs and approximately 9,000 genes were identified.  Another study 

investigated the transcriptome of Artemisia annua, a plant used to produce the anti-malaria 

drug artemisinin from its glandular trichomes (Wang et al. 2009a).  Assembling these reads 

generated over 42,000 unigenes, more than half of which could be assigned function by 

comparison with the NCBI protein database.  For species with large and complex genomes, RNA-

Seq provides a fast and relatively inexpensive method to sample the transcribed portion of the 

genome.  One such study has been performed on Lodgepole pine, a tree species in the genus 

Pinus (Parchman et al. 2010).  Genomic data from a related pine in combination with de novo 

assembly was used to generate nearly 64,000 contigs from cDNA, 17,000 of which were 

identified as genes.  In addition, a large number of retrotransposons sequences were identified 

in the contigs indicating that these elements are transcriptionally active and that there may be 

regions of retroelements inserted into transcribed regions of genes. 

It is perhaps counter-intuitive that the problem of transcriptome assembly is more complex 

than genome assembly as the transcribed portion of the genome is significantly smaller than the 

complete genome.  The goal in genome assembly is to assemble chromosome-scale contiguous 
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regions of sequence representing the entire genome.  In contrast, but the transcriptome 

consists of thousands of short stretches of sequence representing transcribed genes meaning 

that the contiguity of an assembled transcriptome is low.  In addition, transcripts are present in 

many different copy numbers and include a high proportion of variant transcripts that are the 

products of alternative splicing from the same gene.  As with genomic reads, assembling the 

longer reads produced by 454 sequencing is computationally more feasible than assembling 

short Illumina reads.  Illumina cDNA reads are generally aligned to a reference genome to 

identify transcribed regions or to identify SNPs.  However, the development of more powerful 

assembly algorithms and the availability of high-performance compute clusters means that 

assembling transcriptomes from short reads is realistic.  The ABySS assembler has been used to 

assemble Illumina reads obtained from human tumour tissue into contigs (Birol et al. 2009).  

Nearly 67,000 contigs of 100 bp or longer were generated representing over 30 Mb of 

transcriptome sequence.  Another potentially useful assembler specifically designed for 

transcriptome data is Oasis, an extension to the Velvet assembler 

(http://github.com/dzerbino/oases), although results from using this assembler are yet to be 

published.  

Sequencing the transcribed portion of the bread wheat genome is a tractable approach to apply 

to this large, complex genome.  In the past, traditional Sanger sequencing has been used to 

sequence wheat cDNA clones (Ogihara et al. 2004) resulting in an extensive EST collection 

containing 1,071,199 sequences (dbEST release 081310).  In addition, more than 8,000 full-

length cDNA sequences are available (Mochida et al. 2009) and a handful of sequenced BACs in 

public databases.  Transcript assembles (TAs) have been built from publicly available wheat 

sequences using automated pipelines resulting in putative sets of wheat unigenes.  Several TA 

datasets exist and are outlined in Table 6.1.   

Because these transcript assemblies are constructed from ESTs they are unlikely to provide 

complete end-to-end coverage of genes.  In addition, the datasets vary in size from less than 40 

Mb to nearly 200 Mb indicating that the smaller datasets are probably incomplete in terms of 

representation of all wheat genes and the larger datasets are highly redundant.  The wheat 

genome is complicated by the presence of homoeologous genes; each gene has the potential to 

be present as three homoeologues, each exhibiting a high sequence similarity to the other two 

homoeologues.  These homoeologues are frequently expressed simultaneously (Mochida et al. 

2004).  If high stringency criteria are used when assembling these ESTs, homoeologous 

transcripts will be assembled separately.  Assembling at lower stringency would cluster 

homoeologous ESTs into single transcripts.   

http://github.com/dzerbino/oases
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Name and URL Date of 
release 

Total 
sequences 

Total length 
(Mb) 

TIGR transcript assembly 
(http://plantta.jcvi.org) 

2007, 
release 2 

319,949 198 

DFCI gene index 
(http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi) 

2010, 
release 12 

221,925 154 

NCBI unigenes 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene) 

2010, 
Build 56 

40,870 36 

Table 6.1: Existing wheat transcript assemblies built from EST data. 

 

The recent sequencing of 18.2 Mb of wheat chromosome 3B contigs identified genes ranging 

from 309 to 15.8 kb in length and the average coding sequence (CDS) of these genes was 1,382 

bp (Choulet et al. 2010).  This is close to the average size of 1,143 bp predicted from 6,137 full-

length wheat cDNAs (Mochida et al. 2009).  These estimates also agree with the average coding 

sequence length of genes in the Brachypodium genome of 1,392 bp (Supp. Table 6, 

International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).  Choulet and colleagues estimate that between 

36,000 and 50,000 genes are present on the wheat group B chromosomes (Choulet et al. 2010) 

meaning that the group B transcriptome is between 49.7 and 69.1 Mb in size.  The additional 

two homoeologous chromosome sets would contain a similar number of genes so the complete 

hexaploid wheat transcriptome is estimated to be between 149.1 and 207.3 Mb.  The NCBI 

unigene dataset is 36 Mb indicating that this dataset may represent a large proportion of wheat 

transcripts where homoeologous sequences are represented as a single sequence.  As well as 

redundant sequence, the TIGR and DFCI datasets are more likely to contain separate 

homoeologous transcript sequences as these datasets are larger. 

A limitation of transcript sequence is that it contains no inherent information on gene structure 

as cDNA is made from mRNA after excision of introns.  In wheat, this limitation can be partially 

overcome by using homologous genes from closely related species such as rice to estimate gene 

models.  Such a method is implemented in the Wheat Estimated Transcript Server (Mitchell et 

al. 2007) which identifies wheat ESTs similar in sequence to a selected rice gene.  The ESTs are 

assembled and aligned to the rice gene to give an estimation of the intron-exon structure of the 

wheat gene based on the rice homologue.  Gene-based markers that span predicted introns can 

then be designed from these sequences. 

Applying high-throughput sequencing methods to the wheat transcriptome is an exciting new 

prospect and in theory can be used to obtain a more accurate picture of the transcripts present 

in hexaploid wheat.  Provided a broad range of transcripts can be sampled, this should enable 

long transcript sequences to be constructed as well as identifying new transcripts.  In addition, 

the availability of the Brachypodium genome sequence (International Brachypodium Initiative 

http://plantta.jcvi.org/
http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene
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2010) means that gene models from Brachypodium can be used to more accurately define gene 

models in wheat.  Brachypodium is estimated to have diverged from the wheat lineage between 

8 and 15 million years after the divergence of the temperate grasses from the rice lineage 

(International Brachypodium Initiative 2010), so gene models should be more conserved 

between wheat and Brachypodium than between wheat and rice.  More than 16,300 genes in 

the Brachypodium genome are predicted to have highly related orthologues in wheat and 

barley, meaning that a significant proportion of the genes in the wheat genome could be 

defined by alignment with Brachypodium genes (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).   

In this chapter I describe the analysis of sequence data generated by sequencing wheat cDNA 

using both the pyrosequencing (454) and sequencing-by-synthesis (Illumina) methods and the 

subsequent analysis of this data using existing wheat transcript sequence and Brachypodium 

sequence.  Sequence reads generated from the Illumina platform were aligned to existing wheat 

transcriptome sequence to determine what proportion of the reads represented existing wheat 

sequence and whether any new sequence was generated.  Both normalised and unnormalised 

libraries were prepared and sequenced to determine whether cDNA normalisation could be 

used to identify a larger number of transcripts.  Sequence reads generated by 454 sequencing 

were assembled into contigs and compared to existing wheat transcriptome sequence.  Contigs 

representing new sequence were aligned to Brachypodium gene models to identify putative 

gene structures and contigs representing existing wheat transcript sequence were used to 

extend these transcript assemblies before alignment to Brachypodium gene models.  Illumina 

sequencing was performed in collaboration with The Genome Analysis Centre (TGAC) in 

Norwich and 454 sequencing was performed in collaboration with Neil Hall’s group at the 

University of Liverpool.   

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Preparation of cDNA libraries for sequencing 

Four samples from Chinese Spring batch 42 were used to prepare cDNA libraries and were 

designed to maximise the transcript diversity sampled for sequencing.  The samples comprised; 

 Roots, young leaves, young flowers and immature seeds. 

 6 and 11 day drought induced leaves. 

 3 and 5 days-after-anthesis senescent flag leaf. 

 24 hr circadian time course, young leaves collected at 6 hourly intervals. 

Both Illumina and 454 sequencing technologies were used to take advantage of their relative 

merits.  Illumina sequence is relatively cheap to generate and deep coverage can be achieved 
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but at the expense of shorter read lengths.  454 sequencing is more expensive but generates 

longer read lengths.  In addition, using two sequencing methods reduces potential bias in 

generated sequence compared to using a single method.  For Illumina sequencing, normalised 

and unnormalised cDNA libraries were prepared from each individual sample using the DSN 

normalisation method (Zhulidov et al. 2004).  Both normalised and unnormalised cDNA samples 

were sequenced using the Illumina paired-end protocol to give 80 bp paired end reads with an 

insert size of 250 bp. 

For 454 sequencing, two superpools were produced consisting of cDNA from all three samples.  

One superpool was sent to Evrogen (www.evrogen.com) for normalisation.  The normalised and 

unnormalised superpools were sequenced separately and the resulting reads were combined 

and assembled using the MIRA assembler (http://www.chevreux.org/projects_mira.html).  

6.2.2 Analysis of Illumina sequence files 

The Illumina GA analysis pipeline produces Illumina-FASTQ sequence files (Cock et al. 2010).  

These were first processed using the fastx_quality_stats utility from the FASTX toolkit 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit) to produce statistics on the reads in the file.  

Assessing the quality of reads is essential as the quality of base calls tends to deteriorate 

towards the end of the read due to the chemistry of the Illumina sequencing method.  An R 

script (R Development Core Team 2010) was used to plot the distribution of the read quality 

profiles for reads in each file.  The Illumina-FASTQ file is then converted to Sanger-FASTQ format 

using the MAQ ‘ill2sanger’ function (Li et al. 2008a). 

The FASTA reference sequence files (TIGR transcript assembly or NCBI unigenes) were 

converted to binary FASTA format using the MAQ ‘fast2bfa’ function and the standard MAQ 

pipeline was used to align the reads to the reference sequence.  First the ‘match’ function was 

used to align the reads in each file to the reference sequences, then the ‘assemble’ function was 

used to build the mapping assembly.  The Tablet viewer (Milne et al. 2010) was used to visualise 

these alignments by converting the alignment file to text format using the MAQ ‘mapview’ 

function and the mapping assembly file to FASTQ using the ‘cns2fq’ function. 

Aligning the reads to a reference sequence using BWA (Li and Durbin 2009) first requires the 

reference sequences to be indexed using the BWA ‘index’ function, then the ‘aln’ function is 

used to get the suffix array coordinates of the input reads.  The alignments are generated using 

the ‘sampe’ function.  These alignments are created in Sequence Alignment/MAP (SAM) format.  

The functions ‘view’, ‘sort’ and ‘index’ in the SAMTools utility (Li et al. 2009a) are used to 

convert the SAM file to Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) format and to sort and index it.  The shell 

http://www.evrogen.com/
http://www.chevreux.org/projects_mira.html
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit
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script and additional files used to process an Illumina run are included as Supplementary 

information 20.  Statistics are generated from the BAM file using the SAMTools ‘flagstat’ 

function and a custom Perl script was written utilising the Bio::DB::Sam library to determine the 

average read depth exhibited by each unigene and the percentage of each unigene covered by 

reads.   

6.2.3 Analysis of contigs assembled from 454 sequence reads 

The redundancy of assembled contigs was tested using CD-HIT-EST (Li and Godzik 2006) to 

identify contigs that were represented identically by a longer sequence.  This stage is important 

if contigs from multiple runs are analysed together as there is no need to include contigs in the 

analysis that are represented multiple times. 

The analysis of the 454 contigs was performed in two stages.  The first stage is depicted in 

Figure 6.1.  Contigs were first compared to NCBI unigenes using BLASTn to determine what 

proportion show high sequence similarity to unigenes.  An e-value cut-off of 1e-10 was used.  

The contigs that show no sequence similarity to unigenes were then compared to 

Brachypodium proteins using BLASTx to identify putative Brachypodium homologues.  These 

contigs may represent genes that are present in wheat and have homologues in Brachypodium 

but are not represented in the wheat unigene set.  Contigs were aligned to their putative 

Brachypodium homologues using the Spidey alignment tool which is designed to align transcript 

sequence to genome sequence (Wheelan et al. 2001).  From these alignments, the percentage 

of coding sequence covered by transcript sequence for each Brachypodium gene is calculated.  

Any contigs that don’t show sequence similarity on the protein level to Brachypodium are 

compared to the RefSeq (release 41) database of plant proteins (Pruitt et al. 2007).  These 

contigs may represent wheat genes that are not present in Brachypodium but have been 

characterised in other plants, a proportion likely to be small.     

Contigs that show good sequence similarity to NCBI unigenes were used to extend unigenes in 

the following way.  Each unigene was processed in turn and contigs showing good sequence 

similarity (e-value < 1e-50) to that unigene were extracted.  Each unigene with matching contigs 

were assembled using CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999) and saved as an extended unigene if the 

resulting unigene is 100 bp or longer than the original unigene.  In this way, a new set of 

unigenes (the extended unigene set) was created containing the extended unigene if one had 

been created or the original unigene if no extension was possible.   
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Figure 6.1: The workflow designed to analyse 454 contigs.   

Contigs showing similarity to unigenes are used to extend the unigenes to create a new unigene set (red box) and 

contigs showing no similarity to unigenes are compared to Brachypodium and other plant proteins. 

 

The second stage is depicted in Figure 6.2.  The extended unigene set was compared to 

Brachypodium proteins using BLASTx to identify putative homologues.  Any unigene showing 80 

% or more sequence similarity to a Brachypodium gene and covering 80 % or more of its length 

was aligned to its putative Brachypodium homologue using Spidey and the coverage of each 

Brachypodium gene was calculated to generate a mean coverage.  To provide a baseline with 

which to compare the extended unigenes set, the original unigenes were analysed in the same 

way, first compared to Brachypodium proteins using BLASTx to determine putative homologues, 

then aligning each unigene to the homologous Brachypodium gene and calculating the mean 

coverage.  By comparing the results from the original and extended unigene alignments one can 

determine whether extending the unigenes has increased the number of gene models that can 

be characterised by alignment to Brachypodium. 

 

Figure 6.2: Comparison of the original and extended unigenes by alignment to Brachypodium.   

First putative homologues are identified, then from these, the best homologues are aligned and the coverage of 

the Brachypodium gene calculated.   
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Analysis of Illumina reads 

Approximately 532 million 80 bp reads were generated from wheat cDNA containing 42.6 Gb of 

sequence; representing a theoretical 200 x coverage of the wheat transcriptome.   

6.3.1.1 Assessment of read quality  

An Illumina flow cell provides 8 available lanes, 7 of these are generally loaded with samples 

and 1 is used as a control lane.  The control lane is loaded with phiX, a circular bacteriophage 

genome consisting of 5,386 bases which is used by the base-calling software provided with the 

sequencing machine.  In addition, the quality of reads from the control lane can be used to 

assess the quality of the run.  In a successful run, the quality of the reads from the 7 sample 

lanes should be of similar quality as reads from the control lane.  The accuracy of an individual 

base-call is expressed as a phred quality score which is a logarithmic scale ranging from 4 to 

around 60 with higher values corresponding to higher quality (Ewing and Green 1998).  The read 

profile from the phiX control lane in the unnormalised samples is shown in Figure 6.3, Panel B.  

It shows an initial phred score of approximately 37, falling to around 30 by position 80 in the 

read.  This indicates that the base-calling accuracy is more than 99.9 % until very late on in the 

read when it is still above 99 % accurate.   

The read quality profile for a lane of unnormalised cDNA is shown in Figure 6.3, Panel A.  It 

shows a quality score at the first base position of approximately 36 indicating the accuracy of 

the base call is more than 99.9 %.  The quality score smoothly decreases as the length of the 

read increases but remains above 29.  The read quality profile for the unnormalised cDNA is 

very similar to that of the control lane (Panel B) indicating these sequence reads are of high 

quality. 
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Figure 6.3: Read quality profile from an unnormalised cDNA sample.   

The cDNA sample is shown in Panel A and the corresponding phiX control lane is shown in Panel B.  The quality of 

the base call in each position in the read is a mean of the quality scores for the bases at that position in all the 

reads and is presented as a phred quality score.  Both profiles show read quality gradually decreasing as the length 

of the read increases.  The read qualities in the control lane are generally higher than those in the sample lane. 

 

The read quality profile from the normalised cDNA sample alongside the quality profile of the 

corresponding phiX control lane is shown in Figure 6.4.  The control lane indicates that the 

sequencing run has been successful, however the quality profile from the sample lane is 

strikingly different and shows a much steeper decline in the quality of base-calling as the length 

of the read progresses.  In addition, the profile from the sample lane is irregular, unlike the 

smooth profile obtained from the unnormalised sample. 
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Figure 6.4: Read quality profile from a normalised cDNA sample.   

The cDNA sample is shown in Panel A and the corresponding phiX control lane is shown in Panel B.  The quality of 

the base call in each position in the read is a mean of the quality scores for the bases at that position in all the 

reads and is presented as a phred quality score.  The control lane shows a profile similar to that observed for the 

unnormalised sample but the sample lane shows are steeper decline in quality and also an irregular pattern of 

decline. 

 

The difference in the read quality profiles shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 was observed 

between all the normalised and unnormalised samples and indicates a problem with the 

normalised samples.  This could be due to a problem in the normalisation procedure.  Upon 

further inspection it was found that the reads from normalised samples also showed a pattern 

of biased base composition.  Figure 6.5 shows the number of thymine residues at each base 

position from reads taken from both normalised and unnormalised samples.  Thymine residues 

are distributed relatively evenly along the reads in the unnormalised sample (Panel A) but the 

normalised sample shows very few thymine residues in the first 25 bases of the read (Panel B).  
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Figure 6.5: Frequency of thymine residues in Illumina reads.   

Unnormalised cDNA (Panel A) shows a relatively even distribution and normalised cDNA (Panel B) shows very few 

thymine residues in the first 25 nucleotides of the reads. 

6.3.1.2 Alignment of Illumina reads to TIGR wheat transcript assembles using MAQ 

Reads from each sample were mapped to TIGR wheat transcript assemblies.  From 

unnormalised samples, more than 23 million reads were obtained per lane on average.  

Normalised samples gave over 30 million reads per lane (Table 6.2).  

cDNA sample Average number 
of reads obtained 
per lane 

Average number 
of reads mapped 

Reads 
mapped 
(%) 

TAs with 
reads mapped 
(%) 

Unnormalised 23,228,673 20,819,543 89.6 65.1 

Normalised 30,046,978 15,555,617 51.8 61.7 

Table 6.2: Analysis of Illumina reads by alignment to TIGR transcript assemblies using MAQ. 

Number of reads obtained from the normalised and unnormalised samples and analysis of the alignment of these 

reads to TIGR wheat transcript assemblies. 

 

When the reads were mapped to the TIGR transcript assemblies a much larger difference was 

observed between the samples.  Nearly 90 % of reads from the unnormalised samples map to 

the reference sequences compared to 51.8 % of reads from the normalised samples.  The 

percentage of reference sequences with 1 or more aligning reads is between 61 and 65 % with 

reads from unnormalised samples hitting more reference sequences.  This is contrary to the 

view that a normalised cDNA sample should represent a broader range of genes than an 

unnormalised sample.    These results show that the normalisation procedure is working to 

some extent as reads from the normalised libraries hit a similar number of reference sequences 

compared to the reads from the unnormalised samples, yet fewer reads are involved.  The 

normalisation procedure appears to be removing a large proportion of the multiple cDNA copies 
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from highly expressed genes, however there is not a general increase in unigenes represented 

as a result of this.  These results indicate that little has been gained by normalising the cDNA 

before sequencing, assuming that the normalisation procedure is working properly. 

6.3.1.3 Alignment of Illumina reads to TIGR wheat transcript assembles using BWA 

BWA was used to align the Illumina reads as it is a faster tool and has the additional benefit of 

storing the alignments it generates in the SAM/BAM format.  Alignments stored in this format 

can be interrogated programmatically and downstream analysis is easier.  For both samples, 

fewer reads mapped to the transcript assemblies using the BWA alignment tool compared to 

mapping the reads using MAQ (Table 6.3).  Despite this, a similar disparity was observed in the 

number of reads mapping from the normalised samples compared to the unnormalised 

samples.  A much larger proportion of reads mapped from the unnormalised samples (72.2 % 

compared to 27.7 %).   

cDNA sample Reads mapped (%) TAs with reads mapped (%) 

Unnormalised 72.2 58.9 

Normalised 27.7 57.1 
Table 6.3: Aligning Illumina reads to TIGR transcript assemblies using BWA. 

Many more reads are mapped from the unnormalised sample than the normalised samples but reads from both 

libraries hit a similar percentage of unigenes.  

 

If substantially fewer reads align to the reference sequences one would expect fewer reference 

sequences to be hit by a read but this was not observed.  The proportion of reference 

sequences with aligned reads using BWA (57 to 59 %) is only marginally less than the number of 

reference sequences with aligned reads when using MAQ (61 to 65 %).  As observed from the 

MAQ alignments, there is no real difference between the number of reference sequences hit by 

reads from normalised samples compared to unnormalised samples.  These results show that 

BWA aligns fewer reads but the same numbers of reference sequences have reads aligned to 

them.  This indicates that BWA uses more stringent criteria for aligning reads than those used by 

MAQ.  Once again, there is no evidence that the normalisation procedure is increasing the 

number of reference sequences represented by reads. 

6.3.1.4 Alignment of Illumina reads to NCBI unigenes using BWA 

BWA was used to align the Illumina reads to the NCBI wheat unigenes as the TIGR transcript 

assembly is very large and slow to process.  The wheat unigene set is much smaller and 

potentially provides a more accurate representation of unique transcript sequence (Table 6.1).  

BWA aligned fewer reads to the unigenes than to the TIGR transcript assemblies as would be 

expected for a smaller reference set (Table 6.4).  Once again, more reads are mapped from the 
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unnormalised samples than the normalised samples (48.7 % compared to 20.1 %).  However, in 

this case the reads from normalised samples hit marginally more reference sequences than the 

reads from unnormalised samples.     

cDNA sample Reads mapped (%) Unigenes with reads mapped (%) 

Unnormalised 48.7 65.3 

Normalised 20.1 73.0 
Table 6.4: Aligning Illumina reads to NCBI unigenes using BWA. 

These alignments show a small difference between the number of unigenes hit by unnormalised reads compared 

to normalised reads.     

 

In order to obtain a more accurate measure of the number of unigenes covered by reads, the 

alignments were analysed in more detail using a custom Perl script.  Each unigene was 

inspected to determine two statistics; the average read depth of the unigene (the total number 

of aligned bases divided by the length of the unigene) and the percentage of the unigene 

covered by reads.  A unigene was counted if it exhibited an average read depth of 5 or greater, 

an arbitrary cut-off to indicate a unigene with moderately good read depth.  For example, a 500 

nucleotide unigene with forty 80 bp reads aligning to it will have an average read depth of 6.4.  

These reads may be distributed over the unigene such that only 10 % of the unigene is covered 

(the reads stack up in one position providing high read depth at that position) or that 90 % of 

the unigene is covered (the reads are distributed more evenly over the unigene but at lower 

read depth).  Calculating both statistics is an accurate measure of the quality of the coverage 

provided by reads to each unigene. 

From this data I calculated the number of unigenes with reads covering 10 % or greater of their 

length and the percentage of mapped reads used to obtain this coverage.  This process was 

repeated at 20 % coverage, 30 % coverage etc. up to 100 % coverage.  Figure 6.6 presents these 

results for one normalised sample (blue lines) and one unnormalised sample (red lines).  The 

solid lines represent the percentage of unigenes that are counted for each coverage cut-off and 

the dashed lines represent the percentage of mapped reads that provide this coverage.  The x-

axis measures the percentage of the unigene covered by reads and the y-axis measures the 

percentage of unigenes counted (solid lines) or percentage of mapped reads aligned to counted 

unigenes (dashed line).  Considering only unigenes with an average read depth of 5 or greater, 

the data shows that 30 to 40 % of unigenes have reads covering 10 % or more of their length.  

For these alignments, more than 90 % of mapped reads are used.  At the other extreme, less 

than 5 % of unigenes have reads covering 100 % of their length.  These alignments involve 

between 5 and 20 % of mapped reads.   
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Figure 6.6: Alignment statistics for reads from Illumina samples. 

The unnormalised sample is represented by a red line, the normalised sample is represented by a blue line.  The 

method for generating these statistics is explained in the main text.  The solid lines indicate the percentage of total 

unigenes counted at each coverage cut-off (x-axis) and the dotted lines indicate the percentage of mapped reads 

that generate this coverage.  

 

There are two main points to note from Figure 6.6.  First, there is no obvious difference in the 

number of unigenes counted (solid lines) between reads from different samples (normalised 

and unnormalised).  This shows that reads from the normalised samples are not hitting more 

unigenes that reads from the unnormalised samples as was indicated by the previous, less 

detailed analysis (Table 6.4).  The second point is that using this measure to determine the 

number of unigenes hit by reads we can see that a maximum of 30 to 40 % of unigenes have 

reads aligned to them.  This indicates that the coverage being achieved by our sequencing runs 

is unexpectedly low.  The cDNA samples are obtained from a wide range of tissues and 

environmental conditions so one would expect that a larger proportion of existing unigenes 

should be represented. 

6.3.2 Analysis of 454 sequence data 

6.3.2.1 Analysis of 454 raw reads 

The details of the reads obtained from sequencing the normalised and unnormalised superpools 

are shown in Table 6.5.  Nearly 900,000 reads were generated with a total length of 296 Mb.  
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This represents between 1.4 and 2.0 times coverage of the wheat transcriptome.  More reads 

were obtained from the normalised library than the unnormalised library resulting in a larger 

amount of total sequence from the normalised library.  The N50 length was also higher for the 

normalised reads indicating that the read length is longer. 

Library type Number of reads Total length (Mb) N50 (bp) 

Normalised 450,943 168 464 

Unnormalised 435,085 128 392 
 Table 6.5: Reads obtained by sequencing the normalised and unnormalised 454 libraries. 

 

Profiles of the read lengths obtained from the two libraries are shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 

6.8.  The read lengths obtained from the normalised library are weighted towards longer 

sequences with the majority of reads between 400 and 550 bp.  This profile of read lengths is 

characteristic of the read length profiles obtained from 454 transcriptome sequencing in other 

species (Parchman et al. 2010).  In contrast the reads from the unnormalised library (Figure 6.8) 

are more evenly distributed with a higher number of shorter reads.  This indicates a potential 

problem in the preparation of this library for sequencing, possibly in the DNA nebulisation stage 

resulting in highly fragmented DNA. 

 

Figure 6.7: Profile of 454 read lengths obtained from the normalised library. 

Read length is shown on the x-axis and frequency is shown on the y-axis. 
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Figure 6.8: Profile of 454 read lengths obtained from the unnormalised library.   

Read length is shown on the x-axis and frequency is shown on the y-axis. 

 

The reads from both libraries were assembled together resulting in 68,488 sequence contigs 

with a total length of 41.3 Mb.  The length of the contigs ranged from 40 bp to 4,349 bp with 

the mean length being 603 bp.  The length profile of the assembled contigs is shown in Figure 

6.9.  The majority of contigs (67.3 %) are between 250 and 750 bp in length.  

 

Figure 6.9: Profile of contig lengths obtained from assembling 454 reads. 

The normalised and unnormalised reads were assembled together.  Contig length is shown on the x-axis and 

frequency is shown on the y-axis. 
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6.3.2.2 Analysis of assembled contigs from 454 reads 

Testing the assembled contigs (built from both normalised and unnormalised reads) for 

redundancy identified only 591 contigs (less than 1 %) that were represented by longer contigs.  

This shows that the majority of assembled contigs represent unique wheat transcript sequence. 

Comparing the assembled contigs to NCBI unigenes using BLAST identified 51,396 contigs (75.1 

% of all contigs) that showed significant sequence similarity to unigenes and 28,133 unigenes 

(68.8 % of unigenes) that showed significant sequence similarity to contigs (Figure 6.10).  This 

leaves a portion of NCBI unigenes that are not represented by contigs (light pink area) and a 

portion of contigs that are not represented in unigenes (light blue area).  This means that 

although the 454 contigs are not representative of the complete unigene set, there are contigs 

in the set that may represent new sequence.  The portion of the contigs showing no similarity to 

unigenes (17,052 contigs) were analysed further to determine whether they represented new 

sequence.  BLAST analysis showed that 9,946 contigs (58 %) showed significant sequence 

similarity to 3,295 unique Brachypodium genes and a further 376 contigs (3 %) showed 

sequence similarity to other plant proteins.  This indicates that 9,946 contigs may represent 

wheat genes that have homologues in Brachypodium but that are not represented in the NCBI 

unigenes.  These contigs have a total length of 4.8 Mb and the longest contig is 2.28 kb.  

Furthermore, 376 contigs represent wheat genes that are not found in Brachypodium but have 

homologues identified in other plant species.  The total length of these contigs is 179 kb.  The 

remaining 6,730 contigs (39 %) showed no sequence similarity to any plant proteins indicating 

that these contigs may represent either contaminant or new wheat sequence with no 

homologues in Brachypodium or other plant species.  Using BLAST to compare these contigs to 

all public nucleotide sequence (evalue cut-off 1e-20) indicated that the majority of these contigs 

showed no significant similarity to any known sequence (Figure 6.11).  However, more than 700 

contigs did show significant DNA sequence similarity to wheat sequence.  These included mainly 

Triticum aestivum cDNA clones and chromosome 3B BAC clones and also BAC clones, genes and 

transcript sequences from T. turgidum, T. monococcum and T.urartu.  This analysis indicates 

that there is wheat sequence represented in the 454 contigs that is not present in the NCBI 

wheat unigenes.  Nucleotide sequence from other Triticeae species and other grasses are also 

represented in the contigs in addition to a small amount of contamination in the form of human 

and non-plant DNA. 
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Figure 6.10: Results from analysis of 454 contigs.   

First the contigs were compared to NCBI unigenes to determine the proportion of contigs hitting unigenes and the 

proportion of unigenes hitting contigs.  Subsequently, the contigs not represented by unigenes were analysed by 

comparison to Brachypodium and other plant proteins to determine whether these contigs represented new 

wheat sequence. 

 

The contigs that hit Brachypodium genes were aligned to these genes to determine what 

percentage of the coding exons in each gene was covered by contig sequence and 351 of the 

9,946 contigs were identified that covered 50 % or more of the coding exons of the homologous 

Brachypodium gene.  On average, 20.5 % of each homologous Brachypodium gene was covered 

by 454 contig sequence. 
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Figure 6.11: BLAST analysis of 454 contigs showing no similarity to existing plant proteins. 

These contigs showed no similarity to Brachypodium proteins or to other plant proteins.  The majority of contigs 

could not be identified, a smaller proportion represented wheat sequence, other Triticeae species or other grasses 

and the presence of some human and non-plant contaminant was detected.  

 

Using 454 contigs to extend unigenes resulted in 7,547 unigenes being extended by 100 bp or 

more and a new unigene set was constructed.  This new unigene set included 4.3 Mb of 

additional sequence, increasing the total length of the unigene set from 36.4 Mb to 40.7 Mb.   

Comparing the original NCBI unigene set with Brachypodium genes identified 4,746 unigenes 

that showed high sequence similarity to a Brachypodium gene and these were classified as 

putative homologues.  Aligning these unigenes to their corresponding Brachypodium 

homologues gave a mean coverage of 77 %, meaning that on average a unigene sequence 

covered 77 % of the coding sequence of its homologous Brachypodium gene.  The same analysis 

using the extended unigenes identified 6,008 unigenes that showed high sequence similarity to 

a Brachypodium gene and aligning these unigenes to their putative Brachypodium homologues 

gave a mean coverage of 78 %.  This shows that extending the unigenes using the 454 contigs 

has significantly increased the number of Brachypodium genes that can be identified as putative 

homologues.  In addition, extending the unigenes has slightly increased the proportion of 

Brachypodium coding sequence covered by unigenes. 

A few examples of extended unigenes aligned to Brachypodium gene models were visually 

inspected and two of these are shown in Figure 6.12.  Panel A shows unigene S12902301 

aligned to Brachypodium gene Bradi5g21900.1.  The unigene has been extended from a length 

of 723 to 1,512 nucleotides by reassembly with similar 454 contigs.  This extension allows every 
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exon of the gene to be covered by wheat sequence.  Panel B shows unigene S17974984 aligned 

to Brachypodium gene Bradi1g03170.1.  This unigene has been extended from 850 to 1,778 

nucleotides and when aligned to Brachypodium, this extended unigene covers all exons of the 

gene and extends into the UTR region. 

 

Figure 6.12: Extending unigenes using 454 contigs and aligning to Brachypodium genes to identify gene models. 

In each panel, the Brachypodium gene is shown at the top with exons in blue, UTRs in white and introns as a blue 

line.  The extended unigene is shown in orange aligning to the gene and the unextended unigene is shown in green.   

 

These examples show that although the mean coverage of Brachypodium genes by unigenes 

only increased by 1 % after extension, in some cases longer extensions were possible which 

generate unigenes of a length comparable to a whole gene. 

6.4 Discussion 

RNA-Seq, the use of next generation sequencing methods to sequence RNA isolated from cells, 

provides a high-throughput and quantative method to analyse the transcripts present in those 

cells at specific developmental stages and under different environmental conditions.  If a wide 

range of tissues are sampled, a complete picture of the transcriptome of a species can be 

generated.  RNA-Seq has been used to characterise the transcriptomes of many species which 

do not yet have sequenced genomes such as the Pine tree (Parchman et al. 2010).  T. aestivum 

is an important crop species for reasons that have been previously described and due to a large 

and complex hexaploid genome, has yet to have a well-defined unigene set sequenced, or to be 

completely sequenced.  RNA-Seq can be used to sequence the transcribed portion of this large 

genome in order to increase the amount of wheat transcriptome sequence that already exists.  

This existing sequence is largely composed of partial cDNA sequences (ESTs) which have been 

assembled by automated pipelines and which are incomplete or contain redundant sequence.  
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The availability of the Brachypodium genome sequence provides wheat researchers with a set 

of ‘gene templates’ to accurately define wheat gene models by aligning these transcript 

sequences to Brachypodium using specialised transcript to genomic alignment tools (Wheelan 

et al. 2001).  This approach will complement existing wheat gene models derived from rice 

genes that have been of use in the past.  Brachypodium is more closely related to wheat than 

rice is to wheat, meaning that wheat gene models defined by alignment to Brachypodium will 

be potentially more accurate than gene models defined by alignment to rice genes.  

Wheat cDNA was prepared from a wide range of tissue samples and sequenced using 454 and 

Illumina platforms.  Both normalised and unnormalised samples were sequenced.  The Illumina 

platform generated between 23 and 30 million reads from each lane and when aligned to NCBI 

unigenes between 20 and 48 % of these reads could be placed.  Fewer reads mapped to 

unigenes from the normalised samples than expected.  However, between 65 and 73 % of NCBI 

unigenes had at least one aligning read, depending on the library used.  Only 20 % of reads 

mapped to unigenes from the normalised library and 73 % of unigenes had reads aligned.  A 

more detailed analysis showed that mapped reads from both normalised and unnormalised 

libraries generated a similar coverage of unigenes.  For example, approximately 30 % of 

unigenes had reads aligned to an average depth of 5 or more with 50 % or more of their length 

covered by reads (Figure 6.6).   

The read quality profiles and analysis of base frequencies in the reads obtained from the 

normalised samples indicated a possible problem with the normalisation procedure which may 

have accounted for the low number of reads mapping from these samples.  However, although 

a low proportion of reads from the normalised samples mapped to unigenes compared to the 

unnormalised library, a similar number of unigenes are represented.  This indicates that the 

normalisation procedure was working and some abundant transcripts are being removed.  A 

large proportion of reads from the normalised samples did not align to reference sequences 

which could mean that they were of low quality, or that they represented new wheat sequence.  

The next stage of investigation would be to assemble these reads with ABySS (Birol et al. 2009) 

or Oases to determine whether the 50 % of unmapped reads from the unnormalised samples or 

the 79 % of unmapped reads from the normalised samples can be used to generate new 

sequence contigs that represent wheat transcript sequence not included in the NCBI unigenes 

set. 

Combining all normalised reads together and aligning them to unigenes produced no significant 

increase in unigene coverage and the same observation was made when all unnormalised reads 

were combined and aligned to unigenes.  However, combining all reads together (normalised 
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and unnormalised) and aligning them to unigenes was not done due to time and computational 

limitations.  It is not expected that this would significantly increase the percentage of unigenes 

covered as the same transcripts are represented in both libraries although deeper coverage of 

more abundant transcripts should be obtained from reads in the unnormalised samples.   

Normalised and unnormalised wheat cDNA samples were also sequenced using the 454 

sequencing platform.  This technology produces longer reads meaning that de novo assembly is 

more feasible.  The transcriptomes of other plants have been successfully characterised in this 

way (Novaes et al. 2008; Parchman et al. 2010).  Although the read lengths obtained from the 

unnormalised library were generally shorter than those obtained from the normalised library 

(N50 of 392 bp compared to 464 bp) all reads were assembled together resulting in 41.3 Mb of 

sequence contigs.  Seventy-five percent of contigs showed significant similarity to 69 % of 

unigenes showing that the sequence generated represented a large proportion of existing 

unigenes as well as potentially new wheat transcript sequence.  The contigs matching existing 

unigenes were used to extend the unigenes and the size of unigene dataset was increased by 

4.3 Mb, from 36 to nearly 41 Mb.  This is slightly closer to the lowest estimation for the size of 

the transcriptome of a single wheat chromosome set (49.7 Mb).  Interestingly, although in most 

cases assembling unigenes with matching contigs generated a single extended unigene, in some 

cases multiple new unigenes were generated which may represent homoeologous genes or the 

products of alternative splicing from the same gene.  Aligning the extended unigenes to 

Brachypodium gene models showed that in some cases, an extended unigene represented all 

coding exons of its putative Brachypodium homologue resulting in complete wheat gene models 

(Figure 6.12).  In contrast the unextended unigene covered less than half of coding exons. 

From the set of contigs showing no similarity to unigenes, 9,946 contigs showed similarity to 

Brachypodium protein sequences and 376 contigs showed similarity to other plant proteins.  

These contigs represent an additional 5 Mb of potential wheat transcript sequence that can be 

added to the extended unigene set.  A small proportion of the contigs showing similarity to 

Brachypodium genes could be aligned to these genes probably due to synonymous substitutions 

in the DNA sequences not reflected in the protein sequence.  In some cases more than 50 % of 

the intron-exon structure of the wheat gene could be determined from these alignments.  A 

small proportion of the 6,730 contigs that show no similarity to existing plant proteins were 

identified as showing similarity to wheat sequence not present in the wheat unigenes.  

However, these sequences may be represented in the larger transcript assemblies from TIGR or 

DFCI.  The sequences that could not be identified may represent small RNAs and non-coding 

RNAs which are present in the transcriptome and were not explicitly searched for in this 

analysis.  It is also possible that retroelements in the repeat-rich wheat genome are 
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transcriptionally active and may be represented in the dataset.  In the analysis of the Pine 

transcriptome, 6.2 % of 454 reads that represented transcriptionally active retroelements 

(Parchman et al. 2010).  Again, these were not explicitly searched for in this analysis.  

This analysis shows that using next-generation sequencing technologies is a useful approach to 

generate large amounts of transcript sequence from wheat cDNA.  However, analysis of this 

sequence is more challenging.  One particular difficulty in this analysis resulted from the low 

depth of reads from 454 sequencing and difficulties in normalisation of samples for Illumina.  

Many different transcript assemblies are available meaning that identifying whether a contig 

resulting from an RNA-Seq experiment is unique is a time-consuming and computationally 

intensive process.  Smaller datasets such as the NCBI unigenes are faster to work with but are 

incomplete and larger datasets such as the TIGR transcript assemblies are slow to process and 

contain redundant sequences.  The longer reads produced by 454 sequencing appear to be 

more useful to characterise the transcriptome of wheat as these reads can be assembled de 

novo.  However, de novo assembly of Illumina reads will undoubtedly provide useful sequence 

as new transcriptome assembly algorithms are developed.  Aligning wheat transcript sequence 

to Brachypodium genes is an accurate method of defining gene models in wheat and with 

greater coverage should enable the structure of more than half the genes in the wheat genome 

to be determined.  Work is continuing to increase the variety of tissues from which RNA 

samples are isolated, to improve normalisation methods, and to increase sequence coverage 

using both 454 and Illumina platforms. A pipeline has been developed during this analysis to 

analyse 454 reads and it is envisaged that more unique contigs would provide additional 

coverage of unigenes as well as new transcript sequence.  Although challenging, sequencing the 

transcriptome of hexaploid wheat is essential to accelerate gene discovery in this important 

crop plant and to provide an accurate genomic resource in the years before a complete genome 

sequence is available for wheat.   
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7 General discussion and conclusions 

At the simplest level, comparative genomics describes the comparison between two genomic 

entities from different taxa, however the range of methodologies covered by comparative 

genomics is very broad.  Comparative genomics provides a foundation for understanding how 

evolution acts upon genomes and to understand the evolutionary relationship between 

organisms.  The techniques of comparative genomics came of age during the Human Genome 

Project when the genomes of model species such as D. melanogaster (Adams et al. 2000) and 

mouse (Waterston et al. 2002) were used to annotate and understand the human genome 

based on conserved synteny between the species being compared.  Comparative genomics 

approaches are used very widely today due to the rapid increase in sequenced genomes. They 

have proved to be a powerful component in the toolbox of genomics and a key approach to 

understanding the evolutionary relationships between diverse organisms. Comparative 

genomics is also an indispensible research strategy for gene identification and has the potential 

to transform marker-assisted crop breeding by identifying genes underlying traits and their 

functions.  The material presented in this thesis describes the genome sequencing of 

Brachypodium distachyon, a new experimental grass system and its subsequent use to 

understand the large and complex genome of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) using a wide 

range of comparative genomics approaches.  

Over the last 10,000 years, wheat has played an important role in providing nutrition to humans 

and their livestock since it was first domesticated in the fertile crescent of Western Asia (Heun 

et al. 1997).  Today, wheat is increasingly important as a crop due to its high yield in relatively 

unfavourable conditions and high nutritional content, with nearly 700 million metric tonnes 

produced worldwide in 2008 (FAOStat 2010).  With a large increase in the global population as 

well as changes to the earth’s climate predicted to occur over the next 50 years, wheat will also 

play a central role in the future provision of nutrition, alongside other staple crops such as rice 

and maize.  The development of high yielding varieties of crop species was the basis of the 

‘green revolution’ that occurred in the 1960s and resulted in a large increase in cereal 

production across the world.  In the era of genomics, research into crop plants will once again 

play a central role in meeting the future challenge of food security (Wollenweber et al. 2005).  

Once annotated, the complete genome sequence of an organism provides a durable and 

accurate record of all the genes in the organism’s genome.  In the case of crop plants, this 

information can be used to identify the genes underlying important traits and to develop new 

varieties of crop species with improved yield and increased resistance to environmental factors 

such as biotic and abiotic stress.  Rice was the first crop plant to be sequenced due to its small 
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genome and agricultural importance (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005) and 

has been followed by the larger genomes of sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009) and maize 

(Schnable et al. 2009).  The rice and maize genomes were sequenced using a hierarchical clone-

by-clone approach and the sorghum genome was sequenced using a whole-genome shotgun 

approach.  Due to its large size, complexity and high repeat content (Smith and Flavell 1975; 

Bennett and Leitch 1995), sequencing the wheat genome using a clone-by-clone approach or a 

WGS approach is not practical.  To achieve 10x coverage of the 17 Gb wheat genome would 

require more than one million 150 kb BACs which would require fingerprinting, assembling into 

contigs and subsequently ordered.  Moreover, the high repeat content and presence of 

homoeologous chromosomes means that reassembling reads from a WGS approach would be 

very challenging.  The availability of the rice genome sequence has facilitated gene isolation in 

wheat, producing a collection of BAC clones covering many agronomically important genes 

(Chantret et al. 2005; Isidore et al. 2005; Griffiths et al. 2006; Gu et al. 2006).  These 

investigations relied on the high degree of collinearity between genomes in the grass family 

evident since early comparative analysis using molecular markers (Moore et al. 1995).  Although 

useful in this regard, some studies indicated that the evolutionary distance between rice and 

wheat had resulted in a breakdown of synteny between the species thus limiting the use of rice 

as a model genome for wheat genomics (Chantret et al. 2005; Griffiths et al. 2006).  The wild 

grass B. sylvaticum had been used to fill this evolutionary gap as early as 1993 (Moore et al. 

1993b) but it was not until 2001 that B. distachyon was proposed as a new experimental system 

for grasses (Draper et al. 2001).  Brachypodium was estimated to have diverged from the wheat 

lineage 35 to 40 MYA (Bossolini et al. 2007), significantly more recently than the estimated 

divergence time (50 MYA) of rice and wheat (Paterson et al. 2004a).  In 2006, a genome 

sequencing project was initiated and my contributions to the production and analysis of the 

Brachypodium genome sequence (International Brachypodium Initiative 2010), the construction 

of a genetic linkage map (Garvin et al. 2010) and an integrated BAC-based physical map (Febrer 

et al. 2010) comprise the topics covered in Chapter 2 of this thesis.   

The Brachypodium genome was sequencing using a whole-genome shotgun strategy, then 

assembled and annotated by an international consortium.   I annotated the intermediate 

release of the genome sequence and provided this information to the research community as 

an immediate resource using a website developed specifically for this purpose 

(www.modelcrop.org).  Brachypodium was the fourth grass species to be sequenced and the 

first pooid grass meaning for the first time, genome-wide comparisons between grasses from 

the three major economically important sub-families within the Poaceae could be performed, 

the Ehrhartoideae, the Panicoideae and the Pooideae (International Rice Genome Sequencing 

http://www.modelcrop.org/
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Project 2005; Paterson et al. 2009).  These comparisons allowed Brachypodium to be integrated 

into the recent detailed model of grass chromosome evolution (Salse et al. 2008a).  

Furthermore, remnants of nested chromosome insertion were identified in the Brachypodium 

genome.  These comprised centromeric repeats from the inserted chromosome that still existed 

in the target chromosome as well as a high retrotransposon density concomitant with a 

centromeric region.  In addition, a high gene density could still be observed at the former distal 

end of the inserted chromosome.  These observations provided direct evidence for the 

hypothesis of nested chromosome insertion that had been proposed based on the order of 

genetic markers in grasses (Kellogg 2001; Srinivasachary et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2009).  The 

Brachypodium genome analysis confirmed that the insertion of one chromosome into the 

centromere of another appears to be a unifying mechanism that describes the evolution of 

grass chromosomes and conservation of chromosome synteny.  The BAC-based physical map 

was used to assess the quality of the WGS sequence assemblies generated by the sequencing 

project and was essential to provide independent validation of the pseudo-molecules in the 

final assembly.  The physical map was integrated to the genetic map, the karyotype and the 

WGS assemblies to enhance the accuracy of the genomic sequence and to provide a very high 

quality whole-genome shotgun assembly for future genomic studies in the grasses.   

The development of genomic resources in Brachypodium over the last five years has facilitated 

its use as an experimental system for temperate grasses and the genome sequence provides a 

template for the analysis of the genomes of larger crop species.  It should be stressed however, 

that using Brachypodium in comparative studies has the same inherent limitations as observed 

for all model species in that they remain evolutionarily distant from the species under study.  

Although Brachypodium is more closely related to wheat than rice is to wheat (International 

Brachypodium Initiative 2010), comparative studies rely on collinearity between the species 

being compared which breaks down as evolutionary distance increases.  A comparison between 

wheat sequence from chromosome 3B, rice and Brachypodium identified an ancestral backbone 

of conserved genes interspersed with non-collinear genes (Choulet et al. 2010).  Sequence 

homology to wheat was higher in Brachypodium than in rice but the authors observed that in 

the regions studied, lineage-specific rearrangements had disrupted synteny in Brachypodium to 

the same extent as is observed in rice.  It is possible that this reduction in synteny is due to 

accelerated evolution in the Triticeae genomes as recently hypothesised by Luo and colleagues 

from a comparison between Ae. tauschii, rice and sorghum (Luo et al. 2009).  Nevertheless, 

approaches that exploit synteny to wheat using both the rice and Brachypodium genomes are 

likely to be more successful than using only one of these species.  An approach recently applied 

to wheat is the use of conserved orthologous set (COS) markers designed from wheat ESTs 
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aligned to orthologous rice genes (Quraishi et al. 2009).  Primers are designed to span putative 

introns based on gene structure in rice and have the advantage of a known position in rice and 

therefore a putative position in wheat.  Using orthologous genes from both Brachypodium and 

rice to design COS markers is likely to provide more useful markers than using a single species.       

Phylogenetic footprinting is a powerful comparative genomics technique used to discover 

potentially functional sequence in genomes based on identifying sequences in related species 

that have been conserved over evolutionary timescales (Tagle et al. 1988).  This approach has 

been used extensively in mammalian genomics (Loots et al. 2000; Nobrega et al. 2003) to 

identify putative regulatory elements and more recently has been applied to plants (Thomas et 

al. 2007; Li et al. 2009d).  In Chapter 3, phylogenetic footprinting was used to compare 

homologous genes from three diverse members of the grass family (rice, Brachypodium and 

sorghum) to identify regions with potential gene regulatory function that are conserved in all 

three species.  This analysis produced a set of more than 15,000 sequences with potential 

regulatory functions.  An overrepresentation of the core motif from the DRE/CRT element 

shown to be involved in drought response (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki 1994) was found 

within conserved sequences surrounding genes predicted to be involved in drought response.  

This suggests that the sequences identified contain functional motifs.  The identified sequences 

are conserved between three diverse grass genomes and therefore are likely to be conserved in 

grasses with less well defined genomes such as crop species in the Triticeae and potential 

biofuel crops.  The availability of the Brachypodium genome sequence provided the first 

opportunity to perform this type of genome-wide analysis in the grass family and provides a 

dataset of potential regions to direct future experiments aimed at establishing gene regulatory 

networks.  The validation of these conserved sequences was performed in silico and using a 

dataset extrapolated from rice.  Ideally, the next stage of this analysis would be to 

experimentally determine genes that are differentially expressed in Brachypodium under 

different conditions and to analyse the conserved sequences surrounding these genes for 

overrepresented motifs.  Experimental validation of these putative regulatory elements could 

then be undertaken.   

Functional genomics aims to assign function to genes and insertional mutagenesis using T-DNA 

is a fast and cost effective way to develop the large, mutagenised populations which provide a 

foundation for functional genomics research.  T-DNA insertional mutagenesis has been used to 

develop populations of rice and Arabidopsis lines (Alonso et al. 2003; Rosso et al. 2003; Krishnan 

et al. 2009), which have been used to characterise many genes such as those involved in plant-

pathogen interactions (Dellagi et al. 2005; Ramonell et al. 2005).  In addition to being closely 

related to temperate grass crops, Brachypodium is related to grasses with potential use as 
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biofuel crops such as such as Miscanthus giganteus and switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and 

having the experimental resources to identify genes with important function such as those 

involved in the biosynthesis of lignin polymers, holds great potential (DOE 2006).  More than 

1,000 mutagenised Brachypodium lines were produced and the analysis of these lines to 

identify the genomic location of T-DNA insertion is described in Chapter 4.  A total of 364 unique 

genes were identified containing an insertion and 175 of these had already been functionally 

annotated.  This pilot study, to which I contributed the bioinformatics required for insertional 

analysis, is an important first step to provide a functional genomics resource in this new 

experimental grass system.  Many more lines are required to achieve a mutation in every gene 

and in order to analyse T-DNA insertions more completely and to compare these with T-DNA 

insertions in other plants, a larger dataset is required.  Mutant lines are being developed by a 

number of groups internationally which will provide this large dataset.  Furthermore, additional 

bioinformatics expertise is required to develop an automated method to identify and 

characterise these insertions in a high-throughput manner and with the high level of accuracy 

required to deal with the complex insertion patterns associated with T-DNA insertion which 

have hitherto been ignored in large-scale analysis (PV, pers. comm.).  

As discussed previously, sequencing the bread wheat genome is an essential but highly 

challenging step towards the development of improved varieties of wheat.  The current 

approach to generate accurate and contiguous sequence over large distances is to sequence 

BACs from a minimal tiling path that forms part of an anchored physical map (Paux et al. 2008).  

Although technically feasible, this approach requires physical mapping which is very costly and 

time consuming.  As part of an international effort to sequence the wheat genome, my group at 

the JIC is physically mapping the long arm of wheat chromosome 3D.  A chromosome-based 

approach is being used which relies on flow cytometry using aneuploid stocks to separate 

individual chromosomes and chromosome arms (Dolezel et al. 2007).  Our approach is 

described in Chapter 5 and closely follows that taken by Paux et al. who used a genetic map and 

a detailed deletion bin map of chromosome 3B to produce a physical map of this chromosome 

(Paux et al. 2008).  It also includes my novel method of ordering and orientating the physical 

map contigs using synteny between the genomes of Brachypodium and wheat.  We found that 

markers designed from wheat ESTs aligned to Brachypodium genes combined with a BES 

anchoring strategy provided syntenic anchor points for more than one-third of contigs.  In 

addition, more than 5,000 ISBP markers (Paux et al. 2010) were designed, providing the 

potential to anchor 87 % of the 3DL physical map contigs.  The novel syntenic anchoring strategy 

provides a first-pass physical map which will be validated by additional anchoring using a 

genetic map and a deletion bin map of 3DL which are currently under construction.  The 
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syntenic anchoring strategy is based on synteny between Brachypodium and wheat, but as 

previously described this is sometimes disrupted.  Although every effort was made to validate 

this approach with current data, for example the Ae. tauschii genetic map (Luo et al. 2009), 

subsequent comparison to a genetic map and a high-resolution deletion bin map may indicate 

that this approach is not particularly accurate.  Although one-third of physical map contigs have 

been anchored syntenically to Brachypodium to date, this method was more successful at the 

distal end of the chromosome where gene density is highest. It may be that this method will 

ultimately be limited, and the use of markers derived from next generation sequencing and BAC 

end-sequences could be used to anchor more contigs.  

The emergence of the high-throughput sequencing platforms described in Chapter 1 has 

revolutionised the field of genomics and has enabled broader and more extensive genomic 

investigations to be performed (Metzker 2010).  One application of these technologies is RNA-

Seq, where the RNA complement of an organism is sequenced to characterise the transcribed 

portion of the genome or to quantitatively measure gene expression.  RNA-Seq has been used 

to characterise the transcriptome of plants with large and complex genomes (Parchman et al. 

2010).  In Chapter 6, the Illumina and 454 sequencing platforms were used to characterise the 

transcriptome of the hexaploid wheat genome.  The transcript sequences obtained from 

assembling 454 reads were used to expand the existing wheat unigene set and were also 

aligned to Brachypodium genes to accurately define wheat gene models.  In some cases, 

complete wheat gene models were defined.  The Illumina sequence data generated provides 

the opportunity to assemble transcript sequence de novo using new assembly algorithms.  

Further sequencing will result in increased gene coverage, and a more accurate set of wheat 

gene sequences can be constructed.  These can then be aligned to Brachypodium genes to 

define accurate gene models in wheat.  Two particular limitations in this analysis were firstly the 

relatively low amount of 454 sequence coverage generated during this study and secondly, 

technical problems in cDNA normalisation when preparing cDNA for Illumina sequencing.  These 

problems have now been overcome, and it is anticipated that in the coming months deep 

transcriptome coverage will be generated, and assembly and alignment using the strategy I 

have developed in this thesis will form an important part of this analysis. 

A significant proportion of the research in this thesis has already been published (Febrer et al. 

2009; Febrer et al. 2010; Garvin et al. 2010; International Brachypodium Initiative 2010; Thole et 

al. 2010).  Other research projects are still ongoing, such as chromosome painting in 

Brachypodium, the physical mapping of wheat 3DL and the wheat transcriptome analysis.  In 

addition to the current effort to physically map and sequence the wheat genome using a 

chromosome-based approach, new sequencing technologies mean that direct sequencing of the 
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wheat genome is now feasible.  The recent announcement that 5x coverage of the wheat 

genome has been achieved using the 454 sequencing platform is a milestone in wheat genomics 

(JIC Press Office 2010).  This has been achieved by a group of UK scientists with contributions 

from my own group at the JIC.  Although assembly and annotation of this sequence is a 

monumental task, a new generation of assembly algorithms such as Curtain 

(http://code.google.com/p/curtain) and Cortex (M. Caccamo, pers. comm.) are being developed 

that are designed to deal with the assembly of large eukaryotic genomes.  The 85 Gb of wheat 

sequence should provide a challenging dataset for these new algorithms.  In addition, the 

availability of real-time, single molecule DNA sequencing technologies, such as the SMRT 

technology being developed by Pacific Biosciences (Eid et al. 2009) described in Chapter 1, will 

provide more robust methods to sequence large and complex genomes.  The strobe sequencing 

protocol available with this technology (Pacific Biosciences 2009) will allow short blocks of 

sequence to be read over very long insert lengths, rather than the traditional mate-pair reads 

from each end of an insert.  For the highly repetitive wheat genome, this will allow reads to 

span repetitive regions and provide a long-range scaffold for assembly of shorter reads that 

provide deep coverage. 

In conclusion, it is an exciting time for grass genomics.  The genome sequencing technologies 

are emerging which, combined with new methods of genome assembly and analysis will allow 

the genomes of many key species to be sequenced and analysed over the coming years.  One of 

these will be the large genome of wheat which only a few years ago, was considered impossible 

to sequence.  This wealth of genomic information will provide the means to address one of the 

most pressing issues of our time - how to feed a growing population.  The material presented in 

this thesis is an important contribution towards this goal. 

  

http://code.google.com/p/curtain/
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Abbreviations 

BAC: Bacterial artificial chromosome 

BES: BAC-end sequence 

BLAST: Basic local alignment search tool 

cDNA: Complementary DNA 

CNS: Conserved non-coding sequence 

COS: Conserved Orthologous Set 

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid 

EST: Expressed sequence tag 

FISH: Fluorescence in situ hybridisation 

FPC: Fingerprinted contigs software 

FST: Flanking sequence tag 

GFF: Generic feature format 

HICF: High information content fingerprinting 

HSP: High-scoring pair 

IBI: International Brachypodium Initiative 

ISBP: Insertion site-based polymorphism 

JGI: Joint Genome Institute 

JIC: John Innes Centre 

LTR: Long terminal repeat 

MIPS: Munich Information Centre for protein sequences 

mRNA: Messenger RNA 

MTP: Minimum tiling path 

MYA: Million years ago 
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NGS: Next-generation sequencing 

ORF: Open reading frame 

PAC: P1 artificial chromosome 

PCR: Polymerase chain reaction 

RNA: Ribonucleic acid 

rRNA: Ribosomal RNA 

SNP: Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SSR: Simple sequence repeat 

tRNA: Transfer RNA 

USDA: United States Department of Agriculture 

WGD: Whole-genome duplication 

WGS: Whole-genome shotgun 
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